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Prof tvco

Tho aim of thin thesis has been to undertake a thorough examination

of all the Stoic evidence for the theory of ' in order to deter¬

mine what thin theory was and to see if there was any development in it

from the beginning of the Stoa up to the time of Marcus Auroliuo. This

requires that the evidence be treated in a chronological order; there

are, however, two reasons why this has to be modified. Firstly, it is

impossible, because of the nature of the evidence, to compare the ideas

of specific Stoics on this subject before we come to Panaotiuo, whose

views on kathekon can be derived from Cicero's treatise Pe officiis.

Secondly, the summaries of Cicero, Diogenes Laertius and Stobaeus and

the criticisms of Plutarch and Sextus Empiricus are concerned, for the

most part, with the viev/s of the Stoa in general up to the time of

Panaetius and his pvipils Hecato and Fosidonius. These works do give

the viev/s of specific philosophers on certain points of Stoic doctrine,

but this is not so with the theory of kathekon, except for a very small

number of short quotations in which the word /cov' occurs. The works

which deal with Stoicism in general are, therefore, dealt with before

the viev/s of philosophers from Panaetius onwards are discussed.

Cicero is dealt with first because he provides the earliest and

most extensive exposition of the Ctoic theory of kathekon from its

beginnings ur> to his own time that v/e now possess, and is by fa.r the

most important source. Plutarch's works against the Stoa, the he

Stoicorum repugnantiis and ho oommuriibus notitiis contra Stoicos,

provide a number of important quotations, many of which nro from

Chrysippus; but his criticisms arc directed against the early Stoa in

general. These criticisms throw some light on the theory of kathekon,

as do those of Cextus Empiricus in Ad versus mathomaticon XI. The

summaries of Diogenes Laertius and Stobaeus provide a good deal of
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useful evidence, inspite of the fact that they are not argued exposit-

ionn of Gtoic ethicn but consist of brief definitions and short explan¬

ations arranged loosely under general headings, one of which is 'kathekon'.

The material contained in those summaries seems to derive ultimately

from evidence of the views of otoics from Zeno to the time of Ilecato

and losidonius, since no Stoic later that these is mentioned by name.

After the disoussion of these general tregtmonts of Stoic ethics,

I have attempted to derivo Panaetius' views about kathekon from Cicoro's

treatise l)e officiis. The views of his pupil Hecato can be seen to a

certain extent in the l)e officiis and in Seneca's Dc beneficiis. A

little light is thrown on Posidonius* views of kathekon in the Do offi¬

ciis and in Galen's De placitis liippocratis et Platonis and Seneca's

Epistles 94 and. 95. After this there follows a trea.tment of the writings

of Seneca, the record of'Kusonius' views in otobaeus, the discourses

of Epictetus as recorded by Arrian, the Feditations of Parous Aurelius

Antoninus, and the views of Hierocles ns seen in the remains of the

> A ^ f
<r-T6tye<.u,f(V and in the passages contained in Stobaeus.

In the final section of the thesis, I have tried, to provide some

answers to the tlve problems which arise from the examination of the

evidence and which have surrounded the Stoic theory of kathekon, and

to see if the Stoic approach to the theory changed throughout it3

development.



1.

I. KATHEKON IN CICERO

The Dg officiis

One of the moot important pieces of evidence that Cicero provides

is of course his treatise De officiis. It is quite clear from evidence

in Cicero's letters''" that the De officiis is a working of Panaetius'

treatise Tt&0 . Cicero, however, is not translating but

adapting it in some way, and one thing which he admits to be doing is

drawing on the works of other Stoics (1.6). In fact some passages of

the De officiis suggest that he is following the Stoics (1.6; 1.22;

3.20), but elsewhere he admits to having followed Panaetius a great

deal (2.60) and with some modification (3.7). At 3.7 he does not

specify what the modifications are, but he may well be referring to the

fact that he incorporates other Stoic material into his working of

Panaetius' treatise. For these reasons the account of officia in the

De officiis differs basically from the account in the De finibus

(3.16-76) which claims to be an account of Stoic ethics going back to

the founder, Zeno ("cxplicabo ... totam Zcnonia Stoicorumquo sententiam"

3.14). In the present chapter, therefore, I only wish to discuss a few

passages of the De officiis which are clearly Stoic in general rather

than specifically Panaetian. One of these Stoic passages is at 1.8

which immediately precedes Panaetius' threefold classification of the

determining of conduct, the point where Cicero's treatment of Panaetius'

treatise seems to begin. At 1.8 Cicero provides a definition of '/«* &7K01/ ' ,
which Panaetius is said to have omitted (l.7)j as "id quod cur factum

sit, ratio probabilis reddi possit," but does not indicate what the

word 'probabilis' means, whether only a proba.ble as opposed to a true

justification can be given, or whether a reasonable or sufficiently good
2

justification is possible. This type of kathekon Cicero calls 'medium

officium' in distinction from a 'perfectum officium' or 'rectum'. Thus,

while » is that which has a. probable or reasonable justification,
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a 'K»-.rtv>yuY-i-<.i in a complete 'icocO^ku^ •, but again Cicero does not indicate

in what the completion consists.

The distinction between 'media officia' and 'perfecta officia' is

again taken up by Cicero at 3.14-15. Cicero makes clear that in the

De officiis he is discussing the media officia and not the perfecta

officia.^ Indeed, the word 'officin' on its own will refer to media

officia, because the additional qualification 'media' is only used to

distinguish them from 'recta' when these are referred to as complete

officia. The media officia, Cicero says, are common and widely found,

in that many people perform them through innate goodness or through

■progress in learning, whereas the perfecta officia are only attainable

by the wise man. In the context this distinction is given as an explana¬

tion of the fact that moral goodness proper is only attainable by those

who possess complete wisdom. Others can only possess 'similitudincs

honesti', semblances of moral goodness, which are also called 'secunda

quaedam honesta', a kind of second-rate moral .goods (3.I5). The fact

that the non-wise are capable of possessing second-rate moral goodness

does not necessarily mean that the majority of them perform media

officia. Even these are said to require a natural inclination to goodness

or instruction in order to be performed.^ Second-rate moral goodness is

changed into moral goodness proper by a process which changes an inter¬

mediate kathekon into a complete one. The qualification 'complete' is

here explained as 'having all the numbers' ('omnes numeros habet').

What exactly this puzzling phrase means will be discussed later in

connection with a fuller account of the phrase at De finibus 3.24, but

it can be assumes from the present passage that the performance of a

complete kathekon possessing all the numbers is directly correlated with

the agent's possession of complete wisdom.

At 1.7 Cicero gives a classification of kathekonta which he claims

every treatise on the subject follows. One part, he snys, concerns the
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supreme rood and includes ouch questions an whether all kathokonta are

complete and whether one kathekon in more important than another. These

are theoretical questions concerning the relationship of kathekonta to

katorthomata and of kathekonta to each other. The other part of a treatise

on kathekonta concerns the laying down of rule3 of kathekonta which are

concerned with practical living in all its aspects. The aim here seems

clearly to be that of giving practical guidance about how to conduct

oneself in particular situations. This assumes the possibility of making

generalisations about what one ought to do, in a way that is quite dis¬

tinct from saying what is morally good. Cicero remarks that the general¬

isations about kathekonta are of relevance to the supreme good, which is

identical to moral goodness, but does not suggest in what way. He may

be referring to the fact that kathekonta are derived from moral goodness

("tamen ex singulis [sc. each of the four virtues] certa officiorum

genera nascuntur" •1.15), but this does raise the problem of what relevance

the performance of kathekonta are to acting in accordance with moral

goodness if they involve doing things which are not morally good. How

does one make the transition from appropriate actions, kathekonta, to

morally good actions, katorthomata?

The Academics.

The first book of the second edition of Cicero's treatise Academica

gives a brief summary of the philosophy of Zeno (l.35~4H) for the purpose

of showing what changes Zeno made in the philosophy of the Academy. This

summary contains one sentence on the subject of kathekon:- "atque ut haec

non tarn rebus quam vocabulis commutaverat, sic inter recte factum atque

peccatum officium et contra officium media locabat quaedam, recte facta

sola in bonis ponens, prave, id est peccata, in malis; officia autem et

servata praetermissaque media putavit, ut dixi." The first clause, "ut...

commutaverat",refers to the fact that Zeno has altered the terminology
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which the Academy used rather than its doctrines. As outlined in sections

35-37, Zeno has restricted the term 'bona' to only one of the three classes

outlined in sections 19-21 (bona 'animi', 'corporis', and 'vitae'), namely

to /roods of the mind. The other types of goods he has relegated to a

class which ho calls 'media', which are neither 'bona' nor 'mala'. Some

of these media he has called 'secundum naturam', others 'naturae contraria',

and in between these a. class of 'intcriecta et media'. The sentence which

immediately precedes the above sentence contains some difficulties which

are relevant to the problem of the relationship between the concepts of

'A .jiTr/i-' , ' and ^ But it Qecins clear that the compari¬
son is meant to show that just as there are media between bona and mala,

so there are media between recta facta and peccata, and these media are

the performance and omission of officia. This, therefore, clearly shows

that the performance and omission of officia are neither virtuous nor

vicious. -Whether the comparison is also designed to show that there are

also media between officia and contra officia depends on the exact inter¬

pretation of the words. Kerferd^ has tried, to show that the words "sic

inter ... quaedam" make this point and only this point. Admittedly his

interpretation that there are media quaedam both between rect^ facta and

peccata and between officia and contra officia makes the word quaedam a

little easier linguistically, and also enables one to keep 'et' in the

phrase "officia autem et servata praetermissaque" because these would then

make a new point, i.e. that the performance and omission of officia are

also media. However this leaves a rather awkward ™ut dixi"; a new point

cannot be made if Cicero has said that he has already made it, and the

only place he could have made it is in the words "sic inter ... quaedam".

I therefore think that we must take the sentence to mean that Zeno has

placed officio and contra officia between recta/ facta and peccata as a

kind of intermediate class; the following words then explain this in

terms of the bona/mala/media distinction alone and hot also in terms of



the secimdum naturam/naturae contraria/media distinction. Thus, Cicero

explains that recte facta are included among bona, peccata among mala,

and the observance and omission of officia among media. In this case,

'et' will have to remain problematic.

Rist makes a complaint against Cicero's reading of Stoic philosophy

in this passage of the Academica because he states that the observance

and omission of officia are both intermediate between virtuous and vicious

actions. This he regards as a misrepresentation because it is clear

from elsewhere that some officia, i.e. complete officia or katorthomata,

9
are obviously not intermediate. Since Cicero is clearly aware of this

in the De officiis, it would be odd if he were trying to misrepresent

the Stoa in the Academica. The difficulty may lie in the meaning of the

word 'media'. If at one end of a scale we pln.ee perfectly appropriate

actions and at the other end the performance of vicious actions, the mere

performance and omission of appropriate actions might seem to be inter¬

mediate between virtue and vice. When the performance of apnropriate

actions becomes complete, it will be placed at the end of the scale and

cease to be intermediate. In such a situation the word 'officium' might

well bo ucod to refor only to those actions which arc neither virtuous

nor vicious, without the additional qualification of 'medium'. In those

instances where one wants to point out the distinction between complete

and intermediate actions, one can call them simply virtuous and appropr¬

iate. It is only in situations where the relationship between the two

is being pointed out that the word 'media' need be used. Another possible

way of explaining the use of 'media.' with officia is that it is taken

from the distinction between 'bona.', 'mala', and 'media'. 'Media.' are

so-called because their possession makes no difference to virtue or vice.*'
Now officia are concerned with the choice and rejection of media,"'" and

for this reason might have been called 'media' themselves. In this case

officia and contra officia. would in themselves be neither good nor bad,



even though it would be possible to perform them virtuously or viciously.

The Do finibus

The evidence which the Be officiis (excluding the Panaetian parts)

and the Acndemica give shout the Stoic doctrine of kathekon is very brief

but important in that it includes some basic statements about the relation¬

ship between 'K^tc/cV^kt^ • and ' . Because of their brevity

they raise many problems which can only be discussed by using the evidence

from elsewhere, especially the much more extensive account in the

Be finibus. The Be finibus is by far the most thorough account of Stoic

ethics that we possess for the period down to Cicero's time. As I pointed

out earlier, it purports to be an account of the views of "Zeno and the

Stoics". This makes it very difficult to attribute views to any particular

philosopher, except in passages where Cicero points out differences of

opinion among different members of the school. In the third book, which

contains the account of their ethics, Cicero mentions the views of the

school from as late as the time of Antipater of Tarsus (3.57).

The third book of the Be finibus (16-76) gives two statements about
"a

kathekonta (20-25* 5^-61). The first passage contains at section 20 a

description of the different stages through which human action must develop

from the basic urge of self-preservation to the stage in which genuine

.goodness is present. These stages can be conveniently numbered from 1)

to 5):-

1) primum est officium (id enim appello k<*8^oy) ut se conservet in

naturae statu,

2) deinceps [sc. est officium | ut ea teneat quae secundum naturam

sint pellatque contraria;

3) qua inventa selectione. et item reiectione, sequitur deinceps cum

officio selectio,

4) deinde ea |sc, selectio] perpetua,



5) "turn [selectio 1 ad extremam constans consentaneaque naturae, in

qua primum inesse incipit ot intellegi quid sit quod vere bonum possit

dici.

The words that have (doused the most difficulty here are "cum officio
x_y'

selectio". What exactly do these words mean and. how does 'selectio' here

differ from the 'selectio' of stage 2) referred to by "qua inventa

selectione"? First, however, since the classification is said to depend

on the principle that things which are in accordance with nature are to

be chosen and their opposites rejected, it is necessary to examine

sections 16-20 which establish this principle.

Stare l), which is the 'primum officium', clearly takes un the con¬

clusion of section 16 that the basic principle ('principium') of action

is ddrived from self-love. The Stoics, it is stated,believed that

immediately upon birth a living creature feels a.n attachment to itself

and an urge to preserve itself. Apart from this, it also his an affection

for things that preserve its natural constitution and an antipathy to

things that seem destructive of it. It is clear that this affection and

antipathy are derived from the urge for self-preservation, which thus

forms the 'principium' for action. Sections 17-18 describe the objects

of the affection, things which are called 'principia naturalia', 'ilia

quae prima cunt ascita natura', 'propter se osciscenda' (17)? 'propter

se assumenda' (l8), 'quasi prima elementa naturae' (19)? 'principia

naturae' (20). These designate basically two things: one, that they are

the basic objects to which we direct our attention, and two, that we direct

our attention to them for their own sake. As proof of the primary nature

oT these things it is pointed out that in the case of the limbs of the

body no-one prefers to have them maimed even though they should be just

as serviceable as when unmaimed. In contradiction to the Epicureans,

the Stoics did not regard pleasure as a primary natural thing. We do

not seek pleasure for its own sake but rather the preservation of our
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natural constitution. Primary natural things also include ,

acts of cognition, villich in here demonstrated "by the fact that children

are said to take delight in finding out something even though they gain

nothing by it. In the case of 'n.rtes' we engage in them for their own

sake partly because they contain acts of cognition and partly because

they establish truths by methodical reasoning, nothing being more contrary

to nature than assenting to falsehoods. Thus, the statement that self-

preservation is the 'primum officium', the primary officium, seems to

mean that the ba.sic motivation in performing primary natural things is

the urge for self-preservation.

Nov;, at section 20, having established the concept of primary

natural things, the general principle is explained which forms the basis

of the classification of action and which, as is stated, is derived from
12

the concept of primary natural things. This is that anything which is

in accordance with nature or produces something that is in accordance

with nature possesses value ( ») and 0n this account is worthy of

choice ('selectio'), and the opposite to this has'disvalue' (opnosite of

value) ^. In this case, the concept of natural things extends the concept

of primary natural things to include things that produce something else

that is natural. Since the words for natural things ('secundum naturam')

and the opposite ('contraria') are used in stage 2), it must be these

which are there to be preserved and repelled, and since the concept of

natural things is an extension of the concept of primary natural things,

the latter must be included in stage 1) under the general term of self-

preservation. In stage 2) the criterion of choice is that of value,

which is attributed not only to natural things but things which are

productive of natural things. f
1 /

Madvig's f explanation of stage 3) is that whereas in stage 2)

selection was made by natural impulse (he refers to childrens', instinctive

inclination to acts of cognition at section 16), in stage 3) the agent



understands what is to he chosen and rejected, and makes decisions

about how he is to act. This Madvig thinks is designated by the words

"cum officio selectio", that is, a selection that is appropriate in that

lb
the agent can give a reasonable justification of it, As a result he

is forced to take stage 3) as the first stage to which the term 'officium'

should be applied. This makes nonsense of Cicero's language because he

is forced, to say that Cicero has inaccurately used the word 'officium'

in stages 1) and 2). It also ignores the fact that in section 22 Cicero

specifically says that all officia aim at ("referri ad") the acquisition

of primary natural things ("principia naturae") and hence must be included

in stages l) and 2).

In fact, to understand what is meant in stages 3) to 5) we must look

in the text after the classification, since what comes before it only

explains stages l) and 2). An alternative to the above way of taking

the phrase "cum officio selectio" is "selection accompanied by officium".

In this case stages l) and 2) will refer to officium proper, whereas

stage 3) will have a characteristic in addition to officium which is

designated by the word 'selectio'. It might seem somewhat awkward

linguistically to have 'selectio' referring both to the selection of

natural things involved in officium and to the selection which is added

to this:- "When this principle of selection and rejection has been

discovered, next follows selection accompanied by officium." However,

if we examine the following sections, there might be a reason for this

apparent awkwardness.

Sections 21-22 point out a basic distinction between on the one

hand an inclination to things which are in accordance with naturo, which

we saw was the basin of officium and derived from the urge of self-

preservation, and. on the other hand an inclination to "rerurn agendarum

ordinem et ut ita dicam concordiam", in which is contained the supreme

good. In the latter case, it is morally good actions ('honeste facta')
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which arc regarded an desirable. Whereas in section 20 natural things

are called 'sumenda', hero morally good actions are 'cxpetenda', a term

which is snecifically said not to be applicable to primary natural things.

Thus, on the one hand we hove officia which aim at primary natural things,

and on the other 'honenta actio' which does not derive from primary

natural things but develops later. The transition from the one to the

other is clearly brought about after the acquisition of intelligence and

(.V V•twk'ocotc >jf which enables one

to see "the order and harmony that governs conduct". Nov;, quite clearly,

this does not mean that the discernment of the order follows immediately

upon the acquisition of intelligence. We must assume a gradual awareness

of it and the development of a capacity to arply this to one's actions,

which is only achieved when stage 5) is reached. Indeed, a gradual

development is suggested by the changes in the character of 'selectio'

from mere selection in stage 3) to perpetual selection in stage 4) and

selection "ad extremum constans consentaneaque naturae" in stage 5)*

Nov;, since stage 2) is concerned with natural things and stage 3) assumes

the ability to discern order to a certain extent in so far as the discovery

of the principle of selection of natural things and rejection of unnatural

things is a necessary preliminary to it, we must assume that the awareness

of order begins between stages 2) and 3). This must develop in stage 3)

until it is perpetual in stage 4)1 and in stage 5) completely consistent

and in harmony with nature and therefore possessing fully developed the

order which is described in section 21.

It is clear from other evidence in the De finibus that the selection

in stage 5) •> in which the Stoic 'c^u.oAoj-n* ' is exhibited is a selection of

natural things. The point is made several times tha.t the Stoic telos

involves choice of natural things and rejection of unnatural things or

that virtue exercises choice among natural things."^ Thus, if the selection

in stages 3), 4) and 5) is a selection of natural things and rejection of



unnatural things, how does the selection differ from that in stage 2)?

It is clear that "continual choice" and "choice completely consistent

and in harmony v/ith nature" arc different, but if stage 3) is to be differ¬

ent from stage ?), then the discovery of selection and rejection must

make the nature of the selection itself different. Firstly, in stage 2)

itse]f the words 'selectio' and 'reiectio' are not used, but 'teneat' and

'pellat'. These suggest that one's actions are directed purely and

simply to obtaining natural things and avoiding unnatural things. But

in stage 3), the words 'selectio' and ' reiectio' are used to describe

the principle of selection and rejection that is derived from stage 2).

These suggest a more deliberate choice and rojection, as though the aim

is not just to obtain natural things and avoid unnatural things but to

choose and reject in accordance with a principle of action. That is, to

choose something because it is natural comes in stage 3) but to obtain

something that is natural on account of itself and. not because it is

natural is an officium. Choosing something natural on principle will be

an officium in so far as it is aimed at something natural, but not merely

an officium because it also is a case of selection of a natural thing on

principle. Thus, stage 3), "qua inventa selectione et item reiectione,

sequitur deinceps cum officio selectio", should be interpreted as:- "When

the principle of selection of na.tural things and rejection of unnatural

things has been discovered, next follows selection [and rejection) of

these things on principle in addition to officium". Similarly, stages

4) and 5) will also be officium in so far as they involve the choice of

natural things, a point which is .also shown by the use of the phrase

'perfectum officium' for a i*.'. We move from an affection for

natural things to esteem the order which is an essential part of morally

,good action ("multo earn pluris a.estimavit quam omnia ilia qua.e prima

dilexprat", 21; "est tamen ea secundum naturam multoque nos ad se expet-

endam magis hortatur quam superiora omnia", 22). While at first we desire
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to obtain natural thinan and hence perform officia, later we desire to

put order into our conduct, but the conduct still consists of actions which

aim at natural things. In stage 3) we will begin to put order into our

conduct by applying the principle of selection of natural things and the

rejection of unnatural things. In stage /]) we will succeed in always

selecting and. rejecting in accordance with this principle, And even after

this it seems possible to advance a stage further. The difference between

stage 4) and 5) is not at all obvious and this problem will be discussed

later.

The details of the development through stages 3) to 5) nre not

elaborated at all, but the text rather concentrates on the difference

between officium and morally good action which only emerges as such in

stage 5) when selection is completely consistent and in harmony with

ne.ture. This difference is illustrated in section 22 by the ana.logy

of aiming a spear or an arrow at a target. Here again the text causes

some difficulty.* ^ The purpose of the illustration, as is stated, is

to dispel the error of assuming that there arc two ultimate goods. This

false assumption is also clearly meant to derive from the fact l) that

officia are derived from the primary natural things and aim to acquire

them and 2) that morally good action is more to be desired than the

primary natural things. The two assumed ultimate goods, therefore,

are the acquisition of primary natural things and morally good action.

The illustration dispels this assumption by showing hovr these two aims

can be combined in one action. That it is necessary to show this will

be clear from the fact that morally good actions are also complete

officia. The opening of section 23 is also based on the idea that

morally good actions are officia. when it says that "since all officia

are based on primary natural things, so must wisdom itself". It is nec¬

essary to show that the essential characteristic of officia, aiming at

natural things, is also a part of actions that are morally good.



The text is an follows:—

"nt enim si cni propositum sit collinoare hastam nut sagittam,

sicut non ultimum in bonis dicimuo, sic illi faccre omnia quae poonit

ut collinoot: buio, in eiusmodi similitudino, omnia sint facienda, ut

collineet, eh tnmcn, ut omnia faoiat quo propositum assequatur, sod hoc

quasi ultimum quale nos summum in vita bonum dicimus, illud autem, ut

feriat, quasi oeligendum, no/ expetendum. " Many difficulties have arisen

from taking "ut si" as introdiicing the first part of a comparison. This
18

led Madvig to emend 'sicut' to 'sic' to produce the comparison:- "Just

as if someone should aim to hit a spear or arrow at a target, so we speak

of the ultimate good". This comparison makes the ultimate good the aim

to hit the target; 'hitting the target' must then be comparable to

acquiring natural things. This cannot however be correct because Cicero

has just said that all officia are aimed at acquiring natural thing3 and

that this is not the ultimate good (22). Madvig also had to delete "sic

illi facere omnia quae possit ut collineet" because its 'sic' had nothing
19

with which it was correlated. Schiche also deleted these words but

retained 'sicut', making "huic ... omnia sint facienda ut collineet" the

response to 'ut si'. This is open to the same objection as Madvig's

interpretation because it makes the ultimate good the aim to acquire
20

natural things. Pohlenz however keeps these words, making 'sic' a

response to 'sicut'. These clauses clearly go together because we have

to supply words from the 'sicut'-clause to fill out the sense of the

'sic'-clause"Just as we speak of the ultimate end among goods, so his

[sc. the archer's or spearsman's] ultimate end we would have to speak of

as doing everything he can to hit the target". We should not supply

'propositum' with "sic illi facere..." because a distinction is being

made between 'propositum' and 'ultimum': the archer's 'propositum' is to

hit the target, but his 'ultimum' is to do everything to hit it. Since

the 'sicut'-clause and the 'sic'-clause go together, there is no 'sic*-



clause to respond to ™ut si™. In this case "Ut si™ must not mean "just
21

as if" but "if for example"; that is, it merely introduces the illus¬

tration: "If, for example, someone should..." Cicero is thus saying

that if we wanted to say what would be the 'ultimum' in the case of the

archer or spearsman corresponding to the •ultimum• in the case of goods,

we would have to say that it was to do everything to hit the target or,

since hitting the target is the archer's or spearsmnn's aim, to do

everything to achieve this aim.

To turn to the rest of the sentence, most modern scholars emend the

manuscripts' ,rsed™ to "sit". This seems to be correct in so far as it

preserves the balance between "ut omnia faciat..., hoc" and "illud autem

ut feriat". here Cicero is pointing out that the 'ultimum' which the

Stoics call the highest good in the case of life is to do everything

to achieve one's aim and this is 'expetendum' (a word used of morally

good action at section 22), whereas the mere striking of the target is

only 'seligendum' (a word used of selecting natural things at section 20)

The implication of this is that officia aim at acquiring primary natural

things corresponding to the archer's aim of hitting the target, and that

morally good actions also aim at acquiring natural things, but in so far

as iit is the ultimate end docs everything it can to achieve its aim of

acquiring natural things. In the latter case, the doing of everything

is more important than the actual acquisition of natural things. This

is what is meant when it is stated at 3.39 that what is 'honestum' is

of more value than the 'media' which it acquires. Also, the actual

acquisition of the natural things at which morally good actions aim is

not essential to their goodness, as is sta.ted at ^.20 ("at vero facere

omnia ut adipisca.mur quae secundum naturam sint etiamsi ea non assequamur

id esse et honestum et solum per se expetendum et soltim bonum Stoici

dicunt.")^
Having pointed out the distinction between offioiurn and morally good



action, Ciccro in section 23 briefly comments on the fact that wisdom

develops from the primary natural things. The word 'sapientia' is brought

in here without explanation but he in clearly thinking of the discernment

of harmony and order that governs conduct. It is this harmony, or 'o^oXo^w
in which the morally good consists. At section 21 Cicero said that the

concept of the good wn.s reached "collatione et ratione" but at section 33

he specifically nays that it in "collatione rationis" from natural things

that this concept is reached. Thus, when he says that the primary

natural things introduce us to wisdom in the same way as a friend can

introduce us to someone, this seems to be a reference to the fact that

wisdom begins with the understanding of the principle of choice of

natural things and rejection of unnatural things which we are able to

abstract from the actions which result directly from the primary natural
2 0

instincts. J

The order which wisdom applies to moral action is compared to the

particular part which is assigned to an actor or dancer (24). Just as

the latter cannot play any part they like but only the part assigned to

them, so life has to be conducted in a fixed way, which is termed

"conveniens consentaneaque" (an adjectival form for '<yuoAo^4<*.')• This

way of life is said to be fixed in the same way as our limbs were clearly

intended for a particulr way of life. This means firstly that ^', or

'appetitio', is clearly designed, for a particular mode of life, and refers

to our instinctive atIracliun Lu the primary natural things (sections

16-17 frequently use the verb 'appetere'). In the same way reason and

perfected reason' ^ are designed for a particular way of life which is

called 'conveniens'. Perhaps this is what Cicero was referring to in

section 22 when he said that morally good action is 'secundum naturam',

though not in the same way as primary natural things; that is, it conforms

to the pattern of life for which reason was naturally intended. In fact

this is suggested by the definition of the Stoic telos as "convenienter
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congruenterque naturae vivere" (31). where Cicero explains it as "vivere

scientiam adhibentem earum rerum quae natura eveniant, seligentem quae

secundum naturam ct quae contra naturam sint eicientem". Conformity

with nature consists in "applying knowledge of the things that occur by

nature". Thus, the 'conveniens' life will be fixed in so far as the things

25that occur by nature are fixed.

Another point of comparison between wisdom and the arts of dancing

and acting is made at section 24- Wisdom resembles them in that its end,

which is the actual exercise of the art, is contained within itself.

That is, widom is a 'practic' rather than a 'poietic' art. This is what

\\-e would expect, since the tclos in described in the simile of the archer

as being to do everything to achieve its aim where the achievement of the

aim is not in itself essential to the telos; this point is made here by

saying that wisdom is "in se tota conversa", totally self-contained.

However ther/is also a dissimilarity between wisdom and dancing or acting,

that in the case of wisdom 'recte facta' involve all the parts of which

it consists. 'Recte facta' in the sphere of conduct are here called

• A ' K«-ropQ^[4°£ contains "omnes numeros virtutis", all the
factors of virtue. This is here clearly explained a.s meaning that it

contains all the virtues because wisdom itself includes the other three

cardinal virtues. Thus, any katorthoma, being the product of wisdom,

contains all the factors of virtue in so far as it is done in accordance

with all the virtues. This must be the sense of "omnes numeros" at

De officiis 3.14 where it was clearly connected with wisdom in that it

characterized the complete offioia which the wise man performed.

Another explanation of the perfection of the wise man's actions is

suggested at section 32 which recalls the analogy with the arts. In the

case of artistic action, the artistic quality is considered by the Stoics
/ 27

to be subsequent to the action, or 'trr kov '. In the ca.se of

dancing or acting 'where the product of the art is the performance itself,



it in suggested that the artistic quality is riot present until the

artistic act is completed. The wise act on the contrary, which is

complete in all its ports, the Stoics believed to be vij.se as soon as it

is initiated ("susceptione prima"), its wisdom not being dependent on

its completion ("non perfectione"). The distinction between initiation

and completion in the case of 'recta', or '^°<-to , is compared to

a distinction a.mong 'peccata', or ' , between those that are

vicious 'in effectu', in their results, and those that ore vicious

'etiam sine effectu', even when they have no results. In the case of

betraying one's country,using violence to one's parents, or robbing a

temple, the fault lies in the results of the completed action, vrhercas

in the case of being afraid, grieving,or being lustful, a fault exists

even when no such results ensue. The latter are essentially 'peccata'

upon initiatiation just a,s 'recta are, and do not depend upon the

consequences to make them such. Interestingly these examples of '

/

'peccata sine effectu' are all actions corresponding to Stoic 'rr«&^' ,
and it might well be that it is the f-actor of ' which is most

important in the cases where 'peccata' are opposed to 'recta' in

distinction from officia and contra officia, as at De finibus 3.58 and

Acadernica 1.37. This is a particularly important consideration in

regard to the question of whether all actions 'rt^- to ' are
' or whether there is a sense of in which they

a.re not included. In the present passage those 'peccata' which are so

'in effectu' look from the examples given to be what are elsewhere

called ' to k<x®iJk.ov i (especially at I). L. 7.103), whereas those

'peccata' which are so 'etiam sine effectu' could refer to those which

are elsewhere said to be ' rov Xoyov < as opposed, to katortho-

mata whi ch are ' rov * (Stob. Eel. 11^6, l8f.). Thus, we

could be dealing with two senses of y , one referring as it were

? 8
to rJj^a.Tc<' proper (i.e. ounosed to katorthomata) and one referring



to actions contrary to what is kathekon.' Stohaeus points out two

such meanings at Eclogues 1193,14s- "«fre to row o^wov

,\o)jCv ny.'-/ r~rof.\(-vov 'j tV w Ad-( a ox t ~tl k«P^Kow urro Aojaou .

Now, if peccata in effectu arc actions 'n..yvl rA go\9 » this would mean

that kathekon refers to the results of an action. It would be correct in

terms of the results but not, like a katorthoma, from its inception.

This suggests a possible interpretation of the definition of kathekon.

Cicero .pave it at be officiis 1.8 as "quod, cur factum-sit, ratio proba-

bilis reddi possit". The reasonable account of why it is done will be

in terms of the results. The account would have to consider the completed

action; hence the perfect tense here ("factum sit") and at D.L.7.107

and Stob. Eel ♦ Il8f,13 ("/Tz>x^0e-v"). It would not consider the motives

of the agent at all, whether he was well-intentioned or not, but make

as it viere an objective assessment of the a.ction.

Another way in which the perfection of katorthomata is illustrated

is by a comparison with the concept of eft*', opportuneness, at

sections 45f- The comparison is that "just as opportuneness is not

increased by prolongation because opportune things are said already to

possess their proper measure, so right conduct ( 'Koc-ropP'+'r , the abstract
noun from ) , 'o^oAo^', and the good itself are not capable
of increase." The Stoics are said to use the illustration of a shoe:

if the merit of a shoe is to fit the foot, many shoes will not be better

than one, so things which are measured by opportuneness will not be

valued according to quantity or duration. The value of health, which

is a natural thing of the kind at which officio aim, is determined

according to duration, but the value of virtue is mea.sured by opportune¬

ness. This means that right conduct is not capable of increase because

it is not possible for it to be more right. We cannot talk about degrees

of Tightness because right things like opportune things have already

attained "their proper measure". At section 48 this fact is said to
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preclude the Stoics from saying that one man can be wiser than another

or that ono man can 'pecoare' (iv ') or 'recto facore' (,K*r<y.pooi'1)
more than another. And Cicero illustrates this fact with two well-known

paradoxical examples. Just as the drowning man is no more able to breathe

if he be near the surface than if he be at the bottom, or just as a puppy

about to open its eyes is just as blind as one that i3 just born, so

however far one has progressed towards the state of virtue one is just

as unhappy ('in miseria', •) as if one had made no progress.

Happiness, being a description of the telos, is also incapable of varying

in degree: one is only happy if one has reached the telos and, having

reached it, cannot be more happy. But the corollary of this is also

true that before reaching it one is equally unhappy however near to it

one may be. In terms of katorthomata, these examples illustrate that

it is only when we reach the telos and the state of virtue that our

actions are called katorthomata and that katorthomata cannot refer to

our actions en route however far we have progressed. The full implica¬

tions of the illustration are not spelled out here, but clearly we are to

assume that when the drowning man has surfaced or the puppy opened its

eyes, their ability to breathe or see is not oapable of increase.

Similarly, the supreme good is not capable of becoming better or a

katorthoma of becoming more right. Also, actions before the supreme good

is achieved are all * and equally wrong.

Cicero here (3.48) briefly mentions that although virtues and vices

do not vary in degree, the Stoics nevertheless believed that they "fundi

quodam modo et quasi dilatari". How exactly they are extended and

diffused is not suggested here."^
At sections 58—61 we have the second statement about officium.

Section 58 begins by pointing out that the performance of officium is

consistent with the doctrine that 'honestum* is the only good, because

officium is included neither among goods nor among evils. This must
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merely moan that officium, although not a good, can be performed

because it is not an evil either."^ The fact that officium is neither

good nor evil was pointed out in the Academica (1.37), where in this

respect it was called an intermediate. In the present passage there

are a number of demonstrations that an officium is an intermediate.

The first demonstration is based on two premisses: 1) that among

indifferent things there is "aliquod probabile" and 2) that an officium

is defined as "quod ita factum est ut eius facti probabilis ratio reddi

possit". It runs as follows: l) there is an element of reasonableness

among indifferent things, which means that an account can be given of

it and therefore that an account can be given of a reasonable action;

now 2) an officium is that which is done in such a way that a reasonable

account can be given of it; and this leads to the conclusion that an

officium is a kind of intermediate which is neither good nor evil.

This argument clearly rests on the identification of 'reasonable' in

the definition of an officium and the element of 'reasonableness' in

32
things neither good nor evil. Now, in sections 50-57, Cicero has

just given an account of indifferent things. In this account however

he does not use the word 'probabile' but a word whioh can bear the same

meaning, 'aestimabile'. Thus in section 50 he classifies things that

are of no importance to happiness as l) 'aestimabilia', 2) 'contra' and

3) 'neutra'. Of those things that are valued, those that possess

sufficient value to be preferred are called ^ ', while some do
not possess sufficient value to be preferred. If 'probabile' in section

58 is to be identified with 'aestimabile', we must assume from Cicero's

connection of this word with officium that officium has a reasonable

account if it aims at 6ne of the things which possess value, not just
/

'ngcjj-' but also things without sufficient value to be preferred.
The word 'aestimabile' is also used at section 20 to describe the nat¬

ural things at which offioia aim. They are called such because they



possess "aliquod pondus dignum aootimationo, quarn illi vocant".

This cannot moan "a certain amount of value" as opposed to too little

valuo, but must mean that thoy possess something which gives them a

right to value of any degree. Nov;, if officia aim at anything which

is in accordance with nature (including things that are productive of

something natural) and which therefore have value, there will not be a

direct correlation between officia and •rrpoij^/uc-wx. •, since some officia

(though only a small number) will not aim at ' •. The 'proba-

bilis' aooount of an officium will therefore be an account of its value

in so far as it aims at something which is natural and has value rather

than at . If this is a correct account of the Stoio doctrine

it would avoid a situation in which any act which aims at a ' ov '

is an officium. Certain acts which are esamples of aiming at, for

example, wealth oould involve something that is unnatural (betraying

one's country, for instance) and which would be 'contra officium'.

What has value in being natural or producing something natural is the

criterion to be used when one is ooncernod with particular situations

in which one must act. Tho criterion of lnpo>| ' refers rather to

things in themselves. When one acts one does not merely consider

whether one's action will produce a ' ' but whether it is in

accordance with nature and therefore possesses value. The theory of

/
'/Tfoi] • gives only a general guide.

The next argument in section 58 i"3 as follows: since things which

are neither virtues nor vices contain an element which can be of use

("quiddam quod usui possit esse"), this should be preserved} now there

is also a kind of action of this type, and it is ouch that reason

requests us to do or produce one of them ("talis ut ratio postulet

agere aliquid et facere eorum"); but an action that is done by reason

("rations actum") we call an officium} therefore, officium is neither

good nor evil. This argument is based on two assumptions: 1) that



there in a type of action, neither good nor evil, inwhich reason

roquests us to do or produce an indifferent which is useful, and 2)

that an officium is an action done by reason. To reach the conclusion

of the argument Cioero interprets "rations actum" as equal to "talis ut

ratio postulet agere aliquid et facere eorum", thus implying that an

officium is performed because of the usefulness of the indifferent

which it does or produces. The Latin words "talis ut ratio postulet

agere aliquid et faoere eorum" are a paraphrase of the Greek words

which are recorded at D.L.7.108 where kathekonta are said to be " oVoc

Acfyos /Tott-iV In Cicero's account wo cannot attempt to take
'ratio' in the same sense as the phrase 'probabilis ratio' because this

is a translation of 't-J'A(or 4rroAo^/<* )* where the

second word corresponds to 'ratio'. The relationship between the two

phrases is one of the basic problems in the interpretation of the

concept of kathekon. The account of which a kathekon is capable might

be an account of why reason requests us to do it, in this case an

account of the usefulness it possesses. But in the phrase ' '

or 'ratio postulet' there is a problem of psychology. Does 'reason'

refer to the reason of the agent such that anything which his reasoning

faculty chooses to do is kathekon? In this case it would be possible

to choose to do something that is not kathekon. Or does it refer to

what an uncorrupted reasoning faculty, as in the case of the wise man,^
would choose to do? In this ca3e, the criterion of kathekon is external

to the agent.

Very little is said in the De finibus about the element of useful¬

ness in indifferent things except at 3.57 and 3.69-70. At 3.57 Cicero

mentions a disagreement between, on the one hand, Chrysippus and Diogenes

who thought that good repute had some usefulness but was not worth

stretching out a finger for and, on the other hand, their successors

who regarded it as worth having for its own sake and not on account of
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its usefulness ('usus'). This seems to be a dispute about what type

of •n• good repute was. Chrysippus and Diogenes thought that

it was not preferred for its own sake although it did produce something

useful, whereas the others thought it was preferred for its own sake.

Here things that are useful are a subdivision of preferred things, the

type that produoe a certain result like wealth, as they are at seotion

69. But it is not clear why they are useful exoept for producing

other things that are preferred for their own sake."^ In the oase of

good repute, its usefulness must be that we obtain practical assistance

from those who hold us in good repute. Now in the De officiis (1.7)

one part of a treatise on offioia was said to concern rules by whioh

the "usus vitae", the practicalities of life, can be regulated, and the

second book of this trdatise deals with the things which are needed for

35
practical living and whioh it calls 'coramoda'. Officia are concerned

with supplying them, and therefore are like the class of preferred

things which are useful for obtaining things that are preferred in

themselves.

The usefulness of indifferents must be distinguished from the use¬

fulness of good things, as it is at 3.69. The Stoio term for the bene¬

fit derived from good things is , for the harm derived from

evil things , and these do faot differ in degree; whereas the

advantages derived from indifferents are called rr^«<.r.<'» the
disadvantages , and these do differ in degree. Thus,

since officia are indifferents they must vary in the degree of usefulness

whioh they possess, whereas rooto faota will not vary beoauoo they aro

goods. Ciooro horo also sooms to bo making a distinction botwoon roote

facta and peccata in themselves and the benefit and harm that results

from them. Benefit and harm, he says, are common, but recte facta and

peccata are not common. 'Common' is not explained here but probably

refers to the fact that they affect all wise men equally.^ They oannot
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affect the non-wise because the latter are incapable of receiving the

37benofit deriving from good things. In this oaae the reote facta and

peccata themselves are probably not common because they affeot only the

agent himself as regards their goodness ar badness.

The next argument at section 59 to prove that officium is an inter¬

mediate is as follows: 1) It is clear that the wise man does something

in the sphere of intermediates? 2)therfore, when he does it he judges

it to bo offioium; 3)and since his judgement about this never errs,

officium will be included among intermediates. If this argument is not

to be nonsensical, 2)must result from 1) not because doing an intermedi¬

ate is identical with doing an officium (whioh is what the argument sets

out to prove) but because when the wise man does anything at all he
•a O

judgeB it to be an officium. It rests not only on the stated premisses

but also on the assumption that what the wise man does he judges to be

offioium (and it is in fact officium because his judgement never errs).

Thus, the conclusion of the argument is based on the assumption that all

the actions of the wise man are officia. This assumption is in fact

made in the following argument, that a rectum, a wise man's action, is

a complete officium. This argument deduces from this that there will

also be an incomplete officium ('inchoatum officium'). In the case of

restoring a trust justly, it is the just performance of the action that

makes it a rectum or a complete officium; the mere performance of the

action, restoring a trust, will therefore be an incomplete officium.

We are clearly meant to conclude from this that restoring a trust without

the element of justice is an intermediate thing. The word 'inchoatum'

39
xs, as Madvig points out, used only as the contrary to 'perfectum';

since there is a complete officium, there must be such a thing as an

incomplete officium. The distinction between a • K'*- Tof* Qujm and an

'inchoatum officium' is also made at 4.15 there the • is

connected with Zeno's definition of the telos as "to live applying the



knowledge of those things that occur by nature", but 'inchoatum offic¬

ium' with an interpretation of the telos as "to live performing all or

most of the intermediate offioia".^ A it is said, can

only be achieved by the wise man, but an 'inchoatum offioium' is occa¬

sionally performed by the fool. The second definition here is a kind

of dilution of the first in that it makes the action of which the telos

consists qualitatively the same as that of the fool. It does not have

wisdom as the essential element as in the oase of the first. Thus, the

incompleteness of officia must consist in the fact that they are not

done virtuously, that is, they are not good and thoroforo intormcdiato.

As pointed out earlier, this might be an explanation of the term 'medium

officium'.

Section 59 continues with another argument: 1) since some inter¬

mediates are to be chosen and others rejected, any action, whether per¬

formed or described, which involves this choice and rejection, is inclu¬

ded under the term 'officium*; 2) therefore, because of the self-love

which all men naturally possess, both foolish and wise will choose

natural things and reject the oontrary; 3) therefore, there will be a

kind of officium common to both wise and non-wise, and therefore officia

will deal with intermediates. This argument is somewhat confusedly

expressed.. Stago 1) doducoo from the - oxistonoc of intermediates whioh

are worth choosing or rejecting that the term officium must include the

aotions which involve this choice or rejection. But stage 2) does not

seem to follow from stage 1), but rnthor stage 3) i3 a conclusion from

the first two as independent premisses; that is, the premiss 1) that

officium includes the choice and rejection of intermediates, and the

premiss 2) that both wise and non-wise choose natural things and reject

unnatural things (where natural things and unnatural things are inter¬

mediates) result in the conclusion 3) that both wise and non-wise per¬

form officia in the sphere of intermediates. Cicero called the inter-
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mediate officium common in the De officiis (3.14) where it was not

clear what common meant except "possessing a wide distribution". Here

it clearly means "common to wise and non-wise" ("quoddam comrnun« officiura

sapientis et insipientis",59)» in the sense that the choice and rejection

of media by both wise and non-wise are officia. Having demonstrated

that all officia are concerned with intermediates, Cicero in section 60

goes on to illustrate how this means that every deliberation about what

to do is conoerned with intermediates. He uses the well-known example

of suicide. If one possesses more natural things than unnatural things,

it is officium to remain in life; if one possess more unnatural things,

it is officium to depart from life. Thus on occasion it is officium

for the wise man to depart from life although he is happy, and for the

fool to remain in life although he is miserable. The question is not

deoided by the possession of virtue or vice but by the possession of

intermediates. This is so, it is explained, beoause natural and unnat¬

ural things come under the choice of the wise man and are as it were the

'material' of wisdom. Thus, when Cicero said that every deliberation

about what to do concerned intermediates, this must include all the wise

man's actions, such that the wise man cannot perform any action without

it involving a choice or rejection of intermediates. Cioero gives some

indication of how the wise man's choioe differs from the foolish man's

by referring again to the ooncept of 'fJ which he discussed in

seotions 45f» Happiness, he says, which is to live in harmony with

nature, is a matter of opportuneness. In the case of suicide, it is

often officium for the wise man to depart form life "si id opportune

facere possit". Now, if all his notions involvo ohooaing or rejection! of

intermediates, his action in committing suicide would be the opportune

rejection of something unnatural and would differ from the action of the

foolish man in the very opportuneness of the rejection} in fact, it

would be the opportune performance of an officium.
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II. KATHEKON IN PLUTARCH

There are two obvious points about the use pf Plutarch as evidence

for the Stoa, which must nevertheless be made. Plutarch gives both

verbatim quotations and paraphrases of its writings, in particular in

his treatises De Stoicorum repugnantiis and De communibus notitiis.

There is no reason to doubt the authenticity of the verbatim quotations,

only that they may not be relevant to the context in which they are set

by Plutarch. Thus, it is necessary to take them on their own merits,

remembering that they lack their original context, as well as to con¬

sider the context in which Plutarch sets them. Also, they are of limited

value in so far as the majority of them are so short. As regards the

paraphrases, it i3 necessary to be cautious in dealing with them because

of the possibility of misrepresentation, and only to accept them on the

basis of other supporting evidence. Plutarch1s purpose is always pole¬

mical, and he draws upon arguments devised by the philosophical schools

that opposed the Stoa. In the De Stoicorum repugnantiis Plutarch is

concerned mainly with the early Stoa since his quotations are taken

from the writings of Zeno, Cleanthes and, for the majority of them,

Ghrysippus. His arguments against the early Stoa are in many ways

similar to those used by Cicero, but the reason why the De finibus is

moro valuable as ovidonoo is that its third book sots out to presont

a fair picture of the doctrines of the Stoa.

Probably the most important piece of evidence which Plutarch

provides about the ooncept of kathekon is the twenty-third chapter of

the De communibus notitiis. The important part of this chapter is a

quotation:- "no©fcv o" <^>lj n'v- J**-1- ; r iVb*. Vk/jw toC wo<;
O Aijv -rq<> } £<f>C-is Tvjv To

Basically Plutarch sets out to criticise the Stoa for an ambivalence

in their use of the term or 'nature'. V/hile on the one hand

they make natural things ('k^t-A ^Uriv') the source of kathekon but



only the material of virtue, on the other hand they make nature an

elemont of happiness when they define the telos as "to live in harmony

with nature". It is the former idea that is referred to in the present

context, nature as the source of kathekon and the material of virtue.

In the phrase " ri^ /<^> to (j)o<rn/ " the word "k<*c" serves to
define in the specific sense of "to It is not

specifically said hero that virtue is in accordance with nature ('K~r-

<jjo<riv'), but at _CN 9.1062C it is said to be "(j«L\i<r-r*.
(jxjiriv ". This raises a very important problem about the relationship
of kathekon to virtue. The theory that nature is the source of kathekon

but not of virtue causes a gulf between the two which it is difficult

to bridge. This is precisely the problem which Cicero was tackling at

De finibus 3.22 by the illustration of hitting a spear or an arrow at

a target. On the one hand natural things are choiceworthy (•seligendum'
\ / \

in Cicero, 'Aijnrov' in Plutarch) in so far as they are the source of
kathekon, but not desirable ('expetendum' in Cicero, 'odpc-Tov ' in

Plutarch) in so far as they are not the source of virtue nor contribute

to happiness. Cicero, it seems, tries to bridge the gap by saying that

"to aim at the target" is choioeworthy but "to do everything to achieve

this aim" is desirable. This argument makes use of the formulation of

the telos given by Antipater of Tarsus. Plutarch does not acoept this

as a valid argument since, three chapters later (CN ch.26-7)» he brings

forward reasons for not accepting (see later).

We cannot always be sure that the quotations which Plutarch gives

are directly apposite to the points he is trying to make. For if we

look at the above quotation, it does seem to suggest a relationship

between kathekon and virtue. It clearly states that the concept of

natural things is needed to explain the source of kathekon. It is for

this reason that Cicero critioizes Ariston and Herillus, that their

rejection of the differentiation of indifferents into natural and
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unnatural things leaves us no basis for choosing between things and

2
hence does away with the theory of kathekon. Secondly, their rejection

of natural end unnatural things also does away with virtue beoause

virtue has to exercise itself in ohoosing natural things and rejecting

unnatural things.^ This is why in the quotation natural things are

called the , or material, of virtue. The quotation therefore

seems primarily to be saying that the conoept of natural things is

necessary to explain kathekon and virt\ie, and in so saying suggests

what is the relation between them, that is, that those things whioh are

the source of kathekon are the material of virtue.

Now what is meant by saying that nature in the sense of natural

things is the source of kathekon? What evidence does Plutarch give

about natural impulses towards primary natural things, whioh formed

the source of kathekon in Cicero's account? Chrysippus is quoted in

the De Stoicorum repugnantiis (12.1038b) as saying in every physical

and ethical treatise that at birth we are attracted ( 'o^ weio t ')

to ourselves, our limbs and our offspring (in so far as they need our

assistance). The prinoiple of nt • is here explained by Plutarch

as being -rou vwyi\^ </- e<; ", an idea that seems

consistent with Stoic ideas, and at _CN 23.1070A natural things are

called by Plutarch 'o'wc-r~<. • in distinction from 'Jq-<x&xx'. At CN 3.1060B
also, we are said to be attracted towards natural things such as health,

beauty and strength, and to be averse to unnatural things such as pain,

disease and physical defects. Plutarch does not clearly connect the

concept of oikeiosis with kathekon, but if natural things are called

'oifctP* ' and we are naturally attracted to them, and if natural things

are the source of kathekon, we can conclude that kathekon is ultimately

derived from natural instincts. This is suggested at _CN 23.1070A where

Plutarch points out both aspects of natural things, as 'otVc-r^' and as

f J \ — (j . 7 I
*Tv.J»' fciXC/»jv •
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The source of kathekon is thus clearly nature in the sense of

natural things, and we must take 'natural things' to refer to those

things which are derived from our natural attraction to ourselves.

Virtue also has 'nature' as its source, hut nature in the sense of

universal nature. This is shown by quotations from a theological and

a physical treatise of Chrysippuo at _SR 9.1035C which refer to the

'<Vw/ ' vir"kues as 'Zeus', 'universal nature', or 'the arrange¬
ment of the universe'. This most likely refers to the faot that the

telos, which consists of virtue, is 'o|mo\cij'ou|u<ii^'s r^j n '1
where '</>Jcris ' refers to universal nature. The term 'universal nature'

can include the natural things whioh are the source of kathekon because

they will be part of the universal nature. Indeed, at CT 9.1062C

virtue is said to be / ", presumably beoause,

being the constituent of the telos, it is the supremely natural thing;

that is, it is in accordance with the nature or arrangement of the

universe and not merely in accordance with the nature of man. That

virtue is in accordance with the nature of man is also suggested at

SR 17.1041E where Chrysippus is said to believe that the doctrine of

goods and evils is most in keeping with the innate '/r^oX'jVfr? ' or
'preconceptions'; that is, we are born with preconceptions of good and

evil which can by education be developed into full concepts. This,

I think, suggests that we have an attraction to what is good and that

for this reason what is good must be in some sense natural ( <p6<nJ ).
Cicero, at Do finibus 3.20f., refers to the idea that progress is made

from an attraction to natural things to an attraction to what is good.

The idea that good is the objeot of natural attraction is also clearly

important for Pooidonius, who calls it wVhc.' • in distinction

from those things to which the irrational capacities are attracted.^
Also, the Stoics are credited with the view that 'o' Is "th0

/ k 1
' of justice.' This clearly cannot be ' in the same sense
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as nature is said to be the ' of kathekon, but must mean that

justice develops out of the natural attractions which we have for

other people.^ As Cicero says at be finibus 3.23, we are introduced

to wisdom by the primary natural attractions but later regard wisdom as

the more important.

Plutarch does not anywhere provide a definition of kathekon

including the phrase V-o'A0^-05 Apoh (or »rro\ci^(ir/Mc/j) He does
however use 'ewVojps' in two passages that discuss '»

the 'reasonable' taking of one's own life on the criterion of a pre¬

ponderance of unnatural things (CN 4.IO6OC, 24.1070B). Interestingly,

in three places he also refers to it being kathekon to take one's life

on the same criterion (SFt 18.1042C: _CN 11.1063Cf., 12.1064Ef.). In

any given situation the question of whether it is kathekon to die or

to remain in life is decided by whether one possesses a preponderance

of natural or unnatural things. This is given as the view of Chrysippus

at _SR 18.1042C and _CN 11.1063D. The question is not directly affected

by whether one possesses virtue or vice, since in a quotation at

SR 14.1039E Chrysippus says that virtue itself cannot keep one in life

nor vice make one leave it. It means that if one has attained happiness,

it may, however, be kathekon to take one's life, and if one possesses

vioe it may still be kathekon to stay in life (as is pointed out at

SR 18.1042D? _CN 11.1063C, 12.1064F). Oddly enough, there is no mention

of it being kathekon for the V/m-EAos ' to commit suicide, only of it

being kathekon for him to remain in life (v. esp. SR 14.1039E); it does

not seem possible for the '<^.*SAas • to commit suicide when he has a

preponderance of unnatural things. Examples are given at JIN 11.1064A,

that it would have been kathekon for Heraclitus and Pherecydes to lose

their virtue and wisdom by committing suioide in order to rid themselves

of their respective severe illnesses. In this case the illnesses are

the reason for committing suicide, and the fact that they possess virtue
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nnd wisdom cannot keep them in life. At CN 12.10641£f. and ZR 18.1042B

Chrysippus is credited with the view that it is advantageous for the

fool to carry on living even if he will never attain wisdom. "This

means, "Chrysippus says,"that in a sense '«<**.£' precede 'r<* ^o<rav •

[viz. 'to carry on living foolishly', a 'K*.g0V', will take precedence

over 'taking one's life', a •y^.rok'']: not that evils really take

precedence, but reason, with which we ought to live even though we will

never be wise." Plutarch wishes to oonclude from this that Chrysippus

is inconsistent and virtually saying that it is both kathekon and not

kathekon for the fool to carry on living, on the ground that it is

kathekon to live with reason and oontrary to kathekon to live foolishly.

This is to misrepresent Chrysippus because the criterion for the fool

to remain in life is not his foolishness, beoause this is a V^goC- ' ,

but a life in accordance with reason, whioh is a , presumably a

rov nacxl an<* heno® is a reason for it being kathekon to re¬

main in life. Now, the fact that at £N 4.1060C 'reasonable' committing

of suicide is determined by the non-presence of natural things or the

presence of unnatural things clearly shows that it is a matter of

kathekonw The passage at jCN 24.1070B seems on the face of it to be

referring to a wise man throwing himself over a cliff. One aspect of

the good is said to be that it is and the man who reasonably

throws himself over a cliff is said to 'c-otu^TV '• Hence this must be

referring to a virtuous action, though only beoause it is performed by

a wise man. The examples of 'to d^cv- s -roV ' ^ktuaov rye re-7 r-<*l ' and

5 ', where the words '(jyov^^cos ' and ' make into
virtuous actions what would otherwise not be such, might suggest that

in the oase of 'o t^Tov Gnj\ ' the addition of the word

't<->A<Tj-vos- ' makes it into a virtuous action. However, this cannot be so,

as is shown by the following sentence S'...."), which

clearly shows that the virtue of the wise man is thrown away for the •-



sake of something that is not good, i.e. an indifferent. This factor

makes it a kathekon, and not a virtuous action. However, suicide does

seem to be in a peculiar situation, if it is determined by indifferents

but only, as seems likely, kothekon for the virtuous man; that is, it

is essentially kathekontio but only to be done by the virtuous man.

Another reason for suspecting that 'reasonably' throwing oneself

over a oliff is essentially a kathekon are the words "o<cpe-Z Xop^ ".

It is said here (CN 24.1070B) that "reason chooses" to throw away

virtue for the sake of something that is not good. The words echo

Cicero De finibus 3.58 and D.L. 7-108 where kathekon is said to be

something which "reason chooses" to do. If the words in the present

oontext are meant to echo the aspect of kathekon that it is what reason

chooses to do, it is clear that this merely defers to its being chosen

because it acquires something in accordance with nature or avoids

something contrary to nature. Also, the present context might suggest

that in any given oase of a kathekon the agent's reasoning faoulty

chooses to do it; but this would only refer to the fact that the agent

is a rational creature. Indeed, the oapacity of 'tj', which we
would expect to function in the oase of all human aotion, is said at

SR 11.1037F to be a form of '^0^05'. ''0^^'', according to Chrysippus,
is " TcZ atvAoj^o; rrgf'»~T'c<vi-rr^>5 aoTtlj xoJ rroLt-rv ". it follows that
any act that is done by impulse must also be done by reason. But if in

the case of any action, both appropriate and inappropriate, reason can

be said to choose it, this obviously cannot be the sense in which " \uyo-;

nlpc-t" is meant in the defintion of kathekon. In the latter case, 'At^of'
may well bo a more objootivo criterion, perhaps what a rational oreature

would choose if uncorrupted (whioh would not be inappropriate things).

But it must be admitted that the exaot significance of the phrase 'Aofoc
vicpt't ' is very uncertain.

An explanation is suggested at De virtute morali 3.441C, where
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'rwOos' is described as "depraved reason resulting from an evil and

erroneous judgement." This seems to be slightly inaccurate since

7
'rt<>Cos ' is elsewhere defined a3 itself a depraved judgement. I

suggest later that in this passage vice is seen as the disposition

that produces such evil and erroneous judgements. However, •n<£°ov '

is also defined as " n \ nx. and the 'ijj-e/mo is described
in the present passage as aoting irrationally whenever it is forced to

aot wrongly by an exoessive impulse "rr<y~ may <x.lpoCvr«. ". This
seems to mean that it is pathos, or excessive impulse, that oauses

wrong actions, and that these actions; are done • /Toyw tov acpcGv-r*- Xoy&v '.
Also, at Stobaeus Eologues Il88,8 pathos is said to be " <*■ rrei. -r.3

Xo^-ib'"* in view of the association of the phrase 'Xt>'yos «£pC-T •
with kathekon, this could be an explanation of how pathos oauses the

performance of actions to k*', that if it were not for

pathos reason would choose to do what is kathekon. This view of action

suggests that moral progress depends on the removal of pathos. At

Quomodo quis in virtute sentiat profectus 12.82F Zeno is credited with

the view that progress has been made when the "^vrotrTi^oV k<*c

rr^fe^riKc/i-" element of the soul has been dispelled by reason. Such a

person would not be prevented by pathos from doing the things which

•reason chooses'. He would be able to use his reasoning faculty to

perform kathokonta. Thus, the phrase 'reason chooses' in connection

with kathekonta could refer to the fact that kathekonta are such things

as human reason chooses when free from the influence of pathe. This is

suggested by the fact that 'K^Tfrpit** and were, according
to Plutarch at De virtute morali 9.449C, defined by Chrysippus as

dispositions that follow 'o cAoJ-cS''.
The criterion of reasonable justification for a kathekon seems,

on oocasions when one is presented with two identical choices, not to

be used. Plutarch states that Chrysippus in his rre/H ro3



examinee what ie kathekon for a judge in the case where two runners

have finished a race at exactly the same time. Chrysippus is in

favour of relying on a chance inclination ("tj ujj cnikkfria")
on the part of the judge. This chance inclination, Chrysippus

explains, is like when we are presented with two identical drachmae

and incline to one rather than the other. And in evidence of this

Plutarch also quotes from Chrysippus' pc-p? , which explains

the principle: if after examining two drachmae no decision can be

reached as to which is the better, and if we have to ohoose one of them,

we should make a chance choice, even if we should ohoose the worse.

This choice, however, is made " k°c-t ' Aoj-cv", "for an unknown
reason"; that is, there will be a reason for the ohoice, even though

we will not be conscious of it. Now, according to Plutarch Chrysippus

says in this treatise that the prinoiple of 'ohance inclination' is to be

used in the case of things which are not worthy of much trouble or

attention. In the case of two drachmae it is easy to see that it is

not an important matter, but in the case of the race it is not so easy

to throw it off as a slight matter. What the two examples have in

common is that we are faced with alternatives, one of which has no

deteotable preference over the other. The reason chance inclination

is to be resorted to, it seems, is that the only way of deciding what

is kathekon is to determine the relative value of the alternatives and

choose that with the higher value. But in the present case there is

no distinguishable difference. In fact, if the difference is so slight

or is undetectable, it does not matter which alternative we take, and

it will not be worth taking too much trouble about the decision

because it will be kathekon whatever one we take. The consideration of

what is kathekom in a situation where there are conflicting alternatives

does, it seems, depend on the consideration of the valuo of the alter¬

natives. The significance of the seemingly trivial examples should thus



perhaps be seen in the fact that they illustrate situations in which

the weighing up of the relative value of alternatives produces equal

results. Plutarch gives no other evidence on this matter. As regards

the value of things, the only place where he mentions it is at

CN 26.1071B, where primary natural things are credited with 't/cX<?KTckij
c2$lc< • as the material of virtue (see later). This must refer to the

value of natural things which must be considered when deciding how to

act.

The word s* must not be confused with the word 'e«X o^kttcx; »

which occurs in definitions of the telos at CN 26.1070F-27.1072F.

Firstly, Plutarch is here attacking a definition of the telos as

V-OXoj-.rvus ' of natural or primary natural things. This form¬
ulation of the telos originates from Chrysippus' successor, Diogenes

Q

of Babylon, but at the end of Chapter 27 (1072F) Plutarch mentions

the view that the arguments which he has put forward are directed

against Antipater, Diogenes' pupil, who tried to defend his teacher's

formulation of the telos. In favour of this is the fact that Plutarch

alludes to a formulation of the telos which is elsewhere attributed to

Antipater^ ("(t<*v~t-< irtx-ety t* /To(^>>«6tov cVtrK^c tew /s«<xhk tov rkon"

1071C), and also the fact that Plutarch refers to »<g^X trier

a phrase which Stobaeus says was introduced by Antipater.^ A fair

impression of the view which Plutarch is critizing can be deduced from

the passage 1070F-1071B. There seems to be a distinction between

'<ncorro<; ' and 'TtX^s • where the aroc ' consists of the primary

natural things and the 'r^X°s' of ttos ' of these. ^
This means that the teloo is not the obtaining of primary natural

things, but only the way in which we choose. The way we choose iB

specifically connected with wisdom by the phrase "to 1

X</^UvtH.v eVc-IV* ^^£."(1071B) (cf. J-' <roXojp.*-yor 6^X05-1}
XJj^c-5 " at 1071A) and also "rCj t^eret[sc. the aiming at suoh
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things as hen! ' ■ > 1 vq A -rp noNo^-iV-r^ i yo-<i <|yoaporttr-r<. " (1071E).
The important part of the telos is that the choice is done wisely; the

natural things themselves and the obtaining of them are not the telos

but are as it were " o t t? .... ^k-xetc-rfk^i" <*^focr ». This

of oourse is exactly the point that Cicero was making at De finibus 3.22,

as is suggested by the referenoe to shooting ('-rojc-vcvr**') and hitting

the target ( 1 -tw <r>-e> rrc ^ •) at 1071C. Just a3 Cicero said that

striking the target was 'quasi seligendum', so Plutarch says that the

obtaining of natural things has ' ic-ri^ JcJ /c* '. According to Stobaeus
> ■> 12

in the passage where he refers to '613(^1^ tif/c*', it refers to the
fact that natural things have value differing in their relationship

with each other which affectB the choice of them.^ It is not this

value which makes the choice of them '^NoVi<rro^', since the mere choos¬

ing of such things is not a criterion for wise action. One of Plutarch's

arguments (" t rre-<--r<* .... rr^oj t& edXo^-t " 1072C) rests on the fact
that natural things must have value "itg&s To " 5 this is not
the case, as Plutaroh himself indicates elsewhere, e.g. at _CN 22.1069C
where he describes the Stoic telos, ', as being " cVXoj-vj

t-jtr\<; wWipc-Vuo.' KQ<_\ <?(!}•*■ .

What, then, does ' &o \ I jp <r-ro 4 * mean, if it is connected with wisdom?
' Ev^Aoynr-ri*' is a virtue subordinate to ' ^ ' at Stobaeus Eclogues

Il6l,1(=SVF3,264) and in Andronicus (=SVF3,268), where it is defined

as " imtrrJj^ ir^pC€<fjo(\<xt^-r 1 k^| t«I7v
<ilTo r^ou , "knowledge that oancels out and takes stock of what

takes place and is done". The terms here are those of acoounting; it

seems that *c-uAoptT-tua' is that aspect of wisdom which considers the
whole situation and weighs up all the factors involved before deciding

what to do. Also it seems clear from Philo (=SVF3,512) that the wise
/ V f

man is 'e^Ao^i»~roj ' as a result of a '«-vAov-er-r©? ' disposition; he is

not, for instance, like the 1 who can perform kathelconta, though
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not ae a result of a o^c~<a c's'f'. Hence, when Plutarch at

CN 27.1072G uses the premiss that 'To GuXo^.r-rc-rv ' results from a

disposition of 'tajX*^1 • in order to demonstrate the circularity

of the Stoic definition of the telos, he is probably using a genuine

doctrine of the Stoa. Thus, the term '<£0X0^-1*7-0$ » is clearly distin¬
guishable from 'eo\o^oy', in that the former i3 connected with the

acts of the wise man and the latter with kathekonta. The wise man's

actions are 'eoXcVirroj ' from a '6oXej'<r--rof ' disposition, but kathekonta

can be performed even without a disposition for performing them.

The factor of a disposition by which the wise man is distinguished

from the non-wise man is of critical importance for distinguishing

' from 'k^O^k-ov'tvs'. Virtue, and vice also, according to the

Stoics, are dispositions of the '^tp-ovi^ov', the governing part of the

soul, as Plutarch tells us at De virtute morali 3.441Bf. Virtue is

"\vfrov ijx&Xop^^fcvov p ^f^i'-rjcrrr^ro^', consistent, firm
and unchanging reason. Vice is here connected with the pathe; but it is

not clear exactly how. 'Pathos' is depraved reason resulting from an

evil and perverse judgement, and this causes us to act wrongly, because

it is an excessive impulse ( ' nXeov^Jo^^ ') that forces us to act

oontrary to the convictions of reason (' o owr^v Ao^-er'). Vice is
probably the disposition that causes us to form perverse judgements

and act contrary to the choice of reason. Virtue, at least *K«^rcy/o< '
and •, is dofinod by Chryoippus as a disposition that follows

'o ^ This compares well with the description at _CN 8.106iE
of the supremo good which is characterized as "-To 0) j^t-r<£(r-r,o rov- eV

(iCo/V-Mov ", whioh is suggontivo of a disposition enabling
the wise man always to make the correct decisions. Thi3 disposition

however is said not to be possessed by 'o <?rwV^cv lywwinwv' , who
15

according to Stobaeus performs all kathekonta and does not attain a

state of happiness -until "<*c <. To
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c-ktikoi' kxc 1 tiv~i. The development of a fixed

disposition to perform 'intermediate actions',or kathekonta, is thus one

aspect in the ohange of the agent's state from a miserable to a happy

state and, wo must assume, in the ohange of his actions from kathekonta

to katorthomata.^
Plutarch gives evidence of the Stoic view that goods and evils,

C f
including katorthomata and •, are oqual. All katorthomata

1 s
nro equal in degree of rightnoss; and anything that is not a kator-

thoma is a ^ and equally vioious.*^ But in Chapter 13 of

the SB and ohapter 6 of the jCN Plutarch criticizes the Stoa for holding

views about katorthomata and » in which they are not equal.

In Chapter 13 of the _SR he starts by giving a quotation from the

third book of Chrysippus' P~cf i rew>s (1038c) to the effect that the
wise man can act in a lofty manner like Zeus beoause they are in no

way exceeded by him; that is, the actions even of Zeus cannot be more

right than those of the wise man, since there is no difference in degree

of Tightness. However, a difference is indioated when Chrysippus says

in his rrc-f^ o; (1038F) that not everything done in accordance with
virtue is equally praiseworthy. He believed that one could not praise

such actions as 'bravely holding a finger', 'chastely abstaining from

an old woman who is on her deathbed', 'patiently hearing it said that

three are not four*, or 'bravely enduring the bite of an insect'. That

the Stoios believed such trivial examples to be equal in respect of

their Tightness to such things as 'bravely dying for one's country' is

shown at _CN ch.6 ("o^.o-r&^ov. K^-rofGo^Viv " 1060F). There
is a lacuna in the place where I have substituted the example of

•bravely dying for one's country', but the words <TcJc
* frofWoLfci- " clearly suggest some such thing. It is said

to be "otyr^yv^ \ ' X " to boast of the trivial examples, presumably
because virtue is far from nooessary for holding out a finger and the
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like, even though they are katorthomata when performed hy the wise man.

Tho reason for not oommending the trivial examples is purely because

their content is not in itself commendable; that is, it is not in

itself commendable to hold out the finger whether it is donely virtuouB-

ly or not. On the other hand it is in itself commendable to die bravely

for one's oountry because to die for one's country is a commendable

thing. What is interesting here is that to die for one's country is

an example of what would bo a kathekon, but holding out one's finger an

example of something that would be neither kathekon nor contrary to
21

kathekon. Perhaps, therefore, the reason for not commending 'bravely

holding out a finger* is that to hold out the finger is neither

nor '-ro whereas 'bravely dying for one's country' is

commendable because to die for one's country is a 'K-'PujV0v*. Also, it

would require some strength of will to die for one's country, whereas

abstaining from an old woman is kathekon but does not require much

strength of will. Thus, katorthomata can vary in degree of oommenda-

bility but not in degree of Tightness. This is perhaps why Chrysippus
22

does not commend momentary wisdom. The time for which one would

possess it would be so short that it would not be • even to

stretch out a finger for it; that is, it is not at all commendable in

its content, stretching out a finger being neither kathekon nor oontrary

to kathekon, even though to obtain wisdom is in itself commendable.

An important point that Chapter 12 of the SFt and Chapter 6 of the

CN demonstrate is that when a wise man performs indifferent things, not

only natural things and unnatural things but also completely indifferent

things, his action is regarded as right action. This must mean that the

wise man's virtue extends to every action that he performs, however

insignificant it may be in terms of its content. All his actions must

bo in accordance with virtue and therefore 'mto. It is likely

that it was the dootrine that a wise man's aotions are all katorthomata
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that led to the discussion of the trivial examples. Once the Stoics

admitted that all his aotions woro katorthomata thoy would havo to admit

such katorthomata as 'prudently stretching out a finger', 'chastoly

abstaining from an old woman on her deathbed' and so on, beoause the

wise man will clearly stretch out a finger, abstain from an old woman

on her deathbed and so on.

As in the case of katorthomata, there seem to be differences in

also. The second book of Chrysippus* treatise tT<y>i

is quoted at _SR 13.1039B to the effeot that it is appropriate to pass

entirely over some faults of friends, to lightly reprehend others, to

reprehend yet others more severely, and to regard yet others as worthy

of the dissolution of friendship. This mo3t likely indicates differ¬

ences in the content of the hior their effects on the rela¬

tionship and not differences in the degree of vice involved.

' ', 'right action', the generic term for 'g^c-r£y>6^^ ' ,
is distinguished from virtue at _SR 19.1042P where Chrysippus' treatise

rrx-pi -TfrAouf is quoted to show that goods and evils are 'o',

'perceptible'. The quotation seems to distinguish clearly between

1) ', or irrational emotions such as grief and fear, and rational
/

emotions such as '^<xp.x', or joy, 2) viciouB actions such as theft and
adultery, and right actions such as acts of beneficence (• eJ ep^-c-x^i '),
and 3) vices such as folly and cowardice, and virtues such as wisdom

and bravery. However it is possible that the emotions are to be

included under vicious actions and right actions. The wording in

Plutarch oertainly suggests that ' might be a kind of *,

23
and this is corroborated by a passage in Stobaeus where both ep jx-rc-

and ' are included under ' jo<-ropand both 'to c^>offerer'
/" f f

and 'go- gXc-fTTfciv ' under .

The ' here, which are a type of , must be

distinguished from the 'x^ptTtf' which the non-wise are capable of
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bestowing. The difference is clearly shown in _CN oh. 21. No oj'

is said to receive benefit ('J ^XfrlNrOotu) or -tQ have benefactors

(^erCojr^^r-'O- ') because benefit is something v/hich only the wise can

bestow or receive. The ' can, however, it is said, receive

(and presumably bestow) ' ' t "because * 1 extends to inter-

mediates". That is, the 'cfx/ukos ' cannot receive a benefit because,

being '^CXos', his actions will be and hence cause him
Q A

injury, 'fiXup^+J, the opposite of benefit. Not even the ' rrpogoraauv*
25

can receive a benefit. But the ' <£k*gAc>s' can derive advantage from a

»wp<-v • because this is only a matter of the usefulness to be obtained

from intermediates. This usefulness of intermediates is termed

26
', and 's tqq » is an epithet applied to natural things

in Chapter 23 of the CN (1070A) where natural things are said to be

the tv/X1/ 1 kathekonta. Hence, in so far as it concerns

the usefulness of intermediates, comes in the sphere of kathekonta;
27

hence its discussion in Cicero's be officiis. The distinction

/
between ' and 'froyras also pointed out at Cicero

be finibus 3.69, and explains the paradoxical statements that the

'<^o<CAos • has no need of anything, which means that he cannot derive
from anything the benefit that is peculiar to goods.

It is clear that the wise man will derive both benefit from goods

and usefulness from intermediates. At _SR 30.1047F Chrysippus' treatise

rrtpc is said to contain the statement that the wise man

will somersault three times in order to receive a talent. This must

be an example from a section of the treatise concerning the usefulness
28

of intermediates, which kathekonta are concerned to preserve. It is

kathekon for even the wise man to do things for a mercenary end, that

is to obtain the •e^pvjrrta.' that money provides. The means by which
it is acquired, we mu3t assume to have been regarded by Chrysippus as

appropriate for the wise man. even if it would be regarded as contrary
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the dignity of the wioe man by some less Cynical members of the Stoa.2^
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III. KATHEKON IN SEXTUS EMPIRICUS

The bulk of what Sextus Empiricus tells us about the Stoic

concept of kathekon and its relationship to virtue is contained in

Advernus Mathemntico3 XI, which is directed against dogmatic ethicists,

the Stoics in particular. Within this book, the seotion on the

question of whether there is an art of life is especially helpful

(168-215).

Sextus put8 forward a series of arguments to show that there is

no such art of life as the Stoics olaimed. At l88f. he puts forward

the point that every art is apprehended through its resultant effeots,

e.g. medicine through its medical results, harp-playing through

performances on the harp, and so on. He sets out to show that the

art of life has no such resultant effeots.

Firstly, in the passage 189-196 he adduces examples of prescrip¬

tions of the early Stoics, Zeno and Chrysippus, about honouring one's

parents, piety towards the dead, and the education of children. These

examples are of a Cynical nature, quite contrary to conventional ideas

of treating parents, the dead and children - intercourse with sisters

and mothers, eating the flesh of the dead, sexual intercourse with all

children alike, and so on - and Sextus concludes that the Stoics could

not possibly mean these prescriptions to be implemented beoause they

are forbidden by law, neither could they mean them not to be implemen¬

ted because then their art of life would become redundant.

Setting aside the validity of this argument, is it legitimate to

assume, as Sextus does, that the Stoics would mean by the 'art of life*
/

the application of such prescriptions as are given here? is

a characteristic of wisdom and virtue, whereas practical prescriptions

of such a specifio kind one would expect to be examples of what is

kathekon. Even though the wise man would indeed do such things, his

wisdom would consist in something other than the performance of them.
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The aim of the art of life is not to do such things but to what is

good, whioh might involve doing some of them in an artistio way.

That these prescriptions oonoern the sphere of kathekon is suggested

by the fact that 'honouring one's parents' is elsewhere oited as an

example of a kathekon,^ and that one of the quotations whioh Sextus

gives about the burial of parents oomes from Chrysippus* treatise ne>/>l
tos.j (194). When our parents die, Chrysippus says, we should

regard the body in the same way as we regard hair or nails (that is,

as something completely indifferent). But when the flesh of the body

is useful, it will be used as food. This, Chryisppus says, is compar¬

able to the situation where a limb was cut off and it was proper

('ene/SotXXe') to make use of it. [Another quotation to the same effect

is given from his treatise . ] If it is of no use, no

more attention will be paid to it than to hair or nail. We have seen

2
elsewhere that kathekon was concerned with preserving the element of

usefulness in indifferent things. It should also be pointed out that

if this is the case, the word 'erris used in the same context as

'K-cChjjce'. 3
Secondly, Sextus points out that every ' has an ''/ftov •

whioh distinguishes it from other 'tfL*G,<f<r£cs" *, and tries to show that

wisdom does not have one. He starts from the concept of what is

common ('Koi/ck- ') to the possessors and the non-possessors of an art.

In the case of the wise and the foolish that which is common will not

be the 't<Tu>v » of wisdom. This is reasonable enough, but then

Sextus says that in fact every action done by the wise man is found

to be common to the non-wise. If, for example, he says, we count

'honouring one's parents' or 'restoring a trust' and the like as actions

of the wise man, we shall find non-virtuous men doing any of these

things. Therefore, he conoludos, no action is peculiar to the wise

man, and therefore wisdom cannot be an art of life because it has no
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correct here and is misrepresenting the Stoa. If we refer to, for

example, Cicero Do finibus 3.59•> the difference between the wise and

the non-wise in cases like restoring a trust is that the restoring a

a trust is a kathekon and hence accessible to the non-wise, but the

peculiar function of the wise man is the ,just restoration of a trust.

The word 'just' here clearly is an integral part of the action. The

just restoration of a trust would be, to use Sextus' term, the ' tXic
•> /

epfor' of a wine man, the possessor of the art of life. The restoration

cf a trust would be a kathekon and common to wise and non-wise, a point

which Sextus realises. Nov;, it might be that when the wise man performs

it, it takes on a peculiar quality of its ovm. But in fact, is it

possible to disoern an actual difference between the acts of restoring

a trust performed respectively by a wise and a non-wise man? Does the

wise man's wisdom alter what he does or does his act not differ from the

non-wise man's in any way that is detectable from the outside, but only

in so far as he knows that what he is doing is appropriate?

SextuG' interpretation of the position is that the latter is the

case, because at 200 he makes the Stoics answer his criticism by

saying that all the ' are indeed common to all men, yet they are

distinguished by proceeding from an artistic or a non-artistio disposi¬

tion. This clearly implies that the wise man and the non-wise man

perform the same type of actions which cannot be distinguished exter¬

nally but only internally by the disposition of the agent. This clearly

implies that there is no peouliar to the wise man. But, as

Soxtun proooodo with his exposition of the Stoio annwer, ho produocs

an argument for the idea that there is an 'i'Jioi' er^' of the wise

man. This represents the view expressed in Cicero's account. The

argument is that the function of the wise man is not 'to take care of

his parents and, in general, to honour them' but 'to do this e^no
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<^y>oi''| re^s '. Here ' <*rr<*> is an integral part of the action,

as 'iusto' was of 'iuste depositum reddore' at Cioero He finibus 3.59.

The art of the wise man is compared to that of the doctor who shares

'to tw ' with the layman but whose • J'Jtov 'is ' ro i*Tp<

uji^nv'. This comparison might help to explain the difference that
the wise man's skill makes to his actions. It is obvious that although

the activity of *rb b ja]Viv ' is common to the doctor and the layman,

the particular actions which they do will in fact be different. The

layman, even though he might be acquainted with certain medioal remedies,

would not bo able to apply them to their best effect. On the other hand

the doctor's skill leads to a different ' ITiov ', i.e. • rb 'ocrpiKwos
The same will be true of the wise man. Although the activ¬

ity of honouring one's parents is common to the wise and the non-wise,

the wise man's honouring of his parents will involve a different set of

actions from the non-wise man's honouring of his parents precisely be¬

cause his skill enables him to know how to achieve this in the best

possible way. That is why his 'uTte>v ifo-v ' is "to do each of the

things he does ot-nb Jpir-rqc ". The non-wise man might manage

to honour his parents but even if he does, we can assume that even if

the circumstances are absolutely identical with those with which a

wise man is faced the non-wise man would perform a different set of

actions because he lacks the skill to achieve it in the moot effective

way. In this way we can distinguish between general rules of kathekonta

and the particular actions which are examples of the general rules.

Sextus seems not to think that the Stoic position was such

because the basis of his criticism up to 206 is that the idea of

actions being common to the wise and the non-wise means that the actions

of the two will not in aotual fact be distinguishable. "The wise man

will honour his parents, so will the non-wise man [although not on all

occasions when it is appropriate]; therefore, the actions of the two
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wise man oould have any detectable difference because the disposition

is of itself 'non-apparent' ( •). However, if the implications

of the comparison with the medical art are drawn, it is possible that

the Stoios thought that there was a deteotable difference in what the

wise man did.

At 206 another answer to the problem of the difference between

the action of the wise man and the non-wise man is introduced. It is

introduced as the view of others, presumably other Stoics. Heintzf
in disoussing whether 'Ti/es' should be inserted at 200 to correspond

with 'i'AXoi* at 206, suggests that the two answers given here probably

derive from "innerstoische Kontroversen"which Sextus has represented

as answers to sceptical arguments. It is however difficult to see how

the two really controvert each other, because the second merely makes

more capital than the first out of the analogy between wisdom as an

art of life and the other arts. The peculiar characteristic of the

artist is that he produces things in an orderly manner ("ro re

-rt rroLtrLv ro Zv Toi{ no «-<_ cT(c^.«.tw- »» 207). The layman

might produce an artistic product but only occasionally and not

consistently. The artist of life, also, is said to be unvarying in his

'Ko*-r<y>0', but the non-wise man is not so. There is an obvious

difficulty about the terminology:- 'artistic product' and

The argument implies that just as the layman sometimes produces an

artistic product, so the non-wise man sometimes performs a .

This is of course not possible in the normal usage of ,

which is applied only to the wise man's actions. There are two possible

approaches to this problem, since Sextus might be inaccurate in two ways.

Firstly, the source might have wanted to say that the work of the layman

resembles the work of a craftsman but not that it can really exhibit

skill, and that the action of the non-wise man resembles that of the
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wise man in so fn'1 ns they aro both ' but not that it oan

really be called a 'k^to/'Ou^k'. Secondly, the source might have
wanted to say that the wise man is consistent in his *r^-'

5and the foolish man not. When Tsekourakis tries to attribute the

Stoio view here presented to Antipater, he implies that vtw'
.—v ^ . / \

are meant. Antipater defined the telos as "fT*^ to tov itomhw-

'■ 1 .o i Ml •* T^' s p"^~>OS To TmJV CTy>CH ^oa^AfcVU>v- ^
The underlined words occur also in Clement's statement about Antipater's

7
view of the telos. Tsekourakis connects these words with the referenoe

to consistency in the present passage in Sextus. But Antipater's

consistency is consistency in choosing natural things. Now, choosing

natural things is the province of kathekonta; therefore, he must be

talking about consistency in performing kathekonta. Thus, if Antipater*s

view is being represented here, must stand in Sextus for

'k<c0^kovrpc*. The danger of this view is that the wise man is only

distinguished from the non-wise in that he always performs kathekonta.

We would expect the Stoio position to be that the wise man's actions

are Wo, qualitatively different as well as being consistently

performed. The difference seems to be removed in Antipater's definitios

of the telos. If Sextus is representing Antipater's answer to sceptical

criticism, this requires the awkward use of to refer to

'• Even if this were possible, it is difficult to see how

it would help one to see the difference between a wise and a non-wise

actions in faot, the argument of Antipater seems to be formulated in

order to show their similarities. I therefore think the first

possibility to bo tho more likoly, that Sextus is being inaocurate

in attributing VT0to non-wise men when he should really

have said that they are inconsistent in performing .^Kov-r^'.

Although Sextus does, as has been shown, deal with the important

problem of the relationship between kathekon and katorthoma at



Adversus MathematicQ3 XI,l88f., he does not use the word

but refers to it by the word •k/x.voV », which refers to the faot that

a •K*®ip<,ow • io common to the wise and non-wi3e. Only once does he use

the word V^-r •, and then its use is far from clear. In fact

g
this is the only instance of this word in a Stoio context in Sextus.

In the case of 'gxS^Kov «, apart from the citation of Chrysippus'

treatise rrcf' taO , there is only one instance of the use of

'Kand that is in a Dogmatic and not specifically Stoic context

At Adversus Hathematicos XI,131 Sextus is criticising the Dogmatic

schools because he thinks that those who pursue the goods and evils

which they posit will suffer perturbation. He puts forward several

possible things to say to this sufferer, one of which is "that it is

1/ ' neither to pursue the good nor to avoid the evil" ("o'n

<?«~n -rJjuiOov Ju^Kc-tv- to k-kv-ov "). He is

obviously thinking of natural goods and evils, not moral goods and

evils beoause another possibility which he gives is to say that what

the sufferer pursues possesses very little value (wealth, for example)

and therefore that it is not 'oWeZov • to pursue it but rather •»

(it is fitting) to pursue virtue which has greater value. The words

'oiWcn' ' and '£/>{->o$<r<.' seem to be used in exactly the same way as

They have • as their criterion, as * is seen

to have elsewhere, but are, like ' i used to refer to types of

bohaviour that are appropriate in any Dogmatic philosophy. Sextus•

criticism of Dogmaticism is that it is always harping on the choice

and rejection of goods and evils and hence cannot get rid of perturba¬

tion caused by the failure to acquire thern. In view of the identifica¬

tion of 'tciK&tf(cov ' with these other terms in this passage and the lack

of any other definite use of '' in a technical sense (except in

the title of Chrysippus' treatise) suggests that might have

ceased to be a signifioantly Stoic term along with and
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9
come to be psed as a general term for any approved conduct.

In the only passages in which Sextus refers to Stoic virtuous

actions, apart from the one unclear use of the term '^-r, he

uses the phrase '<*( <rrrou£><c«c ' or a similar phrase (Adv. Hath.

XI ,22,26,/}6). That this phrase does refer to katorthomata is olear

from XI,22f. whore TrrouJcKi^ tr^Zfus' is said to be " ~rtr

oo ttix »- " and wliere it is identified with "to

oj4>c-Ac-CV£W" ("that of which benefit is an accidental result") as

opposed to "to 6<jj7oo y xfy'oC «Vrtv Ta^Ut" ("that by which or

from whioh benefit is gained"), which is applied to virtue alone because

all benefit ultimately derives from virtue itself.^ Other similar

phrases which Sextus uses are '<*l k-c-t'<xo t-<t [sc. • and

'Tots Iv-oc^Toui ry^fc-is'. At XI,40 corresponding things are said about
vicious actions. Here, too, he does not use the term but

rrp*]ii' j where ' is the expected contrary of '(Tr-roc

Here and rrp^fts- ' are said to produce just as

y' and 'ayrooJctC*. ' were said to produce 'oj^eXect'. The
term '{rrroc/^cot rtf?Z\if* also occurs in a tri-partite division of
at XI,46 where both the virtues and •rf-yrot'cAti^.t are included

in the class • Thus, the most common word for Stoic

virtuous actions in Sextus is clearly ' <rp-ooJo</<. This may be

merely a phrase which Sextus himself adopts, because whereas there are

passages in other Stoic authors where virtuous actions are referred

to as actions in accordance with virtue (' ktx'^/oenjw') the phrase
'<rrroofro<i^i.c rtyv^jViy • only occurs in Sextus.

The Stoic theory of indifferents is given some attention by Sextus

(Adv. Math. XI,59-67), and although he does not directly relate it to

the concept of kathekon, he discusses an important problem direotly

relevant to it. Usually, two senses of 'indifferent' are pointed outs

1) that which contributes neither to happiness nor unhappiness, yet can



bo either preferred or rejected if it has sufficient value or diovalue

respectively, e.g. health and disease, wealth and poverty, and 2) that

which arouses neither 1 nor • or is neither preferred nor

rejeoted, e.g. the fact that the stars or the hairs on one's head are

odd or even in number. Here, howetrer, Sextus points out a third meaning

of indifferent which we met in Plutarch (SR 23.1045D). In the case of

two identioal drachmae which have nothing to distinguish them, but one

of which we have to choose, we do not have 'op^' to one rather than
to the other. Sextus makes this oase into a third general class of

indifferents.

These three classes are essentially assigned to things in themselves

out of the context of the particular circumstances in whioh people have

to act. For instance, to say that wealth is a preferred indifferent is

to say firstly that it is not good or evil because it oan be used well

or ill, and secondly that it has sufficient value to be called preferred.

There are however possible exceptions to such a general term, e.g. the

pursuit of wealth might well confliot with doing what is good. This

loads to the obvious criticism: "What uso is tho ooncept of proforred

indifforonts if thore are exceptions to it?" This in fact sooms to

have led Ariston of Chios to reject the theory and say that things

cannot be preferred in themselves •) but only in

accordance with circumstances (XI,65). He gives an example: "If

healthy men had to serve under a tyrant and be destroyed but siok men

were to be set free and avoid destruction*, the wise man would choose

sickness rather than health." In this case, health is not preferred

and sickness rejected: but exactly the opposite. Now it must be signifi¬

cant that in Ariston's example the man concerned is a wise man. It is

easy to Bee that the wise man can know how to interpret the demands of

particular circumstances. But what about the ordinary man who in normal



Stoic theory can only perform kathekonta? The Stoic defence against

criticism of their theory of differentiation among indiffcronts is that

it provides a basis for determining what is kathekon, Now, assuming

that the Stoics would agree that the wise man would ohoose sickness

instead of hoalth in Ariston's example, what will the ordinary man do

when faced with ouch a position? If he knows that health is preferred,

he might ohoose this. Is thi3 the appropriate thing to do? But he

might also realise that to choose health now will lead to his destruc¬

tion and therefore that sickness should be chosen. Will this be the

appropriate thing to do ? The fact that the wise man does it suggests

that the latter is the appropriate thing to do. If it is, the theory

of preferred indifferents is inadequate when it oomes to partioular

situations. It can at best be only a guideline. When it comes to

particular situations, it seems, as I have suggested earlier in the

chapter on Cicero, that a concept like ' (value), which does

enable differentiation of indifferents and forms the basis of the theory

of preferred things, is also adaptable to circumstances. How '^|/»<.'
works in particular situations is briefly explained in Stobaeus and

Diogenes Laertius.^ In the above example, to know that health is

preferred and sickness rejected will not help, but to apply the concept

of value will, if it works in such a way that we calculate the value

of the alternatives in their relation to the particular situation and

see that sickness is in fact more valuable than health.

Another passage in Sextus (Adv. Math. VII,158) indirectly raises

some important questions about kathekon. This passage concerns

Arcesilaus' criticism of the Stoic criterion of truth. According to

Arcosilaus, the wise man will suspend judgement about all things, but

when it comes to making decisions for the purpose of living, he will

make use of 'fTiVrig' (reasonable belief). This means that his criterion
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for actions will bo 'ro g&^ov When a soeptical philosopher uses

suoh a word, we naturally take it to mean 'reasonable' in the sense

of probable; i.e. wo oannot be oertain that what we choose to do is

absolutely right, or rather, to put it in Arcesilaus' terms, we will

do the right thing if we do what we think is probably right. However,

his definition of a katorthoma is exactly the same as the Stoic defini-
v v v 12

tion of a kathekon:- "oVe/» jw r^v J rn> Xoj-Yxy".
Here Arcesilaus is clearly denying that there is a criterion of truth

as the Stoics believed and hence that it is not possible to perform a

katorthoma in the Stoio sense of that word. The only thing possible

is to perform a kathekon, which Arcesilaus implies is based on what is

probable. Is Arcesilaus right to imply this? Or is he merely taking

advantage of the ambiguity of the word 'eo'Ao*? The difference between

a and a ' would seem to be that a ' aims

to do what is good, whereas a aims to do what is in accordance

with nature. Now, ' applied to a kathekon could easily mean

that it is not right but at least it is reasonable to perform it because

it is in accordance with nature. In this sense, a kathekon has a quite

definite justification, and there is no uncertainty as to whether a

particular act is kathekon or not. If the idea of probability were

applied as in Arcesilaus' interpretation, it would refer to an

uncertainty whether it is right or not, and it is quite definite that

a kathekon is not right; a kathekon in itself does not set out to be

right in the same way as a katorthoma is right. Hence there cannot "be

uncertainty as to whether it is a katorthoma.

I
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IV. KATHEKON IN DIOGENES LAERTIUS AND STOBAEUS

The summaries of Stoic moral philosophy in the second book of

Stobaeus' Eclogues and the seventh book of Diogenes Laertius' Lives

of Philosophers havo the same importance as Cicero's De finibus in

that they set out to give an account of the various departments of

Stoic ethios. They have no polemical purpose like Plutarch and

Sextus Empiricus, but they do suffer from a lack of continuous exposi¬

tion since the statements made, apart from being very brief, are simply

juxtaposed without any explanation. They do in fact exhibit very much

the nature of summaries. In general Stobaeus does not attribute any

particular view to particular Stoics; Diogenes, on the other hand, does

often support his statements by naming specific works of particular

Stoics (up to the time of Posidonius and Ilecato) in which the state¬

ments are made. In Diogenes' section concerning kathekonta, however,

he only mentions that the doctrine went back as far as Zeno. In this

respect, theroforo, their aooounts of kathekonta are similar to

Cicero's aocount in the De finibus.

Kathekonta are included in Diogenes Laertius* division of Stoic

ethics at 7.84. It has been argued by Tsekourakis^" that this really

refers to virtuous actions, on the grounds that the term refers
r / f y

only to the "sphere of virtue". He agrees that 'op^ • and '»

which are also inoluded in the division, remind us of the "sphere of

appropriateness", but points out that those can also refer to the

sphere of virtue. Also, he argues that the word «.» does not

2 /
occur in the division; consequently, the word 'K^D^fcov-r.*' probably
refers to virtuous actions. This, I think, confuses the issue. It can

be agreed that are a special kind of 'M-C'/fcovn**-', on the

basis of the argument that if appropriateness is an assessment of the

content of an action (i.e. that it aims at something in accordance
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with nature), then this will he essential to any Also,

the view that katorthomata are a subdivision of kathekonta is supported

by the fact that they occur as such in Stobaeus' summary. The sootion

85.12-86.16 starts with the statement that the branch (•rorro^') of

ethics concerning 'k<*£</icen/i-.*-' follows on from that concerning *rr

Here 'kxG.jK.ov-rx:» form a clearly distinct branch of ethics."^ It includes

a definition of kathekon, distinguishes */ufc<r« fcetftjVovw' from '-reAc-tac

k*0ifko\ST*.' and relates them to each other. This is the only section >

that discusses •k.x-ro/'P'^'/uxr^ among those sections which appear to follow

recognizable branches of Stoic ethics. The rest of what Stobaeus says

about 'krA-ror&djpxret-' appears in the passages from 93.14 onwards, which,

as Wachsmuth points out, contain miscellaneous material with practically

no order but principally containing statments about the 'trnovFocZcx;'.

Diogenes' section about kathekonta (7.107-110) gives a definition of

kathekon and distinguishes different kinds of kathekonta but does not

distinguish between intermediate and complete kathekonta. In fact the

word does not occur in Diogenes' summary of Stoic ethics

at all; where virtuous actions are mentioned they are referred to as

actions 'in accordance with' ('/o*r-<') the virtuesf This suggests, if

anything, that katorthomata are not an integral part of the branch of

ethics concerning 'kocGi^AcokTw'.
There is, however, some uncertainty about the interpretation of

Diogenes' division of Stoic ethics. Tsekourakis points out the

proximity of 'knOy*ovr-*' to the division 'fyo-r^orr^i Kxl otrro-ryoorrot/ '
in support of his argument that 'k<*0iykok-nx ' refers only to katorthomata,
since 'rr^oT^omxl «rrom* 1 • refer only to the virtuous man. But
in fact, it is possible that the text should be read so as to take

tCov KcvTbjv Te- kxi o$(ToTyorri~>v " ss referring not to
two but only one division of Stoic ethics. This is the natural way to
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take it. There is not much evidence for the meaning of 'rr^orpa ' and

'«rro r(>orr<x.{ ' in the Old Stoa, but they do occur several times in Epio-

tetus, always with the same meaning, that of the philosopher inducing

someone who errs to right his ways. At Discourses 3.23.33f. he discusses

the protreptic style and says that it is "the ability to show the

individual and the crowd the inconsistency in which they flounder and

how they are paying attention to anything rather than what they want?

for they want the things that conduce to happiness but look for them in

the wrong place." The idea seems to be that of inducing people to

progress and of doing this by means of example (the philosopher by

his own example, 3.13.23; by mythical examples with a moral, Pll from

the 'protreptic homilies' of Arrian). At 4.8.43 Epictetus talks of

someone inducing him "t'rri t« "» a phrase which reminds one

of kathekonta. Clearly, if one wants to induce someone to progress,

one tries to induce him to do so by means of kathekonta, since it is

through performing these that progress can be achieved. Thus, the

division in Diogenes may well refer to the inducements of the philoso¬

pher to perform kathekonta and refrain from their opposite.

According to Diogenes (7.25, 7.107) it was Zeno who introduced

the concept as a technical term and wrote a treatise on the subject,

which is included in the list of his works at 7.4. All the major

philosophers of the early Stoa seem to have written treatises on this

subject. The word is used before Zeno's time to mean something that
7

it is appropriate to do, but in this case the appropriateness is

determined by the situation - one's position in society, obedience to

laws, and the like - but in the case of the Stoa the word is used

primarily for what is appropriate to the agent. The etymology given

at 7.108 explains it as that which "comes down to or reaches one"

("K«-r^ -rtvtxs hWiv"). This might well refer to one's position in

society, one's relationships with others and the like, but these are
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not the basic criteria of kathekon, which is something independent

of customs, laws and societies, viz. the natural constitution of man

^'cxuto T*L5 k^tI <fcunv oi'«iov 7.108).

Diogenes gives a definition of kathekon at 7.101 as " v rr^^Dbv
iV^c-t irroloxurf+av jc&ov rb A K^Xo^Ooy Here "To

xicJAov^W £v seems a3 if it is an example of a "e^Aoj-os .

But we also have definitions at Stobaeus 85.14 as "To o«/coAoutW Lv Junj ,

o rrfvx^Oe-v ei'lopv ^ and in Clement (=SVF3,293) as

".AoAooDov />'v"* These clearly imply that "ra ev

(oriv/T/uj)" is a definition of kathekon. The definition in Stobaeus

clearly implies that 'to <*>co\ooCW iv is something which is capable

of having a reasonable defence and not itself an example of a reasonable

defence. Diogenes seems to be confused because 'to J\^o\ou0o^ c'v '

would hardly be an example of something with a reasonable defence, if

it is itself the definition of any kathekon. It is possible that he is
■*>

using 'oiow ' to mean 'as it were'. Thus that which has a reasonable

defence would be "as it were the consequent or conclusion in life" or

"a kind of consequent or conclusion in life", indicating the use of a

term from logic to refer to an action. This interpretation depends

upon a specific interpretation of <i)co\ouQov •.

Firstly, 'to Jj^AouCW tV ' must be applicable to plants and

animals as well as man. Stobaeus explains this by saying that irratio¬

nal creatures do things "xi^XoJCL^ -r£ kvnjtZv This does not mean

that what is kathekon for plants and animals is kathekon for man,

because it is an action in keeping with natural constitution and man

has a different natural constitution. In fact Stobaeus gives a slightly

different definition which is applicable only to rational creatures -

"ro xjt/AouGW A'-v "(85.17) - but there seems to be no special signi¬

ficance in the distinction between '^tj ' and The phrase ' lx
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1 or »<?V pits* ' seems to indicate the sphere in which the oonsequenoe

or conclusion takes place? that is, the appropriate action is in some

way a consequence in the context of the life of a living organism. On

this interpretation the consequence is as it were derived from premisses

which are contained in the natural constitution of the organism. In the

case of animals, they will act instinctively, but their acts will be

seen as consequences of their natural constitution. In the case of man

the situation is more complex because he possesses reason, but a kathekon

for man is still a consequence of his natural constitution. In either

case a kathekon is measured by 'r<v k^tX fyutriv' and 'iv <pJw, as

Stobaeus states at 86.12. Any action that can be demonstrated to

perform or achieve something that is in accordance with, or oan be

deduced from, the natural constitution of the agent is appropriate for

that agent. If 'r& cxtoXouOov ' is that which is in accordance with the

nature of the agent, it is clear that the phrase 'to tv t^J
' differs in meaning from the very similar wording of the teloB,

Vo -rft ', where refers to a wider concept
of nature, viz. universal nature.

Both Diogenes and Stobaeus contain short passages concerning

suicide, which show how the prinoiple of 'toAo^-os °2frworks,
in exactly the same way as Plutarch. At D.L.7.130 the wise man is

Baid to depart from life 'reasonably* and gives a few examples of when

it is reasonable to do so. In the case of suffering intolerable pain,

mutilation or incurable disease, it is kathekon for him to take his

own life (cf. examples of Heraclitus and Pherecydes given in Plutarch

GN 11.1064A) because of a preponderance of '-n* '. In the

case of dying on behalf of one's coxintry or friends, this must be done

because it is in accordance with one's natural attractions to country

and friends. Stobaeus, at 110.9* does not say that good men sometimes
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dopart from life 'coloi^s-1 but '^G'j/toVr^?'. He also says that life
and death are measured "tdCs Kf©tjkoo.ri ycxx-l tolv rru/>i -rd , whioh
is put loosely for "Tots ^>6<rw <<•<<- To^ irc^ <^<V»v". That natural and

unnatural tiling are intended here is clear from the fact that the

possession of virtue is said not to keep one in life nor vice to make

one leave it. It is anyway easy to see how *rv ko^tck' could he

put for 'r-i cf>J<rw ' since the latter are criteria of the former.

Everything which is in accordance with nature has value. This

point is made by Stobaeus at 83.10. Diogenes equates 'rr^oij
with the class of things which possess value (7.105). This is inaccur¬

ate because all the other evidence suggests that some things that

possess value in very small amounts are not '. Both authors

give us a tri-partite division of which relates it to the telos

and also helps us to see how it might relate to the performance of

kathekonta. Firstly, things with the greatest value are goods ('J^G* ')
and contribute to the consistent life ('o oj^o^oftoo/uGvos fi'os ')
(Stob.35.3; D.L.7.IO5). This is the value according to which, in the

explanation of Diogenes [sc. the Stoic philosopher] (Stob.84.11),we

say that something possesses ' " 1 'c?^kj|uV here seems

to mean something like 'high esteem' (cf. Stob.83.12 where I think

"t(7/u)»|v kxQ^&to" should be read as the second type of value given

there). Secondly, value is also applicable to things which possess a

"kind of intermediate capacity or usefulness contributing to the

natural life ('o k^-rv /?/oj ')"(D.L.7.105)» e.g. wealth and health.

This seems to be the same type of value which Stobaeus refers to by

the term 'tfcfrtj' (83.12; 84.4)j since Diogenes the Stoic explains it

as a "judgement about how natural something is or how useful it is to

nature". This clearly refers to the element of usefulness in intermed¬

iates which gives them value as objects of kathekonta. Thirdly, there
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Diogenes Laertiuo explains it as the value which someone experienced

in matters (') assigns, e.g. when it is said that wheat

exchanges for li- times the amount of barley.^ Stobaeus explains it as

that value in accordance with which, given the circumstances ('n^otJT^rod ),
we choose A instead of D, e.g. health instead of disease, life instead

of death, wealth instead of poverty. This seems at first sight merely

to refer to the fact that health, life and wealth are • but

disease, death and poverty '; but what seems to be

important is the factor of It seems that to know what

value is to be assigned to something in itself or how natural it is,

as in the second type of value, is not enough when it comes to particular

circumstances. In the third type of value we must be able to assess

relative value in these circumstances. Although the implications of this

are not spelled out here, this must mean that while health is normally

to be preferred to disease it will on rare occasions not have more

value. To assess this, we must need the experience which Diogenes

Laertius mentions.

This bring3 up a difficult problem. What part does the experience

needed to recognize relative value play in the performance of kathekonta?

Is the non-wise man capable of making the 'equivalence of the expert'

and recognizing exceptional circumstances which contradict tha value

assigned to things in themselves? Is this the prerogative of the wise

man, or is he just infallible in making such equivalences? We are

helped here by the fact that Antipater calls this type of value

'tLAcXeKTinij ' (Stob.83.13), a term which we met in Plutarch GN ch.26.
In this passage, the wise choice of natural things is said to be the

telos, whereas the natural things in themselves and the obtaining of

them possess ". This must refer to the fact that
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natural things have val;ie for choice in comparison with \mnatural

things. There is no suggestion of oxooptional circumstances in Plutarch,

but if, as Stobaeus suggests, the term did inolude such instances, the

ability to discern them will not coincide with the wise choice of natural

things. If the wise choice of natural things includes, as it must, the

infallible discernment of such instances, then tho experience which

Diogenes Laertius speaks of must bo something that it is necessary to

acquire in order to take one on the road from mere pursuit of preferred

things to the infallible discernment of equivalences which inoludes

exceptional circumstances. Thus, it seems that if '<£,icAfcKTiK..j <*£<-'<*■ *
is concerned with determining the value of things in so far as we

choose them in our actions, this must be the type of value that is

apposite to the performance of kathekonta. In many cases, the ordinary

man will be able to do what is appropriate because preferred things

will be chosen in preference to rejected things, but in order to perform

kathekonta in all instances, he will have to develop the ability to

discern when these usual values do not apply, and this involves being

able to balance the value of one thing against another in the context

of a particular situation. The more he can do this, the more kathekonta

he will perform.

At D.L.7.108 kathekonta are said to be a subdivision of actions

which are done in accordance with impulse ( '); only those which

are in keeping with the natural constitution are kathekonta. Some

actions done in accordance with impulse are inappropriate. Now one

aspect of natural things is that they stimulate impulse (Stob.80.8f.;

82.5; 82.20); so that appropriate actions must be done in accordance

with the impulse aroused by natural things, and inappropriate actions

be done in accordance with an impulse which is in some way aroused by

unnatural things. Diogenes Laertius mentions the primary impulse of
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seli'-proservation at 7.85f«> which leads to the repulsion of harmful

things and the attraction towards things akin to ono, He lays stress

on the fact that in rational creatures reason is a "re^wnrijj
Clearly this must refer to the stage after men acquire a reasoning

faculty, and before this they must be motivated by primary natural

instincts. What is kathekon for them in the pre-rational stage will

be different from what is kathekon' in the rational stage because the

introduction of reason affects what is natural for them. Before they

acquire reason, they can only be led to do what is kathekon through

the impulse stimulated by primary natural things. At 7.HO the word

seems to refer to children who do not possess reason/0 and

the example "children obeying their teachers" is thus a kathekon

applicable to the pre-rational stage. The language indicates this -
V ^ .

ev .. "="even in the case of the intermediate...", viz.

those who are neither ' nor ' because they do not

yet possess reason.^ That the earlier examples refer to the rational

stage is shown by the fact that katbekonta are also said to be " oV«

m>ietv11 ("such as reason chooses to do"). This could hardly

apply to the pre-rational stage because they would not be in keeping

with the natural constitution at that stage. The phrase seems to imply

that the kathekonta of which examples are given here are the sort of

things that rational creatures naturally choose to do. It is appropr¬

iate for them to honour their parents, brothers and country and to

associate with friends because reason chooses to do these and not their

opposites. In the case of "picking up a twig" or "holding a pen or

scraper", reason does not naturally choose or reject them in themselves,

and hence they are neither appropriate nor inappropriate. These

examples must be by their very nature general rules about what it is

kathekon to do. Obviously some rational creatures will fail to perform
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■thorn when it is appropriate to do so, and also there will be conflicts

and exceptions.

There seems to be no implication here about the question of

whether the agent must deliberately subject his impulses to reason in

order to perform kathekonta. Such an opposition of reason and impulse

is not apposite here. All actions occur in accordance with impulse,

and equally so all actions of rational creatures involve the use of

reason. Reason can lead us to do appropriate or inappropriate aotions.

It is possible to do what is appropriate, as we might say, "on impulse"

without subjecting the impulse to the scrutiny of reason. Equally so

it is possible to subject one's impulses to the scrutiny of reason and

yet be led to do what is inappropriate. The problem for the agent is

surely twofold, getting his impulses right and knowing what is kathekon.

Reason can help him to get his impulses right by deliberately directing

them to what is kathekon; this is presumably why Diogenes Laertius

calls reason a "craftsman of impulse" (7.86). But in this case impulse

can be trained to be directed towards what is kathekon without the need

for conscious direction by reason on every occasion.

The relation of reason and impulse in the performance of kathekonta

is shown by a passage in Stobaeus (86.17f.) where impulse is said to

be moved by o^v^-tik<^ -too <x3to0gv "# Since

impulse is also defined here as "ijiopi en i're ", the implication is
that it is '-r& ' whose image in the soul automatically impels

12
the soul towards itself. We are told elsewhere that we are impelled

to acquire what we are naturally attracted to, and this is a basic

prinoiple of behaviour right from the time of birth. But here is the

only place in Stoic evidence, except in Epictetus,"^ where an image of

what is kathekon is said to impel us toward it. By 'kathekon' here

must be meant 'what seems kathekon' to the person concerned.^ In the
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pro-rational stage it is clear that what seems kathekon is the acqtiisi-

tion of the primary natural things which preserve one's own constitution.

In the case of the rational stage, 'rational impulse* ('Aoj-ikij opj*^ ')
is defined as enure r«jv eV t£> irpoc-rrgrvv". The word

'cTit-isoLoL • refers to the k<^' , the guiding principle in the

15
soul, and this is here said to be direoted towards "something involved

in acting" which we presumably regard as kathekon. The thing to whioh

we are directed must be an appropriate thing which can be achieved by

action. This type of impulse is essentially direoted towards an action

which we regard as appropriate for us to do, whether we can do it or

not. When it comes to actions which we ca.n actually perform, 'practioal

impulse' ('rrp<*Krw<.^ ofY-"/') comes into play. A species of praotical
v , s p / ■> f

impulse, called • , is here defined as "cpop«c tiTe Ti
which is clearly directed to a possible future action that is

likely to happen and which is regarded as appropriate. The distinction

here is that which is pointed out at 88.1 where all impulses are said

to be assents, but some to be practical and to comprise the moving

force. It is the latter which refer to practical impulses in distinction

from those impulses which are assents to appropriate actions.
/

The principle explained here is illustrated in the case of ',

the irrational emotions. A '(Tc<0os' is an excessive impulse involving

an opinion that a good or an evil is present (88.8f.). This opinion

is of such a kind that it is regarded as appropriate for one to be

affected by it. At 90.14 grief ('Aumj') is defined as " To-r-ro^*jv
<*nc-i8ij Acft-y" and the cause of this is said to be "ro rrpo^ccroK
/ixtov- (trv<rT«-^Xfc<r£*<-)". Here we have an image of

a present evil, in the face of which we believe it to be appropriate

to contract the soul. This belief is wrong and, as the Stoics thought,

needs to be eradicated. If we apply this view of behaviour to the
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bringing about a situation in which the images that move impulse repre¬

sent what is in actual faot kathekon rather than what the agent misguid-

edly believes to be so. The agent must alter his beliefs about what is

good and evil, and needs instruction in this."^
Tho point was made earlier that the examples of kathekonta given

at D.L.7.107 - honouring one's parents, brothers and country, and

associating with friends - are essentially general rules independent

of circumstances. Also, experience, it was suggested, is required to

recognize an exception. At D.L.7.109 the distinction between kathekonta

that are independent of circumstances ('tCc rT&>L<rr<tr&jo$') and those

that are dependent on circumstances ('~r< l s~t-octi ) is pointed out.

Thus, "looking after one's health and sense-organs" is appropriate as

a general rule independently of circumstances, whereas exceptions to

these such as "maiming oneself" are appropriate only in special circum¬

stances. Another obvious example of the latter is the case of throwing

away property which would probably be appropriate in the case of a

storm at sea when, to prevent the ship sinking, cargo is jettisoned, an

action that would usually be inappropriate.

A slightly different distinction is also pointed out at 7-109>

between what is always kathekon and what is not always kathekon. "To

live virtuously" is always kathekon; this must mean that no circum¬

stances whatever can make it inappropriate and that at any time whatso¬

ever it will be appropriate to live virtuously. On the contrary

"questioning and answering" and "walking" are not always appropriate.

The examples of the latter are similar to those of 'oJcT^Te-^c-.' (neither
'AocTofP^/u^T.*' nor Stobaeus 96.l8f. Stobaeus clearly
indicates that 'oSfe' can be done wisely or foolishly. Is, there¬

fore, the 'always / not always' distinction a distinction between
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example of an always appropriate action - to live virtuously - is a

katorthoma. But "questioning and answering" ami "walking" are, in

Diogenes, examples not of things neither virtuous nor vicious but of

things not appropriate on every occasion. One might have expected

tinder not-always-appropriato actions examples of things that are

appropriate as general rules but not in every circumstance, but the

actual examples appear to be not even appropriate as a general rule.

Also, in the Stobaeus passage one might have expected under '

examples not of things that are neither appropriate nor inappropriate

but of things that are kathekonta as a general rule but neither

'g^.rogOoJ^.-r.x' nor '4^<<pr . In fact, I would like to suggest
that this is in fact what the examples are. They have some similarity

to the examples of intermediate kathekonta at Stobaeus 86.3:- "marrying,

going on an embassy, and conversing". Here "conversing" in particular

might seem to be neither appropriate nor inappropriate like "question¬

ing and answering" and "walking", but in fact they are appropriate. In

fact, it is quite natural for human beings to converse with their fellow

men, for them to be inquisitive about others and ask them questions,

and also to take exercise; it would be difficult to imagine human

existence without such activities. Thus I think that the examples of

not-always-appropriate actions are things that are normally appropriate

because in accordance with human nature, but hot always,because it is

not appropriate to perform them on any particular occasion whatsoever.

This suggests, also an explanation of why "living virtuously" is used

as an example of an always appropriate action; that is, it is not

possible to give an example of a kathekon v;hich will always be kathekon

and not at the same time be a katorthoma. It happens that only those

kathekonta which are katorthoma,ta are always kathekonta, because all
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general rules of (intermediate) kathekonta are subject to exceptions.^
It was pointed earlier that Diogenes does not give an explanation

of the Stoic concept of 'KrcTofdojpot. On the contrary Stobaeus, whose

summary of Stoic ethics is much later, contains many references to it

which are of great help concerning this concept and its relationship to

' l<ucqyKOf1 .

After giving a definition of kathekon at 85.13, Stobaeus goes on

to classify kathekonta into (or ) and

yieV<x . When these two were contrasted in Cicero's De finibus
(3.59)» the example given of a perfect kathekon seemed merely to be a

virtuous performance of the same action which was an example of an

intermediate kathekon. We have also come across, especially in Plutarch,

examples of katorthomata which are virtuous performances of completely

indifferent things. Here however the examples do not contain these

elements but are merely infinitives of verbs corresponding to the

virtues, with the definite article added:- "ru ome "tu

13
Similar examples occur at 96.20 (though without the definite article)

which include another virtuous activity ("(Tuj^oi't-tV "), actions corres¬

ponding to the rational emotions ("^x(pe-iv", "eJ^piXLV-cvrCUt"), and an

example referring to the benefit derived from katorthomata ,

in addition to an example of the wise performance of an indifferent

thing ("(jj?ovyAu;s rrtf( murMv- "). These examples show that the essential
aspect of a katorthoma is that it is in accordance with virtue, in

contrast with which Stobaeus says are not in accord¬

ance with virtue. Examples of the latter are "marrying", "going on an

embassy" and "conversing". Now since some of the examples of kator¬

thomata do not contain elements that are in the examples of kathekonta,

a relevant question is:- Since katorthomata are complete kathekonta,

what is it that makes them kathekonta? Take "to &porei\r " for instance:
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its virtuousneGs must consist in its wisdom, but then there is no

characteristic of it left which can be appropriate. This would be

different in the case o>f "wine walking" where walking would seem to

be an appropriate human activity. The problem exists also, to some ex¬

tent, with examples such as "wisely pioking up a twig" where picking

up a twig is an activity that is neither appropriate nor inappropriate;

but in this case we could say that this activity becomes appropriate on

the particular ocoasion on which it is done wisely. This is not possi¬

ble in the case of "To c^poweTw I see two possible approaches to this.
Firstly, we could say that acting wisely always needs material in order

to become an action and that this material is appropriate. But this is

inadequate because it seems to be implied in Stobaeus that acting wise¬

ly is itself a (perfect) kathekon. Secondly, we could say that acting

wisely is appropriate not because it wisely does something appropriate

but because wisdom itself is appropriate. Indeed, since wisdom is of

supreme value for man, to act wisely must be a completely appropriate

activity. Now, it nrnst be true that the wise man always does something

that is appropriate for him, in the sense that any particular wise

action must include something that is appropriate in the same way as

a ' is appropriate. Indeed it is possible that to say

that it is completely appropriate means, at least partly, that it

always guarantees the performance of something that is appropriate.

However, just as marrying is in accordance with nature and appropriate

for man in an intermediate sense, so acting wisely is in accordance

with nature and appropriate for man in the sense that it is his

supremely appropriate activity. Thus, acting wisely is not, most

importantly, appropriate because it is the virtuous performance of an

intermediate kathekon, but because virtue itself is appropriate.

Exactly what is meant by the supreme appropriateness of katortho-r*.
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mata can bo ascertained by an examination of those passages in Stobaeus

which describe their characteristics. Cicero (De finibus 3.24-5) exr

plained katorthomata as actions containing "omnes numeros virtutis",

"all the numbers of virtue". This clearly meant for Cicero that suoh

actions performed by the wise man include not only wisdom but the

other three cardinal virtues in addition. Stobaeus also mentions the

explanation of a katorthoma as an action possessing "all the factors"

(93.14). He does not say that it possosses all the factors of virtue

but that it is a kathekon possessing all the factors. This shows a

significant difforonco between kathekonta and katorthomata: whereas

a kathekon might be seen as concerning the sphere of only one virtue,

a katorthoma, even though it may be concerned principally with one of

the virtues, takes all the other 1 virtues into account. What this;

moans is explained at 63.6. Here each virtue is attributed with a

main characteristic, but each also in a secondary role performs the

function of the other three. The main characteristic of wisdom is

(cv / .o <ToL>.jTfcov )", but in

a secondary role it will also be concerned with stability of impulses,

maintaining a firm stand and giving each his due. This means that a

wise action cannot be wise unless it also exhibits the characteristics

of the other three virtues, that is unless it possesses all the factors

of virtue. This will be true not only of a particular action, but

every action that the wise man performs will be done in accordance

with all the virtues, as is stated at 65.12. Every action will be

perfect and will be a katorthoma (v. 99.7: "o<tt KxrogOoCV [sc. rous
tfTToo <T«toor] eV xrruriv o£f rtfc/tr10c-tocl "). In the latter passage, the

wise man is said to utilize all the experiences of life in such a way

that every action he does is done wisely, temperately and so on. This

suggests the idea that wisdom is an art of life, which oocurrod in the
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Sextus Empiricus. At Stobaeus 66.14f. the point that the wise man

does everything well is mentioned. Wisdom is compared with the arts

of flute-playing and lure-playing, and its artistic quality is said

to bo that it does everything "gocri t»V o7flW Xo^-ov " (a characteristic

of katorthomata at 96.22) and "k^tVgc-rvjv". It is said to be an art

oAov rtV/j'ov ", which I take to mean that it is an art which

covers every aotion of life down to the most insignificant and not an

art which exists throughout all one's life. This involves a consis¬

tency of action which connects all one's actions together. Such a

quality is not possessed by intermediate kathekonta. Although there

are rules of kathekonta which the non-wise man can apply to his actions

their appropriateness relates to them as separate aotions and bears no

relation to the appropriateness of any other of his aotions.

Virtue and virtuous actions are included in the class of goods of

the soul, which is subdivided into those which are \fio<GfcVte-ts »,

or 'neither nor (Stob. 70.21f.). Virtues are

and distinguished from ' such as divination (yx-cv-r/jetf') which is
an 'tm ^ Virtuous actions are neither 'cTi nor 'efeLf'.

The text for the examples of the latter appears to be corrupt:- " oTov

-n^ "tv^ <Tto^co/-cT^riv". '' is not a virtuous
activity but the name of a virtue. Unless ' is used loosely

for wise action, Wachsmuth is probably right in reading '^cvijuc-y^'X. '
on the basis of 97.9 where it is clearly used to refer to a wise action

or perhaps '<£coHs-iV ' should be read on the basis of 96.20. Also, the

"possession of moderation" cannot be an activity but ought to be the

exercise of moderation, and thus Heine's or Wachsmuth's

v" gives the right sense. Although it is not stated here,

Virtuous actions must be those actions which result from the disposi*
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tions of which the virtues consist. Now, in the.same way as there

oan he dispositions which '<jyx.0ci and whi h rosult in the

performance of katorthomata, so it seems that there can also he dispos¬

itions which result in the performance of kathekonta. Under the class

of irtycc at Q0.23f. is included "efiv
eiViw erti TUV KoVw/ fv^c OVWL ITUV^tki. <njvn6-^jiHV err»rrXe^ov
rr^cj Tov i<pc.t^ cf>6<riv ".^ The fact that the disposition to perform
kathekonta is here a preferred thing and not a good shows that persis¬

tency in performing kathekonta is not to he identified with virtue.

The performance of kathekonta, however persistent, leads only to " o

K-t-ru <£i/criv fito" • This is shown hy the other examples of rrey>\
given ahove. The arts here referred to which are capable of

contributing to the natural life must he distinguished from the art of
21

wisdom which leads to the consistent ('o^woXc^oS/ue-vo^') life. The
difference between the performance of all kathekonta and virtue is

pointed out in the well-known quotation from Chrysippus in Stohaeu3'

Florilegium 103.22 (=SVF3,510). Here Chrysippus says that the man

"progressing to the top" performs all '/o^qVov^roc* hut that he does not
acquire happiness until "oci ^£<n»cc vTf^^c-ts <*"<5r<x<- rrjoorto (0v-

CKTitcov l<«^ (<Tc»«-v frC||(v tiv-A ". This might suggest that when
one has acquired a disposition to perform all kathekonta, then one has

acquired happiness and virtue. Why, then, is a kathekontic disposition

ahove said to he a The answer probably lies in the words

s ' and 'elfins ' which are sometimes kept distinct and sometimes
22 /

used interchangeably. ~ *A^^e-sos' is used of a fixed and incontra-

vertihle disposition and 'eftf ' rather of a tendency to do something ,*

which can he altered. It is most likely the change from 'eftv '

'Jc£C<*ns ' that is referred to when intermediate actions, i.e. kathekon-
/ c ' \

ta, are said to acquire "a firm and dispositional quality
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and a kind of fixity"; "c-kt/«ovm in this case will, rather oddly, refer

to 'tfiXpert s' • It is diffioult to see how all kathekonta could "be per¬

formed without some kind of disposition to perform them, and it must

be this disposition which is called a preferred thing. The disposition

involved in happiness is of a firm and fixed quality and hence is a

good.

The oriterion of 'opDos Xo^os ' is used to distinguish '

from and 'oJcat Stobaeus 96.18. ''OpDvs is

identical , the universal law that pervades the universe. At

/ \ \ ^ ^96. lOf. this is defined as Xo^oj ... n^frctK-Ti k«v j^fcv rrrnqreow,

X'Toc(jT3/,<H^ riicXv Je tiv ou (Ton-|xeov ". At Plutarch _SR 11.1037C a katorthoma

was said to be a ou ir^cVTuj-px" and a hamartoma a 'Vo^y ,>.
Thin must refer to the fact that a katorthoma is an action which is

inandod by universal law, which is identical with 'cyoOAj At/^y '. Wisdom
in the wise man performs the function of universal law, since at 63.6

it was said to be concerned with "o nooj-rtov " and the actions which it

produoes, i.e. katorthomata, are in accordance with universal law. In

this way it can be seen that since universal law is identical with uni¬

versal nature, katorthomata are in accordance with nature in a wider

sense than are kathekonta, which are in accordance with human nature

only.

There is no problem with the examples of katorthomata and hamar-

teinata given at 96.18, with one exception. "^oveTV", ",

"/iKotLonvwtjjTHV "> ", Mi2(coX<*.<rT<xcWiw " and "XtTiK-GiV " are
activies corresponding to virtues and their respective vices. "X^y'C-V
and " are activities in accordance with rational emotions,

and "AotrelVfUi " and with irrational emotions.

rrotrfcTV " is the wise performance of something essentially neither

virtuous not vicious. But why is "kAeVreiw" included under hamartemata?
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It was suggested when discussing Cicero De finibus 3.32 that 'peccata'

was used both for vicious notions proper and for aotions contrary to

what is appropriate. In the Ciceronian passage 'peccata in effectu',

which I suggested were inappropriate actions, are distinguished from

'peccata sine effectu', which I suggested were vicious actions proper.

The latter are in direct opposition to 'i<oi^o/>Ot£iu.o-x' and are contrary

to 'eIfGoi '. But stealirig would seem to be primarily a 'peccepta

in effectu', like Cicero's example of robbing a temple. It is possible

that by '^.XeirTf-iv ' is meant the tendency ('eJ k-*-ra< ^ tyucx') towards

stealing mentioned at 93.1. Such a tendency is clearly a as

is shown at 71.3. An act of stealing is a "rrcY"*- <f>os~w v " like an

act of adultery or an insult; these could easily be actions '/t^h -to

k^O^kov' and not hamartemata in the proper sense of the word, but when
23

they become tendencies and dispositions they become vicious. Another

approach to the problem is to take "K\enreiv " as opposite of "e3ej»^t-Tt7v"»
since the other items in the lists of katorthomata and amartemata seem

to pair off with each other. This approach also leads to the conclusion

that "Kkerrr^iw " is meant to include a fixed disposition to steal since

'% being a katorthoma, must involve a fixed disposition to

benefit. This seems to be the only way to avoid a problem which is of

great importance for the concept of '<£^y> rvj/jl<* '. If the above does
not hold true, vie are in danger of making all inappropriate actions

vicious. This danger is helped by the statement at 86.10 - " rrotw 7"o

re ktx&jyov <Lv Xoj-|k£j jpvofvc-vov oc^i>y>" _ which some have taken
to mean that all inappropriate aotions are vicious.^ Also, at 86.8

'n*. rvoyu To KotGt' seem to be opposed to 'r^ , a fact
which helps this interpretation. If one wants to avoid the position

where one has only three distinct categories of action - 1) »

2) ' ' , and 3) *T<i noy>«r to ' (- ,<*p°Y>Tiy^ioLTp<,/) one
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ment that all actions to KxSqVov' are ' by saying
C f

that is used in the wider sense that Cicero uses it in the

above passage and which is given as having two distinct meanings at

93.16 — "g/ l\j rp»Y*^XcrAeiitt^l ~tl ciTo Vo^-ikou " as opposed

to "rt. to cy'Dew Aoj-ov The latter distinction clearly keeps the
difference between ^.c' proper and 'to ro foKSifcov ' • The

only real difficulty is the apparent opposition of '-r-i poy>i -rb tcux&Cfi^ov'
to ,/ocTo^0uJyu^T^,. It is easy to see that just as some katorthomata
are benefits and must necessarily be performed by the virtuous man,

and some not, so some hamartemata are injuries and must necessarily

be performed by the vicious man, and some not. If "t«* to "

are not meant to be hamartemata • fny** tov &p$ov Xo^ov ' but actions whioh
lack something appropriate, it is difficult to see how what is said

25
about katorthomata here could be applied to them.

We saw, at Stobaeus Florilegium 103.22 (=SVF3,510), that the

performance of all kathekonta by the progressor fell short of the telos

because it had not acquired the absolute fixity of disposition which

is necessary for the latter. This implies that the performance of

kathekonta is in some way helpful to the man who is aiming at the telos

even though kathekonta are of an essentially different nature from

katorthomata. At Stobaeus 86.lOf. we find a statement of the relation¬

ship between 'fxls*.' and VtAe-ioc ' kathekonta:- " Je to

f-y.£tfbv hc*>- <.*-<{>opois Tif-, k^XoupAevois cJe <^>6s~iv

toixvt^ <T'njea^^ojucWi j iZtrre <ei) A^^Vo<i)^eo-
fturi i^| cJi ojQol^ix-OcA. ^ . This clearly

states that the criteria of kathekonta are natural things and unnatural

things, but the latter are said to "produce such that unless we

choose or reject them uninterruptedly we will not be happy". This
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clearly implies that the uninterrupted choice and rejection of natural

and unnatural things is a necessary preliminary to happiness. It is

implied also by the definition of the telos at Stobaeus 46.5 "that

for the sake of which everything is done 'fcvOtjK-ov-rujc' but itself for
the sake of nothing else". But does it imply that the performance of

all kathekonta is sufficient for happiness? This must depend to some

extent on what definition is intended here and how we interpret it.

Antipater uses the words '(Tl^v • or 'Jin|<o<V in

his definition of the telos as the continual choice of natural things

(stob. 76.ll). Archedemus defined the telos as the "performance of all

kathekonta"; this obviously denies any difference between the perfor-

26
mance of all kathekonta and the telos. However, very much depends

on how we understand such words as 'JujKt-K»Z>$ ' and •v'trvcpc^&t7^04 '• In
the present passage in Stobaeus (86.10f.) ' implies

more than just continual choice of natural things but also that the

agent cannot be distracted from this. This may well refer to the

quality of fixed disposition which is characteristic of the virtuous

man.

Perhaps some significance should be put on the word 'cJ jiuLot'.
What is meant by saying that the indifferents whioh are the criteria

of kathekonta produce Firstly, it must be meant that only

natural things produce *ex>unless we include the rejection of

unnatural things in this. Secondly, it could mean that they produce

a ' for virtue. At Stobaeus 107.16 the wise man is said to be

hpos s " and some wise men to be so "e/c ".

By the first is perhaps meant that he is well-adapted to virtue "as a

result of nature"; that is, that before becoming wise he naturally

chose natural things and rejected the opposite such that he was well

fitted for acquiring virtue. The fact that he naturally chooses natural
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things will constitute his Viu^o <.'<* '. Also, by a wise man who is

£k Kotrbcricc^/^ " must be meant a wise man who is well-fitted, to virtue as

a result of an acquired state; i.e. he has learnt to choose natural

things and thereby become well-fitted to virtue. Thus, at 86.10f. it

is likely that we are meant to take it that the choice and rejection of

natural and unnatural things is not only a necessary preliminary but

also produces a state that is well-fitted for the acquisition of virtue.

Such a quality in natural and unnatural things is suggested by the

statement at 62.7-14 that we have " towards

the things with which the four virtues are concerned - discovery of

kathekonta, stabilization of impulses, maintaining a firm stand, and

giving each hi3 due. The natural tendency to these things which we

possess will, it must be assumed, if unimpeded produce in us a VsO^x/ux. •,
a state which is well-fitted for the acquisition of the virtues them¬

selves.

Apart form the value which intermediates are thus seen to have

for the progressor towards virtue, Stobaeus indioates that intermedi¬

ates alter the quality of katorthomata and hamartemata. At 106.21

he states the Stoic paradox that all hamartemata are equal ('c<r« '),

giving the explanation that they all derive from a single source, viz.

vice, and that in every case the judgement of the agent is the same,

presumably perverse and contrary to 'c^S^s Xo^-cs '. But, he goes on,

they are not similar ('o^-dcx') but different in quality "regarding their

external explanation, since the intermediates in respect of which the

judgements are made differ". This does not mean merely that there are

different intermediates involved in different hamartemata, but that

their quality alters the quality of the hamartemata ("cTt^cy*.
nocoVtjToc " 106.26). Any hamartema presumably involves the choice of

something that is unnatural, and since unnatural things vary in their
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quality. The variation would be one of inappropriateness. Thus, all

hamartemata will be equal in so far as the judgement involved is equally

vicious but different in terms of the inappropriateness of the unnatural

things with which the judgement is concerned. This point is illustrated

by a comparison of hamartemata with falsehoods. Every falsehood

( '</-eo<ror ') is equally a falsehood; for example, "it is night" is as

much a falsehood as "there is such a thing as a hippocentaur". But

that which is false ('ro</Wti ') is not equally false, nor those who

are deceived ('ol •) equally deceived. Similarly, it is

not possible for vicious actions to vary in degree of viciousness

because they all involve deception, but the content of hamartemata

can vary in degree of unnaturalness or disvalue just as a false proposi¬

tion can' vary in the extent to which they are false and those who are

deceived in the extent to which they are deceived.

Something similar also seems to be said about variations in good

men at 113.24-114.3. Here some good men are said to be more protreptic,

more persuasive, more acute in intelligence than others tx yu/<rx
T~i- £|u_(Te^uXx.|\A^xvrtYAttu>i/' trriTx<r?XAjv ^u<rCjv ". This phrase, trans¬

lated literally, means "when expansions take place in accordance with

the intermediates involved". According to D.L.7-101 'expansions* are

not received by good things; among good things must be included the

actions of good men. Porphyry (=SVF3,525) also attributes to the Stoa

the view that the virtues do not admit of degree , but that '-r^^vxt'
/ r

and 'yM-c-^vi noioT^re-i' do admit of expansion and contraction. In view of

the fact that hamartemata were said to refer to differences in the 'yu/<To<.'
involved, it would seem to follow that the actions of the good man,

while not admitting of expansion in so far as they are good, will admit

of expansion in respect of their intermediate qualities. Thus, one
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good man might be more effective in stimulating people to correct their

ways than another good man because the material he uses to stimulate

them might prove more effective; or one good man might be a little

quicker in understanding the variation in intermediates than another,

since '<>is the ability to find what is appropriate on the spur

of the moment (Stob. 61.2). These differences would not alter their

degree of goodness.

The differences in hamartemata which are pointed out just before

this passage at 113.18 are of a different nature. Those who are foolish

are said to be equally foolish because they have the same disposition.

But there is a difference between those hamartemata that stem from a

"perverse and incurable disposition" ("Jno

<fu*-0<6r£ujs") and those which do not. Since both classes stem from a

vicious disposition, the difference must be between those done from an

incurable disposition and those done from a curable disposition. The

latter state, we can assume, can be overcome and progress made; the

agent in this case has a disposition to perform hamartemata but he

might be able to perform kathekonta and by that means start progressing

towards virtue. The former, however, is a state of hardened vice with

no possibility of progress.

I have discussed the connection between kathekonta and katorthomata

which is expressed in the idea that a katorthoma is a perfect kathokon.

At the same time I have tried to show that the Stoics wanted to keep the

two distinct to the extent that even the ability to perform all kath¬

ekonta i3 not identical with virtue. This is true even of such Stoics

as Diogenes and Antipater. Only Archedemixs' formulation of the telos

as the performance of all kathekonta clearly contradicts this. However,

a passage in Stobaeus (59.4-62.14) which discusses the virtues and says

that wisdom is concerned with kathekonta might seem a problem in this
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rospect.

At 60.12f. the spheres of the four virtues are given and wisdom

is said to he concerned with kathekonta, tempera.noe with impulses,

courage with standing firm and justice with distributions. It is made

clear ar 62.12 that all of these are meant to cooperate together to

enable one to live consistently with nature ( ^koXoJOios rij ^3Vet').
Thus wisdom is concerned with finding what one ought to do, temperance

with making sure that one's impulses enable one to do it, courage with

making sure that one is able to oarry it through, justice with making

suro that one's actions deal fairly with othor people. Mow, only one

of the definitions of the six virtues that are subordinate to wisdom

> /

contains a reference to kathekon, that of two <.«<.• which is defined

as "£ r»<<r-t^yu>7 tou Kx.B^k°vto$ ti< to .9 rrufatxpypM. (htob. 61.2;

D.L.7.93, reading 'efty ' instead of 1 • Andronicus=SVF3,264-8).

This implies that kathekonta are not essential to the definitions of

the virtues even though they form the sphere of wisdom. It is easy to

see how kathekon is related to these virtues; just as tot' is

knowledge that discovers what is kathekon on the spur of the moment,

so 'e^ouA/*.' for instance, which is defined as knowledge of what to do

and how to do it such that we will act in our own interests, will dis¬

cover what is kathekon such that it is advantageous. Each of the virtues

subordinate to wisdom is defined by the way in which it finds what is

kathekon. The difference between sphere and definition is clearly

seen at 66. /J where the virtue of 'ru^iToTiKY' is said to be concerned
with what is kathekon in a symposium and defined as knowledge of how

one ought to conduct symposia. Also at 68.13 'to ecyTcXfetv'* is said to

be peculiar to the good man. The virtue of the celebrant seems to be

his piety ( ' ) but it also involves holding a ceremony which

will act as an appropriate token ("k<*lO^ icoGru. emr^rfn''/).
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to do, what not to do and neither" (Stob. 59.4). This is put as

"wisdom in 1<"' at Plutarch SR 7.1034C. All the four virtues

are defined as wisdom in a particular Gphere:- justice in **trrov<s^ tLx ,

moderation in 'xipc-r<U<}, courage in 'u, and wisdom [sc. as a

particular virtue] in (3R 7.1034C in conjunction with

De virtuti morali 441A). Wisdom is also defined in the above passage

in Stobaeus as "knowledge of what are goods, evils and indifferents for

the nature of a ^rational} political creature", and as "knowledge of

goods evils and indifferents" at D.L.7.92 ("&rt > ^

Kocl ou Sc-rc-p^ i/-"). It might be possible to equate ' ~r* r-yw

ni ' and 'neither nor to ^BCjicov • with 'what to

do, 'what not to do ' and 'neither', but certainly not with 'goods',

'evils' and 'indifferents'. A kathekon is not a good; hence while wisdom

does discover what is kathekon, it does something in addition to this

which will stem from its knowledge of goods and make the actions it

produces into perfect kathekonta. The kathekon which a wise man performs

must be different from the kathekon which a non-virtuous man performs.

According to Stobaeus' Florilegium 103.22 (=SVF3>510) it is suggested

that the kathekonta which the wise man performs differ only from those

of the progressor in the disposition which he possesses. If we use

27the 'what' and 'how* of modern Stoic criticism, virtuous actions would

seem to be a particular way of performing actions with the same content

as kathekonta. That appropriateness is an objective assessment of the

content of an action in so far as it achieves something natural is a

28
reasonable assumption, and in this respect it might be said to

concern the 'what' of action. But wisdom also seems to be concerned

with the 'what' of virtuous actions in distinction from moderation

which is concerned with impulses to act, and so on. The content which
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windom discovors must bo superior to tho content whioh a non-wise man

who performs an intermediate kathekon chooses, beoause his wisdom

consists in knowledge of goods, evils and indifferents. Since wisdom

in also defined as knowledge of what to do, what not to do and what is

neither to be done nor not to be done, it must involve knowing what

constitutes a katorthoma or perfect kathekon. Thus, when wisdom is

said to bo conoerned with kathelconta, we must take it to mean that the

actual kathekonta that result from the exercise of wisdom are all

perfect. This maintains the difference between the objective content

of virtuous actions and of intermediate kathekonta.

The definitions of the virtues contain verbal adjectives in

Such adjectives are said at Stobaeus 97.15f. "to 6e ,

which are 'incorporeal' and 'tec-!$-<'. They are distinguish¬

ed from adjectives in "-Tos" whioh refer to the themselves

(and hence are corporeal and not categories). The adjectives in

are applied to , which at 101.5f. are described as

and which are given as a class of * Examples of

£* XT1/ ' which are and categories are 'Vo "

and "To <ftu^govtu~V " which we met as examples of katorthomata at 85.21
and 96.20. Now, if wisdom, as we have seen, is knowledge of what ought

to be done ( '/rou| ') and the individual virtues are wisdom applied

in different aspects of this - 'cWg^uj '» '<x.cper/=c', /rm^*7nic' >

and 'Snofic-YC-rcij - what room is there for that class of katorthomata

which are not included in the class of 'k-crogPi^uoa-* tbv ? Also, why
are some katorthomata incorporeal categories, although one would expect

actions to be corporeal?

29
These questions have been discussed extensively by Tsekourakis

and I agree with practically all of his clnclusions. Under ,teecrQ*9u;fiL4.-r*
—»

/ I
' are included those which are necessary for the wise man s
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,6i3j^tyMovi/<y'. We have already met the idea that a katorthoma in
accordance with one virtue is done in accordance with the rest? so that

those katorthomata which correspond to the four cardinal virtues are

all included under 'Av %p^/ '. Indeed I think it likely that '<!>/

derives from the definitions of virtue and virtues as knowledge '&v

(T2»-^ttexv' and similar phrases (cf. Galen=SVF3,256, where courage is

defined as "tni'fT^ <w j pij 6o<gpt.-tV The verbal
adjectives in "-r^os" in the definitions of virtue which are to be

identified with and which appear in the examples of katortho¬

mata as "To ^gcvr-iV- " and "t?> •rw^c.wt-Tw" represent the fact that it is
necessary for a virtuous man to perform them. On the other hand, it is

not necessary to perform some katorthomata because they are not essen¬

tial to virtuous action. " t rrt/u" for example is not
necossary to virtuous action, because one can be virtuous without walk¬

ing. A similar distinction is pointed out between necessary and non-

necessary goods:- 'necessary' are those needed for and

'non-necessary* are, for example, "<j£yovi/u,n irapt an(l "cj>/>ov~ijui^
Jnokparif Also, and "Gvjare non-necessary goods,
and hence the examples of " and ", which occur

as examples of katorthomata at $6.21, are katorthomata which are not

if / ,W wj •

The examples of katorthomata which are not 'tSv^p^7' will be nwither

incorporeal categories nor 'c3<^c-At^rnc'. How, then, will "ro <^pcwtGV "
which is incorporeal differ from "c/yov/^ which is corporeal?
At 97. l^f. "t<j c^fov^Tv » and "to (Tui^ovcTV " are like choices, wishes
and impulses, all of which are categories. This means that we do not

choose to possess them like we would choose to posses goods. Now, we

cannot choose, wish or be impelled unless there is something which we

choose, wish or are impelled towards; they need material to fill them



out. That which wo wish for, or choose or are impelled towards is not

an object but a proposition concerning an object. We saw this with

impulse towards what is kathekon; in the case of an irrational emotion

ouch as fear we are affected by the presentation of a present evil

involving the belief that it is appropriate to contract the soul in

face of it. Wisdom is a good, but we do not choose wisdom, which is

corporeal, rather a proposition about it, viz."acting wisely", which

is incorporeal. "Acting wisely" cannot be a corporeal action beoause

it needs material to fill it out and only becomes corporeal in cases

SUoh as
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V. PAHAETIUS AND KATIIEKON

Anyone who wishes to use Cicero's De Officiis as a source for Fanaetius^
must decide how far Pana.etius' views can be extracted from it and how much

has been contributed by Cicero. This problem is fully discussed by Van
2

Straaten who reviews the attitudes of previous scholars. "Firstly, it is

3
clear from Cicero's own statements .that the third book of the De Officiis

is Cicero's own work and is only valuable for what he says about Panaetius;

and that the first and second books are a treatment of the three books of

Panaetius' treatise ne/u rod k<9i[kcvto$ . Also, Cicero has added prefaces

and conclusions to the first and second books (1, 1-6, 152-161; 2, 1-8,

86-90). In addition to this, many of the illustrations that are employed

must be Cicero's own, for reasons of dating^. Indeed it is the view of

5 6
Schmekel and Van Straaten that all the examples of Roman history and

colouring must be Cicero's own because Panaetius would have used Greek

examples to illustrate his work. It is true, as Van Straaten points out,

that Cicero wanted to make Greek writings accessible to the Romans and

hence would have wanted to use Roman examples. But it is not unlikely

that, because of his strong connections with prominent Romans, Panaetius

7
used some Roman examples himself . However, even if the latter were true,

it would not be possible to determine the origin .of any particular passage

except of those whose date is too late to be attributed to panaetius.

Is everything else then, apart from the prefaces, conclusions and

some of the Koman examples Panaetianr The problem is that (jicero claims

not to have translated Panaetius' treatise but to have "followed him in

the main with some modification" (3»7)« By "modification" might be meant

that he has followed the general line of Panaetius' argumentation but altered

some of the details according to his own views, other stoic soxirces, or

other non-stoic sources. At 1,6, however, he claims that he is following

chiefly Stoic sources, not specifically Panaetius, and that he will draw

from Stoic sources as he thinks fit. Thus, we cannot escape the fact that



there might be a small number of non-Stoic elements and certainly some

Stoic but non-Panaetian elements in the De officiis. Comparisons between

passages in the pe officiis and other Stoic evidence in Cicero, especially
0

in the De finibus, have been made by P. Klohe , but van Straaten rightly
9

points out' that Cicero was creating a new philosophical vocabulary and

that sources putting forward similar views in Greek might appear more

similar in Latin because of Cicero's more restricted choice of words. It

cannot be shown by resemblances of passages in the two treatises that

passages in the De officiis are non-Panaetian; it could equally show

that passages in the De finibus are Panaetian. Also, Klohe and schmekel

regard certain uneven and inconsequential passages as being non-Panaetian,
10

but as Pohlenz, Ibscher and Labowsky have shown, such unevenness could

be due to the fact that Cicero has abridged the original. Thus for these

three the major part is Panaetian except the Roman Passages, but Cicero

has missed out a lot and added explanations of his own. Van Straaten

agrees with them. However, this still leaves unexplained Cicero'3 statement

at 1, 6 that he has used stoic sources and not specifically Panaetian

sources. Certainty cannot be attained here, but it is possible that uicero

is referring to explanations which he adds in books 1 and TI, for example,

the explanation of "kxQCjicov" and at 1, 8, and the mention of
Posidonius at 1, 59 or of Antipater of Tyre at 2, 86. Also, if we consider

the pe officiis as a whole, a large part of book 111 is taken from non-

panaetian Stoic sources, for example, from Hecato's treatise on kathekonta

(5, 89-92, and probably 51-55,1» and frbm a source explaining the difference

between intermediate and perfect kathekonta (3» Thus, if we think

of non-Panaetian Stoic passages as being contained mainly in book tit, it

is possible that the bulk of books 1 and II contain the general lines of

argumentation of Panaetiu3' treatise with only a few Stoic additions (apart

from Cicero's own explanationsj. The only obviously Stoic additions occur

in the prefaces and conclusions, and it may well be that they are confined

to these places. Another reason for supporting the view that Cicero
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follows the general linos of Panaetius' treatise fairly closely is, as

11
Van Straaten points out, that only in the case of the De officlia does

Cicero 30 formally announce his dependence on a particular source.

The places in which Cicero interposes his own views a.re often very

clear. At 1, 10, for instance, he pauses to criticise Panaetius for not

seeing that there are five, rather than three, questions to be asked in

deliberating what to do, and this affects 2, 9 where Cicero talks of five

principles of officium, where Panaetius would only have three. In some

cases it is also clear that Cicero has abridged the original; for example,

at 2, 16 where he mentions that Panaetius discussed at great length the

fact that great things have been accomplished by men only through the

co-operation of other men. Cicero himself regards this as unnecessary

12
because it is obvious. Pohlenz has tried to demonstrate that in book 11

Cicero has suppressed almost all of Panaetius' theoretical exposes on the

'utile*. It is, however, uncertain whether I'anaetius would have given an

extended explanation of this concept. He seems to start from the assumption

that certain things are useful and should be aimed at, and goes on to show

that it is mainly through the co-operation of others that they can be most

effectively obtained. The relationship between the concept of 'utile' and

of 'honestum' is developed quite clearly in the course of the argument.

It would be quite plausible that Panaetius gave no definition of 'utile'

at the beginning of book 11 since he gave no definition of kathekon at
1 3the beginning of book I .

Clearly the bulk of the evidence for Panaetius' moral philosophy is

contained in Cicero's De officiis. While this means that we are able to

give a much fuller account of his moral philosophy than of the other area3

of his philosophy where the evidence is very meagre, it does mean also that

we must be very careful not to let our account be distorted by the fact

that Cicero's De officiis contains only one aspect of his moral philosophy.

Van Straaten has given a view of Panaetius' moral philosophy as a whole

which is strongly influenced by what is shad about officia in Cicero's



treatise, and the three changes of emphasis which he has seen in Panaetius'

doctrine of telo3 - 1) concentration on human, rather than cosmic, nature,

2) shift from subjective to objective elements in human actions ( i. e,

"r"), and 3) shift from the functions of knowing to the impulses

of human nature - may well be due to the subject-matter of Cicero's

treatise and not represent a change of emphasis in Panaetius' doctrine of
1 5the telos . Cicero's treatise may well not contain much information

about his view of the telos. There are indeed clear indications in the

treatise that it concerns only officia. At 3> 14 Cicero states it explicitly:

"haec enim officia, de quibus his libris disputamus, media Stoici appellant",

that is, it concerns 'intermediate' officia as opposed to 'perfect*

officia, which are virtuous actions. He makes the point very clearly at

3, 15s "haec igitur officia de quibus his libris disserimus quasi secunda

quaedam honesta esse dicunt, non sapientium modo propria, sed cum omni

hominum genere communia." In this passage the difference between intermediate

and perfect officia is clearly explained. Perfect officia are the peculiar

property of the wise man; intermediate officia, on the other hand, are

widespread, and many people perform them either through natural goodness

or by progress in learning. Indeed this distiriction between intermediate

and perfect officia is made explicit by Cicero at the beginning of the

treatise (1, 8) before he launches out on his exposition of the subject.

This distinction, it is true, is not here said to be the belief specifically

of Panaetius, nor even of the Stoics, but of "the Greeks", a phrase which

suggests merely that Cicero is pointing out the distinction betv/een the

Greek terms and 'kpcto^Pu/^*' . The distinction would have no point
here if it were not actually drawn from a Stoic source, and Cicero must

regard it as being applicable to Panaetius also. Thus, the internal

evidence of the De officiis clearly warns us not to regard the treatise as

containing views on perfect officia, or virtuous actions. The treatise is

not about virtuous actions but about the intermediate class of officia,

which are characteristically not virtuous but, as Cicero here (1, 8) points
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out using the definition which occurs in Diogenes Laertius and Stobaeus,

have a reasonable justification (ratio probabilis) of why they are done.

There is no reason to believe from the evidence in the De officiis that

Panaetius did not retain the distinction between kathekonta and katorthomata,

it is quite likely that he concentrated more on kathekonta and tended not

to be interested in katorthomata because they are only performed by the

rarely existing wise man. This is suggested by a passage in Seneca's

Epistles (EJ3.116, 5=fr. 114). Thus, Van Stra.aten might be right to point

out changes of emphasis in Panaetius' moral philosophy as a whole, but not

in his doctrine of the telos. He probably goes too far when he says that

Panaetius abandoned the rigorous principles of the Ancient Stoa because of
16

practical considerations .

Even though 5» 14-15 shows that the treatise is primarily about 'media

officia' or 'secunda quaedam honesta', perfect officia are nevertheless

discussed in book I, and the reason for doing so is made quite clear. In

the introductory section of the treatise Cicero says that every treatise

about officium has two parts, one dealing with the supreme good, the other

with rules by which all the activities of life can be regulated (1, 7).

Cicero says that he is going to discuss the second topic in the present

treatise, while adding that the rules are affected by the supreme good.

Thus, we must take him to mean that his main purpose is the practical one

of giving rules for living, yet he will also show how the supreme good

affects these rules and for this reason it is necessary to discuss the

supreme good at least briefly. The first of three.questions involved in

determining conduct, according to .panaetius, is whether the proposed action

is 'honestum' or 'turpe' (1, J). Clearly, by 'honestum' he cannot mean

'honestum' iri the sense which is peculiar to the wise man, but in the

secondary sense v/hich is applicable to the actions of mankind in general.

Now, if we ask why this secondary sense of honesta is used here, it must

be because primary honesta are the source of the honesta referred to here,

as becomes clear later on (1, 15-17). This is so, even apart from the use
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of virtue-vocabulary by Panaetius in a so-called popular sense, when

putting Stoic philosophy into ordinary language (2, 35,) • Sections 15-1?

give a description of the four virtues which are derived from the basic

natural drives discussed in sections 11-14. That it is the virtues that

are discussed in 15-17 is made clear at the beginning of section 18 : "ex

quattuor autem locis, in quos honesti naturam vimque divisimus, primus

ille..,.11} and at section 152 when all four virtues have been discussed :

"sed ab iis partibus, quae sunt honestatis , .... satis expositum videtur."

Sections 18-151 cover the four virtues, but the purpose of doing so has been

clearly stated both in section 15» where Cicero says that definite types

of officia are derived from each of the four virtues, and during; the

treatment of the four virtues, after the treatment of wisdom, Cicero

remarks : "ac de primo quidem officii fonte diximus" (1, 19] • After the

treatment of justice, he remarks that he has discussed how "honestum, ex

quo aptum est officium" (1, 60) is derived from the basic principles inherent

in human society. At section 152, also, he says that he has sufficiently

explained how officia are derived from the divisions of 'honestas'. Thus,

we can see that each of the four virtues is seen as the source of definite

types of officia, and also that sections 18-151 describe the virtues

primarily as sources of officia. For this reason it would seem quite easy

to refer to officia as 'honesta'.

Now, in what sense are officia derived from honestas in sections

18-151? The first part (18-19) is concerned with wisdom. Wisdom is

derived from our natural desire for learning and knowledge, and consists

in the grasp of truth ("perspicientia veri sollertiaque", 15)» an(l i^3

peculiar province ('munus') is the search after and discovery of truth.

In section 18 we are told to avoid two things, which seem to be examples

of officia derived from wisdom :- 1) not to treat the unknown as known

and rashly accept it (and to avoid this, we should devote time to the

examination of the evidence], a.nd 2) not to devote too much time to obscure^

difficult or unnecessary matters. Activities such as those of astronomy,



mathematics, dialectics or civil law, which are concerned with the

examination of truth, are valid activities, but they should not detract

from active life. We should devote our mental activity to planning- things

that are morally good or conducive to a happy life. The same procedure is

followed with the other virtues. At section 15 justice is said to consist

in the preservation of human society, rendering each man his due and

fulfilling contracts. At section 17 the province of justice is said to

be the provision of things necessary for the practical life in so far as

they are conducive to the preservation of human society. Sections 20-60

outline the officia that are derived from this need to preserve human

society, for example, the maintenance of law and order, helping those in

need, providing' for one's own kin, loving one's country. Courage, at

section 15» is said to consist in the greatness and strength of an exalted

and invincible spirit. At section 17 its sphere is said to be the

provision of things necessary for the practical life in so far as they are

conducive to the increase of one's resources and the Requisition of advantages

for oneself and one's kin, but especially in being superior to such things.

At sections 60-92 the officia deriving from courage are outlined, for

example, acquisition of glory, superiority to misfortunes, guarding against

ambition, undergoing arduous tasks. And lastly, temperance and self-control

is said at section 15 to consist in the orderliness and moderation of

everything said or done. At section 17 its sphere is said to be the

bringing of order and moderation into everyday actions. At sections 93-151

the officia deriving from temperance are outlined, for example, considerate-

ness to others, doing what is proper for ourselves, selection of suitable

career, choosing suitable occasions to do things.

Now, if we examine the relationship between the spheres of the virtues

and the officia deriving from the virtues, it seerns that the officia

outlined are merely an elaboration of the spheres of the virtues from

which they are derived. The sphere of wisdom is the discovery of truth
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and the officia deriving from wisdom are merely activities in which truth

i3 aimed at. The sphere of justice is the provision of things necessary

for the preservation of human society, and the officia deriving from

justice are merely activities conducive to preserving human society.

Similarly with courage and temperance. This perhaps explains the puzzling

language in 1, 15 : "quae quattuor [sc. honesta ] quamquam inter se

colligata atque implicata sunt, tamen ex singulis certa officiorum genera

nascuntur, velut ex ea parte, quae prima discripta est, in qua sapientiam

et prudentiam ponimu3, inest indagatio atque inventio veri, eiusque virtutis

hoc munus est proprium." This implies that 'indagatio atque inventio veri'

is an example of a type of officia deriving from one of the four honesta

(in this case, wisdom), hut adds that this also is the peculiar province of

wisdom, thus equating types of officia with provinces of virtues. This is

in fact what is done in sections 18-151 where the spheres of virtues

doner J Imd in 15-17 ane elaborated upon to provide general rules of conduct.

To connect officia with the province of virtue is not unparalleled in

Stoic evidence. At Stobaeus, Eclogues 1160, 9f. (=SVF 3.264), the four
17

cardinal virtues and those virtues subsidiary to them are briefly outlined .

Here the spheres of the four virtues are given :"*:<* l -r.)r /utw rre/n

T<* K<x&p*.^<■ t cfe iTco^oyuv rttjoi -r*j -rod •

de itJe <Tt fc«i o -r*r

^novf^^Veis. •" In principle
this is similar to the De officiis. The province of wisdom here is ,

and also, as in De officiis 1, 11-14. the virtues are derived from natural

drives (Eel.1162, <f>op/*.°c{ rxup* tCjv </>dc rrpoz -r^v -rod
C\ t rf \ \ \ r- r ~ ^ //) - v V <" \ „

fc^xkjKUVTUj (:Of>0iriV ITpoi -TVji/" t^jv opf*^>v' Co $t<x Vl-ivCv Kati (tpos rms

ry>oj T./r imv6fA^<K*^») The virtues subsidiary to wisdom are concerned
with finding what is kathekon in different ways; 'oij-yiroi.*. ', for instance,

18
is knowledge that finds out what is kathekon on the spur of the moment

It is quite clear here that if wisdom is concerned with finding the appropriate

content of action, it should be possible to derive rules of appropriate
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action from wisdom. This seems to be what happens in the Dc officiis

when the provinceo of the four virtues are used to provide rules of officia

which serve as a practical guide to those who are not virtuous. It should

be emphasised that it is only the provinces of the virtues that provide

rules of officia, and not the characteristics of mind which have been seen

in previous chapters to be essential to virtuou3 actions.

The procedure for discussing officia in the Do officiis is an interesting

19
one. first of all, honesta are derived from the basic natural drives , and

then officio from honesta. Why are officia, as well as honesta, not

derived from the basic na.tural drives? At least, one v/ould expect that in

so far an the basic natural drives are the basis of human action, officia

should be derivable from them directly. And also, according to Cicero's

account the Stoics conceived of the performance of officia as an earlier

stage in moral development than the performance of honesta. At De finibus

3, 20, he outlines the various stagres of officia which lead from the primary

officium up to full-blown virtue: 1) the primary officium of preserving

oneself in one's natural 3tate, 2) obtaining natural things and rejecting

unnatural things, 3} conscious choice in addition to officium, 4) perpetual

choice, 5) choice absolutely consistent with nature (which is virtue}.

One starts off in life doing things that are merely preservative of one's

natural state. This develops into the choice of natural things, then to

the choice of what is natural in accordance with a conscious principle,

then to the perpetual choice of what is natural in accordance with a

conscious principle. Finally, virtue arrives when one's choices are

completely in harmony with nature. Thus, here officia are derived directly

from basic natural drives; indeed the basic drive of self-preservation is

called the primum officium (although it is of course developed and super¬

ceded in the later stages}. Now, even though the De officiis gives an

outline account of the basic natural drives, starting with the drive for

self-preservation, there is no indication in the account that officia
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develop out of them. The natural drives are merely outlined for the

purpone of deriving honesta from them. The idea that the performance of

officia is part of a moral development is not discussed here at all. The

actions which Panaetius is concerned with under the term 'officia' are

always determined by what is honestum. At 1, 9 we are given Panaetius*

threefold division for the determination of conduct, of which the first is

whether the proposed course is 'honestum' or 'turpe', and the second is

whether it is expedient, that is, conducive to comfort, command of resources

and wealth with which to help oneself and those dear to one. Thus, panaetius

is concerned that we should do things that are expedient, but primarily

that our actions should not conflict with what is honestum. Thus, one

should always decide what it is hon stum to do before doing what seems

expedient (ideally of course these coincide). Thus, the stage of moral

development with which we are concerned in the De officlis is that in which

we make a conscious choice of what is natural in accordance with the rules

of officia that are derived from the four virtues.

That this is v/hat is meant by officia in the De officiis is shown by

the definition of officium at 1, 101 a3 that "cuius possit causam probabilem

reddere." The meaning of 'causam probabilem' here can be determined by the

context. It is immediately preceded by the distinction between 'appetitus'
r ' \

('©pyu«j' ) and 'ratio' as the two essential functions of minds. 'Appetitus'

impels us to do things, and reason tells us what we should do. Every

action, it is said, should be free from rashness or carelessness, that is,
20

we should think, before we allow impulse to impel us to act . We should

always consider whether we would be doing what is appropriate. Before we

possess reason, impulse will, according to Stoic teaching, impel us to act

in accordance with desire for self-preservation, as in the first stage of

Cicero's account at De finibu3 3« 20, and to obtain natural things and

reject unnatural things, as in the second stage. The supervention of reason,

21
however, enables us to manipulate imptilse . Now, if the aim of the De officiis
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is the practical one of preventing ill-considered actions in which vre do

not think before we act, as is suggested at 1, 100, it will not be very

important to describe how officia derive from basic natural drives; the

important thing will be how to determine whether what we are proposing to

do has a 'reasonable justification' and is therefore officium. We can do

this by subjecting impulse to reason and deciding whether it is in

accordance with what is honestum. The most important thing that a treatise

on officium can do from a practical viewpoint is to give rules of officia,

covering all aspects of life; and rules must be consciously applied by

reason if they are to have any effect on conduct. Indeed this is the avowed

purpose of Cicero in writing the De officiis (1, 7)« That this was also

important for Panaetius can reasonably be assumed, since Cicero is unlikely

to have used Panaetius' treatise in preference to others on the same subject

unless it had this strong practical bent.

It is stated at 1, 7 that the purpose of the rules of officia which

are derivable from hone3ta is the regulation of everyday life in all its

aspects: "praecepta, quibus in omnes partes usus vitae conformari possit."

Now, it is also stated as a belief of the Stoics at 3, 14 that 'media

officia', those officia that are common and widespread, are performed by

many people either 'ingenii bonitate', by natural goodness, or 'progressione

discendi', by progress in learning. Thus, some people can perform media

officia because they are naturally inclined to perform them or because

they have learnt what they are. What one learns must be rules about officia

which one can apply to particular situations. The man who possesses natural

goodness will presumably recognize the rules of officia without having to

learn them. This is borne out by 1, 1j which reads : "nemini parere animus

bene informatus a natura velit nisi praecipienti aut docenti aut utilitatis

causa iuste at legitime imperanti." Here the mind 'well formed by nature'

refers to the man who is naturally inclined to virtue. He will only obey

someone who gives rules or teaches or commands justly for reasons of

expediency. He does so because lie recognizes that rules given in this way



are the correct ones, that is, in a/cordance with genuine expediency.

Such a person is not aimed at in the De of.ficii3, but the person who needs

to learn what the rules are.

An area of Stoic teaching about which the De officiis gives us a lot

of information is the application of general rules of officia to particular

circumstances. Diogenes Lnertius distinguishes between kathekonta which

are irtfurf-T* ins-H 1 and those which are ' • An example

of a kathekon that is independent of circumstances is 'caring for one's

health and sense-organs', and of a kathekon that is dependent on

circumstances is 'maiming oneself' or 'throwing away one's possessions'.

Since 'maiming oneself' is obviously an exception to 'caring for one's

sense-organs' because it is not normally conducive to health to maim

oneself, we must take kowx rrt^ir-to be prima facie general
/ /

rules of kathekonta, and /repcr-nx-ri^ti. ' to be exceptions to general

rules, which are kathekon only in special circumstances. Now, if general

rules can be contradicted, they are of limited use for determining conduct

unless theyare supplemented by the capacity to deal with the circumstances

under which they can be contradicted. Another passage where circumstances

are given importance is Sextus Empiricus, Adversus mathematicos XI, 6jjf.

(-SVF1, J61) where Ariston is credited with the view that those things

usually called 'preferred' and 'rejected' are entirely indifferent and it

is only in particular circumstances that they acquire any preference or

rejection ("ourm t<.uv Tols cxp&xiKad Kocic/oc^ 00

T'j jpvsrwc nvp' erppoc </fc Ariston
is well-known for the view that everything between virtue and vice is

completely indifferent. Cicero chides him for this view at De of'ficiis
.22

1, 6 because by holding this view he leaves us with no criteria ot choice

and rejection of things whereby we can find out what is officium. It seems

that ariston, because of the need to incorporate circumstances into a

decision of how to act, rejected the Stoic view of 'preferred' and 'rejected'

things in favour of the view that no general rules about tne choice and
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rejection of things in themselves can be made, but that every act must be

judged entirely on its own merits.

At De ofl'iciis 1, 141 we are given three principles which must be

upheld when we undertake any action and which include accommodation to

circumstances. Firstly, and most importantly, we must not allow impulse

to move us to action without first using reason to determine whether the

action has a reasonable justification. Secondly, we must estimate the value

of the object of the action to see whether it is worth the effort required

to achieve it. Thirdly, we must observe moderation in external appearance

and the dignity of our person. The first principle is a general one, that

one should always think before acting and not act rashly. The second

principle is that we must evaluate every proposed action to see whether it

is worth performing. Here the circumstances of each case must be considered;

that is, general rules of officia must be interpreted to fit the particular

case, presumably either by determining which general rule fits it or whether

it warrants an exception to a general rule which would normally be applicable

in similar cases. The third principle is concerned with the idea of 'decorum',

that which is appropriate for the agent concerned. This is the main concern

of sections 95 to 1b1> which discuss those officia that derive from '

and which contain the present three principles.

The classic example of the problem of exceptions to general moral

rules is that of whether one ought always to fulfil a promise or whether

there are special circumstances when one need not do so. 'This is discussed

at 1, J1f., after the principles of officia required by justice have been

given. The two principles are : 1) that no-one should harm another unless

provoked by wrong-doing, and 2) that public property should be used in

public interests, and private property for the owner's interest (1, 20^.

At section Cicero says that we should be guided by these general principles

but "ea cum tempore commutantur, commutatur officium et non semper est idem."

The fulfilling; of promises should not be fulfilled if it should prove harmful

to whomever you made it or if it should do more harm to yourself than benefit



to whomever you made lb. For example, it" you promj sod to ho someone's

advocate and failod to turn up in court because in the meantime your non

hud fallon dan*.porously ill, this would not bo contrary to officium. In

this case, the obligation to one's son outweighs the obligation incurred

by the promise to be an advocate. Thus, one should follow the general rule

except when something involving' a greater obligation prevents one. Another

example of a general rule required by justice which is contravened in

particular circumstances is the idea that there are different degrees of

human relationships within society which involve different degrees of

officium; but in special cases these degrees can be altered (1, 53-60).

The relationships of the individual with his country, his kin, his friends

are outlined and at section 58 a comparison is made. The chief obligation

lies with our country and our parents because we owe them most for their

services to us; next come our children and our household who need our

support, and finally our kinsmen. This refers to material assistance, but

in terin3 of intimate relationships, friends are most important. These are

general guidelinesonly and we must consider what is necessary in each case,

thus on occasion going against the general rule. One would help a neighbour

to gather in his harvest rather than a brother or a friend, but defend a

kinsman or friend in court rather than a neighbour. Such questions as

these must be considered "in omni officio, ut boni ratiocinatores officiorum

esse possimus et addendo deducendoque videre, quae reliqui surnma fiat, ex

quo, quantum cuique debeatur, intellegas." This clearly states that in

every case of officium, as in the examples just given, we should judge the

relative claims that .different people have on us. What we are asked to

do is put in terms of accounting : "that we might become good calculators

of officia. and by adding and subtracting see what sum remains outstanding

and from this find out how much is owed to each person." One's obligations

to people are seen as entries in an account-book, and in order to determine

the relative claims of each individual one merely compares the amounts owed

to each. Of course, the difficulty lies in assessing the obligations, and
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it is clearly stated here (1, 60) that it is by practice and experience

that we come to be able to assess their value. A comparison is made here

with doctors, generals and orators who need to practise in order to be

successful at their respective skills, however much they may understand

the rules of the skill ('artes praecepta'). In the same way, it is said,

rules for preserving officium ('officii conservandi praecepta') can be given,
25and are given by Cicero in the evaluation of the merits of each case .

The third principle for determining conduct given at section 141»

that a dignified exterior should be maintained, refers to taking account

not of the circumstances of each particular case, but of the situation of

the agent as such. There is a general propriety which is defined as "that

which is consistent with man's natural superiority over animals" and which

is applicable to virtue as a whole, and a subsidiary propriety (1, 96f.).

The text suggests that the latter occurs in the case of each of the four

virtues ("ad singulos partes honestatis" (96), "unoquoque genere" (98)),

but the general gist of the passage is that it is displayed mainly in the

sphere of moderation. It seems to refer to the external appearance or

propriety of our behaviour which is seen by others, since the passage

compares it to harmony and proportion in physical appearance. It is the

subsidiary form of decorum which is given as the third principle of conduct

at section 141.

The concept of 'decorum' is illustrated by the metaphor of 'personae',

characters or parts to which man must conform. The essentially human nature

of man by which he possesses reason and on which the general notion of

propriety is based forms the first of the four 'personae' (1, 107). This

first persona is the most embracing of the four, and it is this that

provides the 'ratio inveniendi officii'; that is, it is our human nature

that determines what are officia for us. In addition to this each man has

a second persona, which is peculiar to himself, in so far as he has different

natural endowments and capabilities from other people. At 1, 110 it is said

that each man must hold fast to his own peculiar gifts, as long as they are
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not vicious, in order that propriety may be preserved. Nevertheless

universal nature ^•universam naturam'), by which must be meant universal

human nature and not cosmic nature since it is contrasted with 'propriam

naturam' (it repeats the distinction made in 1, 107;, must be preserved,

even when individual capabilities are taken into account, but it seems

that it is important to the idea of propriety that individual capabilities

should be taken into account. Propriety, in so far as it is consistency

in the course of one'3 life and its activities, cannot be achieved by

imitating other people's peculiar capabilities ^1, 111).

Thus, while the general principles of officia are derivable from

human nature as a whole, what one actually does is affected by individual

nature, .apart from these, there are two other personae which must be

accounted for in determining conduct. The third persona is imposed by

'casus aliqui et tempus'. The possession of a powerful position, noble

birth, wealth and the like are said to depend on chance and be controlled

by circumstances. The fourth persona is the role which we deliberately

choose, mainly referring to the choice of career. One's conduct must be

determined by more than the fact that one is a human-tbeing and an individual.

The wholesituation in which one finds oneself and the choice of a role in

life are also determining; factors. These four personae are of course

interdependent because the choice of a role in life will depend upon natural

abilities. An obvious example of officia determined by the situation in

which one finds oneself is that of political status or political position.

If one i3 a resident alien, one should keep strictly to one's own affairs

and not take part in other people's affairs or in politics (1, 125;. A

itizen, also, should labour on behalf of his state 1, 124). Or a magistrate

wtio represents the state should enforce the law and order and uphold its

dignity (1, 124). The ut,e of a person also is relevant to conduct; it is

appropriate for young men to show respect for their elders and listen to

their advice, to beware of sensual pleasures and to undergo physical and

mental training ^1, 122). Old men, on the other hand, should give advice,
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beware of idleness, luxury and excess of sensual pleasures. These seem

to be specific limitations which qualify the first persona which gives us

the general decorum.

Now apart from these limitations to the general decorum there is the

need for overall consistency in one's actions. This point is made at 1, 125

after the discussion of the four personae :"nihil est autem, quod tarn deceat,

quam in ornni re gerenda consilioque capiendo servare constantiam." At 1, 98

the consistency of all our words and deeds is specifically connected with

the subsidiary type of decorum that manifests itself in theindividuAl virtue

of moderation. The type of consistency meant here is that of the external

appearance of our conduct, the way our conduct appears to others, as is

shown by the fact that it is said to produce admiration in others. Thus

we are asked to maintain a consistency in our conduct in those respects

which can be seen by others. At 1, 126f. there is a discussion of decorum

in external appearances, such things as that one should keep private the

natural functions of the body and not talk about them (1, 126-7), that one

should avoid the objectionable manners of the palaestra (1, 130)• This

concern for a decorous exterior is a factor of Panaetius' philosophy which

is quite antipathetic to the Cynical tendencies of the early Stoa*^, who

believed that the mention of things which are not immoral was not wrong,

and this point is made specifically by Cicero at 1, 128.

The maintenance of a decorous exterior plays a large part, therefore,

in the maintenance of consistency in conduct. The discussion of iaC ' »

which Cicero translates as 'modestia' and which is defined as "scientia

rerum earum, quae agentur aut dicentur, loco suo collocandarum", "the science

of putting every word and deed in its proper place", is concerned largely

with this question. An exa pie of what is meant is that of Sophocles who

pointed out a handsome boy while discussing business with Pericles; this

is censurable on this particular occasion, though it would not be so at a

contest of athletics (1, 144)• Other things such as singing in the streets

are censured as being grossly inconsistent with 'humanitas' (1, 145). This
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concern for external decorum, for which Cicero uses the word 'verecuridia',

is said even to be necessary for virtuous actions ^1, 140 : "Cynicorum vero

ratio tota est eicenda; est enim inimica verecundiae, 3ine quo. nihil rectum

esse potest, nihil honestum"). Cicero may be exaggerating the concern for

external decorum but it seems to represent a significant change of attitude

in Panaetius' treatment of human conduct from that of the early Stoa. In

this respect Panaetius' treatise seems to have been framed in a form usable

by the conventional society of his day, since it does not outrage its sense

of decorum as the earlier Cynical tendencies of the Gtoa would have done.

A very striking aspect of the Pe officiis is the emphasis put on the

acquisition of advantages. While the first book is concerned with the

derivation of officia from the four virtues, the second book is concerned

with the acquisition of the conveniences of life. The latter is clearly

of great importance since the second of the three points about which,

according to Panaetius, we should deliberate when determining how to act is

whether or not a proposed action is conducive to "vitae commoditatem

iucunditatemque, ad facultates rerum atque copias, as ope3, ad potentiam,

quibu3 et se possint iuvare et suos." This is said to be a question of

'utilitas' (1, 9). The point is repeated at the beginning of book II,

which is said to concern this question (2, 9)» The two 'rationes officii

persequendi'with which it deals (i.e. 'utilitas' and conflict of 'utilia',

only the first of which derives from Panaetius) concern "commoda vitae,

copies, opes, facultates." Thus, just as we a3k whether a proposed action

is 'honestum'- or 'turps', we also ask whether a proposed action is 'utile'

or 'inutile'; that is, whether it will acquire for us the conveniences of

life with which we can help ourselves and our friends. While we must make

sure that our actions accord with what is 'honestum' (in order to decide

this we apply the rules of officia derived from the four types of 'honesta'

in book I), we must also make sure that they satisfy the criterion of

usefulness in acquiring some convenience of life.

The word 'comnoda' is a translation of the Greek word
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( and 'commoditas' of ). We learn this from Cicero, De ftriibus

3, 20 where '£<^py<r-ry^.<-T.<', or 'commoda', are distinguished from 'ti^tVvj^KT*',
or 1 emoluments'. 'u^6X«j|M*-*<' and their opposite 'are benefits and

injuries in the moral sense, being goods and evils respectively.

' and their opposite are coated among

'praeposita' (one of Cicero's words for ) and 'reiecta' (one of

Cicero's words for ). The distinction between good and

preferred things is, of course, paramount to Stoic ethics because the

acquisition of a large quantity of 'commoda' does not contribute to happiness.

It is only the possession of good things that does this. Even though the

Stoics gave some value to preferred tilings, they did not believe that

wisdom plus wealth was more valuable than wisdom on it3 own. Thus, the

benefits that are derived from the possession of good things are clearly

25
distinct from the advantages derived from the possession of 'commoda' .

It is the latter with which the De officiis is concerned. The question it

sets out to answer is how we are to obtain the advantages of 'commoda'.

The clear implication of it is that in our actions we should deliberately

set out to secure our own interests and those of our friends by obtaining

'commoda'. The idea that officia aim at obtaining advantages is not so

strongly put elsewhere as in the De officiis, even though at De finibus 3» 58

Cicero makes the statement that officia aim to preserve the usefulness in

intermediates. This does not mean that we should make every effort to

obtain them disregarding every other criterion. We must remember the first

consideration in determining conduct, that it should be in accordance with

what is 'honestum'. Indeed what the second book of the De officiis serves

to show is that it is only expedient to obtain advantages by acting in

accordance with 'honestuin*.

The •commoda' which are under discussion in the second book of the

De officii3 are clearly the Stoic V-Jjff^Ty/u^r,*.' which are included among

'(Tp' . 'rrgo^^tW ' are preferred because they are conducive to a

natural life ( '), being either natural ^ ^>J<rrv ')
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themselves or useful for acquiring natural things. Among the latter is

money, which is included under 'commoda* at 2, 11. However, in the De

officiis the usefulness of 'commoda' in conducing to a natural life is

not mentioned at all. There is a "brief mention at 2, 11, that they are

necessary for preserving human life (/'ad vitam hominum tuendam"), and at

1, 11 we are told that nature has endowed every species with an instinct

of avoiding harmful things and providing the necessities of life. The

only other reason given for acquiring 'commoda' is the obvious one, that

they are advantageous. By acquiring them we are able to further the interests

of ourselves and our friends ("quibus et se possint iuvare et suos"). This

reason is the one that is uppermost in the second book of the De officlis.

Indeed it is a basic assumption that we should do what we can to acquire

advantages.

It is possible that a longer discussion of the concepts of

' and 'fr/>-' occurred in Panaetius' treatise, explaining

why they are to be acquired, and that Cicero has condensed it because he was

only interested in the following advice about how to acquire them.

However, it must be remembered that the Stoic theory of preferred things

was so well-known as not to need repeating, in the same way as Panaetius

omitted to give a definition of kathekon (v. 1, 7)• Also, the purpose of

book II is to tell us how to act in relation to preferred things, so that

a discussion of the theory is not really necessary. Even so, we are left

with the impression that money, influence, repute and the like are desirable

because they further our interests rather than because they are constitutive

of a natural life. This impression must, however, be balanced by passages

such as 1, 17 where the virtue of 'mat<;nit\ido animi' is said to be concerned

both with acquiring advantages and with being above them (/'cum in augendis

opibus utilitatibusque et sibi et suis comparandis, turn rrailto magis in his

ipsis despiciendis"). The rules of officia which are derivable from this

virtue (1, 61-92) will therefore be affected by the need to acquire

advantages but also to act as though they are not of importance for happiness.
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The purpose of the second book of the De officiis is to answer the

question j- "How are we to acquire advantages?", and to give rules about

how to proceed. Cicero tells us at 2, 86 that Panaetius' treatise contained

a list of rules of expediency. Here he reports the claim of the Stoic

philosopher, Antipater of Tyre, that Panaetius omitted two points in his

'praecepta utilitatum', how to look after health and money. These two

things were standard examples of preferred things, and hence we might expect

them to be dealt with by panaetius. Cicero offers the excuse that these

two points offer no difficulty. In the case of health it is a matter of

what is good or bad for one's health and taking the advice of a skilled

physician. In the case of money, how to acquire it and increase it, we

are referred to bankers. In these cases therefore it is purely a matter

of what is practically the most efficient method of achieving one's aims.

If these were the only two points on which Panaetius did not give us guidance

about expediency, Panaetius must have given us a fairly comprehensive list

of rules about how to act in everyday life. This is what one would expect

of a treatise about officia, one function of wrhich, according to Cicero

(1, 7), is to give rules "quibus in omnes partes usus vitae conformari

possit."

At 2, 11 we are given a list of things which are required for the

maintenance of life. We would therefore expect a full treatment of these

to follow, but Cicero concentrates on topics concerning the relationship

of man to his fellow human-beings, especially in the political and legal

sphere. Therefore either Cicero has omitted to discuss some points which

Panaetius discussed (the phrase "in his utilitatum praeceptis" at 2, 86

suggests that the preceding list was Panaetius' own) or Panaetius' treatment

was also restricted to questions concerning human relationships, or at

least concentrated on them. Cicero's point at 2, 86 that health and wealth

present no difficulty might well be the explanation. Indeed, those expedients

mentioned at 2, 11 which do not concern human relationships present no

difficulty. The acquisition of gold and silver, and the utilization of
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the benefits to be derived from "horses, oxen, othqr cattle, and bees" is

a matter of obtaining the help of other men who are skilled in such matters.

Thus, even in these cases we cannot do without the co-operation of our

fellow-men. There is little that we can do without their co-operation;

hence the importance of obtaining- it.

Even if, in the case of caring for heo.lth and wealth, it is mainly

a matter of what is the most efficient method, this does not mean that we

can act contrary to what is honestum (in the secondary sense of the word).

Thin point in made in the case of wealth at 2, 87 where Cicero says that

we ought to acquire it only by means "a quibus abest turpitudo". Cicero

must be thinking of recognised legitimate ways of making money. In all

cases we must apply the criterion of 'honestum' and of expediency. This

is the first point that is made in the discussion of expediency, that it

c nnot be divorced from the concept of 'honestum' (2, 9-10)• Anything that

is expedient must be morally right and anything that is morally right must

be expedient. Thus we are not meant to acquire whatever commoda of life

we can in whatever way we can, but to do so within the dictates of what is

morally right. In fact, there can never be an occasion on which it is

genuinely expedient to acquire an advantage by an immoral act.

At 2, 11 the things that are needed for the maintenance of human life

are divided into 1) inanimate things such as gold, silver, and the crops

of the earth, and 2) animate things of which some are irrational such as

horses, oxen, other cattle, and bees, and some rational, that is gods and

men. At section 12f. it is pointed out that even, the inanimate things are

acquired through the co-operation of men. In a civilized society we must

rely on the labours of our fellow-men to enable us to reap the benefits of

inanimate things. Also, the benefits of animals are procured through the

help of our fellow-men. And it is not merely the conveniences of life

that are secured in this way but also the achievements of generals in war

and of statesmen at home. At section 16 Cicero tells us that Pannetius

discussed this question at great length, citing the achievements of
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Themistocles, Pericles, Cyrus, Agesilaus, and Alexander. Thus, the

achievement of advantages for the state by enlisting the support of our

fellow- men occma to have been an important theme in Panaetius' treatise.

It is not only to achieve advantages for oneself that one should use one's

fellow-men but also to gain advantages for others. Panaetius thus avoids

a purely selfish aim of securing personal advantages by encouraging us to

secure them for others as well. In effect, it is fellow-citizens that are

concerned here much more than human-beings as a whole, as is shown by the

examples given in book II. The gaining of advantages for others is most

often the determining factor in how one uses other people. The criterion

of 'honestum' in these cases is whether it serves the interests of our

fellow-citizens, or at least does not contradict them.

Yet, however much we act in the interests of others, it seems that

we always act in our own interests. As regards obtaining the benefits

derivable from inanimate objects and animals, there is no problem because

we can rely on industrial skills ('artes operosae', 2, 17); in these

cases it is a matter of specialised knowledge about how to proceed. But

when it comes to gaining the co-operation of men in order to obtain one's

own advantages, we are said to need wisdom and virtue. It is stated not

only that the way to get men ready to help in furthering one's interests

is to U3e wisdom and virtue, but also that it is a peculiar function

('proprium') of virtue to do this. Indeed this is mentioned as one of

three properties of virtue. The first property, perceiving what i3 true

and real in any instance, its relations, consequences and causes, we met

as a definition of wisdom in 1, 15 (v» also 1, 141). The second property,

restraining the passions and keeping impulses obedient to reason, we met

as necessary to any officium at 1, 101f. in the discussion of temperance.

The third property i3 described as follows:- "iis, quibuscum congregemur,

uti moderate et scienter, quorum studiis ea, quae natura desiderat, expleta

cumulataque habeamus, per eosdemque, si quid importetur nobis incommoda,

propulsemus ulciscamurque eos, qui nocere nobis conati sint, tantaque poena
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afficiamus, quantum aequitas humanitasque patitur." This has the

attributes of justice in that it is concerned with how we treat other

people in General, and specifically with punishinG those who commit

injustices against us. At 1, 17 the purpose of justice in providing and

maintaining the things on which the practical business of life depends was

to maintain the relationships of men to each other. Rut at 2, 10 this is

turned round, so that we utilize our fellow-men in order to acquire our

natural wants, even to acquire them in large quantities ("expleta cumulataque").

This quite clearly means that virtue aims to acquire as many commode as

possible and uses other people for this end. However, emphasis should be

put on the words 'moderate et scienter' in the above passage (and also on

the fact that punishment is to be meted out "quantum aequitas humanitasque

patitur."). We can use other people in order to gain advantages for

ourselves, but we must treat them with moderation and wisdom. This is a

requirement not to wrong' those whom we utilize, and must be an application

of the criterion of what is 'honestum'. Yet in the present passage virtue

seems to be regarded as a means towards acquiring advantages. This is as if

to say that we should act morally because to act immorally is not a successful

means to the end of acquiring advantages.

If one wants to show that expediency and moral goodness coincide, one

must demonstrate that it is expedient to act morally. This is perhaps

the purpose of showing that the acquisition of commoda is most successful

if our utilization of other people accords with moral goodness. This point

is illustrated by an analysis of why people submit, to the authority of

others (2, 22f.). A list of reasons is given:- goodwill, the bestowal of

favours, outstanding social position, hope that something useful will be

obtained, promises and bribes. These range from genuine goodwill for

someone through desire for personal gain to the fear of being compelled.

At 2, 25 Cicero sums up the range of reasons by saying that love is the

most suitable for gaining and maintaining influence, and fear the least

suitable. This is illustrated by the example of Julius Caesar (which of
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course must be Cicero's own example, and not Panaetius') who maintained his

position through fear of the armed forces which he controlled. Jlis

assassination, and that of other tyrants, shows how such a policy leads

to drastic repercussions, and in the long term tends to be much less effective

than a policy of gaining the goodwill of people by treating them with

genuine kindness ("quod cum perspicuum sit, benivolentiae vim magnam, metus

imbecillam....", 2, 29). Clearly this illustrates the point that the most

expedient method of gaining people's support is not to force them or entice

them with bribes or gifts but, by the way in which one treats them, to merit

their support which will then be freely given. In the following discussion

of how to gain the goodwill of other people (2, 31f«)» we find that it is

by performing the officia of justice which have been set out in book I

(2, 43)• Thus, the expedient way of obtaining goodwill is by acting in

accordance with the officia deriving from moral goodness. The identification

of 'honestum' and 'utile' at 2, 9-10 is to be interpreted as meaning that

it is always expedient to perform officia.

It will be useful to relate Panaetius' views on the relationship

between 'honestum' and 'utile' to the earlier Stoic evidence on this point.

We saw that the usefulness of good things was essentially different from

the usefulness of preferred things. The benefits of good things are the

contribution they make to the telos or consistent life, whereas the advantages

of preferred things are the contribution they make to the natural life (a life

that contains natural things without being absolutely consistent with nature).

Thus, on the one hand, only good things are useful because only they can

help one to attain the telos; but on the other hand, preferred things are

useful from the point of view of the natural life which is within the range

of most people (v. 3» 14-16).

From the evidence in the De officiis there is no reason to suppose

that Panaetius diverged from this view. At 3, 11f. Cicero gives the Stoic

view that whatever is morally good is expedient and whatever is not morally

good is not expedient; and this view is attributed to Panaetius at 3» 34.
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At 1'- Fonuetius is said not to believe that virtue is expedient because

it is productive of advantages ("efficiens utilitatis"); that is, we should'

not be virtuous because it brings advantages. He is also said to believe

that anything which is apparently expedient but conflicts with the morally

good cannot make life better, that is, be genuinely expedient. We must

conclude from this that Panaeti.U3 believed that it is virtue which is

genuinely expedient, and because it contributes to the telos. As Cicero

says here, the Stoic telos is "to live in accordance with nature and to

choose only those natural things which are not incompatible with virtue."

Virtue is the only expedient thing, but we can obtain the advantages of

natural things if these do not conflict with it.

The restriction of genuine usefulness to things that are morally good

io clearly on line with the other Stoic evidence for the usefulness of good

things. But this is not the way in which usefulness is regarded in book II

of the De officiis. 'Commoda' are clearly not useful in the sense that

they contribute to the telos, but because they are preferred and form part

of a natural life. At 2, 11 they are said to be necessary to the preservation

of life, and therefore they must be expedient in some sense. Cicero's

comment at 2, 1J that part of the telos of the Stoics is "to choose those

natural things that do not conflict with virtue" illustrates the way in

which the concept of 'utile' works. Only good things are genuinely expedient

but the acquisition of preferred things is expedient in a secondary 3ense

when they do not conflict with good things. Thus, virtue becomes the

controlling factor in what can be called expedient, so that in book II

what is morally good is used as the-criterion in determining ways of

acquiring 'cominoda' (e.g., the best way to acquire 'gloria' is by acting

in accordance with justice^). The only expedient way to acquire 'commoda'

is by actions that are derived from moral goodness, that is, officia. To

acquire ]commoda* by performing officia is expedient just because officia

are derived from moral goodness.

In practice this means that we can do what we like to acquire 'commoda1
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as long as we do not do anything that is 'contra officium' such as

committing injustices to others. That this view of 'commoda' was held

by Stoics before Panaetius is suggested by Cicero at 3« 42. Here he

illustrates the point that we should consider our own interests as far as

we can without injuring others, by quoting an example from Chrysippus.

In a foot-race one should do all one can to win but never by fouling a

competitor. Here 'winning' corresponds to gaining advantages for oneself.

There is nothing reprehensible in seeking one's own advantage, only in

committing injustices to others in order to obtain it.

Ho far it has been shown that we should do our best to obtain

advantages for ourselves so long as we act in accordance with moral goodness.

Indeed this has been shown to be the most expedient way to obtain them.

Also, to act in accordance with moral goodness is identical with performing

the officiu deriving from it. Thus, 'officium' and 'utilitas* become

identical, and the phrases 'praecepta utilitatis' and 'praecepta officii'

bear practically the same meaning. For example, after discussing the most

effective way3 "of establishing a good name (/gloria') at 2, 31-51» Cicero

goes on to the next topic with the phrase:- "sed expositis adulescentium
")

officiis, quae valeant ad gloriain adipiscendam." There are also a few

references to officia in sections 31 to 51* At section 51» discussing

forensic oratory as a means to 'gloria', he say3 that it is a 'praeceptum

officii' never to bring a capital charge against someone who may be innocent

because there is a danger of committing a crime oneself. This is a rule

derivable from what is 'honestum' but the passage in which it occurs

contains specific references to what is likely to be effective in bringing

one gloria. Especially effective i3 said to be 'pleading in defence', and

Cicero even quotes Panaetius as saying that an advocate can even maintain

what is plausible rather than true. Also at 2, 43 it is said explicitly

that the way to win genuine gloria is by performing the •officia iustitiae'.

Finally, after the end of the whole discussion, it is stated that what has

been given is a list of 'praecepta utilitatum' (2, 86;.
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In the case of 'gloria' the point is forcefully made that true and

Ion,.lasting gloria is not obtained by pretence, empty ostentation, hypocrit¬

ical talk or the like, but only by showing that one has a genuine sense of

justice (2, 42-3). One must in fact act justly and be seen to do so. There

are three requirements for obtaining gloria:- 1) 'benevolentia', 2) 'fides',

and 3) 'admiratio' (2, 31)« 'Fides', confidence, is only placed in men who

provide no suspicion of dishonesty and have practical wisdom ( and the first

i3 said to be the more important of the two since practical wisdom without

honesty leads to distrust (2, 33-5)) • 'Admiration' depends on the display

of good qualities and talents such an freedom from vices, superiority to

outward circumstances, and freedom from bribery (2, 36-8;. Thus, all

three requirements for gloria are fulfilled by justice. Of course, we are

not being asked to be just in the sense of performing 'perfects officia'

or which are peculiar to the wise man ^v. 3> 13f*•)» but

only 'media officia'. A reputation for justice must be based on the

performance of 'media officia'.

All the examples in be officiis II revolve around the need to gain

the co-operation of our fellow-men. The main concern is to have sufficient

friends and a good name in order to further one's own position. At 2, 30-1

we are all said to need the friendship and affection of some people, but

some to need more than others, depending on what their role in life is.

Those who set out to achieve great things in the interests of the state need

the co-operation and friendship of more people than the ordinary man in the

street. Thus, the majority of book II is concerned with how to obtain

influence with other people by performing kind services, giving money for

public entertainments and buildings, the use of eloquence in the law-courts,

public offices and the like. Gaining the co-operation of men by obtaining

a good reputation with them is seen a3 the basic way of acquiring 'commoda',

and this is achieved by acting in accordance with justice, since justice is

the virtue that concerns relations between people.

The virtue of justice, and the officia derived from justice, is based
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like the other virtues, on a natural drive (1, 11). In the cane of

justice, it is the natural feel in# which wo as hum: n-bein, ;s have for other

human-beings. Thus, the natural drive which we have to provide for ourselves

is balanced by another natural drive to associate with other people. In the

same way, the provision of advantages for ourselves is balanced by the need

to consider other people and not to act contrary to their advantage. It is

a failure to do this which ,form3 Cicero's complaint against Panaetius'

pupil, Hecato, who also wrote a treatise about officia (j, 09). In this

treatise, Cicero claims that, in the case of a conflict between 'humanitas'

and 'utilitas', Hecato tended towards 'utilitas'. Cicero, and Panaetius,

do not take this view because they believe th.t nothing which conflicts

with what is morally good is expedient, and it is not morally good to act

to the disadvantage of others. To disregard the claims of 'humanitas' in

favour of one's own interests is to act contrary to officium.

The criterion of 'humanitas' in deciding what is officium occurs

several times in the De officiis. At 2, 17-18 where the point is made

that the co-operation of men is obtained through wisdom and virtue, 'humanitas'

is given as a criterion which must be observed in punishing those who have

acted contrary to our interests. One of the three properties of virtue

described here i3 the skill to treat considerately and wisely those with

whom we are associated so that through their co-operation our natural wants

may be supplied. When anyone does anything detrimental to the supply of

these wants by wronging us, we are justified in having our revenge but only

so far as 'aequitas humanitasque' will permit. The criterion is not merely

what punishment would be most effective in rectifying the loss of advantages

caused, which might lead to excessive or 'inhuman' actions, but what

punishment we are justified in making on a fellow human-being. The words

'humanitas' and 'inhumanuin' occur later in the context of the law-courts,

and here it is specifically given as a criterion of officium. "Never to

prefer a capital charge against someone who may be innocent" is given as a

'praeceptum officii' because it is 'inhumanum' to use the gift of eloquence
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which has been bestowed for the benefit of men, for the destruction of

good men. Bringing such a charge, if successfully carried out, might aeem

useful as a means of obtaining 'gloria' (forensic oratory is here being

discussed as such), but it cannot be truly useful or officium because it

conflicts with the criterion of 'humanitas'. Also at 2, 51 'humanitas' is

given as the criterion for occasionally undertaking the defence of a guilty

person provided that he is not wicked ('nefarius et impius'). This is

presumably a case in which it does not seem useful in forwarding one's

career (because one will fail in pleading the case), but it is in accordance

with 'humanitas' and therefore not contrary to officium and not without

some usefulness (it must have some usefulness in enhancing one's career if

one is seen to be acting in accordance with 'humanitas' on occasion and not

always undertaking cases with the aim of winning them). Thus, in Cicero's

view, and in Panaetius' view also (if Cicero'3 examples aire taken from

Panaetius' treatise or at least illustrate points from it, and this is most

likely the case considering the reference to Panaetfus in 2, 51 anh also

the reference to human-nature and man's superiority to animals in possessing
27

reason as the 'ratio inveniendi officii' ), officium and expediency are

measured as much by the interests of others as of ourselves. Ilecato is crib-

icised by Cicero (3» 89) for putting personal interests too high.

The appeal to 'humanitas' as a criterion for officium is an appeal to

one's affinity to other human-beings. Certainly, the way that Cicero sees

the problem at 3, 26 is that the main aim of all men should be to make the

interests of the individual and of men as a whole identical. At 3» 31 he

says that the good man will perform officium "utilitati consulens hominum

et .... humanae societati." This is not given as Panaetius' view, but

Cicero i3 trying to follow up what Panaetius' view would have been if he

had written the projected book about the conflict between seeming expediency

and moral goodness ("eius modi igitur credo res Panaetium persecuturum

fuisse, nisi aliqui casus ....", 3, 33). The conflict is between apparent

'utilitas' as apparent personal advantage and 'honestas' as the advantage
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of our fellow-men. Acting in the interests of our fellow-men is of course

most often manifested in acting in the interests of the society to which

we belong. Wo will expect, therefore, that the actions of a politician

or lawyer will Vie justified because they serve the interests of the state.

The discussion of the 'beneficia* which concern the state, in 2, 72-85,

ends with the statements- "haec genera officiorum sc services to the

state qui persequentur, cum summa utilitate rei publicae magnam ipsi

adipiscentur et gratiam et gloriam." Such services do, of course, bring

popularity and favour, but in fact what makes them officia is that they

are of use to the state. One is not just pursuing selfish ends in perform¬

ing these services but also promoting the interests of one's state. In

the discussion of liberality and the bestowal of kindnesses by gifts of

money (2, 52-64) as opposed to that by personal services (2, 65-71), it is

said that the expenditure of lavish sums of money, which was expected of

an aedile, is better used for things such as walls, docks, harbours,

aqueducts, which are of use to the community rather than on things that are

only conducive to furthering one's career and not useful in addition (2, 60).

Since Cicero here specifically says that Panaetius criticised the building

of theatres, colonnades and new temples, we are probably meant to take it that

Panaetius criticised them because they were not of real use to the

community. Thus, it is most likely that Panaetius advocated the provision

of genuine advantages for one's state as both a justifiable and an expedient

way of enhancing one's career.

While the De offic-iis is 30 obviously concerned with the conduct of

political life in the context of Roman society and this may be due entirely

to Cicero's adaptation or partly to this and partly to panaetius' Roman

connections, Panaetius' treatise certainly must have been concerned with

interpreting Stoic moral philosophy in the context of contemporary society

and producing advice about officia which would be of direct practical

application. Panaetius' treatise is certainly the first Stoic treatise

which we know to have interpreted Stoic philosophy in such a positively
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practical and systematic way, but this may be due partly to lack of

evidence, 'live theory of off.Ida does seem to serve a double purposei

firstly, it produces practical advice in so far u.o officio, aim at the

acquisition of natural things ( 't<* '), which contain an element

of usefulness; and secondly, it interprets the theory of virtue, in so

far as the rules of officia are derived from the four cardinal virtues.

Panaetius is not concerned in this treatise to give a full description

of virtue and virtuous actions. Virtuous actions are by definition

appropriate and therefore what in said in this treatise will be relevant

to them, but it must be remembered that virtuous actions have an essential

difference. The mistake is to be avoided of noting that the De officiis

is mainly concerned to tell us what things are appropriate, or to give us

the appropriate content of human action, and then to assume that the

'mentality' of the agent is no longer of importance for Panaetius as it

28
was for earlier Stoics. This is what is done by Van Straaten . It must

be true that the 'mentality' of the agent is not of decisive importance in

a treatise about kathekonta, but this does not mean that Fanaetius did not
r

regard it of decisive importance for the actions of the 3age, .

29
The same kind of mistake was made by Tatakis . He realises that the

De officiis is a practical treatise which supplies general rules derived

from the doctrine of the virtues, and that the individual i3 left to apply

these rules to his own situation^. However, in discussing the question

whether the De officiis gives "une morale de second degr6" alongside that
31

of the sage , he concludes that Panaetius does not have two moralities

but only a practical morality addressed to all men which will show him the

way to virtue. It is tine that the De officiis is a practical treatise

and it is surely designed to help one progress tov.ards virtue, but it does

not describe the essential characteristics of a virtuous or perfectly

appropriate action which surely comprehends more than practicalities.
32

Rist , when discussing' the innovations of Penaetiu3, points out that

his treatise on kathekonta is addressed to aspirants to virtue, but he claims
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that virtue ia measured by what a man does as much as what he says. This

does not mean, he says, that panaetius has abolished the sage but that

"absolute purity of motive" is not necessary to the possession of virtue.

Now it is true that virtue-vocabulary is used in the De officiis to refer

to non-sages, but this is surely only in the secondary sense in which

someone who performs the officia deriving from the virtues can be said

to act virtuously. This is purely a matter of terminology, which does not

affect the basic difference between the virtuous actions of the sage and

the actions of the aspirant to virtue.
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VI. HECATO AND KATHEKON

The majority of the evidence for Hecato concerns his moral philo¬

sophy and this is contained in three authors. Firstly, Cicero in his

De officiis quotes eight examples taken from the sixth hook of Hecato's

treatise {xo^ros, which concern special situations in which

there is some problem about what course of action is kathekon (De off.

3.89f.), and also one passage concerning the wise man's pursual of

personal advantages. Secondly, the seventh book of Diogenes Laertius'

Lives of Philosophers contains several short quotations from his moral

treatises, which often align him with other Stoics as an author of

traditional Stoic doctrine. Thirdly, Seneca's treatise De beneficiis

contains several references to Hecato, which are closely integrated

in Seneca's argument. They may be derived from a treatise by Hecato

on the subject of 'beneficia' or from his weps<- /WSyfcov-ro? . The
problem is to determine how much of the surrounding context is derived

from Hecato. Even passages where Hecato is not mentioned at all may be

taken from him, especially since his view3 are put forward in an approv¬

ing way by Seneca, in contrast with the disparaging comments which he

makes about Chrysippus' treatise on 'beneficia'This is the view of

Fowler^ who thinks that there is nothing in Seneca's treatise that

conflicts with Hecato's beliefs and that there are many signs that

someone of Panaetius's school was used. To substantiate this he indi¬

cates correspondences between Seneca's De beneficiis and Cicero's De

officiis. Of course, this does not enable us with certainty to regard

any passage in Seneca's De beneficiis as belonging to Hecato if his

name does not occur in it. It only tells us that Seneca was influenced

by Cicero's treatise, and this is not surprising.

The fact that Hecato is quoted alongside other Stoics as holding

traditional Stoic doctrines suggests that he did not have the reputa-
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tion of his teacher Panaetius for Platonizing or Aristotelianizing.

In Diogenes Laertius Panaetius is usually quoted where ho diverges

from traditional teaching, hut the opposite is the case with Hecato.

At 7.91 Ilocato iG quoted along with Chrynippuo, Cleanthes and Posidonius

an believing that the possessor of one virtue possesses them all; at

7.127 along with Zeno and Chrysippus as believing that virtuo is suffi¬

cient for happiness; at 7.102 along with Apollodorus and Chrysippus for

tho theory of goods, evils and indifferents. It is, however, difficult

to substantiate any real divergence in Hecato's thought from that of

Panaetins oxoopt in the passages quoted in Cicero's Be officiis. The

statement at D.L.7.128, for example, tlwyt Pannetius regardod virtue as

not self-sufficient but needing health, provisions and strength cannot

be taken too seriously in face of the other evidence for Panaetius'

views; it could for example easily be taken out of context from a

passage which stated that virtue needed such things as a material basis

5for action. Fowler has tried to see a divergence in their doctrines

about virtue. At D.L.7.92 Panaetius is said to divide virtue into

theoretical and practical. This he explains by citing Cicero, Be offi¬

ciis 1.15f. where wisdom is said to concern the investigation of truth

and the other three virtues to have the practical concern of controlling

the affairs of everyday life. However, this division of virtue into

theoretical and practical is of an entirely different kind from that

into theoretical and non-theoretical attributed to Hecato at D.L.7.90.

Here those virtues consisting of principles are termed theoretical and

those, such as health and strength, which are attendant upon the theore¬

tical virtues in the sense that health is attendant upon the theoretical

virtue of moderation in the same way as strength is attendant upon the

building of an arch, are non-theoretical and do not require the assent

of the mind. These non-theoretical virtues are not virtues in the
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true Stoic sense since they are said to occur even in '^wEAol', but are

perfections of the human body just a3 the theoretical virtues aro per¬

fections of the human tnind.° The theoretical virtues mentioned here

aro what are normally called virtues, and these themselves can be both

theoretical and practical. Indeed, at D.L.7.125 Hecato is cited as

believing that the virtuous man is both a theoretician and a practician

of what ought to be done ("roi- /oxc

npAKT/Koi' twv . Hecato believed, it seems, that virtue is

concerned both with principles and with their application. This is a

view which Ghrysippus is also said to have held, that there are differ¬

ent types of principles for each virtue, viz. Vcpc-rtlt1 for wisdom,

'(Sno^-iei/^Tc^ for courage, •e^yut-v^-re^.' for temperqnce, and
for justice. Each virtue has its own proper sphere in which it applies

principles. Now, it is clear from Cicero's De officiis that it was

Panaetius' view that every virtue, not merely wisdom, was theoretical

in the sense of consisting of principles since rules of officia are

derived from each separate virtue. In traditional Stoic teaching

wisdom is theoretical in the sense of determining what to do in every

sphere of action, but all the individual virtues consist of principles.^
But it is not just courage, moderation and justice which are practical,

since at Stobaeus Eclogues 1163.11 wisdom is said to concern "to c'ew^raV
\ / ^ ^

k«a 'Tg^~ry- <0 rt-oK". Wisdom seems to be both theoretical and

practical in Panaetius, in that it involves both pursuit of truth and

determination of what ought to be done (De off. 1.19: "omnis autem

cogitatio motusque animi aut in consiliis capiendis de rebus honestis

et pertinentibus ad bene beateque vivendum aut "in ntudiis scientiae

cognitionisque versabitur."). Thus, in this respect there seems to be

no divergence between Panaetius' and Hecato's doctrines of virtue.

The passage at D.L.7.90 where Hecato calls health and strength
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termed 'p^oij' in Stoic teaching. Thus, he might also have called
'• those actions aimed at attaining them, i.e. kathekonta. This

would bo in the same way as the Stoics are said to do at Cicero, De of—

ficiis 3.15. If kathekonta were sometimes called a 'second-grade*

moral goodness, the objects at which they aimed oould also be called

'good' without suggesting that they wore constitutive of genuine

virtue. This, I take it, is the sense of ' ' at D.L.7.124 where

, it is said that the wise man will pray for goods from the gods. Since

Hecato is said to have put forward this viev; in his rr6g'N ,

it is most likely that the statement is intended to be paradoxical.

If so, it must mean that the wise man will pray for preferred things,

the paradox being that preferred things do not contribute to happiness

nor are they an essential part of virtue yet the wise man will pray

for them because they have some value in being in accordance with

nature. Also, since Posidonius is supposed to have put forward the

same view in his <r<yat , it is more likely that £' refers
to preferred things which are the objects of kathekonta and which every¬

one, including the wise man, will aim to acquire. If this is so, the

word ' is here transferred from genuine goods to preferred things

to signify the value which they possess as objects of kathekonta. The

practice of occasionally using the word ' for preferred things

does of course go back to Chrysippus, if we can believe the testimony
q

of Plutarch, who says that Chrysippus permitted this so long as one

understood the meaning of what one was saying.

Concerning Hecato's views about kathekon, Diogenes Laertius gives

uc no help, and we must rely on Cicero and Seneca. Both of these deal

with a small area of the subject, but it is possible to extract some

general points. A danger which must be guarded against is to restrict
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the word •/cu.c'ijjcov • which appear3 as 'officium' in Cicero and Seneca

to the obligations between two people which arise out of their relation¬

ship to one another. Seneca's be beneficiis is of course concerned

with the exchange of kindnesses between people, so that the officia

with which he is concerned will be of this type. Also, the examples

involving conflicts of officia at Cicero's be officiis 3.89f. are all

concerned with the way in which wo should relate the interests of others

to our own. If, however, we examine the way in which the word 'officium'

is used, it will be seen that it is not restricted to such relationships.

At be officii3 3.89 the word is used of the solution to the problem

of whether the wise man should feed his slaves when grain is extremely

expensive. 'Officium' here refers to what one ought to do in such a

situation and not to the obligations that one has to feed one's slaves.

It would of course be a general rule of officium that one ought to

feed one's slaves, but this is a special case where the circumstances

demand that one consider a contravention of this general rule. Thus,

'officium' can clearly refer to what ought to be done in a particular

situation as well as to the general rules about obligations arising

out of one's relationship to other people. The latter sense of 'offi-

ium' occurs at 3.90 where one's country is said to have priority over

all other officia. In Seneca's be beneficiis (2.18.1) Hecato is quoted

as saying that it is difficult to apply the rule for exchanging benefi-

cia which the relationship between husband and wife demands. A rela¬

tionship is also said to exist between father and son which entails

that they do certain things for each other. The words "quodcumque ex

duobus constat officium" suggest that what ought to be done as a result

of the relationship of two people is called 'officium', and this is

embodied in the rule ('regula') which must be applied to our actions.

But these words also suggest that there are other kinds of officia
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than those concerning the obligations between two people. In another

passage of the De beneficiis (3.18.1) 'officium' is used exclusively of

the obligations of a son, a wife, and others whose relationship to us

require them to offer assistance. Here it is distinguished from 'bene-

ficium', a kindness freely given without any obligation to give it, and

'ministerium•, a service of a slave who, owing to his servile position,

cannot put his master under any obligation to him. These are not

distinctions which are accepted by Hecato but are used as the basis of

a discussion. Immediately before these distinctions are given, Seneca

says that Hecato has discussed the question ryf whether a slave can

bestow a kindness ('beneficium') upon his master. Nov/, if, as seems

likely, the following discussion of this question down to the end of

chapter 22 is based on Hecato, it is clear that Hecato did not agree

with the distinction because it is demonstrated at length that a slave

can perform a 'beneficium' qua man outside of his 'ministeria' qua

slave (cf. 3.18.2: "praeterea servum qui negat dare aliquando domino

beneficium, ignarus est iuris humani; refert enim, cuius animi sit, qui

praestat, non cuius status.") The phrase "servilis officii formula"

at 3.21.2, referring to the rule of behaviour demanded by a slave's

relationship to his master, does not use 'officium' in the sense given

in the above triple division. Also, the restriction of the word 'bene¬

ficium' to a kindness freely given in contrast to one we are obliged

to give, i.e. 'officium', goes against the evidence of 2.18.1 where

'officia' clearly cover both these meanings and of 1.3.8 where Seneca

9
complains that Chrysippus' treatise on beneficia , some of which

Hecato transcribed, says very little "de ipso officio dandi, accipiendi,

reddendique beneficii". What Seneca is complaining about here is that

Ghrysippus does not tell us v/hen it is appropriate to> give, receive

and repay kindnesses. This depends on an emendation of the manuscripts
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which have the absurd reading of "beneficio" instead of "officio". If

this emendation is correct (it is most likely since the words are simi¬

lar in formation), 'officium' refers to appropriate procedures for the

giving, receiving and repaying of kindnesses. It is therefore a wider

term than it is in the triple classification, and there is no reason

to suppose that it should be restricted to the bestowing of benefits

which we are obligated to bestow because of a relationship.

The evidence of Cicero's De officiis and Seneca's De beneficiis

has been shown to indicate that officia cover a. wider area than actions

involving obligations to other people. There is a possible reference

to officia not relating to other people at De officiis 3.63 where a

passage is quoted from Hecato's (T<=p< kqw-hds to the effect that

"sapientis esse nihil contra mores, leges, instituta facientem habere

rationem rei fatniliaris". The wise man is here said to take care of

his own interests in order to benefit other people, his children,

relatives, friends, and chiefly his stato, but also for his own sake

("neque enim solum nobis divites esse volumus, sed liberis ...." 3.63).

The wording of the passage - "sapientis esse ...." - would naturally

be taken as meaning that it is officium for the wise man to take care

of his "res familiaris", especially since Cicero has just said that it

is from Hecato's books about officium. Thus, it seems that for Hecato,

as well as for Panaetius, officium includes the acquisition of the

conveniences of life. They only disagree about the way in which we

can acquire them, llecato tells us not to act for profit only when the

lav/ expressly forbids it whereas Panaetius tells us not to exploit

people even when the lav/s do not forbid it, on account of our natural

affinity with our fellow-men.

It was pointed out that 'officium* can refer to what ought to be

done in a particular case as well as to a general rule. At De beneficiis
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2.18.2 Seneca gives ul3 an indication about Hecato's views on the

practical performance of officia. Hero an officium involving two

people is said to demand things equally of both, and we are told that

Ilecato regarded it as difficult to apply the rule for exchanging bene-

ficia between husband and wife by which they are on equal terms. The

following words seem to be the explanation of the difficulty and there¬

fore probably derive from Hecato:- "omne enim honestum in arduo est,

etiam quod vicinum honesto est} non enim tantum fieri debet, sed rations

fieri, hac duce per totam vitam oundum est, minima maximaque ex huius

consilio gerenda; quomodo haec suaserit, dandum." These words I take

to mean:- "For everything that is morally good is difficult to attain,

but even what approaches the morally good [viz. secondary goods, or

officia]; for the latter not only ought to be performed but ought to

be performed in accordance with reason. Under the guidance of reason

we should go through all our life, doing the smallest and the groatest

things in accordance with her counsels. We should bestow kindnosses

in the way that reason has advised us to." Here we have a stipulation

that we must not only apply the rule for exchanging kindnesses by per¬

forming the officia that it entails, but in order to perform officia

we must apply the rule in accordance with reason. Indeed, in every¬

thing we do, even the smallest things, we must apply our reason. This

idea that it necessary to apply reason in order to perform officia is

found at Cicero, De officiis l.lOlf. Here the functioning of the mind

is divided into reason ('ratio' or 'Ao'flpoj •) and impulse ('appetitus' or

. It is reason that teaches us what to do and what not to do,

and we must not do anything on mere impulse without first considering

it rationally. This is the explanation which is given of the definition

of officium as that for which a "probabilis causa" can be given (a phrase

which occurs as "probabilis ratio" at He finibus 3.58). Thu3, to say
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a rational choice and is not done on mere impulse. This does not mean

that the rational choice is a conscious one, since officia could he done

from habit, but that it is rational in the sense that it is possible to

{jive a rational justification for doing it. However, in the above pas¬

sage Hecato must be referring to a deliberate effort to apply a rule to

action in a rational way. To do thi3 successfully, it is not enough to

know the rule because "what approaches the morally good not only ought

to be done but done in accordance with reason"; we are told to follow

the guidance and counsel of reason, that is , we must make deliberate

rational choices and find out in what way the rule can be applied to

situations. It is this kind of conscious application of miles which

was probably being referred to in the case of Panaetius at be officiis

l.lOlf.

What we do, therefore, when we follow the guidance of reason, it

seems, is to evaluate the situation and determine a course of action

which is in accordance with the rules of officia. The purpose of a

treatise on beneficia is to give us rules for the exchange of beneficia

to whom we should give, when we should give, from whom we should accept

how we should repay, and so on. Such miles are given in Cicero's _De
•

officiis at 2.52f. A few examples of Hecato's which are illustrative

of such rules survive in Seneca's De beneficiis. At 2.21.4 there is an

example of someone refusing to accept money from a son for fear that

the son should offend his miserly father. This illustrates that one

should not accept a beneficium from someone who gives it to his own

detriment. At 6.37.1 there is an example of someone in exile who did

not wish disaster to fall upon his state so that it would have to

recall him from exile. This illustrates that one should not wish dis¬

aster upon one's fellow-citizens in order to benefit oneself.
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The question of what is officium in the case of a conflict between

two rules of officium seems, from Cicero's evidence at 3.89f., to have

been a point of disagreement between Hecato and his teacher, Panaetius.

The sixth book of Hecato's treatise n*/x loAg^0^0; is said to have

been full of such questions as whether the good man should feed his

slaves when,in time of famine, food is extremely expensive. According

to Cicero's analysis, Hecato decided the question of officium in the

final stage more by 'utilitas' than by 'humanitas' ("ad extremum utilitate

putat, officium dirigit magis quam humanitate" 3.89). In these cases

the conflict is between the interests of the individual and of others,

including those of the state, and between personal interests and what

human nature requires. The question is also complicated by the fact

that one should not do anything that contravenes the customs, laws and

institutions of the state (3.63).

Hecato was not the first of the Stoics to deal with such cases.

At 3.91 Cicero cites the opinions of Diogenes and Antipater on a

question which Hecato discusses:- "If a wise man inadvertantly accepts

counterfeit money, should he offer it in payment to someone else as

genuine money?" This problem which concerns the ethics of selling

goods to others, when the interests of the seller conflicts with the

interests of the buyer and where the problem is whether our feeling

for our fellow-men constrains the seller to reveal what is in the

interests of the buyer, was, according to Cicero (3.91)» of a type

much discussed among Stoic philosophers. Cicero cites more examples of

Diogenes' and Antipater*s views on this problem at 3.51-55* These are

preceded by the example of importing a cargo of grain to Rhodes in

time of famine, where there is doubt in the importer's mind about

whether to tell the Rhodians that more cargo is on its way or not to

tell them and get a higher price for the cargo. Fowler includes thi3

in his collection of the fragments of Hecato without giving reasons,
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though it in moot likoly ninco it in a similar type of problom to that

in 3.91 find ninco ocato himoolf oame from Rhodes and thuo might well

have used an illustration concerning the place.

In these cases, a good and wise seller is assumed (3.50» 3.92),

so that there is no question of the seller doing anything which he

believes to be immoral. Diogenes' view is that we are required to do

no more than the laws require; that is, we can follow personal advantages

so long as we do nothing illegal. This is the view of Hecqto (3.63).

On the other hand, Antipater's view is that we should consider the

interests of our fellow-men, a policy to which inborn principles

('principia naturae', i.e. the primary natural instincts) lead us.

Thus, we should make our own interests identical with those of the

community (3.52,53). Diogenes's reply to this is that we do have natu¬

ral bonds with our fellow-men but this must be balanced by the fact

that each man has his own private property ("sed num ista societas

talis est, ut nihil suum cuiusque sit?" 3.53). Diogenes thinks that

one is not obliged to tell anyone anything that it would be to his

advantage to know (3.55); "th0 buyer must exercise his own judgement

when buying something (3.55). This is the legal principle of 'Caveat

emptor'. Antipater takes the more positive view that one should do

what is in accordance with human nature even when the law does not

demand it. This latter is in accordance with the view of Panaetius

who believed that human nature is the basic criterion for determining

what is officiurn (De off. 1.107).

In the examples from Heoato's at De officiio 3.89f.

one side of the problem is often what human nature demands and tho other

what is demanded by utility. In the case of whether a good man should

feed his slaves when food is extremely expensive, human nature requires

him to feed his slaves, but utility demands that he does not. Clearly
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the conflict in between utilitas an self-intorest and humanitas as

feeling for the interests of other human-beings. Cicero does not give

llecato's arguments, but he says that Ilecato, after discussing both sides

of the question, comes down in favour of utilitas. In the case of

whether, in a storm at sea, one should throw overboard a high-priced

horse or a worthless slave, humanitas requires us to save a fellow

human-being but utilitas to save the horse because it is of more value

to preserve our 'res fariiiliaris '. The solution is not given by Cicero.

In the case of a ship that has sunk, a wise man should not take a plank

from a foolish because it is unjust to take something that belongs to

someone else, nor should the owner of the ship take the plank from the

foolish man because, while the ship is at sea, it belongs to the passen¬

gers and not to the owner. This seems to be an example of the principle

that one can act to one's own advantage so long as one does nothing

contrary to justice. 'Utilitas', however, does not always refer to

self-interest in these examples from Hecato. In the case of a sinking

ship when there are two wise men and only one plank available, the one

who is most useful to the state should take it. In this case there

seems to bo a conflict of interests but it is possibly a case of

utilitas prevailing over humanitas since the criterion of humanitas is

disregarded; the solution i3 reached by a dispassionate appraisal of the

relative value to be gained from the continued life of each one, either

for themselves or for the state. The interests of the state ore the

deciding factor in determining whether a son should inform against his

father. If the father is committing robbery, the son should remain

loyal to his father o.nd not inform against him because it is more in

the interest of the sto.te to have loyal sons than it is detrimental to

the state for a father to commit robbery. However, if the fathor is

committing treason, the son should contravene the rule that a son
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should he loyal to a father because it is more in the interests of the

state to prevent treason than it is detrimental for sons to be disloyal

to fathers.

The interesting point about most of these examples is that Hecato

maintains the requirements of justice, and yet, within these limitations,

decides every officium on the criterion of utility. That course is

officium from which is derived the greater advantage; in this respect

the advantage of the state is greater thau that of the individual.

A problem arises with the two examples where Cicero suggests that

Hecato countenanced the starving of slaves in time of high famine prices

and the throwing of slaves overboard a ship in preference to a valuable

horse. It is difficult to judge this matter when one does not know the

situations in which Hecato might have countenanced such actions. Hecato

does not seem to have denied that humanitas makes demands of us. Indeed

Cicero states that he puts forward its claims in contrast with those of

utilitas. Hecato's solutions are not given by Cicero but possible

solutions have been suggested: that the wise man should feed himself

in preference to his slaves because he i3 more usefiil to the state,

and that he should preserve his valuable horse in preference to his

worthless slaves (slaves being regarded as property) because the wealth

of individuals is the wealth of the state (cf.3.63). This is how

Fowler"^ makes these examples fit in with the idea that the advantage

of the state is more important than individual advantage. This may

well be the right approach, since it suggests that the interests of

the state take priority over feelings for our fellow-men which naturally

lead us to care for thoir interests. This fits in well with Cicero's

main line of objection to Hecato, that he decides problems of conflict

in officia by what is most advantageous rather than by what is in accord¬

ance with our natura.l affections for our fellow-men. For Cicero, and
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Panaetius, the latter is the moot important criterion and should in

faot detormino what io advantageous . Considerations of utility, even

of the state, do not always lead to the right solution; it is certainly

doubtful whether the starving or jettisoning of another human-being

should bo countenanced in an attempt to preserve the greater material

value for the state. But in default of any real evidence, we should

perhaps concentrate on the examples for which we do have solutions.

In these it is clear that' the conflict which Cicero depicts as being

between utilitas and humanitas is really a conflict of interests, one's

own and those of others, and that the practical solutions reached are

basod on obtaining the greatest advantage within the demands of justice.

In most of the examples it is the interests of the state that weigh

most heavily. The problem of selling faulty goods at 3.91-2 and 3.50

illustrates the point well. Here there is a conflict of interest

between seller and buyer, but it is Hecato'3 idea of justice that

Cioero disagrees with: Hecato thinks that we need only keep within the

bounds of the law which does not reqtiire us to declare faults to poten¬

tial buyers, but Cicero thinks that this involves deception and is there¬

fore unjust. Cicero does not disagree with acting in the interests of

the state because he himself exhorts us to make our own interests

identical with those of the state; but he does seem to be pointing out

the inadequacy of making utilitas a more important criterion for the

praotical question of deciding what is officium than humanitas.

Hecato's examples do perhaps show how utility is intended to act in the

determination of officia,but utility leads to an inadequate view of

justice and a consequent failure to determine officia correctly.

Hecato, like Diogenes, overlooks the claims of our non-legal obligations

to other people which, in the view of Panaetius and Cicero, are certain¬

ly derived from justice. In the De officiis Cicero makes clear that
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both ho himself and Panaetius believed that the most advantageous way

of dealing with other people was to perform those officia which are

derived from justice. Hecato on the contrary seems to make advantage

independent of justice. The view of Panaetius rather than of Hecato

seems to have prevailed in the Stoa since the former's emphasis on

the connection of officia with our obligations to our fellow-men

became the predominant factor .
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VII. POSIDONIUS AMD KAT11EKON

(IK refers to the collection of fragments of Posidonius by L. Edcl3tein

and I.E. Kidd .)

In the case of Panaetius' ethics, the bulk of the evidence is

contained in one work, Cicero's treatise De officiis. The same is true of

his pupil, Posidonius, for v/hom Galen's treatise De placitis Ilippocratis

et Platonis, books IV and V, constitutes the major part of the evidence.

Unfortunately, the main subject under discussion in this work is

or emotions. Galen's purpose is to support Plato against Chrysippus, by

enlisting- the help of Posidonius, from whose treatise he

2
liberally quotes. As Kidd shows, Galen's treatise is of great value in

determining; Posidonius' doctrine of emotions, which was a key point in his

ethics. Therefore, Galen's treatise might be expected to thro?/ at least

some light on his doctrine of kathenonta. However, of all the passages in

Galen in which the words kathekon and katorthoma occur, only two are in

passages which are attributable to Posidonius. These occur in an extended

3
series of quotations from Posidonius . The others occur in passages of

criticism of Chrysippus, which may contain Galen's own views or views

derived from Plato. Pooidonius was clearly a Platonizer^, but the risk of

exaggerating the Platonic influence is certainly great in a work which is

meant as a defence of Plato.

Apart from Galen, the evidence for Posidonius* ethics is contained in

5
Diogenes Laertius, Seneca, and Cicero . Prom this it is clear that Posidonius

wrote on the subject of kathekon. Diogenes gives two quotations from this

work;- 1) that there is no link of justice between man and the other animals

(7, 129-EK.F39). and 2) that the wise man when praying will ask for goods

from the gods (7> 124=EK.F40). The latter view is attributed also to I-Iecato^j
and. 'goods' here probably refers to ', the things at which

kathekonta aim. Cicero also suggests that Posidonius not only wrote a

treatise on the subject but also regarded it to be an important one. Jfe

is, however, ambivalent as to how deeply he went into the matter. In Ad
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Attic.XVI.11.4 (EK.F41a), he says that Posidonius followed up the question

of the apparent conflict between 'honesturn' and 'utile' which Panaetius

projected as a third part of his treatise on katnekonta but omitted to

complete. In this letter Cicero has not seen Posidonius' treatise, because

he says that he has sent for it and written to his friend Athenodorus Calvus

for "t*abut is still waiting for it. This summary of the main

points seems to have reached Cicero because he says in Ad Attic.XVI.14»4

(GK.F41b) that he has received a "ufroyu^yM*". However, in He officiis 3, 7-10
(KK.F41c) he says that Posidonius has only treated Panaetius' third topic

briefly "in some commentaries", even though he regvarded it as one of the

most necessary parts of philosophy (3t Q). Cicero also refers to a letter

of Posidonius in which he writes of P. Rutilius Rufus, a pupil of Panaetius,

who used to say that no-one would iollow up what Panaetius had omitted on

account of the excellence of what he actually wrote (3, 10). Posidonius

did, according to Cicero, feel sufficiently qualified for the task, but it

must remain uncertain how far he proceeded with it. There is certainly no

trace of its being used in the third book of the De officiis. Here Cicero

discusses examples of conflicts between honestum and utile in which

kathekon is decided on the basis of the circumstances involved, but these

ostensibly derive from Ilecato's treatise on kathekon. If Cicero had had
7

the treatise of Posidonius available for the third book , he would surely

have used it, since he says that it contained a section "rr6f>i mJ k<*-nA
OtpiVr^ri v KoiO/]Kavro<;" • This refers to kathekonta which are only appropriate
in special circumstances, and would certainly include the type of example

that Jlecato gives.

One of the basic questions which Posidonius discussed in his treatise

TiC/>' n^-O^JY was the part that emotions played in evil conduct. Contrary

to Chrysippus, who believed that emotions were depraved judgments, Posidonius

believed that they arose from the two irrational capacities of the soul,

that which seeks pleasure and that which seeks power, victory and the like.

Posidonius did believe, like Chrysippus, that the soul was a unitary
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substance^, but hp introduced three capacities, or '(Tt/Vooucis' , rather

than parts. This difference in psychology led to a different view of evil

conduct.

Posidonius emphasises the functions of the irrational capacities and

the need for special forms of training" to keep them quiet and make them

glisten to reason. The use of precepts taking the form of a command, which

is to be obeyed rather than thought aboxit, and various other forms of

10
persuasion seems to have been particularly important for the training

of the irrational capacities. The trim of making the irrational capacities

listen to reason was clearly of paramount importance since he includes it

in his interpretation of the telos ("kwltw yu^Jc-v Crto rv3 jXcyov
/

^ - 11
1'i Y't/^uys " ).

Posidonius criticized Chrysippus' theory of emotions as inadequate to

explain what actually happened. Such a criticism is given at De plac. 570.

2-15M (KK.F164). Galen gives Chrysippus' position as being that an

r-r^(4o(.\ such as avarice or miserliness, does not arise through an

irrational capacity but because judgment is carried away beyond what is

appropriate and falsely regards certain thing's a.s being not merely goods

but the greatest goods (F164,1•1ff.). Posidonius replies to this by asking

why wise men who think that all moral goods ("kxX*") are the greatest and

supreme goods are not moved emotionally ( "eyufr<*£'<os ») (F164, 1.12ff.).
This is certainly not the case, Posidonius continues, but it follows from

the position that Chrysippus takes. Chrysippus' position is represented

by Posidonius as follows:- "To yweyt-Oes /vw✓ yj kw6-<-
V '■y /> -> X \ ") ^ / J* f > ^ /"

To vojui $0\v ^xi/k|/cov K*cw ^Luv Cri>t<*l rx^ovr^v wv*rw< ^

KW&TrDu[add. De Lacy; tv rr.<©<H l<we<crO^t, PohlenzJ [del.
Bake] yu^cTewt A o^ov Hpcr t (. rre-yn too cJe-iv uivo wotuj/ /ciwt-t fVoii ."
("The momentum of apparent goods and evils moves men to think that it is

appropriate and in accordance with value (sc. the value of the circumstances

involved), when these a.re present or at hand, [to be moved emotionally and]to
admit no reason why they should be moved, differently by them."). Chrysippus
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thus believed that if one had an impression of something as good or evil

one thought it appropriate to be affected by it. This position is presented

quite clearly by Stobaeus (Bel .II 90» 14) > that the cause of a.n emotion is

the opinion that a good or evil is present, by which it is appropriate

(ktf*hy/c£<-) to be affected. How Posidonius shows that if this is applied

to the wise man who regards moral goods as the greatest goods, one would

have to say that he also experiences emotions, in the sense of ' ;

but this i3 not the case. Also progressors who believe that they are

caused great harm by vice are not affected by fear and grief.

In fact, Posidonius points out in a later passage (De plac.373. 4 -

3M=EK.F164, 1.86ff.) that it _is possible to apply reason when under

the influence of emotions, a thing tho.t is impossible for Chry3ippus, who

believed that the force of one's impressions of f/ood and evil prevents

one from thinking that it is appropriate to do anything other than be moved

by the impressions. Posidonius employs the example of Agamemnon who, while

experiencing fear, is still able to deliberate with Nestor. "If Agamemnon,"

he says, "while his heart is shaking through fear, is there taking counsel,

then those who are in the grips of emotions do not think that it is

appropriate to admit no reason in accordance with the value of circumstances

when they are moved emotionally." Here Posidonius argues that the person

who experiences emotions is still able to think that it is appropriate to

admit reason and consider what to do in accordance with the circumstances;

for Posidonius this is an empirical fact which contradicts Chrvsippus'

position. The important question, as Posidonius says, is to ask why some

people in such situations do apply reason, as Agamemnon did, while others

do not.

The importance of this for Posidonius' theory of kathekon must be to

alter the connection between emotions and kathekon which existed in

Ghrysippus' definition of the emotions. Posidonius cannot believe that

emotions, which are he product of the irrational capacities, entail the

judgment that it is appropriate to be moved by the impressions of goods or
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evils. For Posidonius the emotions are not caused by, but themselves

cause, impressions of good or evil, which can, depending on how one treats

them, override the judgments of reason. For Posidonius therefore there

are mistakes that result not only from the false impressions produced by

the reasonin, faculty but also from the false impressions produced by the

irrational capacities; and it is the latter that result in an emotional

state. However, whatever the source of the impressions that lead to

12
misconduct, and it was this question which interested Posidonius most ,

there is no reason to suspect that Posidonius did not believe that they

i ;volve assent to things which are believed to be appropriate. According

to Posidonius there are things that are akin ( 'o'icfcT<<') to the irrational

capacities as well as what is truly akin ('*fAJ3s o'ice-Tot'), i.e. akin to
1 5

the rational capacity ; and mistaken assumptions can result from regarding

what is akin to the irrational capacities as truly akin. But whatever is

regarded as akin ^'oiKt-To^') must surely produce an impression that it is

appropriate to obtain it. Thus, when man succumbs to his irrational

capacities and seeks pleasure or power and regards them as akin, he must

surely assent to impressions that it is appropriate to obtain them.

Where does this leave 'iTfoij jpuerw • in relation to kathekonta? Posidonius
must reject pleasure and power as aims of kathekonta, but must he also reject

things like wealth, health and strength? The latter must he akin to the

irrational capacities, because the things akin to the rational capacity

are "<ro^ioc ttSv o<j~cw ^m-Oov ~rt H**.i k<*Aov " (Be plac.452.9M=3K.Fl6l).
Boes this mean that they are not to he aimed at? .At D.L. 7» 103 a"d 128

health and wealth are said to have been included among goods by Posidonius.

Kidd regards this as a misconception based on the fact that they were said
14

to be oikeion to the irrational capacities . Now it is true that, as Kidd

points out, on the basis of Seneca's Epistle 87» 31-40 (_K.F170), Posidonius

regarded wealth not ,.s an evil but as inciting men to evil. In this way,

obviously, it can have no place in the telos. Unlike the telos' definitions

of Diogenes, Anti ater or Panaetius, Posidonius' definition 5 contains no
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reference to the indifferents or 'rw itpCjt< <f>S3iv> nor to the
> ' 16
'otfoPp*-* ' given to us by nature. lie directly criticized Antipater for

including them in his definition because it was tantamount to making

pleasure or < <r 1! <* ' (Epicurean terms) the end. Fosidonius reintroduces

the idea of universal nature into his own interpretation of 'o^uoXoj-o^^ucVuJr
Ty tyvre-1 • as "contemplating the truth and order of the whole and promoting
its interests as far as possible." This means that, to achieve the end of

'oyucX<?|j-/°<' , we must follow "that daemon within U3 which is of the same
nature as that which orders the whole" (De plac.449.1M=EK.F187> 1.6f.).

/mother possible explanation of the statement that wealth and health

are goods is that it derives from statements about them as objects of

kathekonta. Posidonius seems to have admired Panaetius' treatise on

17kathekonta , in which the conveniences of life are treated as legitimate

aims of kathekonta so long as one acquires them in accordance with the

rules of kathekonta derived from the four virtues. The important point

about kathekonta for Panaetius was that they should be in accordance with

the virtues, and this facilitated the use of virtue-vocabulary to refer

to them. In this sense, kathekonta would, in Posidonian terms, aim at

things akin to the rational capacity; but they must also incorporate the

acquisition of the necessary conveniences of life. That Posidonius

recognised these two aspects of kathekonta would seem to follow from the

fact that he discussed those kathekonta which are only appropriate in

special circumstamces where there is a conflict between 'honestum' and

'utile'. Posidonius might seem to us to differ from Panaetius in his

emphasis on the way in which the quest for the conveniences of life can

result in emotions and incite us to misconduct. This emphasis is made

quite clear by Seneca's discussion of riches in Epistle 87» 31-^0 (EK.F170)»

where he makes them the 'antecedent', rather than the 'efficient', cause

of evil. The view of 'commona' as things containing more advantage than

disadvantage is here explained, but Posidonius seems to emphasise the

disadvantageous side of riches, which, according to the general stoic view,
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18
can ho need to either a good or bad purpose . But we must remember

the emphasis of the available evidence - bather.onta in the case of Panaetius,

emotions in the case of Posidonius. The element of disadvantage probably-

only seems to be emphasised because it is relevant to the problem of emotions

and evil conduct, and therefore there is no reason to suppose that Posidonius

did not regard riches and like things as legitimate objects of appropriate

actions. The mistake arises when one becomes emotionally attached to them.
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VII. 813NECA AND KATIDDKON

Cicoro translates the Stoic term by the Latin word

'officium'. In Ad Atticum XVI 11.4 he specifically states this, in

explanation of the title of his treatise De officiis which is based

on Panaetius ' treatise fee ncy*1 wtqs , jn his summaries of
1 2Stoic ethics in the De finibus and the Academica it is therefore

clear that the word 'officium' is intended to represent the Stoic

term •«^kov1, as indeed is stated at De finibus 3.20. In Seneca's

writings the position is by no means so clear. Seneca is not accus¬

tomed to giving the kind of exposition of Stoic ethics that Cicero

gives and, because 'officium' is a very common word in Latin, we need

good reasons for taking it in a technical sense.

Firstly, 'officium' can mean a service which someone performs

for someone else. It is undoubtedly used in this sense in many of

its occurrences in the De beneficiis,^ and in this sense means much

the came as 'beneficium'. Closely connected with this is the sense

of 'officium' to refer to the obligation which exists between two

people or parties involved in the exchange of beneficia. In this

sense, we might see the meaning of kathekon when it is used to refer to

what it is kathekon for somoono to do for someone elso. At 2.18.1,

for example, Seneca mentions an 'officium' that involves two parties.

By this he means the kind of obligation that exists between father

and son and botwoon husband and wifo. This obligation, ho says, can

be formulated into a rule to be applied to behaviour, which, if apolied

rationally, can lead us on tho road to moral goodness ("quod vicinurn

honesto est" 2.10.1). This reminds one of the precepts of officia

which are given in Cicero's De officiis,^ which, if applied, can help

on to perform semblances of moral goodness ("3imilitudines honesti").

In fact, in the De beneficiis Seneca seems to be giving us rules of
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officia which arc -to be applied to our activities of giving, receiving

and repaying the kindnesses or servioes which form an important part

of overyday lifo. This is suggested at 1.3.8 whero Seneca complains

that Ghrysippus givoo little advice about the 'officiurn' of giving,

receiving and repaying beneficia; Seneca seems to give uc this advice

in the form of rules or precepts. In tho passage at 3.l3ff. ho discusses

the question of whether a slavo can perform a 'beneficium' to hi3 master,

and in the course of his argument, at 3.21.2, he says that a 'beneficium'

refers to what a slave does above and beyond the "formula servilis off¬

icii"; here 'officium' refers to that which a slave is obliged to do

for his master, and this can be put into the form of a rule. The

giver and receiver of bonefits are in a special relationship to each

other, for which rules of what is officiurn can be given: for example,

at 6.22.1 the officium of the giver is said to be to forget that he has

given (in the sense that he ought not to demand repayment) and the

officium of the receiver to be to remember the benefit (in the sense

that he should look for an opportunity to repay it). 'Offioium' thus

means, in cases like these, the obligation resulting from a special

relationship.

Another sense of the word 'officium', similar to the sense of

'obligation', is the 'function' of someone or something: e.g. the

'officium' of the physician is to do everything he can to heal (7-14-3);

the 'officium' of a dart is to hit the mark (2.31.3); the 'officium' of

good citizens is to act in the interests of the state (6.37.3). In the

case of the passage at 6.37.3 there is no reason to think that "bonorum

civium officium" means anything but "the function of good citizens",

even though it is elsewhere ^ said to be kathekon to honour one's

country. Similarly, at 4.12.5 "the 'officium' of the world to maintain

the cyclic processes is compared with the 'officium' of man to bestow
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benefits. This sense is very common in Seneca"^ and is too general

to bo taken in a technical sense, except where there is good reason to

suppose that a connection with the Stoic theory of kathekon is intended.

Apart form certain passages in the he beneficiis which are based

on Ilocato and have been discussed in the chapter on Heoato,"'"^ the moot

important evidence which Seneca provides about kathekon is the discuss¬

ion of precepts of officia and their relationship to the attainment of

moral goodness in Epistlos 94 and 99* That part of philosophy which,

Seneca says, gives "propria cuique personae praecepta nec in universum

componit hominem" (94»l)> immediately reminds us of the rules of offic-

ium that are referred to in the l)e beneficiis, since they advise a

husband how to treat his wife, a father his children, and a master his

9slave. This part of philosophy, unlike the other parts, is said not

to stray "extra utilitatem nostram"; that is, its main aim is to give

practical advice in very specific terms. Here we can compare what

Cicero says about treatises on the subject of officia at be officiis

1.7s that, apart from the theoretical relationship of the officia to

the supreme good, their main aim is to provide practical rules for use

in everyday life. This part is termed 'paraenetice' (a transliteration
/

of '/Toyctvt-riK^1) or 'praecoptiva' at 95«1« Now, contrasted with this
is that part of philosophy which gives the doctrines which concern the

supreme good ("ipsa decreta philosophiae constitutionemque summi boni"

94.2). The question to which Seneca addresses himself is the relative

importance of the two parts in producing a good man.

Some people, it seerns (94.1), thought that precepts alone are

sufficient. An example of such a person is M. Brutus, whose treatise

k< Seneca criticizes at 94.45 for giving many detailed

precopts for pnronts, children and brothers without also giving doctrines

about the supreme good. On the other hand, Aristo is said to believe
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that tho procoptivo part if, of slight importance, on the grounds that

anyone who has a thorough knowledge of the doctrines is equipped to

deal with the whole of life and does not need specific instructions

about how to treat his wife, his son, and so on. The third position

is that of Cleanthes, who regarded the preceptive part as useful but

as weak if not combined with a knowledge of the doctrines (94.4); it

is this position for which Seneca argues.

In Seneca's exposition of Aristo's view (94.5-18), the difference

between precepts and doctrines becomes dear. Precepts are in the form

of imperatives - "sic amico utero, sic cive, sic socio" (94.11); they

tell us how to treat specific people. Doctrines are in the form of

propositions:- "aoquitatem per se expetendam, nec metu nos ad illam

cogi nec mercede conduci" (94.11). The basic position is that the

person who has false opinions about what is good and evil cannot follow

precepts of officia, and it is by instruction in the doctrines (that

fairness is desirable in itself, that we are not to be forced into it

by fear nor hired to that end for pay) that false opinions are to be

removed. When knowledge about good and evil has been acquired, precepts

are superfluous because this knowledge enables one to determine what

to do in specific cases. Another argument against giving precepts

is that one cannot expect to give precepts for all cases that might arise

because this would be a tremendous task, whereas the doctrines can be

applied to every situation.

Seneca, in his answer to Aristo (94«l8ff.), does not dispute the

basic difference between precepts and doctrines, but attempts to argue

for the usefulness of precepts when used in conjunction \^ith the doctrines.

Precepts refresh the memory, and they treat matters with greater care
\

than the doctrines which treat everything together, dven if it is the

doctrines that help to remove errors such as avarice, luxsiry and lazi-
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noes, wo still need precepts to advise us what to do. Advice ('admon-

itio') is a kind of exhortation, which concentrates the momory(94.25)5

it does not necessarily teach us something we do not already know hut

can act as a behavioural reinforcement in cases where we do not practice

what we know. Precepts help to arouse the "seeds of virtue" ("hones-

tarum rcrurn semina" 94.29) in us, and are therefore useful in getting

rid of vices. Weneca here makes clear the relationship of officia to

the virtues. The doctrines give us the correct opinions about good

and evil but do not necessarily tell us how to find the appropriate

path in any situation ("ad inveniendam officiorum viam, quam admonitio

dernonstrat" 94-32). The practice of the virtues, it seems, involves

the determination of what is officium, and it is precepts which can

help us to do this ("et prudentia et iustitia officiis constat,

officia praeceptis disponuntur" 94.33). As is said at 94.37? the

purpose of precepts is to exhort one to what is officium ("praecepta

ad officium adhortantur"). Precepts act like consolations ('consolar-

tiones'), warnings ('dissuasiones•), scoldings ('obiurgationes') and

the like (94-39)? and thereby help us to arrive at a perfect state of

mind. Yet this does not mean that precepts alone are needed for making

progress towards this state. Progress rests both on precepts and on

doctrines; as Seneca says at 94-47? virtue depends upon learning streng¬

thened by practice, so that both the doctrines of wisdom ('scita sap-

ientae') and the precepts are of help in this.

Epistle 95 sets out to show what part ' plays in per¬

fecting wisdom. Here too, the point is made that precepts must be used

in conjunction with doctrines. Wisdom is the art of life and has, in

common with many other arts, both doctrines and precepts; the different

doctrines of the various schools of medicine are to be distinguished

from the precepts which they give as advice. The precepts which philo-
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sophy issues arc said, to be: weak in their effect because they refer to

npecific parte of life, whereas the doctrines of philosophy concern

the whole of life. He have seen that precepts exhort one to what is

officium, but here it is said that someone who is oquipped with complete

reason (95»5) or wh° has command of the doctrines can "in quaquo re

omncs officiorum numeros exequi" (95.12)"'"^ and in so doing act rightly.

As 95«5 shows, the 'numbers' referred to are such things as when

to do certain things, to what extent, with whom, how and why ("quando

oporteat et in qhantum et cum quo et quemadmodum et quare"). It seems

that there are various aspects of officium which ought to be observed

on any occasion and that in order to observe all of these on every

occasion full knowledge of the doctrines is necessary.^ On the other

hand, it seems, the person who does not have knowledge of the doctrines

but only has precepts to follow cannot even set about applying the

artistic principles to all his actions, He is like the layman who

tries to effect a cure by following the precepts issued by the schools

of medicine, as opposed to the doctor who has knowledge of their doctrines

and oan always act in accordance with thorn. Hero we can compare tho

15discussion in Sextus Empiricus Adversus mathernaticos XI 200ff. , where

the doctor's peculiar function was said to be "To ",

as opposed to the layman's "to w "> the layman might effect a cure

but ho will not act in accordance with all the doctrines of the modioal

art nor fulfil all the numbers of officia on every occasion.

At 95.34ff. Seneca repeats the point made in Epistle 94 that in¬

struction in doctrines is needed to get rid of vices and that this

process is helped by px^ecepts . However, it must be true that if a

full knowledge of the doctrines enables one to fulfil all numbers of

officia on every occasion, instruction in the doctrines should help one

to fulfil more of the numbers and therefore progress on the road to
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•the supremo good. This in in fact what Seneca shows. At 95.40 ho

makes the point that the pr cepts show one what to do but not how to

do it ("doinde praebtabunt tibi fortasse praecepta ut quod oportot

faciat, non praestabunt ut qucmadmodum oportet"). At 95«43-4 he show3

that it is knowledge' of tho doctrines that tell us how to do what wo

ought to do. A 'doctrine' ('docretum'), he says, is a firm belief

concerning the whole of life. A person who has ouch a belief implanted

in hie mind will do what io morally good. Heneca also makes clear that

the function of the doctrines is to enable one to strive towards the

supreme good. M. Brutus' treatise ny) ijnovrot gave detailed precepts,
but these would not enable peonle to act as they ought because

there was nothing to which they might refer their actions. Progress,

it seems, is brought about by instruction in the doctrines, which

enable one to fulfil more of tho numbers of officia, as well as by

precepts. The point is illustrated at 95«47ff. with the example of

worshipping the godst precepts can be given about the ceremonies in¬

volved, but progress cannot be made until one has conceived the right

idea about the nature of god (e.g. that they control all things, that

they bestow them for nothing). At 95»55ff« Seneca considers what virtue

means and points that it is an upright state of mind ("habitus animi

rectus")-which results in an upright will and upright action ("recta

actio"). The upright state of mind must be based on a knowledge of the

laws of life as a whole in accordance with a standard of truth; this

knowledge rosults in a fixod and unchanging judgement and can only be

achieved by means of dootrinos concerning what is good and evil, just

and unjust, and so on. oeneca also makes clear that these doctrines

concerning the nature of virtue are availn.ble only to those who are

initiated into philosophy. The precepts on the other hand are said to

be familiar to the unitiated. However, Heneca does not mean that they
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are not alno ossential to the adherent of philosophy who wishes to

mako progress.

There is one isolated passage in the i)e bcneficiis (4*33) which is

of importance concerning the question of whether an officium must he

successful in achieving its object or not. livery officium, he says,

procedos in accordance with reason ('ratio') rather than truth. This
16

is dealt with in the chapter, The Practice of Kathekon.
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IX. . MUSONIUS AND KAT1IEKON

Musonius was a much less known contemporary of Sencca but had a

much greater influence on the Stoic3 who followed (Epictetus, MarcuG

Aurolius and Hieroolos) than did Seneoa. Musonius, unlike Seneca, was

a teacher of Stoic philosophy, and indeed was the teacher of Epictetus,

whose views will be seen to resemble those of Musonius in many ways.

The writings that are preserved in Stobaeus and attributed to Musonius

seem to resemble those of Epiotetus in that they are probably the work

of someone who attondod Musonius' looturon. Many of them bogin by
.

ntnting a question which someone asks Musonius and continue by report¬

ing his reply. Arrian did a similar thing when reporting Epictetus'

lectures, many of which are given question-type headings. Musonius,

like Epictetus, seems to have been interested in producing results by

delivering lectures rather than by writing treatises. Epictetus'''
mentions that Musonius was very effective in making people realise

2
their own faults; and Gellius represents him as saying that the

purpose of listening to a philosopher is not to praise him but to have

one's mind cured of faults by his salubrious words. Stress seems to

be laid here on the effect of the spoken word in helping one to make

moral progress.

All the passages in Stobaeus and other references to Musonius

have been colleoted by Hense."^ Among these quite extensive extracts

there are only three occurrences of 'Koi D^Kov' and its cognates, all of

which are in very brief fragments* (F29,31,32). These three fragments

seem to be rather like sayings attributed to Musonius, being very suc¬

cinctly worded. Fragment 29, unfortunately, contains some rather sus¬

pect Greek and is quite different from the easily flowing style of the

longer extracts preserved in Stobaeus; this suggests that it comes from

a different source. It runs as follows:- "o^k. eiri m>A\CDv
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^Ovy-ot^ kov-tujs <*1Tol^vetv^ <?rn rrXeiot'">v- imaOvwjrKov-r,^ <rc^<f>£fo^ti. The

phrases "<W rrvW^r <rvt+^>tyovTL " and. "^n~C nAeioV^v <rv(^<{>" seem

•to mean "for the sake of many advantages" and "for the sake of more

advantages"; this is rather questionable as Greek but it admits of no

other interpretation. The fragment seems to be saying that he who

lives for the sake of gaining many advantages cannot die appropriately

unless he dies for the sake of more advantages. The point seems to be

that for someone whose basic aim in life is to accrue benefits for him¬

self cannot risk his life and die in a way that is appropriate for him

(perhaps in helping his country or a friend) unless the advantages that

his death brings are greater."' The implication seems to be that this

is a basically misguided approach to conduct, that the acquisition of

advantages cannot be a criterion for kathekonta. Fragment 27 also seems

to be an argument directed against someone whose main criterion is

advantage. Musonius does connect advantage with appropriateness in F40

where he says that it is the function of nature to bind impulse to an

image of what is appropriate (,npi>rJiKu)s') and advantageous ('u>f>cAl^o? *).
This suggests that when we think something to be appropriate, we also

regard it as advantageous. 'Advantageous' in this case may well refer
/

to the advantageous nature of goods and not to the advantages ( '<r')

referred to above, but, as will be soon later, Musonius makes no dis¬

tinction between performing appropriate actions and acting virtuously.

Fragment 31 makes a point similar to that made in Gioero's De offic-

iis (2.23f.), that tyrants who rule by fear rather than by kindness do

not live for long. Kindness is said to gain the goodwill of others by

the performance of the officia that are derived from justice, and this

is also said to be the expedient way of gaining their goodwill. Thus,

in F31 a ruler is said to live longer if he defends what he does by

saying 01 " rather than "e'f/^101 " ("it is in my power").
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Tho latter represents rule by fear, the former rule in accordance with

the kathekonta deriving from justice.

Fragment 32 advises against preaching 'tv. to those who

recognize that one performs 'tw novrd • oneself. This is clearly

a general recommendation to do what one preaches. What is preached

here must be precepts or general rules of what is appropriate in speci¬

fic areas of conduot. If, for instance, one gives advice on the appro¬

priate way of treating parents, one must be seen to aot in accordance

with this advice. The connection of kathekon with general rules for

practical conduct was seen clearly in the case of Panaetius and Seneca.^
Thus, these three occurrences of ov ' and its cognates present

no difficulty. However, in the larger extracts 'n^exTq^ov/' and its
cognates occur quite extensively, as they do in Epictetus, though to

the exclusion of ' and its cognates. This fact suggests a

different source from that of the throe short fragments. Some of the

references to 'npor^vcov' are dearly references to the doctrine of

kathekon. It will be necessary to examine the references to '

in relation to earlier Stoic views of kathekon, and perhaps to suggest

a reason why the word 'rrfotrC)t<4»s' is used.

Some occurrences appear to have an ordinary non-technical sense,

such as F6,p.23.14 which mentions instructions which are appropriate

to each virtue, F14,P«75»l6 where something is said to have an appro¬

priate name, Fl,p.l.7 where it is said to be appropriate not to look

for many proofs of a thing, or F13,p.66.7 where it is said that if men

think they are superior to women it is appropriate for them to be better

[sc. in their actual behaviour]. The last two instances might be

consistent with more obviously technioal usages referring to kathekonta,

but they are too general in moaning for any conclusions to be drawn

from them.
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Musonius bases moral conduct on man'3 natural inclinations. In

Fragment 2 (p.6.5f.) he claims that everyone says of himself that ho is

virtuous, and takes this as evidence of the fact that the human soul

has a natural oapacity for virtue, that there i3 a 'seed' of virtue

in each man (p.7.20). This loads up to the statement at p.8.2 that

"because it is appropriate for us to be completely good, some of us

are deceived about ourselves being good, and others are ashamed to admit

that we are not good." Here virtue itself is said to be appropriate,

but this is definitely based on the fact that we havo a. natural incli¬

nation towards it, that it is in accordance with human nature.^ The

four virtues are also said to be appropriate to human-beings in

Fragment 4 (p.16.9? also F7»p.37«7)» a fact that is used to show that

women as well as men should be educated. The connection between

natural inclination and appropriateness is illustrated in Fragment 1

(p.4.3) where the naturally gifted and well-practised man

accepts what is taught to him without the need for many proofs; he accepts

it as "ou<c7p<. Koci. <xvtZj ". The term 'oi^Toc » shows that what

is taught is recognized as being in agreement with his natural incli¬

nation towards virtue and that it is for this reason that it is accepted

as being appropriate for him. The connection is also clearly shown in

Fragment 3 (p-9.9) where both men and women are said to have an "cnKetw«ri.s

fyufXri rTfli " and the question is asked whether it is not as a

result appropriate for women as well as men to live well. The implica¬

tion is that anything for which we have an ti;1 is appropriate

for us.

The criterion for deciding whether something is appropriate or

not is for Musonius whether it is 'Koct* c^oVtv" or not. In Fragment 14>

which discusses the problem of whether marriage is a hindrance to phil¬

osophy, it is stated (p.71.7) that the philosopher is a teacher of "t^
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<f>u<r 11/ o<vOf ir^cTij ko^rx" an(i -that marriage is tj>S<riv" and

henoo appropriate. Musonius shows that since marriage is appropriate

for human-boingn, it must bo appropriate for the philosopher. This

dearly refors to the traditional Stoic doctrine of kathekonta which

are determined by the criterion of being in accordance with human

nature and which are the subject of philosophical instruction in

practical matters. Now in Fragment 14 the reason for marriage being

'k«ta.c^<j<r\v • is clearly that it is based on natural inclinations.
Musonius mentions the fact that men have a natural desire to live in

communities and be concerned with other people. At p.72.3 he asks the

question whether it is appropriate for each man to help his neighbour,

and compares human nature to that of bees which have a natural inclina¬

tion to cooperate with one another. The virtue and vice of man he bases

on the factor of cooperation and lack of it (p.73-4)• This means that

the interests of the city must be taken into consideration, and the

homo is a neosssary part of the city and marriage of the home. In

faot Musonius sees a necessary connection between marriage, home, oity

and the human raoo. Thus, marriage is seen to be 'Koct* ^><5<nv ' not just

because it is an expression of the natural desire of man to live in

communities but ultimately because of the basic desire to preserve the

human race.

The criterion of <f>otriv ' can be seen in other passages. In
Fragment 11 the appropriate trade for the philosopher is discussed.

Arguments given in favour of agriculture are that it produces an

abundance of things necessary for life (p.50.l)» that it provides

opportunity for mental contemplation as well as exercise of the body

(p.58.13f.). After listing the reasons, Musonius asks the question

(p.59.4f. )"How could it not be more 'than other forms

of subsistence? How could life in the country not be more o; '
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than sitting in the city, more healthy to live outside than to avoid the

Run?" The word ' here clearly means "in accordance with the

naturo of man", and the criteria for the appropriateness of agriculture

are clearly things which in traditional Stoic terminology are •

» rather than in Fragment 18b the appropriate attitude

to nourishment is discussed, and at p.102.7 it is said to he appropriate

to eat in order to live and not in order to obtain pleasure. The latter

aim is likened to the aim of animals. The point is summed up at the

end of the passage by saying tha.t health and strength are the aim of

eating and that the eater should "emKof/uoo re

ToS rr^o-r^Vovroc". The order and measure that is to be imposed must, it

is clear, be appropriate because it aims at health and strength, and life

in general, whioh are in traditional terminology and objects

of kathekonta, and not at pleasure.

Musonius never mentions the wise man nor discusses the character¬

istics of his virtue in distinction from the actions of the non-wise

man, who, as we have seen many times in earlier chapters, cannot perform

virtuous aotioris, or katorthomata. Fragment 17 disoussos the tolos of

man but seems to equate this with his appropriate function ('rrf>orrC^\<ov
egj-ov »). in this passage Musonius says that the best maintenance of

youth and old age is to live "o&3 " (p.89.1). Firstly,

Musonius makes the point that he does not mean in this ca.se that

human nature is directed towards pleasure. The reason he gives is that

if we take a horse for instance, it is inconceivable for it to achieve

its telos by the pleasurable pursuit of eating, drinking and oopulating

without at tho samo timo doing some of tho things which aro appropriate

for a horse ("rrp^TYw^ fie tSv ry»cT^/c«-<. "> p.89.7). This last
phrase seems to be intended to mean the same as the phrase "rrJe

iptVo\ vtyM'jWr^t ciVvi /cJWr "» Which is used to make the
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to identification because "to live ojip k-<i in Fragment 14

oeeins to mean "to display the 'ipt-vj'. to which one's own nature directs

one," and Vyv r-j ' in this oase is olenrly identified with appropriate

function. Musoniun certainly means by ' • the four cardinal virtues

because at p.90.4 he goes on to say that man is an imitation of god, and

has virtues similar to god, and that we oannot conceive of anything

better in gods than the four virtues. At p.90.13 man is said to be an

imitation of god when he is 'aoc-tv. ^uriv ' and exhibits the same virtuous

qualities as god. Musonius seems to be thinking of an ideal that it is

difficult to achieve, although he does not regard it as impossible to

achieve "because we derive conceptions of these virtues from human

nature when we come across men who are of the kind that I call divine

and godlike" (p.90.17). Here he seems to be thinking of the four virtues

as the telos for man. He has already said that the nature of each

creaturo leads to its (p.89.15) > and he might bo thinking of

the idea that the impulses of human nature lead man on the path towards

his telos which oonsists of the four virtues. This idea is not new in

Stoicism,but it would be odd that he should use 'rr^G.-r^jcov^i^v' ' to
refer to the telos and describe the telos as <bjr>\s '. One would

expect 1H-porto be used primarily of activities which are

indeed • Aoc-ri<jf' but not a part of man's telos. Musopius, however,

uoog ifi)ov ' to refer to those functions which are determined

by the telos.

An identification botwocn appropriateness and virtuo is implied

in Fragment 18b concerning nourishment. At p.102.7 eating is said to

be appropriate in order to stay live and not to obtain pleasure. The

appropriate way to eat seems to involve the exercise of \jiu^>oroVij'
because at p.100.9 we are advised to exercise 'sv><£/v>rui/vj ' and eat
"rJift-c Kos " > an(i 'the end of the passage health and strength
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are said, to be the aims of eating, and the eater should

koVp>ou Tt ^Tf>0° ro^ (Tf>°**v]t<-ov~r05 The order that we impose on

eating and which results from the exercise of Vvo^o<r^V^' is called
appropriate. Now, it seems to be appropriate because it aims at health

and strength. This is normal as an aim of a kathekon in Stoicism, but

the appropriateness extends beyond this to include the order and harmony

which seems to derive from the virtue of because the

harmony and order is itself oalled appropriate. In this way, an appro¬

priate action seems to become a virtuous action.

There is no evidence to show that Musonius would have wanted to

make a distinction between virtuous actions and appropriate actions.

This will also be seon in the case of Epictetus' discourses. Pohlenz"^
makes the point about Husonius that for him kathekon is "sittliche

Verhalten im einzelnen"; that is, kathekonta are individual manifest¬

ations of virtue. In view of the identification of virtue with appro¬

priate function, I think that Pohlenz is probably right. There in 110

indication whatever that Husonius would have called the actions of the

Stoic sago, whom he never mentions specifically, anything but appropr-

12
iate. The fact the philosophy is said to teach one jtov-roc'

and not is an indication of this. For Musonius the word

seems to have become redundant. Epictetus uses the word

Vctro^^i1 and its cognates occasionally but never with any distinction
in meaning from 'K<»<&C|fcov' • In the case of Epictetus, the lack of this
distinction can be more confidently demonstrated than in the case of

Musonius.

It has been mentioned that Husonius• approach to philosophy was a

practical one. In Fragment 3 (p.12.11) and 14 (p.76.14) be makes the

point that philosophy consists not on)Ly in learning what is appropriate

but also in performing it. The philosopher is for Husonius a teacher
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of appropriate actions (F14,p.71«7) "but as a teacher Kusonius seems

to have been interested in more than just instructing his pupils in

what is appropriate. According to Gellius (Noctcs Atticac, V.1=F49)>

he regarded the philosopher as having the power to alter people's

emotions in the same way as a doctor can cure diseases. The wholesome

advice which he gives is said to bring "errorum atque vitiorum medici-

nas". The listener, Musonius says, should tremble, feel shame and

repentance, even show altered facial expressions as a result of listen¬

ing. What is meant is shown by Epictetus (3.23.29) who talks of the

vividness with which Musonius put men's faults before their eyes.. His

aim seems thus to have been to alter people's feelings and conviotions

as well as giving them advice on what they ought to do.

This aspect of altering convictions should be kept quite distinct

from the giving of advice about what is appropriate. To alter people's

convictions and make them realise that their aspirations are wrongly

directed and to direct them to the right things is a step preliminary

to the performance of appropriate actions. This distinction will be

seen much more clearly in the first and second of the three stages

which Epictetus puts forward. For Epictetus, getting 'cyiefet.s ' right

is preliminary to directing impulse to what is kathekon. The point

can be illustrated in Fragment 1. Here Musonius contrasts those of

bad character who need many proofs and much practice before they will

agree to and follow what is right with those who are naturally gifted

(S&JfvvjS •) and well-practised (p.4.3). The factor of practice i3 of

course introduced here as well, but those of bad character are clearly

portrayed as needing more proofs to persuade them to alter their con-

victions. The naturally gifted man presumably has correot convictions

and hence he is said not to need many proofs before accepting what is

told him by the philosopher as being "otteu. rroovJjtcovm <*<5to0 "5 in
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this cane, it seems, there are no wrong convictions to be overcome, and

ho is thus in a position to acocpt advice about what is appropriate for

him.

An important point that must be stressed is that this acceptance
$

means that he will act in accordance with the advice. The acceptance

of something as appropriate seems to involve a genuine conviction that

it is applicable to oneself. At the end of the passage (p.5»15)

Musonius himself stresses that the important thing is to follow up in

life what one has accepted as being true for oneself. Here, I take it,

he mu3t be referring to the need for practice in addition to acceptance

of what is appropriate. That acceptance of what is appropriate is dis¬

tinct from practice is, I think, shown by Fragment 40 (a quotation from

Fusonius in Epictetu3' ) which states that "the function of

nature is above all to bind and harmonize impulno to the presentation

( ') of what is appropriate and beneficial". I take this to

mean that it is a natural function of impulse to be directed towards

what we regard as appropriate."^ This implies that if one accepts

something as appropriate one will necessarily be impelled towards it.

Practice is of course needed to some extent to produce appropriate

actions from such an impulse. In this case, the aim of the philosopher

must be to convince people of what is genuinely appropriate. The

15
teaching of what is appropriate is essentially an intellectual matter,

though depending 011 the removal of erroneous convictions that hindor

intellectual acceptance. This is a very Socratic way of thinking about

moral conduct because it assumes that, with practice, knowledge of what

is appropriate will lead to appropriate action.

The examples of Fusonius' advice about what is appropriate in

specific areas are generally objective, of the type that<is universally

applicable. In Fragment 9» °n "the subject of "Exile is not an evil",
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he telle us not to be worried about being parted from friends because

those whom it is appropriate to take account of, our true friends, will

not desert us (p.41.13). It is not appropriate to worry about losing

those false friends who desert us in time of trouble. At p.51.8 he

is very positive about what our attitude to exile should be. He aBks

rhetorically:- "If we are exiled justly, how is it right or appropriate

to be angry with the just? If unjustly, the evil belongs to those

who exiled us, not to ourselves." His views on marriage in Fragment 13

are also very positive. It should be a union in which two people live

togethor and have everything in common. The production of children

he regards as essential to oomplete it. Having described what marriage

should be like, he says that this is how it is appropriate for it to be

("j^ rTy»orifWi" , p.68.12). Here Musonius is clearly giving very specific
advice which is intended to be universally applicable.

Other advice is directed to people who play specific roles. In

Fragment 3 he gives a list of ' for women, and he does not

have any reservations about what a woman's role should be. The list

is concerned mainly with running a household. Fragment 11 discusses

what trade is •rrpc^r^/to-'f • for a philosopher, and comes up with the sur¬

prisingly positive statement that agriculture is appropriate for him.

This idea may well be derived from Cicero's be officiis (1.151), which

states that agriculture is the occupation most becoming a free man.

This occurs in the discussion of officia that are derived from propriety.

Significantly, Musonius mentions the faot that agriculture produoos

things necessary to sustain life, and givos this an a roanon for its

being "fov -nfi (tocnvvri " (p.58.2). Ho asks how it could possibly not

be "tAe-oOfcyo<»- . ..t M' (y>/rr" (p.58.8). The frag¬
ment also ends by saying that it is ^iJleure^u s-^.erao-ros " (p«63.6).
Thus, for Musonius as well as for Panaetius, what is appropriate seems
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quontion of the roles which one plays in society. In Fragment 4

philosophy in said to inquire into and practice a^rtet
(p.76.14); here the concept of 'tT/^/rrov1 seems to have been introduced

alongside ,npo'?v}/«>v ' to show that being married is a role appropriate

for the philosopher.

It is possible that the idea of performing a role is the main

characteristic of '• in Musonius. We have already seen that

ho talks of people performing their appropriate funotions. In Fragment 4

he talks of activities appropriate to human-beings, then to men and to

women. Here he seems to talk of behaviour of the most general kind in

terms of roles or functions. It is possible that this makes the use

of the word ' instead of more plausible, since it

commonly has the connotations of propriety or being in keeping with

one's position. It is however difficult to tell whether the exclusive

use of 'rry>CTi' in the longer extracts is merely a peculiarity of the
source. It would be odd if Musonius did not often use the word

VvOijVev * himself while lecturing. The use of in the three

small fragments suggests that he probably did. If we can judge by

the praotico of Arrian in this respect, who rocorded the lectures of

Musonius' pupil Epictetus, he probably used both words quite extensively.

In keeping with the universality of Musonius' advice about what is

appropriate, we find little evidence of exceptions to the general rule.

Fragment 16 is quite interesting in respect of Musonius' reply to

someone who brings up a case in which it seems right to contravene the
16

general rule that it i3 appropriate to obey one's father. The person

in question is prohibited from doing philosophy by his father and aslcs

whether he should obey his father in this matter. Musonius gets round

this apparent difficulty by saying that the son should indeed do philo-
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eophy but that this does not constitute disobedience to his father.

At p.03.If,f. the ubedient man is defined as "he who listens to and

\ /
willingly obeys someone who advises 't<* npoxi;ko^ »". The escape

clauso here is "who advises 't<* ifpc r^'/co vT^ '". One can still obey one's

father by doing what is 'npo^rifKov' • when he orders one to do what is not

'ny>p<rv|Mi''. Musonius argues that fathers wish us to do what i3 right

even if they actually tell us to do something that is not right; henoe

when we disregard their bad advice, we are really doing what they wish

us to do. The justification for this is probably to be seen in the

implication that doing what is 'gpov^Kov' (in this case, doing philo¬

sophy) is tantamount to obeying Zeus, who is father of all (p.86.15f.)»

Thus, the general rule that it is ' to obey one's father is

not here interpreted in practice on the criterion of what one'3 father

tells us to do but on the criterion of obediance to Zeus who is univer¬

sal law (p.86.19). In view of the description of 'K-crty'Du/pe^.' elsewhere"^
as a command of Vo/iaoj', Mbsonius does seem to be attributing to

' a characteristic that had been reserved for ' .

In fact, he describes the command of Zeus here as being that man should

be ', 'JYtc-uos 'xp'jTWr ', nxo? and so on; most of
these words are usually closely associated with virtuous actions and

hence would connect them with . Here Musonius is clearly

connecting them with doing what is ' • In "the present example

Musonius in fact appeals to what is virtuous as a criterion for deciding

what it is appropriate to do. This seems to rule out any practical

distinction between 'n^cr-opOwp-u.' and '. Indicative of this is
the common use of virtue-vocabulary and ' alongside each other

without any apparent distinction in meaning. Examples in point are:-

0>£W " (F9,p.57.3), rrporn/^. "="nA (Fl6, p. 84.19-85.5),
and the general practice, pointed out earlier, of using virtue-vocabulary



when discussing the appropriate function of someone. This seems to

foreshadow the situation in Epictetus, who gives clearer indications

of the identity of the terms 'kx.D^Vo^ and %i<-*--ropDc^u^i #

Another aspect of appropriateness that is emphasized in Epiotetus

is its basis in relationships. In Fragment 14 Kusonius gives an explan¬

ation for the necessity of marriage. He begins with the natural desire

of human-beings to live in communities. At p.72.3 he asks "etrrt,

rre>T<<g^ crpoTy k^t. eKKcrrov fToteiV- toC" rreX<s:;" and answers that it is

appropriate because each man has a natural interest in his fellow-men.

18
He emphasizes the need for cooperation among men, as Panaetius did,

and states that marriage is the most necessary form of common action

in human society. In Fragment 20 luxury is said to lead to hesitation

to perform the appropriate labours on behalf of one's city, and in a

situation whoro ono ought to suffer for the sako of friondn and relations,

luxury will prevent one. Here appropriateness i3 clearly derivod from

the obligations of a man in a community - to his city, his friends, and

hi3 relations. This is not a new idea, since it is clearly important

for Panaetius, but it is an idea that becomes systematically connected
19

with the theory of kathelcon in Epiotetus.
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• X. EPIGTE aUS AMD KATHSKOlI

In the ethics of Epictetus, the concept of kathekon forms the sec¬

ond of three fields of study ( 'Toriot ') (3.2). The purpose of this

field is to make impulse (') conform with what is kathekon. The

performance of kathekon, therefore, is quite distinct from obtaining

the object of one's desire ('ortctj'), which is the concern of the
«

first field, and also from certainty in assent, which is the concern

of the third field. In 3.2 it seems that the student of philosophy

("rov <?<ro^utvcv jax.Xcv " 3.2.1) is supposed to take these

three stages in succession, since at 3.2.6ff. Epictetus criticises

philosophers who start with the third stage when the preliminary stages

are not sorted out; this suggests that each stage is supposed to build

on the previous one. In the first stage the student is said to learn

always to obtain the object of his desire; he must, do this because

emotion ('rr^Oos') always follows upon the failure of desire to obtain

its object or of aversion ('CK^Xur<.£ ') to avoid its object (3.2.2f..

The reason for this failure, as is stated many times in Epictetus* dis¬

courses, is that we desire things which are not in our control."^ The

second stage must come after the first because if we desire the things

not in our control and as a result experience 'r7"<* , we are not in a

position to listen to reason (3.2.3). After he has eliminated emotions

and put himself in a position to listen to reason, it seems that he can

r /
then move on to getting his 'o^ij ' rigbt. '/hat this involves is stated
here (3.2.4): "maintaining natural and acquired relationships as a pious

man (viz. to god), as a son, brother, father and citizen; that is, doing

the things that one's position as a human-being in the universe and in

a community demands.^
The third stage is said to concern certainty in the first and sec¬

ond, and to be only applicable to "oc jyokoVt©vrtj "? "the progressors.
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those who already have desire arid impulse more or less right .

The subject-matter of this field is arguments involving equivocal

premisses, making inferences by interrogation and the like, and only

the "k«Xos o^j-^Ocy" is said to be capable of not being deceived in
such arguments.(3.2.7). The distinction between the third and second

fields thus seems to preserve something of the Stoic distinction between

virtue which involves a secure disposition ana kathekonta,^ in that

Epictetus' second stage is concerned with getting one's actions to

conform to what is kathekon and his third stage with the prcgressor's

efforts to obtain the certainty of action that is characteristic of

5
virtue and the activity of the sage.

According to the Stoics, the primary motivation for action right

from the moment of birth is a natural inclination ( ') towards

things that are conducive to self-preservation.^ Hpictetus also believed

(1.19.11-15) that every living being is created in such a way that it

always acts for itself ("ado-roJ nvv-r-< froceiv'"); in fact, inclination

towards itself ("^ fTpc-s oci'T^ o'lVti'wins") is the underlying principle of
action at all stages. However, Hpictetus makes clear that he is not

meaning by this "self-love"; it escapes from being self-love because man

is so constituted by nature that he cannot obtain his own goods without

contributing to the common good (1.19.13 tujv uTuWV ifpst&UiY e/vVT^TVt
oks tl to kci-ve*- ryo"). This idea

enables Hpictetus to say that there is only one source for all action,

i.e. " rrpvs aStA olx&'uxrts "• Also, it enables him to demonstrate the
idea that the individual has control over himself only, and need pay no

♦

attention whatsoever to an external disadvantage such as a tyrant who

threatens him. In other words, in Epictetus' view, moral errors result

when vie are inclined towards what seem3 to us to be advantageous but in

fact is not because it does not contribute to the advantage that we
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naturally desire. Epicteius here follows a general principle of human

behaviour, stated in 331.3, that we naturally avoid "tv <fuu.vdp.c-'***"
and pursue "T<i [sc.<^<-vo^utv^J At 2.22.1^>ff. that to which

every living creature is inclined ('wr«cc») is called "to '^ov

ifuufiofo✓ individual advantage, and Epictetus uses this principle to

show that moral errors result from regarding the wrong things as advan¬

tageous. If "re e^v> -ni ejouw- ", i.e. one's own advantage, is seen to
lie in the flesh or in externals, this is said to conflict with justice

in our treatment of country, parents and friends. It is only by placing

one's advantage in the moral purpose ('5 ') that both one's own

advantage and justice can be preserved. Spictetus sums it up in section

20: " t? T&^\rjv
, crroo ^ njoc^p^i-s ; ootws ^CVOJS

e^of^Lc ©?os c^c-? uioj tw<-n^o ". It is important here that to be a
good father, son and so on is what every creature naturally desires,

because Spictetus at section 16 soecifically identifies "to okStoo

which every creature loVes, with "father, brother, kinsmen, country and

god".. Justice itself is thus seen to depend on the interests of the

individual coinciding with the interests of country, son, father, friend

and so on. The same point is also made at 1.22.9ff> where to regard

externals as good and advantageous rather than the moral purpose is shown

to lead to injustices to other people and, interestingly, to non-perfor¬

mance of "to fr^oi ACac. koc&^jitcv " (1.22.15). This indicates that the per¬
formance of kathekonta is very closely connected with regarding the

moral purpose as advantageous and not externals.

Nov/, in the same way as we arc all impelled towards what we regard
'

7
as advantageous, so the evidence in Spictetus shows that vie are impelled

towards what we regard as kathekon. In fact advantage is often aligned

with kathekon to refer to the same thing. This will not be surprising

since, firstly, the interests of the individual have been shown to be
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identical to those of one's coimtry, father, son andsoon, and secondly

actions demanded by one's relationships to country, father and so on.

are referred to as kathekonta (v.infra). For example, at 1.18.Iff.,

the point is made that the reason for impulse towards something is the
3

feeling that it is advantageous for one. This idea is used as an

explanation of why people commit crimes. Such people, Spictetus says,

have wrong opinions about good and evil. The connection between impulse

and what one believes to be good and evil seems to be as follows:- what

one believes to be good, one believes to be advantageous (v.1.22.1);

what one believes to be advantageous, one has a desire for; what one

has a desire for, affects what one believes to be kathekon; and what one

believes to be kathekon, one must necessarily be impelled towards. In

this way, false beliefs about what is advantageous can be seen to be the

cause of inappropriate actions. Fpictetus is making an important point

about criminal behaviour that it is wrong beliefs that are its cause,

and we should therefore rather try to alter these beliefs than to have

a desire for revenge.

Similarly, at 4.1.133ff. Epictetus gives an explanation of why

students of philosophy do not follow up in practice the beliefs learnt

in school, and do not immediately put out of their minds the suggestion

that they should do such things as speak ignobly and faithlessly, flatter

a tyrant, betray a friend in return for certain advantages. They were

taught in school that such things are evil, but if they genuinely believed

they were evil, they would not hesitate to refuse to do them. Indeed,

even to consider them, Epictetus says, is to ask whether it is appropr-
»

iate(' ), when one can acquire the greatest goods [sc. doing

what is good by refusing to flatter a tyrant or betray a friend in order

to save one's life], to acquire the greatest evils [sc. doing what is

evil by flattering a tyrant, betraying a friend in order to save one's
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life]. The implication is that it is absurd for anyone to ask if it is

kathekon to do what he genuinely believes to be evil, because vie are all

impelled to do what vie think is good and advantageous; if he o.oes con¬

sider the question, he must believe wrongly that it is advantageous to

save his life by doing something evil.

The point made at 1.13.Iff. that people do what they think is kath¬

ekon is also made at 342 and 3.22.42f., both of which passages bring

out the relationship of kathekon to the use of impressions ("X,f^SLS
Z") which is a central theme in dpictetus' ethics. 342 tells

us that when someone treats us badly or speaks ill of us vie should

remember that he is only following his own impressions ("-ro e<*u-r-Z>

fa\.vofi(r*sz/v ") and thinks that it is kathekon to do what he does. If his

impression in this matter is false, it is he who receives the harm.

The passage at 3.22.42ff. makes the point that, just as assent to impres¬

sions is under our control, so is our capacity to conceive impressions

of what is appropriate and advantageous. Here it is said that whenever

anyone desires or avoids, is impelled towards or away from something,

prepares or proposes something, he must first have an impression that

it is advantageous or appropriate ("y^«q cj^v-roir/^w A uriTf-Xoc s q
" 3.22.43). Thus, it seems to be a characteristic of conduct

in general that it is based on impressions of either kathekon or advan-

9
tage.

■> or 'impression', can refer to opinions about the value

of something, a.nd it is the coxrect use of them which is the basic aim

of ethics for 3pictetus. It is brought out clearly in the first discourse

of the first book that ma,n's reasoning faculty has the ability to exam¬

ine them and either accept or reject them. Good and evil are said to

lie in the use of impressions (2.1.4). The 'rreiis said

always to get his 'favr*i ' right; that is, things that seem to him
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to be so or not to be so always are so or not so. (1.27.2). 1 >

beliefs or opinions, refer to the sane things as <*-«-' that in¬

volve value judgements, in the sense that what appears (<) to

one to be so constitutes a belief. The identification is clear, for

example, in 342. '6^'^' is said to depend on getting rid of wrong

'about, for example, poverty, and of poverty itself. (3.17.9).

Thus, if we apply Hpictetus' theory about the use of impressions

to the question of kathekon. we can ask the question whether Tightness

of opinions, or right use of impressions, is necessary for the performance

of a kathekon. At 1.23.2-5 an analogy is made between assent to impres¬

sions and impulse to actions. In the case of assent to impression, every¬

one assents to an impression that something is so but never to an impres¬

sion that it is not so; that is, we assent to apparently true impressions

and reject apparently false impressions. Whenever someone assents to

a falsehood, it must appear to him to be true. In the sphere of actions,

analogous to truth and flasehood, is "to e-ct n-*^- to
To Svyjcf-V t rt K-*t '<£ cu C-^X oV<* toAtoij o<ulci«! 1.

Thus, just as one assents to what one believes to be true, so one

acts in accordance with what one believes is appropriate, advantageous,

proper for one and the like. All these terms - ,

'kocv'e^/' and any similar to these - are clearly meant to indicate that
one accepts the thing in question as a suitable object of one's own

action. It is impossible to believe something to be true and not assent

to it; so it is impossible to believe something to be appropriate, advan¬

tageous and the like and not act accordingly. It is, however, possible

to be deceived about what is appropriate and advantageous, just as it

is in the case of true and false impressions, and Dpictetus uses the
10

example of Medea in 1.23 to illustrate this point. She thinks vengeance

on her husband through the murder of their children is more advantageous
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to herself than saving the children's lives, but she is deceived. If

you could show her clearly that she is deceived, i.e. such that she

thinks it is not advantageous, she would not do it. The reason for

this is that she can only follow what seems to her to be advantageous.

This example is said to illustrate the point that "~o ^*.ivcyu.fcvev " is
the "p-e-T^ov (1.28.10), in the sense that there is a

direct correlation between right or wrong impressions and right or wrong

actions. For 'advantageous* in the example of Medea the context quite

clearly shows that we can substitute 'appropriate'. Medea must be

deceived about what is kathekon, and hence do something that is not

kathekon. She would need to be cured of her deception before she could

do something that is kathekon. If she does not have correct beleifs about

what is kathekon, she will be quite incapable of doing what is kathekon

because there is a direct correlation between beliefs and actions. This

is of course a very Socratic way of locking at conduct because it implies

that if we know what is kathekon we will necessarily do it.'*'"'"
rde have seen that people always act in accordance with their opin¬

ions of what is kathekon or advantageous for them. The purpose of the

second field of philosophical study is to make their impulses conform

with what is genuinely kathekon. At 2.17.15 i"t is said to concern

impulses and "rn/ totoroff ite-j>l tracS^ic-ov ly'the study
of what is kathekon in the sphere of impulses"); that is, its purpose

is to direct impulses to what is kathekon. Impulse itself can be called

appropriate, as is shown by 2.8,29 where the (sinews or strength)
C y

of a philosopher are said to include, amongst other things, a

j »
/ctw/r-t". ;/hat is meant by impulse being appropriate is made clear

by other passages which explain the purpose of the second field. At

3.2.2 its purpose is said to be that one may act

which suggests that our actions should exhibit some kind of
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rationale and be consistent in some way with each other. Also at 3.12.13

the same point is made, but here it is amplified to : "eJrrecOJU AoOrw
v I v 0 I J

^ -To rr^ roiro/ ^ rr^ Tct*o ry
Cur actions should be, firstly, rational in the sense that impulse should

be obedient to reason, and secondly, possess symmetry in the sense that

there is a right time to act, a right place, and so on. •Symmetry'

suggests that our actions should be commensurate with the situation

involved in each case. In order to bring about this symmetry, we need

some principles which we can apply.

The most important principle mentioned in contexts discussing the

second field is that of ', or •relationships'. Indeed at 4.4.16

the purpose of reading a treatise iTgyu is said to be that we sliouli

remember relationships and not act irrationally or contrary to thern.

This suggests that is the primary principle on which the rati¬

onality and orderliness of kathekonta is based.At 3.2.4> as we saw

earlier, the second field involves maintaining natural and acquired

relationships "as a pious man, as a son, as a brother, as a father, as

a citizen". The maintenance of such relationships is mentioned as part

of the philosopher's activity at 4.3.20 and 2.14.3, the latter of which

adds "wife, neighbour, fellow-traveller, ruler, and subject". A V^/tris' is
a relationship of one person to another, and hence all the names listed

here imply such a relationship:- a pious man to god, a son to his father,

a brother to his brother, and so on. VJhen kathekon occurs in contexts

concerning relationships, it is occasionally followed by the preposition

'ffpcy '. Tor example, at 1.22.15 we are told that if we regard externals as
»

advantageous, we will not be able to perform "to rrpls -rev- .Aioc joc&JjTarv'" >

which clearly refers to what is kathekon in respect to one's relationship

to god. This relationship will not be maintained if we regard exter¬

nals as advantageous (rather than things that are in our control) and
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complain to god. when we do not acquire them. Also, at 2.17.31, the

second field is said to concern the learning of what is kathekon 'rt^c^ '
gods, parents, brother, country and strangers. At 3.22.69ff. the

"
t " involved in having a family are said to involve

doing certain things for all one's wife's relations, one's wife herself,

one's children, and numerous other trivial and time-consuming activities.

Here Spictetus is trying to show that the Cynic cannot perform his

divine task as a herald and messenger of the gods and have a family,

because the kathekonta involved in the latter are too time-consuming.

If he did have a family, it would be absolutely obligatory to perform

these kathekonta because otherwise he would cease to be a good man.

Thus, relationships impose upon us kathekonta. whose performance is obli¬

gatory.

Some of these relationships are natural and some acquired ( 'iiri-

Be--ros ').^ 'Natural' relationships are presumably those which are acci¬

dents of birth, about which one has no choice, he cannot choose, for

example, who to have as a father or brother. 'Acquired' relationships

are presumably those which we acquire later, whether by choice or by

circumstances, such as that of husband to wife, friend to friend, or

fellow-travellers. The obligation involved is explained at least

for natural ones, at E30. This explains the principle that kathekonta

are in general measured by relationships. This means that if you wish

to determine what is kathekon in a situation involving anyone, you

should examine the relationship that exists between yourself and this

person. The phrase at the end of 330 - "ouTvoj 3nc -naO pa/vcvos. ....
♦

^T& turrets " - must mean "you will determine what is kathekon
15

from the terms 'neighbour', ...." and not, as Oldfather, ".you will

determine what dut:/ to expect of your neighbour, ....". 330 concerns

not how one should expect others to behave towards oneself but how to
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determine one's own obligations to others by first stating what their

relationship is to oneself. For example, if the person in question is

a father, it follows that it is kathekon to take care of him, to give

way to him in all things, to tolerate him when he censures or strikes

one. Even if he is a bad father and harms one, one must still do what

1o
one's relationship with him entails. One should consider not what he

does to one but how one should act in order to keep one's moral purpose

in accordance with nature; Spictetus is suggesting here that the only

way to do this is to act in accordance with the relationships which one

has, even when the other party involved in the relationship does not do

the same but does one wrong. One's own concern, it seems, is merely to

maintain one's own side of the relationship ana leave the other party

17to do the same. This point is illustrated at E43 where every action

is said to have two handles, ana if a brother wrongs one, one should

not take it by the handle of the wrong done but by the handle of his

being a brother. This shows that if one is to keep doing what is kath¬

ekon, one must resolutely persist in doing what one's relationship de¬

mands and make no attempt to punish the wrongs done to one.

At 3.3.5ff. the importance of relationships (in preference to

treating people in accordance with the harm they do one) is made clear

by the fact that it can become a good when done by a right moral purpose

("opC^j iTpc<x.of>ccri$ "), which is itself given as the definition of 'good'.
The preservation of relationships is not a good in itself; in fact the

'good' is said to be preferred by everyone to 'oi\< ei othjs ' (kinship).
This refers to the good or apparent good to which every soul is attracted.

»

A father is not a good and hence preserving the relationship with him

is not a good in itself, even though ws are naturally inclined to him.

In fact, hpictetus says that we would neglect otir relationships to father,

son, brother and so on, but for the fact that the good consists in " Tv
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k.a.1 cJVk^i-ov ", which itself consists in maintaining these relation-
, * 13
ships.

In the passages dealing with relationships, terms such as 'pious

man', 'son', 'father', and 'citizen' were used. These are terms of a

special kind in that they imply relationships to others. A different

way of saying that kathelconta are measured according to relationships

(S30) is to say that they are derived from the 'o ^ or terms,

that are applicable to one. The association of 'ovoyu.<x-r°c' with

can be seen at 4.6.26 and 4.12.16. At 4*6.26 terms like 'men', 'sons',

•parents' are called "r<* tJIv <r^eVe<^' cv/f4°tT*c ". At 4*12.16 we are asked
to remember who we are and what is our ' and to try and direct

kathekonta in accordance with the potentialities of relationships.

This implies that the 'owhich applies to us entails certain

relationships and therefore that kathekonta are derivable from the

'o'vu^woc*. Because of the 'oU^*' that applies to us there are potential
situations in which we must know what is kathekon to do. Examples given

of what we must know are:- what is the right time for song or play,-in

whose presence, what is out of place, how to prevent our companions des¬

pising us or we them: and as a general rule in social intercourse we

are told to maintain our own character. These examples all concern

keeping the content of one's actions in accordance with what is kathekon.

That this is so is shown by the remark at 4.12.13 that if these principles

are not observed, we suffer loss ''ock; Z%wOc-v rrofcev a J s

j "not from any external source, but from the very activity
itself1'. This clearly shows that there is an element inherent in the

activity itself which must be exhibited in order that it can be kathekon.

This element seems to be an admixture of maintaining one's own character

and adapting to the situation. At 2.12.13 the idea of 'symmetry' probably

expresses much the same idea, that a kathekon is an action which exhibits
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a harmonious relationship between the agent and the situations in which

he acts. Both elements are essential to finding the right time ('kxi/v-s')

to do something.

Discourse 2.10, fh.es c/jvo tw/ -ra kcvtol. camv ; ,

sets out specifically to demonstrate the principle that kathekonta are

derivable from the terms that apply to us. The first term examined,

that of 'human-being', might at first sight appear to imply no relation¬

ship. The general considerations derived from 'human-being', that he

possesses a moral purpose and a reasoning faculty that understands the

divine adrninstration of the universe and reasons upon the consequences

of this, seem to be only a d.escription of the nature of man. It is

probable that we are supposed to regard the use of these capacities as

general requirements of kathekon for man; indeed they lead up to the

derivation of kathekonta from 'human-being' at section 4 in the very

wide sense of 'citizen of the universe'. In this case, a human-being

is a part of the whole universe, and hence must act in accordance with

his relationship to the whole. This relationship is given very specific

consequences by Epictetus for appropriate behaviour. If one knew what

was going to happen, it would be kathekon to wish for this, even in the

case of disease and death, because one would realise that this is all

for the benefit of the whole. However, since a human-being is not cap¬

able of such foresight, it is kathekon "tw.'

(2.10.6) because this is what man is born for. This principle

is attributed to Chrysippus at 2.6.9 where it is put in a slightly

different way: "tC3v tY toy\^v-7s-'.w t6jv <£jrw".
Whether this is genuine Chrysippus or not, I take it that Epictetus would

endorse it. Since it is unclear to us what is going to happen, we must

c oose things that are more naturally adapted for choice in that they

are designed to secure things in accordance•with nature. Thus, it must
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be a criterion of kathekonta that they are designed to achieve a natural

end (even though our ignorance about what is going to happen makes it

uncertain that the end will be achieved), and this criterion is derivable
y(

from the 'eWeyuoc ' of 'human-being'. What is interesting in Bpictetus is

that he seems to regard this principle as a necessary second-best to what

he regards as the ideal, viz. choosing those things which are in accord¬

ance with the whole universe. It is thus tempting to suggest that 3pic-

tetus is maintaining the Stoic distinction between acting in accordance

with universal nature and kathekonta which aim at 'tw K<<-rJ: ^.jVw but
ruling out the former as humanly impossible. All we can do, it seems,

20
is to try to do the former by means of the latter.

At 2.10.11 the general principle is enunciated that for any 'oVc^uj
-> 21

that is applicable to us there are 'olicefW ', actions appropriate

22
to them. If we do not perform these actions, we arc forgetting who

j.
we are and what 'ov-ojuoC' is apPi icable to us. In fact, when we contra¬
vene them, we cease to be the person we should be. Kan should be a social

/ \ 223-
being ('KcLv-u/k'/ic-oi '), but if he ceases to act cL soci o»l oein^ nc

ceases to be a human-being and becomes a wild animal. He loses the

qualities which are naturally appicable to man: for example, we are said

to have u natural sense of self-respect (2.10.22), which the adulterer

is said to destroy; a natural sense of loyalty, affection, helpfulness,

respect for others (2.10.23). Human nature occurs as a criterion for

kathekon at 3.7.24-28, where it is sunmed up in three terms - ' eAeO Vtrfos ' ?

'^4vVoctc>i 1 ana . This is given as an explanation of " ujs

", which is a criterion of''. A list of
t

'fT^cqj' is given which begins with 'taking part in polities',
'marrying', 'producing children', 'revering god', 'caring for parents',

all of which clearly involve relationships viith other people and with

god. But the list goes on to mention"desiring, avoiding, being impelled
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towards and away from things, in accordance with our nature ('Jjs

) '. 'The criterion for '/Tpo.j' is clearly man*s nature
as a rational being, because they are specifically said not to concern

his material substance.

The triple division of kathekonta given in the passage (3.7.24-28)

seems to be an interpolation. It certainly interrupts the analogy

between silver plate and man. Also, there is no other evidence in

Epictetus for kathekonta "fh>ej; -r© " and "rr^oj -ro trcok efvv*<, ".
23Bonhdffer suggests that the first concerns mere existence, and the

second the choice of natural things that ensure physical well-being..

However, in contexts concerning kathekonta, Epictetus so often, as we

24have seen, warns us that concern for externals leads to contravention

of the kathekonta. demanded by relationships. It might be, however, that

these contexts concern only 1 0,^00 KscO^tcoir-rd' ? because I see no
reason why Epictetus should have wished to deny that it is appropriate

for man to care for his physical existence to some extent. He would

not be concerned very much with this, but about the higher form of

kathekonta, the performance of which is so often hindered by a concern

o r

for externals in preference to the demands of relationships. Hence

Epictetus gives frequent injunctions not to value externals. A case in

point is 1.4.l3f. where moral progress is said to consist among ether

things in withdrawing from externals ana putting into practice 'tU

D f whatever the material is with which one is dealing. If he

is eating or bathing (which are concerns of physical existence), his aim

is to dvj so as a 'mr-rcs ' or '=ui.e. in accordance with the
t

t

natural characteristics of man which are given as criteria of TTfciyftu^e-vx. *
at 3.7.24-43. Thus, even with ordina.ry concerns such as eating or

bathing the overriding aim is to perform the •

If this is the case, there seems tc be no need for kathekonta 'ngoj To tlna*
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V v V —
and ' rtpci rc> tToi«- &iWi' 1.

It has been seen" that the purpose of the second 'rJricx; • is to

produce oderly actions and that part of this is that each action

should he commensurate with the situation (it should he done at the

right time,in the right place, and so on). Also, in our relations

with other people, our own character ("to<xStod 4.12.17) should he
2.7 \

preserved. At 1.2.7 "To is determined not only hy the value

of externals hut also hy what is in accordance with one's own character

('rrpc'rtortovi). The question of whether or not to hold a chair.her-pot for

someone can he decided hy externals (we might have to do it a.s a slave,

in order to obtain food or not he flogged), hut I might also decide that

it is not appropriate for me ("oi joxVe/ue", 1.2.11) to do such a thing.

Here, the individual comes into the determination of what it is reason¬

able to do. Thus, in order to determine what is reasonable, there are

two aspects: on the one hand, the relationship to someone and one's

own character, which are general principles applicable to all situations,

and on the other the situation in which these general principles must

he interpreted. Thus, since appropriate activity is reasonable, it

too must conform with one's own character and relationships with others

in the context of each situation concerned. In the example of holding

a chamber-pot, the man who does it for the sake of food or of not being

flogged is measuring it hy externals. What is in accordance with one's

own character is an additional consideration which depends on the opinion

of the agent.

Nov;, in what sense does the value of externals affect one's choice

of action? Are we meant to acquire those that possess value? This would

seem not to he the case in view of the fact that Hpictetus tells us

many times to remove our de3ire from all things not in our control (and

externals are not in our control). At 1.29.2f. externals are said to
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be materials ('uX<ki') for the moral purpose, in dealing with which it

will attain its proper good or evil, and this good is said to he attained

not he admiring the materials hut by "upright judgements" ("©^>0^
pdLTj!1) a-bout the materials. Similarly at 2.l6.15ff. the truly

noble and gifted man is seen as a man who is not concerned with obtain¬

ing anything but with his own activity ("c3 toD -ru^c-Tv -rivor >

tJ^j <ky-co ", 2.16.15); thus, when he is walking, he is concerned
with his own action of walking, or when he is deliberating, he is con¬

cerned with his own deliberation, not with acquisition of that about

which he is deliberating. Now, since it is not the acquisition of

externals which is a criterion of what is v », their value must

affect it in some other way. Is it just the valtie of externals which

is a criterion? This might be what is meant at 1.29.2 by the good

consisting in "upright opinions" about externals.

In several places, Spictetus tells us that externals should be

treated reasonably ("yn^ «rX<3^<V"Twi" 3.10.16; 1.29.29) or to use reason

("tiJ2.23.35; 4.3.11'; 5*2) in the sphere of externals. At
2 8

4.3.11 we are told to maintain our own good, ^ but in respect to all

other things, such as 'fc (4*3.10)

we should be content to act reasonably ('£<!> ') "in accordance

with Twhat is given " ("tocf* t0v ")• 'This last phrase suggests

that one is supposed to treat only those externals which come into our

29
path and to treat them reasonably. At 2.23.34-5 we are told to learn

what is the highest thing of all (vis. a right moral purpose""^) and to

regard everything else as secondary ( ) ? hut "without neglect-
♦

ing them as far as possible". This suggests that we should pay atten¬

tion to secondary things if we can. In the case of tjie eyes, we must

look after them, we are told, "for the sake of the highest thing" because

the latter "will not be in accordance with nature unless it deals reas-
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ona,bly ('eoAtfjjpm-retv") with, the eyes and chooses some things instead of

others". This suggests that 'dealing reasonably' means doing some

i]_
things instead of others because they have more relative value."' In

the context, this refers to such things as that mentioned at 2.23.32,

where Epictetus chides those who think there is no difference in beauty

between Thersites and Achilles, or Helen and some ordinary woman.

These people are said no to know the nature of each thing ("t^/ efc<Vroo
and to be afraid that if they notice a superior beauty they will

be carried away by it. Epictetus is thus insisting that one should be

32
discriminating in the case of such things, but not be carried away.

emotionally in such a way that we desire to possess them. The emphasis

is on dealing with the materials with which we are presented. In the

passage at 1.29.2 Epictetus said that externals are the materials of the

mora„l purpose which attains its good by having upright opinions about

them. These opinions must involve judgements about their value.

Epictetus is talking about one's attitude to a tyrant and to having

one's hands tied, being beheaded, put in prison or sent into exile;

these are things which one judges to have disvalue and be worthy of

rejection, but must accept in the given situation if one is to remain

master of oneself. The disvalue is taken into account even if the

sufferings are willingly accepted.

The acceptance of whatever circumstances offer us is often expressed

by the word '<*icoAoc0f-tV- '. It is used for flaying along with' the game

of life at A.7.31."^ Examples of playihg along -with the game are given

at 4i7.?9f. When one goes to the door of someone's house and is shut

out, one must accept this occurrence ana act accordingly, viz. go away.

One must not insist on obtaining the object of going to the door

because this means forcing one's w?y in, nor must one acquire dried

figs by immoral means by grovelling, by upsetting someone, by being upset
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oneself or by flattery, because these objects are said not to be of

sufficient value to warrant such action. Thus, if the obtaining of

externals involves doing something immoral we must, as it were, play

the game and cease to aim at obtaining them .

We saw earlier that the circumstances of life are like the materials

with which we play the game of life. The circumstances are, as it were,

the hypotheses whose consequences we must enact. This comparison between

life and the logic of hypotheses is made at 1.25.11-13. In logic, if

we make the hypothesis that it is night, it does not follow that it

is day, not does it follow that -we should assume that it is (in fact)

night. Thus, in life, if we make the assumption that you are unhappy

( 'Su<r~r^i.p') , it follows that you are unfortunate ( 'J ) and that
you are wretched (1), but not that you should assume that

you are (in fact) wretched ('iv '). The point of this seems to

be that we must treat external circumstances as hypotheses and draw

conclusions from these for the purpose of acting, but we must remember

that our action depends on a hypothesis, ana if the hypothesis is no

longer valid, we must change our action. The following example illus¬

trates the point, and the point that in addition to the circumstances

or hypotheses which we must accept, we must also preserve what is proper

and consistent ("To npoirov <«r=<,VV^\ow", 1.25»14)» It' someone has
made smoke in the house, vie must accept this as a hypothesis; if a

moderate amount of smoke, we shall stay, but if too much, we shall leave.

Here action depends upon the hypothesis that there is smoke in the house,

but it is up to us to decide, on the basis of the hypothesis, what is
♦

the appropriate course of action for ourselves. As we saw earlier,

what is appropriate for the individual agent must be combined with sn

appraisal of the situation.This is expressed here in different terms,

that as we11 as the hypothesis of the circumstances in which we have to
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act, the determination of conduct involves also the premiss of what is

in accordance with one's character.

In this v.ray, it becomes clear that the determination of conduct is

a logical process, the drawing of conclusions from hypotheses. At the

beginning of 1.26 Epictetus relates hypothetical arguments to moral

conduct. It is a law of hypothesis, he says, to accept what is in

accordance ( 'to ') with the hypothesis, but more importantly

it is a law of life to do what is in accordance ( 'to ») with

nature. This means that we must start from the circumstances as hypo¬

theses ("em o\vjs rrcfier-rSfe^is ", 1.26.2) and draw conclusions
accordingly, but a much more important aim is to do what is in accordance

with nature ("to "). This means that the argument determining

conduct must contain the premiss of what is in accordance with nature,

and the conclusion of the argument will be a conclusion from this premiss

as well as from the hypothesis of the circumstances ("©ti tV n*y-rc
f / V ) /\ nr t r "I r ' y f /*<T-co To^ To KoAoot'c/ [SC. CpuS~et J ijjuots yUvjT^ (To(£>*< —

to , 1.26.2). The fact that the determination of

moral conduct involves such logical processes makes it necessary to

35
learn the rules of logic before studying ethics, v and this point is made

}6
at 1.26.3. Failure to study the rules of logic will lead to ignorance

/ c / '
of what is the appropriate course of action ("o3i=oov r

k*cl ovK t© cmiAlorrro3"i^!«>v' 1.26.5)* Tne phrase

"to frpc^i^ov " in this passage must refer to the
conclusion of the argument which a study of logic enables one to draw.

This point is made clearer in 1.7 which gives a fuller discussion of the
♦

application of hypothetical arguments to the determination of moral

conduct. The treatment of equivocal, hypothetical and simila.r arguments

is said to be relevant to ka/fchekon because in every matter we try to

determine how the good man would find "t^v cTteJcJov k-xi
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€v- xJrfj Kocbt-fifds°tv " (l.7.1-2;. This clearly shows that finding the
appropriate course of action is like finding one's way through a logical

argument.

First of all, we must have the ability to test ("fota

Kx-mcoF', 1.7.3) what is true, fa.lse or uncertain, just as in the

case of money it is necessary to have the capacity of testing ("<TJV<|uicj
JoK«^<<sr-nic^", 1.7.7) genuine and counterfet coins. This refers to
making a correct appraisal of the situation. In addition to this, we

must know what is a consequence of what and how one thing follows as a

consequence ( 'JfcvkovOcv») upon another or upon several things together

(1.7.10). This capacity of following consequences is needed in order

to a.cauit oneself intelligently in argument and not be misled by

quibbling. Hence it is necessary to have a training in drawing valid

inferences ("ot " 1.7.12). In the case of a logical

quandary, like that mentioned at 1.7.13f. - the case where the inference

Validly drawn from acceptable premisses is in actua.1 fact a falsehood -

the question asked is:- "tC^cx- rroie?/;" (1.7.14) > "what is the

appropriate procedure for me?". The following sections show that the

appropriate procedure is to follow only acceptable logical processes;

that is, if we have granted a premiss, we must abide by the consequences

of it, or if the premisses have changed meaning in the course of the

argument, vie need not accept the consequences. Hence it is necessary

to be able to detect when premisses are modified, because if we do not

we will not see the consequence (1.7.21). Failure to sec the consequences

is equivalent to acting " fTiyi ~ro , "tdteTj", and "
(1.7.21). Thus, inappropriate procedure in logic is clearly failure to

follow consequences. In the case of hypotheses also, it is necessary

to learn when to grant them, and when one is granted whether one must

always abide by it (1,7.22-4). It seems that only the wise man (' o
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oi') is proof against all deceit and sophistic fallacy. He will
y c r \

take care not to act " or "wi fTo^fv" in argument ;v1.7.27), and
for this he needs training. Thus, we must all try to perfect our own

reasoning powers. In reply to a remark that logical errors of the type

described are in quite a different category from such a thing as murder¬

ing one's father, Epictetus says that a logical error is the only possible

error to make ("-r^odv erroiMiTcts 5 o juovcv jv tov -rorrov j

tcZtotj, 1.7.31). The basic error is described as:- "To
V ' ^ C V ^ A —*• j c y V.

^toCTi^V (^.oor-r^cs'l^i. $ ToC(_S oCt/Tou

rr<V|,'>«:/<C'Xoi/Sei.v ' <* rro e-c ^-1^ ^Ac-nT-tv
To K^0VuroV Mxx 00 )<3iC0 V0T0V ^.vr Mt o/fToKpiTfl " (1.7.33).

This sums up the content of the discourse:- we must not make a haphazard

use of impressions or fail to follow arguments,or simply fail to see

what is consistent with our ~ position. The basic point in logic is

to see "70 ' *St0v "f a phrase which is cles-rly used for " /t^kBCfooV

oi6t£". Thus, to refer back to 1.7.1-2, the basic point in ethics is

to do what is consistent with one's own postion, and in order to do-

this a knowledge of logical - procedures is vitally necessary.

In 2.10 the criterion for kathekon is that it be designed to

achieve a natural end. Because we do not possess the foresight necess¬

ary to know what is going to happen, vie can only choose what is naturally

adapted for choice. Indeed, this is vihat a human-being is naturally

designed to do ("©ti k*). (tpc$ tcvtc ", 2.10.6). It is a conse¬

quence of his natural constitution. In effect, what Epicietus is doing

in 2.10, when deriving kathekonta from the terms applicable to man, is
t

to derive them from the natural constitution of man. dome designations

are applicable to all men, but others vary from man to man; so that,

to determine kathekon for a particular agent, we must examine his natural

state and determine what designations are applicable to him. Those kath-
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ekonta applicable to all men a.re derivable from human nature. Acting

in accordance with the natural constitution of man ("t^j (T&j>is
given at the end of the list of 'vtJjutw KxS^tcivr*t • at 3.7.26-23.

This seems to be meant as the most general description of kathekonta

and for this reason is put at the end of the list. In this passage, part

of human nature is said to be the subordination of pleasure to the

ij^cuyuavuL* (3.7.23). This is not to disregard pleasure but to use
it to encourage us and keep us performing "ri This

last phrase clearly refers to kathekonta as "acts in accordance with

nature", and by 'nature' here is meant human nature.

Since kathekonta are in accordance with human nature, the aim of

all kathekonta is to do what is consistent with it. Thus, at J30 the

purpose of performing the actions demanded by relationships, by which

kathekonta in general are said to be measured, is to keep one's moral

purpose in accordance with nature. It is because our aim in life is to

live in accordance with nature, that we must do what is in accordance

with nature. This is why at 1.26.1 it is said to be a law of life to

do "to 2cf<-o\cv9ov -ryj j/ufe-t ". In any practical situation such as that
given in 1,11 the appropriate thing to do is what is in accordance with

nature. A father cannot bear to stay beside his daughter's sickbed and

claims this is natural. Bpictetus objects by saying that it is not

natural and proceeds to show that it is contrary to parental affection

and not reasonable ('e-uAoYi*~-ror ') to leave one's daughter when she is

sick. In this discussion the general principle is enunciated that one

should learn the criterion of "T& iwrvc \* " and then apply this to

every individual case (1.11.15). This is corroborrated by 4.10.3 which

states that in any problem about deciding what to do (giving one's assent

to a course of action) one should apply the natural rule ("o fiu&Kos

v •'). In the case of anything that happens, it is possible to treat
it in accordance with nature (4.10.8). »7e should not worry about exter-
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nals because it is not with these that moral action is concerned but

only with things that are under our control, the so-called •.

There is a sense of ' fcc-rJc c^u^v ' in Epictetus referring to externals
or non-'(Tpumpc-Tin-*. ', which must be distinguished from its above use.

At E2.1 we are told to avoid only those things ' ^us'iv'' villich it is
in our control to avoid. Any attempt to avoid disease, death or poverty

is doomed to failure because these are at times destined for us (cf.

2.10.5); the implication is that these are iV' but not in our

control. At 2.5»24ff.« what is appropriate is contrasted with externals

that are described as * ' and '/Toy^i '. if the foot is
regarded as detached from the body, it is natural ( </i) for it

to be clean, but as part of the body it will sometimes be appropriate

('K*&y$<ri•) for it to step into mud, trample on thorns or be amputated.

In the same way, it is natural for man as a thing detached to live to

an old age, be rich and healthy, but as part of a whole it is sometimes

appropriate to be ill, to run risks on a sea voyage, to be in need or

die prematurely. Man is part of a state and of the universe, and it is

inevitable that external 'unnatural1 things should happen. We must

accept that it is appropriate for us to undergo them, because it is the

task of the ruler of the universe to decide what he„ppens and ours to do

what is appropriate in the circumstances given. Another example of a

kathekon depending on circumstances is at 2.7*Iff. Here divination

is said to lead to the neglect of many kathekonta because a diviner can

only see such unnatural things as death, danger or illness. There might

be occasions when it is appropriate not to avoid them but risk our life
t

and even die for the sake of a friend. Our aim is not to avoid unnat¬

ural occurrences but to do what every occurrence, be it natural or un¬

natural, demands of us. This is also true of E33.13 which describes

the appropriate utilization of the situation ("foG
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Tu> e^fr/^v-Tc 333.12) and where we are told, in circumstances where it
is appropriate for us to visit the home of a powerful person, to accept

that vie he.ve to do this and not be put off by the prospect that vie will

not find him in, be shut out, have the door slammed in our face or that

he will pay no attention to us. To be affected by such considerations

about externals, vie are told, is the mark of a layman ("r«Ti

K<\. -r*r CKrcl ", 333.13). Thus, the prospect of

external disadvantages are clearly not meant to affect the consideration

of kathekon, because vie are told that in cases where the performance of

kathekon involves external disadvantages we must accept them ("i-svv

To6fotf 2\0ccv , tX&ccr ", 333.13).

The example of being shut out when it is appropriate to visit

someone is further explained by 4«7.19ff.> which deals with this subject

and adds that vie should accept whatever happens ("iXVeic- juZWov
tffceTVo Qc\w re n} 4.7.20). Here the speaker says that he goes

to the door, even if he will be shut out "because I think it is appropr¬

iate to join in the game while, it lasts" ("ore t<ot9^KC\V JaKdj
jj.ewtJ'Tv]f T<^s rrbtcJtSr fup "} 4.7.19). The situation in question

is a game ('rnxtJioc ') because one plays along with it, doing what is appro-

37
priate to it, as long as one is able. But if the rules of the game

change, i.e. if one is shut out, what is appropriate changes and it is

no longer appropriate to go in. The speaker definitely refuses to force

his way in because nothing good is to be derived from doing so (4.7.21).

Initially we followed the rules of the game by going to the door for

the purpose of entering, '^his is all that is expected of us. If it

happens that vie are prevented from entering, then we must play along

with this. The whole of discourse 4.7 concerns the idea that one's

treatment of externals is like a game in which the playing of the game

according to its rules is important but not the materials of the game.
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At 4.7-5 the example of children playing with potsherds who vie with

one another about the game hut take no thought for the potsherds, is

used to illustrate the fact that the man who is free from fear regards

the materials of life as nothing "but is glad to play with them ("r-is

Ju.tv fr«dp ' o4 </Vv- (T£-cXc lvj 5 -r^/" nvx5"c<v <T& T

v<~rroCyjT5(t ", 4.7.5). This point is made at 2.5.15 where a

ball-game is used as an illustration . Skilful players do not vie with

each other about the ball as if it vie re good or bad but about throwing

and catching it. Thus, in terms of life, externals are not good or bad,

such that v/e should make it our aim to acquire or avoid them as if they

were good or bad, but rather to use them according to the rules. At

4.7.23ff. in the case of a tyrant who gives orders to us, we should obey

33because this is part of the game, but only in so far as we are ordered

to do nothing improper ("Tijv nvt£t<*.v ep^c^L^i- rrpos ocoxov V^^-
o rrvj p6--rw t f+6-p£^>cr otckj <x ^c\re^&v , 4.7.30).
If we are ordered to do something unseemly, vie must cease to keep up

the game, and even if by refusing our life is threatened, this must be

accepted as part of the game &v rrouJc* ", 4.7.31).

In the game of life, the keeping of the rules is thus vihat is meant

by appropriateness. If riches and health, as in 2.5»24f., are materials

and '/cxrrJt d<!x\v ' in one sense of ', the acquisition of these is

not the aim of appropriate actions. The sense of natural in the context

of kathekonta seems to be twofold. Firstly, natural for man as a part

of the universe. This means that it is appropriate for him to accept

whatever the ruler of the universe determines for him. This is the sense

in which it is sometimes natura.1 and appropriate to be ill, to run risks

on a sea voyage, to be destitute or to die an early death. Secondly,

it means natural for man as a rational creature. 'This is the sense in

which it is natural and appropriate to maintain relationships and what
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is in accordance with, the character of the individual. Thus, both

universal nature and human nature are included in the idea of kathekon.

Bpictetxis in fact ceases to make a distinction between actions which

39
are kathekon and those which are in accordance with universal nature.

Accordingly there is no distinction between the terras 1 and

'kjtxcp. Bpictetus only uses the word 'once at 2.26.5.
Here he is pointing out that every involves a logical contra-

. 40
diction, which prevents one from acting rightly ( ■ jocro/^cCv") •

man who errs is said to have a " tc^royu^r©$", but this use

of 'fc<xr<b^does not enable us to see a distinction between it and
' because the latter word is used in the same wayf At 2.3.4

the proper handling of syllogisms is referred to by the verb '/c*:rcy>t>eo v'
but at 1.7 this is identified with finding "g-o jo*£vjV-fv ' ■> and both
passages use the analogy of testing coins. At 1.23.30 the cause of

'£<x<y>0c3v ' i-s given as using a standard of truth as in judging weights
or the straightness of a line, but at 1.28.5 ihe standard of truth in

the sphere of actions is said to be "vc lodQuivi' "• At 2.23.23 a man• is

said to become good when his moral purpose is set upright ("joc.-ro.p9co -

&c-vtc-s"); and when his moral purpose is cared for, happiness is produced

The aim of man is thus to care for his moral purpose; but this is done

by preserving relationships ("to je rroty/c/jc
CrfsxLVtXPfrTVj Toos ocfce^/ovjs •ytrv.tXX^fkLL cT/ooj j rto rrcAcroo rroietV^

,, 0 , ^n42). In none of these passages is it possible to

see a distinction between ' fox-fty'v ' and .
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XI. MARCUS AUREAIUS A!® KATIIEKON

The unusual nature of the Meditations of Marcus Aurelius brings

limitations in its use as evidence for his philosophical views. The

individual chapters of the twelve books are intended to stand on their

own and each to make a particular point, often in an epigrammatic way,

rather than to form a continuous exposition. The twelve books do, in places,

exhibit signs of design. Certain books follow specific themes, and the

first hook also follows a distinct plan in that each chapter lists the things

for v.hich Marcus has to thank particular people, ending with the gods. But

even in the first book there is no necessary connection between the subject-

matter of one chapter and the next. This means that, to all intents and

purposes, any individual chapter must be taken on its own merits as evidence

for Marcus* views'*.

Many of the chapters are very brief indeed. This is true of four out

of the eight passages where the word-group occurs. 1, 12 briefly

states that he has learnt from Alexander the Platonist not to give present

circumstances as an excuse for evading the demanded by relation¬

ships to those with whom he lives. This clearly shows that one type of

kathekon concerns our relationships with those with whom we have to deal

in our everyday living, but Marcus gives us no other information here, or

indeed elsewhere, about the connection between kathekon and relationships.

All we can assume here is that Marcus is following his teacher Spictetus,

for whom relationships were a central concept in his doctrine of kathekon.

Similarly, VT, 22 very briefly states that nothing distracts Marcus from

performing his own kathekon, without saying what it is. XII, 17-18 compares

doing kathekon with saying what is true, suggesting that there is some

objective criterion for determining whether an impression of kathekon is

to be acted upon. This passage is couched in terms of an analogy, and it

is difficult to see how the test for truth by analysing into "cause, matter,

relation ana time within which it will be bound to have ceased" is to be

explained in terms of kathekon (v. infra), unless we have recourse to a
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passage in Spictetus which gives the same analogy "between truth and

2
kathekon . VI,26 makes a puzzling analogy between the letters of a word

and the numbers of a kathekon. Marcus does not explain what the "numbers"

of a kathekon really are, but only says that we should preserve them and

not be distracted by difficulties caused by other people. On this idea of -

"numbers" of a kathekon Marcus can be supplemented by brief passages at

Cicero, Se finibus 4> 56 and Senecq.,Epistles 95«5» 11 • What is true of

these four passages here mentioned is true of many other passages, including

practically all the passages that mention kathekonta, that they need to be

explained from other Stoic sources.

The two passages containing the analogies are the only two whose main

point seems to be to say something about kathekon. The other passages only

mention kathekon in passing while making a point about something else. In

these cases the result is often that only vague connections are made by

Marcus between kathekon and another concept, e.g. public benefit (VII,5J>

"q i£o<;" (VT,22), and what is endurable by human nature (X,3)» These connect¬

ions can be explained to some extent by reference to other passages in

Marcus, and in particular to passages containing phrases which seem to mean

the same as kathekon. at V»1, 1-2 phrases like "to ttfcov ", "to kxQ'-x-vtk.s ",
V *> f\ ^

"-rvi i/cx « clearly refer to the concept of kathekon, especially because

of the reference made to natural functions. The same is true of "r<U vcc

av-O^u/roo" at VII,33 and "r* is&ptCnco " at X,8, 4. ©iice-?*- rft tc3 too
Koctwj-kc-o " (x, 33, 1), "vc> tCj &cu OiK&Tev " (XI,13J> and "T*- ocKCrc*- "
(V,20) all most likely refer to kathekonta since kathekonta are actions

3 j y
wnich are in keeping with human nature . Also, the phrase "ottc-Tc* dp"

is used by Musonius and Ipictetus in the sense of kathekonta. The phrase

"To nc-encv" at VI,2, "rU npe/nv-rvL " at VI,30, 1, ana "Rpcrros" at VII, 13
also seem to refer to katnekon^ because they imply activities that are

fitting for a human-being, that is, in keeping with human nature. All of

these passages refer to the general characteristic of kathekon as that which

is in accordance with human nature, and contain useful information to
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supplement the passages which mention kathekon "by name. For example,

XI,13 brings in the concept of public benefit in connection with "To

4>u9~iri £00 o,«cTov* » and can be used to supplement VII,5 where public benefit

is related to kathekon.

The most direct connection between kathekon and human nature is made

at X,3. Marcus' view of action is essentially a fatalistic one: any

occurrence that you are naturally equipped {"rre^uK^i") to support, you

ought to support, and anything that your nature cannot support, will destroy

you quickly. How, the way in which Marcus recommends us to support any

occurrence that is naturally supportable is as follows: " yuew-roi

0T1 rr2v
^ crey* ct> trrl -t^ <j crok^'y&<■ ^<"rl t^j

I ^ \ ^ \ , / —» , /-
«v Koci ocWtK.rov oio-ro rroikj-n^t v Ta<*> (TujCiy£^>c> V

fj hecx T£~uCo 7-Jb 70 UTo rrcic-tv.

." Thus, anything of which one can form an impression as

5
being advantageous or appropriate , is supportable. Marcus' interpretation

of the Stoic idea that kathekon is in keeping with natural constitution is

in this case that it is kathekon to endure anything which is not physically

destructive. This of course means that for all practical purposes absolutely

every occurrence is to be accepted as appropriate up to the point at which,

because of physical destruction, there is nothing left to be endured.

Marcus does of course take the natural constitution of the individual

into account here because he says that it depends on the individual to make

things bearable. Indeed he seems to be concerned mainly with the individual'

ability to cope with the events of his life, a fact not surprising in a book

of the nature of the Meditations, in which Marcus is mainly concerned with

his own. moral integrity. In X,3> he is really talking about the individual,

since it is the individual "you" whom he addresses. Different individuals

will vary in the degree to which they can physically and mentally cope with

misfortunes. In VI,22 Marcus states that nothing can distract him from

performing "v<> i/n.«.oroO k<x.0^kov" , neither inanimate objects, irrational
creatures nor errant human-beings; here he is concerned with the individual's
ability not to be distracted from performing kathekon. At VII,5 Marcus
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again mentions what is kathekon for an individual but does not say why

it is kathekon. At IV,32, 2 he tells us to remember all those in the past

who have been vainly distracted and have neglected to do "To icTtotv

The efforts of these men have been futile, but, Marcus

suggests, this futility will not deject us if we stick to the general

principle of occupying oneself with less important matters no more than is

appropriate ("npo<r*j/ce"). Marcus seems to mean here that one will not act
in a futile way even when dealing with relatively unimportant matters so

long as one acts in a way which is appropriate; and "appropriate" here

must mean "in accordance with one's own constitution". Thus, appropriate

activity for an individual depends very much on his own individual nature

and constitution.

All these passages just mentioned seem to concern the individual and

kathekon, and it is easy to see how the individual must always be taken

into account when deciding upon a course of action. But there are other

passages which are clearly reminiscent of passages in Epictetus which

discuss kathekon. At X,8, 4 Marcus reminds us of the "ev£yu.<*T-<" which

Epictetus discusses in 2, 10. Here Epictetus shows how kathekonta can be

derived from the various terms that are applicable to one, starting from

one's position as a part of the universe, then as a human-being and then

as an individual. Individual nature has already been discussed, and at

X,8 Marcus mentions a number of terms, beginning with " and including

words such as "aruju.^W which he explains as "willing acceptance of the
things assigned by universal nature", and "virepffw" which denotes superiority
over things that are indifferent. These are terns connected v/ith virtue.

At section 4 of X,8 Marcus remarks that the gods wish all rational creatures

to become like themselves, and he must be implying that man can do this by

fulfilling the implications of the terms that are applicable to him. Also

he says that if man becomes like god he is performing "t*toC rrcu",

"the function of a man", just like a fig-tree, dog or bee performs its

peculiar functions. The idea of proper function is treated also at V,1,
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where man's function is compared to that of other animals. Marcus asks

the lazy person why he does not wish to perform "T<* " or hasten

to do "to ijvjv », These phrases are clearly reminiscent of

kathekon and indicate that Marcus retains the idea which goes back at least

to Musonius, that to do what is kathekon is to perform the proper function

of man, by which is meant those actions derivable from man's peculiar

virtue. The terms in X,8 from which "tktcu <*vGpu>nc<~> " are derived are

clearly virtuous qualities.

Epictetus 2,5, 24f. is clearly echoed at VI,33. Here Marcus says

that pain in the hand or the foot is not contrary to nature ("/T«jo3. ")
so long as they perform their specific functions ("t*. tcu rrocToV", 'Vi Ttjk .

✓ .

pc-s"), and concludes that for man qua man pain is not contrary to nature

so long as he is doing the specific function of man ("r<3 t"co o/vopuj rrt> o " ) .

Clearly trie function of a hand or a foot must be seen in its capacity as

part of the whole body. Thus, even though Marcus does not mention it, we

must assume what Epictetus makes explicit in the above passage, that man's

function must be seen in his capacity as part of the whole, i.e. the universe.

How, this clearly means for Epictetus that man must accept whatever happens

to him, including misfortunes which in themselves were regarded by the Stoics

as being "i7sy>i^>3<riv ". In X,8 Marcus interpreted one of the terms applicable
to man as meaning that he must accept what is assigned by universal nature.

Thus, if the terms determine kathekonta, then for Marcus as well as for

Epictetus kathekon is connected with universal nature in the sense that it

is kathekon to accept whatever happens, because it is assigned by universal

nature, and act accordingly. This position is made clear at X,33»

where in any material circumstances we are told to perform "tv onctis<

Tow dv&f^nt,o evCj" • Indeed, Marcus suggests that one's attitude
towards doing this is comparable to the sensualist's attitude towards luxury,

une's reason should be aDie, as Marcus says in section 2, to "move through

anything that opposes, as is its nature and will". This connection is also

to be seen in XI, 13 where one is urged to do "to rCj fort-<. sto o?k&?ov "
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and accept "To vuv TjjT^ <Z\ojs ^1*1^0^", and in V,3 where the
path of universal nature and of individual nature are said to coincide.

Thus, if the phrases containing the word 'oiWHov' do refer to Kathekon,

then for Marcus as well as for Epictetus kathekon is concerned very much

with the passive role of adapting to circumstances and accepting whatever

is offered or happens as one of its criteria. The criterion of "what is

in keeping with one's natural constitution" must be a constant criterion,

always applicable in determining action, and the acceptance of the

ordinances of universal nature a changing criterion depending on the

particular circumstances.

Like Epictetus, Marcus discusses the concept of attains *^, or

•reservation', which refers to the state of mind in which, while aiming at

something, one keeps in mind the possibility of having to change one's

course of action in the face of an obstacle (VT,50). In V,20 Marcus

mentions that the actions to which obstacles are presented are "r<i

by which again kathekonta must be meant. In essence, 'reservation'

is a practical method of dealing with changing circumstances rather than a

criterion of what is kathekon. The idea seems to be that if one has

decided what it is kathekon to do, on the basis of both one's natural

constitution and circumstances, but an obstacle presents itself before the

kathekon is completed, then proper procedure is to reassess the kathekon in

the light of the changed circumstances. The constant criterion of one's

natural constitution remains the same. This seems to follow from the

statement in V,20 that "the reasoning faculty adapts and alters every

obstacle to suit its purpose ("ro iT/>c»-j^c.c^uewo ", which I take to refer to
one of the ")> and a hindrance to a given act or an obstacle

to a given path becomes a help to them". Here, the obstacles are merely

incorporated into the procedure for performing the "<s?k^To<. efjpc ", which

remain constant. It is just the procedure that is altered.

It was pointed out that in X,8, where Marcus discusses various terms

applicable to mankind, that if man fulfils the implications of the terms



he is performing the peculiar functions of man, "t<x tso The

terms mentioned, beginning with "ijptBcs", refer to virtuous qualities. In

the above passages also, which discuss 'reservation', the criterion of what

is in keeping with one's natural constitution also refers to virtuous

qualities. In VI,50, Marcus tells us to act in the face of opposition

"whenever the rule of justice directs", and if force is used against us,

to use it to produce another virtue in us (presumably courage). In VIII,32

Marcus says that no obstacle can prevent us from acting "justly, temperately

and reasonably ("tuAoj-i<frw£")." Here Marcus is clearly referring to a plan

("r<5v0t«nt j") of life into which each individual action should fit; if an

obstacle presents itself, we should produce a new action that accommodates

the obstacle and yet fits into the plan. By the virtuous qualities here

and the plan of life, Marcus must be referring to the "oiK-eZU. eprf*- "

which remain constant. As he says in X,33> 1> in any circumstance whatever

one should perform -rdj -yc.Z Koc-rbcrK&vfi ". If this refers
to kathekonta, Marcus must be equating the appropriate function of life

with virtue in the clear sense of a plan of life. There is a plan consist¬

ing of quite definite and unalterable principles of what is appropriate

for man. Any action must conform to these principles if it is to be

appropriate, but it vail also be "just, temperate and reasonable". This

does not necessarily imply that the performance of these appropriate and

virtuous acts is to be identified with the telos in the orthodox Stoic

sense, but only that these appropriate acts are derived from the virtues

and called virtuous in what Cicero called a secondary sense. In fact, there

is a slight hint in 111,4, 3-4 that such is the case. Here Marcus gives

a sketch of a man who acts according to a purpose and is not concerned with

other people -except when bestowing advantages upon them, but is concerned

only with his own work, which he does well ("/cxA*"). Interestingly, this

man is said to keep to the opinion not of the majority of men but of those

who live "in agreement with nature" ("o^oAojouyu/vw^ rCf "), a phrase
clearly reminiscent of the orthodox stoic definition of the telos. There
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is no suggestion that he is himself in possession of the telos, only that

the principles which he employs are derived, from such a person. The person

who possesses the telos, viz. the sa^e, is an ideal on which we can model

principles of kathekonta. This is precisely what Panaetius did when he

derived rules of kathekonta from the spheres of the four virtues.

There is only one passage in Marcus connecting kathekonta with

relationships ('S"v<|Ve<^')» which for Epictetus was an important criterion.

In 1,12 Marcus mentions that he has learnt rarely to evade "tv tocn* tuj fipoy
Too_r Tyei-€-i.% fcvt^Kevrv." by giving "present circumstances " as

7
an excuse. Farquharson, in his commentary on this passage , says that this

phrase stands for the Stoic term 'tv ^Oij/un-x '. This
cannot, however, be the case because the kathekonta referred to must be

independent of circumstances, since Marcus says that circumstances cannot

be given as an excuse for not performing them. It would be true to say

that someone's relationship to someone requires different actions in different

circumstances, but the obligations which one has to those with whom one lives

must be permanent obligations. The phrase 'at

D.L.,7, 109 refers to actions which are only appropriate in special

circumstances, such as throwing away property, but the obligations resulting

from relationships remain the same whatever the circumstances. These

obligations are general principles of kathekonta which must be interpreted

in the light of the circumstances concerned in deciding upon any particular

action.

1,12 seems to refer only to kathekonta according to one kind of

relationship. However, he does mention three relationships at VTII,27;

and one of these is "rrp 04 tous ". The other two might therefore
be regarded as forming two other types of kathekonta. They are 1) "rr^os to

ITpCKecyuewcv", and 2) "iTpoy -rvjv cttT<vv , fruVt rr
Q

These are not explained in chapter 27, but Farquharson compares the three

relationships with what is said in the previous chapter (VIII,26) about

"tv Vfi* otvdacjJ 1T00 "• If this comparison is valid, the second relationship,
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"to the divine cause", refers to the adaptation of actions to the universal

nature and accepting what it ordains. In that case, the first relationship,

"to the environment", probably refers to the way in which we perceive and

react to the environment. Chapter 26 refers to "disdain of the movements

of the senses" and "testing of plausible impressions". Probably what is

being referred to here is the idea of right use of the impressions that

arise in our mind, which Epictetus regarded as of primary importance. One

should not allow impressions coming from external things to influence one's

actions until they are tested by one's reasoning faculty; a person who is

not proof against the influence of such impressions is a slave to externals

and not a free agent. It is possible therefore that Marcus would have

recognised kathekonta in accordance with one's relationship to the environ¬

ment, involving procedures to deal with bodily sensations and test impress¬

ions, and to the divine cause, dealing with the acceptance of whatever

happens. The latter, of course, has already been met with as a criterion

of kathe.-onta. It is possible also thaw it includes performing the

implications of the terms that are applicable to man, since it is by

performing these that mail becomes like the gods. As regards the testing'

of impressions, this will be seen to be an essential part of the determination

and performance of kathekonta.

It was seen in X,3 that anything can be made bearable if one's

judgment can produce an impression that it is either advantageous or

appropriate for one to do it. The way in which "advantage" complements

appropriateness will be seen later, but it is clear here that a necessary

preliminary to doing something is to have an impression that it is appropriate,

whether correct or not . This idea has already been met in Spictetus and

Stobaeus. Of course, impressions can be deceptive, but it is possible to

test them. At XII, 17-18 Marcus compares the testing of appropriate actions

with the testing of true statements, in the same way as Epictetus did at

1,28, 5, In the practical field of kathekonta as well as in the speculative

field, one tests a statement or proposed action, Marcus says, by examining
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what it is that causes the impression that the statement is true or the

proposed action appropriate. Analysis of the distinction between 1) cause,

2) matter, 3) relation (w2cvocj>of>J."), and 4) duration forms the mental process
necessary before a statement should be considered true or an action

appropriate. The aim here seems to be to provide some genuinely objective '

criteria. 1) and 2) involve the analysis of what causes the impression

into cause and matter, the two basic components of all matter in Stoic
Q

physical theory . 3) refers to the part played by an action in relation

to an end. It must, as XII,20 says, not be random or without relation, i.e.

it must connect with one's other actions in conformity with general principles.

4) probably refers to the consideration of how long a situation is likely ■

to remain, so that changes can be ma.de according to changing circumstances

(v. earlier in this chapter).

It is difficult to see how these criteria cculd be applied without

the use of logical argumentation, since this must be involved in the testing

of a true statement. Marcus would thus probably have held the view of

Epictetus that a kathekon is like the conclusion of a. logical argument.

This is a possible interpretation of the passages that discuss ',

or 'numbers', of kathekon. In 111,1 Marcus mentions that if the intellect

deteriorates, we become less precise in regard to the numbers of kathekonta,

and in VI,26 the idea of numbers of kathekon is explained by an analogy

with the letters of a word. Farquharson, in his note on 111,1 compares

phrases in Cicero and Seneca, which refer to virtue or virtuous action

possessing all its numbers. But the present passages, like Cicero Be finibus

4, 56, and Seneca Epistles, 95-5> 11* do not refer to numbers of virtue but

numbers of kathekon. We have seen that the idea of a virtuous action

possessing all the numbers of virtue means that it is done in accordance

with all the four virtues. But in VI,26 Marcus says that every kathekon

consists of definite numbers ("ffixv kocOC^7-1^-' Fu^-utX^o*.-r<*c "),
just as the word "Antoninus" consists of definite letters. The comparison

is as follows; we should not be ang*ry with those who do not know how to
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spell "Antoninus" tut calmly spell out its letters to them; so we should

not be angry at those who are angry about what we do but spell out its

numbers to them. It is difficult to see how 'spelling out its numbers'

could mean anything other than demonstrating that what we have done is

kathekon by explaining its various 'numbers', and we should not be deterred

from preserving these 'numbers' by those who treat us with anger. The

numbers must, then, in some sense form a justification of what we have

done. It is possible that a particular kathekon is justified for several

reasons. Cicero, at De finibus 4> 5°» describes the changes made by Zeno

over earlier philosophy, and says that he allowed some transgressions to

be tolerable but others not at all tolerable "because some transgress more,

and others fewer, numbers of kathekon". This does not mean that one sin

is essentially greater and more serious than another, since the Stoics

believed that all sin was equal in so far as it was sin, but it must mean

that one sin can be inappropriate for more reasons than another because it

transgresses more numbers of kathekon. Also, at Epistle 95•5» 11 Seneca

uses 'numbers of officia' to refer to such things as when it is officium

to do something, to what extent, with whom, how, and why. One may have

received precepts of officia in the form of general rules, but these do not

enable one to fulfil all the numbers of officia, when to apply the precepts

and so on. In the performance of officia, one needs to have knowledge of

the 'decreta' of philosophy if one is to fulfil all the numbers of officia

on all occasions. This implies that for any officium, there is a whole

range of justifications - it is officium to do it now because ...., to thi3

extent because ...., v/ith this person because ...., and so on. Thus, the

passage in Marcus could mean that there are definite reasons for a kathekon

which can be'listed. Whether several different arguments leading to the

same conclusion are meant, or several different stages in the same argument,

does not really matter. The important point is that a kathekon is the

conclusion that results, and that the premisses involved in the argument

will include (apart from the particular circumstances) several principles
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11of kathekon which must be taken into account. Farquharson may well be

right in pointing out the connection of 'iys.&yuoc ' with the Pythagorean
view that numbers express ratios between two magnitudes and also physical

proportions. The idea may thus be that the various reasons for a kathekon

all contribute proportionally, in their combined relationship, rather than

each one providing a separate justification, just as the letters of a word

contribute to the word in their special position relative to each other

father than individually. In this case the various reasons would only be

premisses in one argument, of which kathekon would be the conclusion,

The situations in which one has to act and decide what is kathekon are not

simple like rules of kathekonta which simplify conduct into types, but

involve many different obligations, some of which might be difficult to

reconcile. The aim in this case must be to find a course of action which

provides a reconciliation between them. Thus, if one wishes to justify

any particular kathekon, one has to show all tne various obligations or

general principles of kathekonta which are applicable to it and how they

combine to form a justification of that particular kathekon. such a

justification must involve the type of logical argumentation whicn

Epictetus discusses. t

The objective nature of the justification of a kathekon is reflected

in tne conviction of the individual in performing his kathekon in face of

any opposition, in v",3 we are told that we deserve any word cr deed that

is in accordance with nature (which 1 take to refer to kathekon), and that

we should not be distracted by the censure of others but go along the

"straight path [sc. ocTgw] '). Similarly, at VI,22 f'.areus says

that he is not distracted from doing what is kathekon by those who do not

know the "path" ("©Jaw"). According to ¥,3 the "path" is that of individual

nature and universal nature. In these passages tne implication is that to

perform kathekonta is to follow a definite patn. Also, at »T,21 ilarcus

says that if anyone should convince him that a thought or act of his is

mistaken, he is willing to alter them since he pursues the truth. Marcus
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thus acts in the "belief that the determination of kathekonta is as definite

and objective as the search for truth.

Tne faculty that is engaged in determining what is true and appropriate

is called l'vcvs " at 111,16. nere sense-perceptions ") are assigned

to the body, impulses to the soul and beliefs \/,cJov-(u.ct*") to

"v^Gy". The last is said to be the guide for all people in the sphere of

"r<* t<ML&ifKc,yrroi'. Animals are here said to possess the ability to

form impressions ^ a form of ins ' ) and impulses, but man is seen as

having in addition the capacity to test his impressions of what is appropriate.

Psychologically speaking, there is here a basic split between impression

and impulse on the one hand and reason on tne other. It is true that the

good man is portrayed in this chapter as not disquieting the daemon in

him with a mass of impressions; which implies that the mind can control

its reaction to impressions. However, it does seem that the ordinary man

has to maintain constant vigilance over his impressions and impulses in

order to perform appropriate actions. This is the outcome of 111,1,

which contrasts tne intellect ("«Tc*wc>n* •■) with functions including the

forming of impressions and impulses. j.f the intellect wanes, Marcus says,

the others remain strong, how one of the consequences of the waning of tne

intellect is the lack of precision in regard to the numbers of kathekon.

This seems to mean that one will not be accurate in taking into account

all the factors involved in deciding wnat is kathekon, because it requires
. \ '

wnat Marcus calls a "fcYup.va.rju.tvix,"» a trained judgment.

Emphasis should probably be put on the fact that a trained judgment is

necessary in order to be precise and accurate about kathekonta. Marcus

is not saying- that impulse cannot lead us to perform kathekonta, but only

that constant mental vigilance is necessary if we want to make progress.

He is probably not wishing to say that the ordinary man cannot perform

kathekonta. Obviously, Marcus is very much concerned with the individual's

efforts to make progress, and this of course requires intellectual effort.

Indeed the main point of 111,1 is to encourage us to make continual
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intellectual effort to progress before the intellect deteriorates.

Intellect is involved not only in determining what is kathekon for one,

but also in carrying it out. In VII,5 Marcus says that if one's '•

is not capable of carrying it out, one should either hand over to someone

else who is capable, or enlist someone else's support. Marcus seems to

be referring to one's intellectual ability to carry through a course of

action which one has decided to be appropriate. This is purely a practical

matter depending on individual limitations. He is merely asking us to do

our best to achieve something appropriate either by ourselves or with the

help of another.

In X,3 Marcus says that one cam endure anything in respect of which .

one's judgment can produce an impression that it is advantageous or

appropriate. Now, is advantage introduced here as an alternative to

appropriateness, or do advantage and appropriateness always coincide?

In X,3 Marcus is thinking of adverse circumstances. If one can regard

such circumstances as in fact advantageous to one, clearly one will be able

to endure them. The sane will be true if one can regard them as appropriate.

Now, the type of advantage of which Marcus is thinking here must be

individual advantage. As he says at VI,27, it would be absurd to forbid
12

men to be impelled towards what seens suitable ("caieATy. ") and advantageous

This connects advantage with the principle of 'o(W^Tl-s ' and- makes it a

basic principle of action taut men should act to their own advantage,

immediately from the moment of birth when they feel attracted to ( ')

their own constitution. There results from this attraction an attraction

to what is regarded as advantageous. The problem, of course, is to regard

as advantageous only what is genuinely akin to one's nature ana therefore

appropriate. - At VI,44 individual advantage is interpreted in a much wider

sphere than the individual, what is advantageous for each person, says

Marcus, is what is in accordance with his own constitution and nature. He

goes on to say that his own nature (like all other men's, presumably) is
" and 'VtoXiTKc^ ". His "/rAts" as an individual is Rome, and as a
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human-being the universe; and what is beneficial to these are his own

goods. I presume that his rational nature is here included in his citizen-

1 3
ship of the universe . From the context in VI,44 it is clear that by

what is beneficial to the universe he means what god ordains for one, since

god must ordain what is good for the universe. At X,20 and V,8, 4 he says

specifically that whatever happens to one is for the good of the whole

universe.

Now, by universal advantage he means something more than mere

acceptance of what happens. Rather, at X,6, 2 he says that in his capacity

as a part of the whole he has a natural affinity ("e^ecoi") to other

human-beings; this means that it is in accordance with man's nature to do

no unsocial act but always act for the common benefit^. While this means

thc.t he will do things beneficial to his city, he is clearly thinking of

benefit to all mankind (something possible for a Roman Emperor). At VII,5

also, where Marcus discusses the limitations of the intellect in carrying

out an appropriate action, he says that one should do as best one can to

achieve what is of common advantage. Here, I think, he must be referring

to universal advantage because he says that the intellect should be used

as an instrument bestowed by universal nature. He must be thinking of

man's rational n.-ture as in VI,44. In fact, he says here that ever; thing

that is done must contribute to the common advantage. Thus, an action

which might appear to be only to the advantage of oneself is in fact to

the advantage of the universe because these are identical. Marcus is able

to say at XI,13 that a man who does what is in keeping with his own nature

("tot£j itK-fr'o/ ") and accepts what is at the moment ordained by
universal nature is a man bent uipon the realisation of the common benefit.

Since the phrase "to -nj <j>too oikc-<os " refers, as I have argued before,
to kathekon, it must be a characteristic of all kathekonta that they are

conducive to both individual and common benefit. Such an argument, anyway,

goes back at least to Panaetius, who argued quite strongly that the

individual can only gain his own advantage by acting for the common good.
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In only one passage in the Meditations is there a hint of the term

'k»c-rand of a possibility of a distinction between it and kathekon.

This passage is important in that it connects actions called "k*ctqp&iC"
with a kind of telos. Reason and the rational are said to be

capacities, sufficient to themselves aid their own actions, which "start

from their appropriate source and proceed methodically to their proposed

i > V -» c f pV > \ fenci opjwu/mi ^u<s-y oov *rro tvj$ s j dt <&<.$ to <Too(cfee^.i6voT

*r<Ae>s ")• 'The actions themselves are said to be called "K-crop&^Te-is"
because of the "Tightness of their path" ("tJ^v o^>C)oT^r« o^oZ "). Now,
the source of reason is described in 17,4, where rational creatures are

said to be all citizens of the city of the universe and under a common law,

and "to |toJ \xt\itk*i- vofiiKov " is said to derive from this common

government of all mankind. Thus, the appropriate source of reason in the

above passage could refer to the fact that man qua rational being is

naturally a part of the universe and thus required to conform to it. We

have already seen that man's rational nature is a basis of kathekon and

that kathekon aims to do what is in accordance with and for the benefit

of universal nature.

However, in V,14 it is not the source of reason but its end wnich the

v/ord "Kocrefers to, the fact that it proceeds methodically to

its proposed end. The same thing is said at 7111,60 where ana an

arrow are said to have in common the fact that they move straight towards

their proposed end ("To But at VI,26 Marcus tells us that

every kathekon consists of numbers and that one must "methodically fulfil

one's proposed end" ("rre^k».<Wiv ccToh to rtpo&e^/ue-v-cv ") by preserving these
numbers and not being distracted by those who put difficulties in our way.

Here the implication is that anyone who preserves the numbers and thus

performs a kathekon is methodically fulfilling his proposed end. In fact,

the proposed end is virtually identical with "to k*8v}koy". The same

implication is contained in VI,22 where Marcus says that he will not be

distracted from the performance of his kathekon by someone who is ignorant
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of the "path" ("oS$s the connection between kathekon and the path is

loosely put here, but it noes seem that to perform kathekon is tantamount

to following the path.

This identity of the performance of kathekon and the telos was seen

in Musonius^, who described man's telos as "to oo<z ic*.l to>crx

which he identified with man's appropriate function ("rr^ocvjjcu/JWo*'").
This description of the telos contains the significant word which

in Marcus is connected with the performance of kathekon. But there is other

evidence in Marcus for the importance of kathekonta in achieving the telos.

At V,16 man's good is said to lie where his telos lies, and his good is

said to be "jceivtovn* ", communion with his fellow men. This good is

contrasted in V,15 with other so-called "goods" which "do not fall to the

lot of man qua man", and which are not "complementary of the end"

("a~up*nkvif>^Tilc<>s toZ TtXovs"). This description of the telos seems to be
also applicable to kathekon since the latter is concerned with maintaining

the many relationships that result from the fact that v/*. ' is man's

good. An appropriate action therefore must be an action that is " complement¬

ary of the end". Such an action will be on the right path, and. hence be

entitled to the name . Thus, there seems to be no distinction

between an appropriate action and a right action. However, Marcus does

not mean by 'right actions' the actions of the truly virtuous man or the

sage who always performs right actions, because there is no indication

that rightness of path in one action implies Tightness of the path in all

the other actions of the same agent.
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XII. HISROCLES AXD- KtiTiiEKON

The evidence for Hierocles' philosophy is restricted to two distinct

areas of his ethics. Firstly, the y , which is

contained in a fragmentary papyrus, discusses the fundamental principle

of '©jKGciVfTty', by which man first becomes aware of himself as the first

'oiWrW 1. This principle of 'cufccAo^ris ' is extended to include other

people and external objects, but much of the discussion is missing in the

papyrus. We have seen elsewhere, particularly in Cicero's be finibus ,

that the principle of 'c' was important for the Stoa in explaining

the source of kathekonta, and it might therefore seem odd that there is no

allusion to the theory of kathekon in this papyrus, especially in view of

the widespread belief in the orthodoxy of the *~-roiyztLv<r^
However, the aim of this work seems to be only to describe the various

different 'o'k6-<.u>(t6-c^' of man, and not to draw any conclusions about what

is kathekon. The conclusions are, I think, drawn in the series of summaries

and extracts preserved in Stobaeus^. These extracts are given titles such
/ / f\ r /r / /

as "tivu. h| " nws ftot ypi i i. , " puis to
f \ t j /

Xuhc J "« " , all of which give practical advice

on their respective subjects. All these passages seem to be from the same

original work because they often start by referring to other passages or

discussions of other subjects which have been already discussed^. This

work, to judge by the passages we have, seems to have been concerned

mainly with giving practical advice about kathekonta, and not with explaining

their source. However, in one passage concerning marriage there is a

discussion of how kathekon is based on the natural constitution of man;

and this, I think, enables us to see the way in which the .*~-r<^xev'^<ri'i
was used as a' basis for determining kathekonta.

In discussing the question of how to treat the gods, relatives,

country, and the like, Hierocles is quite clearly describing what it is

kathekon to do in terms of our relationship to them. These kathekonta are

referred to, at p.51.22 as "Tc nfcj -rJjv and at p.57.12 as
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"tCjs trr'txcTo^s [sc. parents] fccctkj£c->v~r^v"t phrases clearly reminiscent of
5

some used by Epictetus , who so much emphasised the idea of kathekon being

measured by relationships. The same is true of the passages on marriage

or running a household, which discuss what is kathekon in the husband and

wife situation. The passage about running- a household (p. 62.21f.) is

interesting in that it suggests a change in the role of husband and wife

such that it might be kathekon in some cases for jobs customarily done by

one partner to be done by the other. For instance, he suggests that some

household jobs might be appropriate ('n^o'VjWiv ') more to men than to
women because they require bodily strength. Hierocles is thus not accept¬

ing the traditional roles of husband and wife, as Musonius seems to have ■

done (F3), but reinterpreting their roles, apparently in accordance with

a basic criterion of natural capacities. Running a household is a common

task of the two partners in a marriage, and Hierocles interprets their

respective contributions by their relative capacities.

The idea of natural capacity is important for Hierocles not only in

determining what it is kathekon to do in the context of marriage, but also

in demonstrating that marriage itself is kathekon. The word 1kathekon'

does usually occur in contexts where the aim is to advise about what it

is appropriate to do in the case of given relationships, but in the case

of marriage, Hierocles shows that the relationship of marriage is itself

appropriate. The idea that marriage is kathekon has already been met with

in stobaeus, Musonius, and Epictetus, and seems to have been a standard

example of a kathekon; but the passage in Hierocles from p. 52.22 to

53.12 is interesting in that it gives two quite distinct justifications of

why it is appropriate to marry. The first reason is that marriage is

'nfo'f ' for the wise man and that we should imitate the v?ise man.

'rpc^^ouyuevtv' here seems to mean appropriate as a general rule because it
is contrasted with rrtf>^<-ru <riK- ' , dependent upon circumstances^.
Thus, marriage is appropriate as a general rule, unless circumstances

prevent it. It is included under ' at Enictetus* Discourses
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3•7 - 24> where the word refers to the functions of human-beings performed

in accordance with their nature as 'free', 'noble' and 'self-respecting'

in contrast to the functions of mere physical existence. The 'a^cr^oJ/uc-v-<< '
are here compared to the of a silver plate in contrast to its

material, silver, and at Discourses 1.4.20 they are clearly compared, to

the artistic principles of a runner or voice-trainer. Now the fact that

marriage is appropriate as a general principle for the wise man, Hierocles

says, means that it must be so " for us also", i.e. ordinary men. Thus,

firstly, we find an appeal to the authority of the ideal wise man who by.
7definition does what is appropriate .

Secondly, we find an appeal to the force of nature which impels us

towards marriage. This is clearly the more basic reason because nature

is said to drive even the wise man towards marriage. For nature, Hierocles

says, has not only made us < (gregarious) but also

'
» inclined to live as couples and perform the shared activity

of producing children and living a stable life. Hierocles continues by

saying that nature is a just teacher in these matters for the reason that

our choice of kathekonta ought to be in harmony with our natural constitut¬

ion. Hierocles explains the principle that a kathekon is an action in

accordance with natural constitution. This explanation closely follows
q

other explanations of this principle in Diogenes Laertius and Stobaeus .

Every living creature is said to follow its own natural constitution,

including plants and animals. Plants follow what is determined for them,

and do not hsve the power of calculation or choice among tested alternatives.

Animals follow impressions that draw them towards what belongs to them

( V* otgc-f* ') and desires that compel them to act. Man, however, has had

reason bestov/ed upon him by nature in addition to these other things, with

the ability to observe nature itself on their behalf ("^LXXov S& npo rn^rTu.v

otdr^v Tv(v c|>Jrtv " p. 55.9). Man does have certain
automatic processes like those that take place in plants, and also impressions

that draw him to what belongs to him ('ri oucc-r*. ') and desires that compel
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him to act; hut in addition he has reason whose especial function is

to control the impressions and desires. This idea has been met with in

D.L. 7.86 l-SVf 3, 178) where reason is called a"^ -rvjf
Reason, it seems, can act like a craftsman because it has the ability to

observe nature and, as Hierocles says, can, by aiming at nature " as at a

bright and fixed target and choosing what is in harmony with it ('To
' ) , make us do everything appropriately ('fc.)"•

The phrases "bright and fixed target" and "what is in harmony with it"

must refer to the natural drives such as gregariousness and the drive to

live as couples. Hierocles is saying that man's natural form of behaviour

is not just to follow impressions and desires, like animals, ^ and one

would expect that the possession of reason would make man's impressions

and desires different from those of animals, though this is not implied

here by Hierocles), but in addition to observe his own natural drives and

deliberately cnoose what is in harmony with them. It seems that Hierocles

is suggesting that kathekontic action, though based on natural drives,

results from deliberate choice; in fact he says that reason has the

capacity to make us do everything appropriately by using nature as its

target and choosing what is in harmony with it. One might ask why, if

kathekontic action is based essentially on the natural drives, these drives

will not produce kathekonta. The answer is perhaps to be seen in the

description of man's nature. Hierocles is describing what man's nature

is because this will show us what is appropriate for man. Now part of

man's nature- is that he has the capacity to choose what is in accordance

with nature. Thus, we must conclude that Hierocles is saying that

appropriate action in the case of man involves the choice of what is in

accordance with nature. This factor of choice, however, cannot yield a

criterion for deciding what is appropriate. It does not help one to say

that a kathekon must be deliberately chosen; only the natural drives

themselves can provide a criterion. The idea of deliberate choice must

therefore be a charact-eristic only of performing kathekonta. Thus,
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Hierocles is stressing that appropriate action involves the deliberate

choice of what is natural because this is what man's natural constitution

involves.

This analysis compares rather oddly with Cicero's account in De finivus

3, 20f. Here appropriate actions are clearly based on the natural drives.

This happens before reason is developed. After reason is developed man

can make a deliberate choice of such appropriate actions. The factor of

deliberate choice, hoy/ever, is something additional to what is appropriate;

it is the beginning of the choice absolutely consistent with nature which

is a characteristic of virtue. Hierocles is not talking about the telos

at all (_ the target which he mentions only results in the performance of

all kathekonta and not in the performance of virtuous actions). HoY/ever

he certainly stresses the importance of deliberate choice in performing

kathekonta, and must therefore be referring to actions involving deliberate

choice (as in Cicero's stages 3 and 4> though not the choice that is

absolutely consistent with nature). In spite of this, we cannot assume

that Hierocles believed deliberate choice to be necessary for performing

any kathekon, only that it is necessary for performing all kathekonta..

In the passage on marriage the natural drive to live as couples was

the basic criterion for choosing to marry. In a passage concerning the

rearing of many children (p. 55.23) Hierocles justifies it by saying that

it is a consequence of marriage but also that it is 'in accordance with

nature', in other ways presumably than in accordance with the drive to

live as couples. He discusses factors of cost which some people put

forward as a reason for not having many children, but rejects them and

concentrates on the idea that we produce children for others and not for

ourselves. He says at p. 57*12 t that "it is inconsistent to delight in

life .... as if one has been brought into life 'k^EVj/coVtwj' by one's

parents but to consider producing children oneself as an unworthy thing".

He also mentions the benefits v/hich children will bring to friends, relatives

and. country. The implication of this is that it is natural for human-beings
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not to be selfish but to do things which benefit their fellows. In the

same way as it was appropriate for our parents to produce us, so it is

appropriate for us to produce children ourselves, because of the natural

drive to benefit others.

In the passage on marriage two words occur which describe nan in

terms of his natural drives. These are '(ruv^jje-X^r-ri^r ' and '.

The first of these occurs in the tjP'Kn 3"Vcu)(e<.'iu*"ii- (col.11, 14) and helps
to demonstrate how the ^Gl«4 rrotyefwrL s acts as a basis for the ethical
advice in the passages of Stobaeus. Unfortunately there is no evidence

in it for man's natural drive to live as couples but the gregarious drive

is well described. Human-beings are said to be gregarious creatures that

need other people. For this reason, it is said, we all live in cities, and

there is no man who is not part of a city. Another sign of his natural

gregariousness is that he easily makes friends when sitting beside others

at the theatre or when taking part in an entertainment with others. At

col.11, 20 Hierocles also seems to be referring to fraternisation of troops

with the enemy (in spite of the fragmentary nature of the text at this

point). Gregariousness of course goes beyond an affiliation to one's city

to include all other men, but the description of man as part of a city is

intended as a manifestation of his gregariousness and it is this which

forms the basis of the passage in Stobaeus which discusses "Tr.

ct^rfi 1!Sol. koc8*jV?v- " (p. 51 ♦ 3-22). In this passage the idea that man is
naturally part of a city is used to show that it is appropriate for him

always to put the safety of his city before his own. Hierocles can show

by this method that individual and common advantage are really identical,

that what is advantageous for the citizen qua citizen is advantageous for

the city ("to Te 7W rr&Xc-rvj s~v^.<j>epov ly^oovji-rvj rr©X&i^ rrcXir^
Xv/u^ou^raU "). Hierocles concludes from this that we should on no

occasion abandon our obligation(') to our city. The basis of this

conclusion is man's natural gregariousness.

The importance of the -rLs in its description of the
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natural drives of man is that it gives a fairly detailed analysis of

how they arise, using basic principles of behaviour. What is meant by

man's natural gregariousness is that he recognizes other men as being

'ocJc&tov ' , akin or belonging to himself. The 0'^ tToL/avJifis opens

by saying that the argument about the *rrpu>to/ o'Keios/ ' , the first
thing that belongs, is the best starting-point for the discussion of

basic moral concepts. The reason for this becomes clear. The two

things that distingush living creatures from non-living creatures are

'UiW&iyri* ' (perception) and 'ap/u^1 (impulse) (col.1,31). It is percep¬

tion that produces knowledge of the 'fiXoTov' ctVefov ' (col. 1,35). The

heading of the introductory passage in which these statements occur is

"etoto ^v-roZ " (Whether a living creature perceives

itself). The important thing about perception in living creatures is

that it begins with, and always involves, perception of itself. At

col.1,51 the first thing that living creatures perceive is said to be

their own limbs and the uses which they have (wings for flying, and so

on). At col. 2,3 they are said to perceive those things with which tliey

are provided for self-defence. These weapons are described as 'oinefc- '

and In the case of the deer, the onlooker might wonder at

the size of the antlers and the thinness of the legs, but nature

teaches mhe deer about its own capabilities ('Tot '), that

its legs are for high-speed in running and for high leaps and its antlers

for a different purpose. Hierocles thus puts emphasis on the natural

recognition of the functions which nature intends the limbs to perform

because this is evidence of the perception of self.
r

Perception in a living creature begins with perception of self

but this remains in the perception 01 all other things including

external objects. At col.6,If. Hierocles says that perception of an

external object entails perception of self ("tij <T'£rtfov nwf
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iu<jroG")« 'dhen we perceive something to "be white, hot,

sweet and so on, we perceive ourselves being whitened, made hot, sweet¬

ened and so on. The importance of perception of self in the perception

of externals is demonstrated by the example of children who are deprived

of external stimuli (col.7»5_15)• If children are shut up in a dark

house without any noise, they can perceive nothing and imagine that

they are experiencing a destruction of themselves. This demonstrates

that external stimuli are essential to life but also that perception

of self is always present in perception of any kind. Hence we can see

the significance of the opening statement that the princple of '(toZtcs

• is the best starting-point for ethics. Our own body is not

only the first thing that we perceive but is the primary element in all

perception because it is present when we perceive other things to be

• "> I

otKe-tov .

There are in fact different types of 'of' , as is explained

at col.3,Iff. It is difficult to put this explanation completely in

context because most of columns 8,9 and 10 are not decipherable, but

three kinds of '(OiVe-t' are clearly pointed out. That towards oneself

is called '. Secondly, he speaks of one towards relatives

which seems to be called 'rrefKTtKvj an examole of this which is
. \

given here is the affection we feel for our children ("<s~rerP<~ryu.tv

joacxi tcCto o'iutc^^'X -rbTs t6fc.vc.7s ")• Thirdly, that towards externals
is called k*j '. The example of 'rr-repjcti t>cVe-tCcrej ' dees show,

9 10
as Kerferd and Pembroke point out, that Hierocles must be thinking

of adults as well as children when discussing s '• Kerferd

rightly compares these different ' with the circles of

relationships which surround the individual and aro described in the

passage on how to treat relations (p.61.5-62.20). The centre of these

circles is one's own '<Tc<tw«io<. a fact which indicates that the self is

always the centre-point of the other relationships, which range from
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fourth circles) and fellow-citizens (seventh circle) to the whole human

race (tenth circle). Kerferd ^ suggests that the recognition of these

circles is based on the perception of them as 'o'k^Tov' ' to oneself. In

this way, the principle of 'o1 can be seen to be relevant to the

whole of human behaviour because it is the basis of our relationship

and affection for other people even on the most general level of our

relationship with all mankind.

Since 'otKeJu/Ttr ' is seen as the basis of all human behaviour, it

must clearly be the basis of the advice about what is kathekon in the

Stobaeus-passa.ges. Vie have already seen how man's role as a citizen

demands that he always perform his obligations (1 ') to it. The

basis of this could therefore be seen to be the recognition of his

kinship with his fellow-citiKens. Hierocles is not suggesting that

we naturally regard people in all the circles as 'otcenW ' or that it

is easy to do so. Vie should aim, he says, to bring the circles nearer

to the centre, and even call people in one circle by the name of people

in a nearer circle.

The purpose of bringing then nearer the centre must be to strengthen

our attachment to them so that it will be easier to perform our obliga¬

tions to them. The obligations proba.bly consist of the performance of

certain services depending upon the nature of the relationship. In the

passage p.56.33-52*6 Hierocles discusses the treatment of parents. The

only measure of our gratitude to our parents is said to be our continual

desire to repay the benefits which they have bestowed upon us. Then he

outlines ah easy way of performing "rJV err'-euraoj; , our obli¬

gations to them, viz. to regard them as images of gods, gods of the heart

benefactors, a.nd 30 oh. These kathekonta are clearly seen as being those

things which we are obliged to do because of our reationship to our
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parents, specifically those things which we must do in order to repay

their good services to us. As he says at p.58.11, parents teach us

what is appropriate for us ("rJ3/ Kotflk'jyud? x6X0Y°ruJV ") i>or ~"-aem
by first providing them for us (i.e. free nourishment and housing, and

generally all things needed by the body). The benefits we should give

extend also to benefits of the soul, viz. making them feel happy by

living with them, going "oil walks with them, having meals with them and

so on. Our parents will derive much happiness from the assistance of

their children, and wi11 derive the greatest benefit from the idea that

they are being honoured by their own children whom they themselves love

and think highly of. This relationship of children to parents occasions

kathekonta not only to the parents but to their relatives, to those whom

they love(' ) and to those who have benefitted them. This

passage shows how the 'oiKe-iiMfty ' functions in relation to

kathekonta. At col.9»lff. this '©tK&i'co^tr ' was illustrated by the love

that we have for our children. Clearly this love functions in the other

direction, from children to parents and to those who are connected to

the parents by love, but wherever it exists it involves the performance

of services which are appropriate to it.



CONCLUSIONS

I. THE RANGE OP KATHEKON

The basic purpose of a treatise on the subject of kathekon

seems to have been to give practical advice which could be employed

directly in all the situations with which people are confronted in

everyday life. Host Stoics wrote on the subject; there is evidence

for treatises by Zeno, Cleanthes, Sphaerus, Chrysippus, Panaetius,

Hecato, Posidonius, and possibly Seneca, and the subject was lectured

on by Kusonius and Epictetus. All the treatises whose content we

are acquainted with give practical advice in varying degrees of detail.

Diogenes Laertius' lists of works are the only evidence that Zeno,

Cleanthes and Sphaerus wrote treatises on kathekon,^ but in the case

of Chrysippus there are three quotations from it in Plutarch and
2

Sextus Empiricus, all of which concern practical matters: the burial

of parents, choosing between identical drachmae, and somersaulting

to obtain money. The De officiis of Cicero indicates that Panaetius*

treatise concerned the practical issues of everyday life (even though

the rules for these are derived from the four virtues). The same

treatise also discusses the disagreements between Panaetius* prede¬

cessors, Diogenes and Antipater, about the procedures for selling

merchandise, and introduces the views of Panaetius' pupil, Hecato,

on this question, mentioning in addition several examples from his

treatise on kathekon which concern practical conflicts in unusual

situations. Posidonius' treatise is also mentioned a3 containing a

section on kathekon in special circumstances. In the case of Seneca,

apart from the evidence of the Formula honestae vitae of Bishop Martin

von Bracara which is supposed to be based on a treatise by Seneca

about officia, the discussion of the preceptive part of philosophy in

Epistles 94 and 95 shows clearly that it gave practical rules of

officia, in distinction- from that part which gave instruction in the

•decreta' and concerned virtuous action. Although Musonius, Epictetus
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and Marcus Aurelius seem to identify virtue and kathekon, there is

evidence that practical matters are still the most important aspect.

This is "best shown by the strong emphasis on relationships and the

practical commitments that relationships involve. Also, the basic

examples of kathekonta, such as marrying, producing children, honouring

parents, taking part in politics, continue to be given. Kusonius

discusses the practical commitments that result from the relationship

of, for example, son to father and wife to husband. Finally, the

passages of Hierocles that occur in Stobs.eus all discuss what is

kathekon in terms of various different relationships, including that

to one's country and to God. Thus, throughout the evidence for

kathekonta there is a common interest in giving practical guidance.

The practical guidance that is given ranges from very general

statements about what it is appropriate to do to statements which

are meant to be applied in very specific types of situation. One

thing of course which it oannot do is tell one what to do in any

particular situation; it can give general rules on how to apply the

advice to particular situations but there must still remain a need to

understand the factors involved in the situation with which one is

faoed at any one time. Thus, in the evidence we meet as kathekonta

suoh thing3 as marrying, producing children, honouring one's father,

brother and country, consorting with friends, preserving one's property,

questioning and answering, discoursing, walking, restoring a trust.

These are very general classes of action, and for practical purposes

they need to be made more explicit so that one knows exactly what they

entail. , Thus narrower classes of actions are given: for example,

honouring one's father entails obeying one's father's orders, support¬

ing him in his old age, giving him a burial, and so on. Also, some

classes of kathekon are only kathekon in specific types of situation,

for example, maiming oneself (for medical reasons), sacrificing one's
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property (in a storm at sea), betraying one's father (if he commits

treason),and. not fulfilling a promise (if it would be to the detriment

of the recipient). All such practical questions are dealt with in

treatises or discussions about kathekon, which provide a body of rules,

ranging from the most general to the most specific, on which one can

draw when dealing with any practical situation.

In the practical advice of the later Stoics especially, a very

important element is that of our relationships with other people. The

preservation of these relationships is clearly important for Panaetius

in view of his insistance on the need to gain the co-operation of

other people in one's attempts to acquire the conveniences of life.

Later on relationships seem to have become the predominant consider¬

ation in kathekonta. There is however no reason why this idea does

not go back to the early Stoa. Most of the kathekontic activities

involve relationships (marrying, honouring parents, brother and country,

discoursing,restoring a trust, and so on) and indeed Chrysippus'

treatise is known to have treated the relationship between children

and parents. It would seem that kathekontic activities include

activitiec other than those involving relationships, but it must be

remembered that the later Stoics used a very wide sense of the word

'relationship' ('<r-^e<r-/s») which included one's relationship to God

and the universe as well as to other people. This wide sense is in

effect applicable to all the activities which we as human-beings, who

are part of the -universe, engage in. There is no evidence however

that this wide sense of relationship goes back to the early Stoa.

Most human activities do of course involve other people, and whereas

walking, for instance, does not involve others, it would be a natural

step to extend the concept of relationship to include a relationship

with God. Whatever one does, presumably, including walking, will

involve our relationship with God.
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A relationship with God does, however, indicate that universal

nature is perhaps "becoming a consideration in the determination of

what is kathekon; but universal nature is, in the evidence for the

early Stoa, the distinguishing characteristic of virtuous action, as

opposed to human nature in the case of kathekonta. An important thing

that a treatise on kathekonta does not do is to tell us how to- act

virtuously, since virtue is not a characteristic of kathekonta. This

is made clear by passages which define the difference between '

(or ) and */Uoc ' (or 'reX&icv- joc6Vy/cov- '). The

strongest evidence for this is of course Cicero's De finibus, Academics

and he officiis, and Cicero is supported by Plutarch, Sextus Empiricus,

Stobaeus and Diogenes Laertius.^ Examples of =< ' always

contain an element of virtue:- justly restoring a trust, wisely

honouring one's parents, wisely walking, bravely holding a finger,

chastely abstaining from an old woman on her deathbed, and so on.

The important point about these examples which makes them katorthomata

is that whatever is done, however trivial, it is done virtuously:

holding out a finger is absolutely indifferent in itself but when done

bravely is a katorthoma. In Stobaeus there are examples which only

contain the element of the virtue: acting wisely, acting temperately,

acting justly, rejoicing, benefitting, being happy, all of which are

activities in accordance with the telos, the virtues or the rational

emotions that accompany them. These are of course only theoretical

examples, since it would be impossible to find a particular example

of a wise action that did not involve an intermediate as its material.

The distinction is, in Stobaeus, Cicero, Plutarch and Sextus,'' clear-

cut: any action which is done virtuously is a katorthoma, and any

action which is not done virtuously, yet is justifiable because it is

in accordance with human natxire, is a kathekon. Elsewhere, however,

this distinction seems to become blurred. This may be partly due to
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the meagre evidence for katorthoma, "out the confusion mainly occurs

in the case of the later Stoics whose preoccupation was with practical

matters and who tended to make extensive use of virtue-vocabulary in

connection with intermediate kathekonta. This practice goes back at

least to Chrysippus,^ but he insisted on keeping the distinction clear.

The question of why and how the later Stoics used virtue-vocabu¬

lary so nrnch to refer to kathekonta is an important one. The answer

to this may be seen, very broadly, in the connection between virtuous

and appropriate actions. If one wants to give practical rules for

conduct, one would expect these rules to be determined by what is in

accordance with human nature, since this is what is said in the evidence

to constitute the basic criterion for kathekon. Cicero, at De finibus

3.58, makes the point that to perform officia is not inconsistent with the

doctrine of goods, but makes no direct connection between them. The

7
Sceptical criticism directed against the Stoa, mainly by Carneades,

saw a lack of connection between kathekonta and the telos, and this

may well have led to lack of understanding of what the connection

really was. Whether or not Panaetius was setting out to answer the

oriticism of Carneades, he does demonstrate very clearly the connection
g

between human nature, virtue and kathekon. He starts with the four

basic human drives, derives the four virtues from these, and then

derives kathekonta from the virtues. Indeed Cicero says in the

De officiis (1.7) that every treatise on officia concerns itself with

the supreme good, and this is displayed in the case of Panaetius'

treatise by the fact that officia are derived from the virtues. This

does however bring up the problem of why Panaetius did not derive
»

kathekonta directly from the natural drives. He does show the connec¬

tion between kathekonta and virtue but how would he have distinguished

between virtuous, or perfectly appropriate, actions and intermediate

appropriate actions, if they are both derived from natural drives. It
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has been noted that the De officiis does not discuss perfect officia,

but only intermediate officia. It must be remembered that it is only

rules of officia that are derived from the virtues. These rules tell

one what kind of actions are appropriate, but it is quite another

matter to perform them in a perfect way; nothing is said about this

in the De ofPiciis because this is not its concern. There is no reason

therefore to assume that Panaetius did not maintain the distinction

between perfect and intermediate officia.

Now apart from this distinction between perfect and intermediate,

there must also be a connection since it is through performing inter¬

mediate officia that we can achieve or at least progress towards the

supreme good. The most important problem in dealing with the evidence

from Panaetius onwards is to determine how clearly the distinction

and the connection was maintained. Panaetius' derivation of the

virtues from natural human drives is important in this respect, because

it must have contributed to a confusion of the distinction.

The concept of 'nature' is also of supreme importance in respect

to this problem. The distinction betweem kathekonta and the supreme

good was clearly based on a distinction between human nature and

universal nature. Panaetius however derives virtue from natural

drives. It is perhaps through the idea that virtue is in accordance

with human nature that virtue becomes more closely associated with

kathekonta. A striking case in point is Musonius,^ who concludes

from the fact that virtue is in accordance with human nature that

virtue is his appropriate activity and thus bases

his advice about appropriate actions on virtue. Epictetus also gives

human nature as the basic criterion of kathekonta,and by this he

means man's virtuous nature. This is in effect no different from what

Panaetius did when he derived appropriate actions from the virtues.

Thus, even when' Musonius and Epictetus do use virtue-vocabulary to
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refer to kath.ekon.ta they may be doing nothing more than showing how

they are derived from the virtues. In these authors there is admittedly

no evidence of a distinction between kathekonta and katorthomata, but

they do not attribute to kathekonta the qualities of complete consis¬

tency of all action which is implied in the term 'katorthorna'. They

still use the standard examples of kathekonta, marrying, obeying one's

father, taking part in politics, and suchlike, all the things that are

in accordance with human nature, but they seem to call them virtuous

for this reason. The difference here may be just a matter of termin¬

ology, but they may also be attributing to kathekonta some, if not all,

of the qualities that originally distinguished them from katorthomata.

This problem will be discussed more fully later cn.
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II. THE SOURCE OP KATHEKON

The starting-point for an account of Stoic moral philosophy
, /

is clearly the theory of 'oi/ctiw^iy At the beginning of his
> A V / ^

ijViky rrocy/-ro;t>^ Hierocles states that the theory of the ' jt^wtov'
» is the best starting-point, and Cicero's account of Stoic

ethics in the third book of the De finibus begins with it. In the

Be officiis also, it provides the starting-point, and the virtues are

derived from it. In this treatise kathekonta are not derived directly

from natural drives but from the virtues which are themselves derived

from them."'" Kathekonta are indirectly derived from the natural drives.

Plutarch also states that nature is the source of kathekon, a view
2

which he seems to attribute to Chrysippus, and describes natural

things as, inter alia, '. Cicero at De finibus 4.48 attributes

to Zeno the view that nature is the source of kathekonta.

The theory of oikeiosis is important for kathekonta since it

provides the basis for the doctrine of natural things ( 'rw ) •

A kathekon is an action which aims to acquire something that is nat¬

ural. Cicero makes much of the idea that Ariston's insistence on

the complete indifference of things neither good nor evil and his

refusal to call some natural and preferred resulted in his inability to

provide criteria for kathekonta.^ Cicero goes as far as to say that

Ariston removed the basis of virtue itself. Thus, he clearly sees the

theory of oikeiosis and natural things as essential to an account of

Stoic ethics.

The concept of 'to icjiri <pSr^ ' clearly acts as a criterion of
kathekon., but in what sense is nature a source of kathekon? Does the

criterion of 'To ^jViv * have a psychological basis in human behav¬
iour? A psychological basis is certainly intended by Kusonius who

used natural drives as a criterion of kathekon, especially the drive

to live in communities,^ and by Hierocles who justifies kathekonta by
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saying that nature drives us, even the wise man, to them. The practice

of referring to kathekonta as 'o', followed by Musonius and

Marcus Aurelius,^ seems to indicate their basis in the principle of

oikeiosis. This is most clearly indicated at he finibus 3.20 where Cicero

says that the first kathekon is to preserve oneself in one's natural state.

When we are born, the first oilceion is ourselves, our body and

limbs, and primary natural things ( 'tv k-;t^ are those things

which are conducive to its preservation. The important point about

primary natural things is that they produce instinctive behaviour,

they automatically produce in us impulses to aim at them. And the

movement of impulse is defined as an image of what is kathekon that
7

moves us to act. Primary natural things thus produce action which

involves regarding them as kathekon to obtain. This amounts to a psycho¬

logical explanation of how kathekonta are performed, and it is easy to

see how this works in the case of small children, as in the case of the

instinctive behaviour of animals which is used to illustrate the theory

g
of kathekon in Stob?.eus. This psychological principle that action is

preceded by having an imoression of it as kathekon is common in Stoic

9
writers.

The theory of oikeiosis thus provides a psychological principle

that is not just applicable to the early stages but which applies to all

behaviour.^ For example, in the account of kathekon at He finibus

3.58f. Cicero tells us that all men, both wise and foolish, choose

natural things and reject unnatural things because of self-love, and

that the wise man, when he performs an action, judges it to be kathekon.^
Thus, whenever anyone acts, we can assume that he either consciously

regards what he does as kathekon or is moved automatically by an image of

what is kathekon. How, if oikeiosis is the basis of kathekon, we would

assume that whenever anyone acts he regards the objects of his action as

7 C\ ^ /
oikeia; indeed Hierocles' >j^|K>| <rdescribes hew all perception
involves the recognition of things as oikeia. In discussing
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12
Posidonius* theory of oikeia, I suggested that oikeia, those that

"belong both to the rational capacities and to the irrational capacities,

produce impressions that it is appropriate to aim at them. Things that

are oikeia to the rational capacities, i.e.. 'J^rrA^-. c/cc-TU ', are "wisdom

and everything good and honourable". Thus, the theory of oikeiosi-s

extends to an attraction towards what is morally good. Such an

attraction is described by Cicero, Plutarch and Kusonius.*^
Musonius calls virtue itself appropriate;*^ he uses the psychological

evidence of an oikeiosis towards virtue to determine what is man's

appropriate function. Plutarch and Cicero on the other hand keep the

attraction towards virtue quite separate from the attraction towards

primary natural things. They demonstrate that"the attraction is

present in both cases, since we are said to move from an attraction to

primary natural things to an attraction to virtue, which we regard as

supremely natural. Cicero, however, makes clear that an attraction

to virtue is something that is not basic to kathekonta^^he basic

characteristic of kathekonta is that it aims at natural things, and

the desire to impose on our behaviour the order and harmony that is

characteristic of virtue represents a stage further than mere kathe-

kontic activity (stage 3,4 and 5 are forms of selction that are 'cum

officio', 'in addition to kathekon'). Cicero's stage 3. however, does

not contain actions that can be called katorthomata; these occur only

in the fifth and final stage. Thus, actions in stages 3 and 4 would

still have to be called 'kathekonta' even though they are really more

than kathekonta. What stages 3 ana 4 do have in common with kathekonta

is the psychological principle that we aim at those things which we

recognize to be oikeia to us. This seems to facilitate the transition

from the position in Cicero and Plutarch to the position in Kusonius;

if we regard virtue as oikeion, it is easy to see how we will regard

it as appropriate to be aimed at. To make such a move is to extend
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the use of the word 'kathekon' beyond its connection with primary

natural things to virtue which is the supremely natural thing. The

important point about Kusonius is that he seems to use oikeioseis

both to primary natural things and to virtue as the basis of kathekonta.

This is quite a natural thing to do on the basis of the psychological

principle that it is kathekon to aim at those things which are regard¬

ed as oikeion; and both Musonius and Cicero accept it as a psychologi¬

cal fact that human-beings do have a natural attraction towards virtue.

In Musonius' account of kathekon there is no evidence of a con¬

flict between an attraction to natural things and an attraction to

virtue as conflicting claims in deciding what is kathekon. Cicero's

account might seem to entail a conflict in the stages after an attrac¬

tion to virtue develops. One would expect that the desire to acquire

natural things, which lies behind kathekonta, might conflict with the

desire to act in accordance with virtue. However, Cicero clearly

explains that the attraction to virtue is meant to supercede the

attraction to natural things, and shows by the archer-simile how the

two attractions work together in the case of the supreme good.^^i'his
explanation has obvious connections with Antipater's definition of the

teloc as "to do everything in one's power to acquire natural things".

Here, the attraction to natural things is secondary to the attraction

to virtue, in that although virtue aims to acquire natural things, their

acquisition is not its essential characteristic. In the case of Posi-

donius on the other hand, a conflict is contral to his psychological

position, whereby some things are akin to the irrational capacities

and some to the rational capacities, and errors result uhless Ihe

attraction to the former is made to succumb to the attraction to the

latter i^^uch a conflict would also seem to be behind Panaetius' need

to discuss the problem of conflicts between the claims of moral good¬

ness and of expediency. An important aspect of Panaetius' treatise on
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kathekonta is that he derives them from the virtues at the outset,

and he insists that kathekonta must satisfy the claims both of virtue

and of expediency (or the desire to acquire natural things). This

can be seen as another attempt to demostrate how the conflict can be

reconciled. The essential way in which Panaetius brings about this

reconciliation is to derive the virtues directly from the natural drives.

Since the desire to acquire natural advantages must also be a basic

natural drive, Panaetius has a strong psychological basis for his

demonstration that the aims of virtue and expediency coincide.

The importance of vihat Panaetius does in this respect can perhaps

be seen in terms of the Sceptical criticisms directed at the Stoa,

especially by Carneades. One of these criticisms was that the aim

for what is good had no relation to the basic natural drive towards

natural things which was the source of kathekon, and that in fact the

Stoics had two ends rather than one. The definitions of the telos

put forward by Panaetius• immediate predecessors, Diogenes and Anti-

pater, attempted to show that there were not two ends by incorporating

15the choice of natural things. Panaetius' treatise provides an answer

to the Sceptical criticism, as it were from the other side, by bringing
1S ct

virtue in relation to the doctrine of kathekonta.- Seneca seems to

follow Panaetius' positions that we have a natural attraction to virtue,

that officia are derived from the virtues, and that we determine what

is officium by the criteria both of what is morally good and of what

is useful.^ However, after Seneca the 'way in which virtue affects the

doctrine of kathekonta seems, from the evidence we have, to have become

the main,preoccupation. There is little evidence that the advantages

of intermediates is a criterion of kathekon. Epictetus certainly

warns us very often not to put any value on externals. He mentions

the fact that everyone aims to gain his own advantage, but sees this

advantage in one's moral purpose ('ry><?«tp&r-t$ •), in acting in accordance
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with virtue. The natural attraction to virtue is emphasized by

Musonius and Epictetus in connection with kathekon rather than an

attraction to natural advantages. This position is clearly different

from that, in Cicero, where the latter attraction is central to the

doctrine of kathekon.

Closely connected with the relationship between the attraction

to virtue and the attraction to primary natural things is the question

of the relationship between reason and impulse. In the Stoic accounts

of the nature of man, man's distinction from animals is that he has

the capacity of reason which can control impulse. Reason enables man

to give or withhold assent to impressions and thereby create impulses

17to act in the form of imperatives. Reason is thus capable of stop¬

ping the natural process of impressions producing impulses, which

exists in the case of animals and of children. Now, since reason is

an additional factor in man's nature, does it affect what is kathekon

for him, on the basis that kathekon for man is what is in accox'dance

with his nature? Or is it virtue rather than kathekon that is affected

by man's rational nature? Also, does the addition of reason merely

affect the performance of kathekonta, since it makes it possible for

man deliberately, rather than instinctively, to choose them? And must,

a kathekon be deliberately chosen in order to qualify to be a kathekon?

These questions centre upon the interpretation of the phrase \Jyos

°iipc-l rroi^tv which is given as a definition of kathekon by Diogenes
(7.108) and by Cicero (De finibus 3 58).

In the passage from Diogenes Lacrtius (7.108) '

o^uijV' are subdivided into those which reason chooses, those that
r

reason omits to choose, and those which reason neither chooses nor

omits to choose. Thus, reason ( 'X•- !) is here a limiting factor

in actions done in accordance with impulse Clearly, in the

case of all the actions that we do we must be impelled to do them, and
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therefore it seems that we decide which are kathekonta "by deciding

which reason chooses. As many commentators point out, this definition

of kathekon must refer only to human-beings, in distinction from the

definitions which refer to natural constitution and are applicable to

animals and plants as well. Reason is peculiar to human-beings, and

it is natural for him to live in accordance with reason and control

X8
his impulse. What is meant by reason controlling impulse is that

reason can assent to or reject impressions and thereby affect the

actions to which we are impelled. Now in the chapter on Hierocles

it was argued that reason gives or withholds assent according to what

it believes is in accordance with human nature. Such beliefs are

provided by the process of oikeiosis which make3 them oikeia to us.

In order that 'actions which reason chooses to do' should be kathekonta,

we must assume that an uncorrupted reason is meant, which naturally

chooses things that are oikeia to us as rational creatures, and in this

way kathekonta will be in accordance with the nature of human-beings

which is essentially rational. Nov/, it must not be assumed, as it is
19

by Rieth, that what is oikeion to us in this context refers to virtue.

It is true that we only come to a realisation of what virtue is after

we acquire reason and that virtue is then regarded as oikeicn, but

reason's function in the performance of kathekonta is to choose things

that are in accordance with human nature, not to bring about the

harmony and consistency of all actions, in which virtue consists.

Some commentators believe that kathekonta concern the activities

20
of man not as a rational being but as a living being. Pohlenz says

21
that they concern "unser animalisones Dasein", as opposed to the

»

22
telos which reason indicates to us. He explains the phrase *ccn^

Aoyos odpt^c /roitiV * by saying that it is necessary for reason to choose

them because things that are natural are not always (i.e. not in certain

circumstances) appropriate, but surely the things mentioned are chosen
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because they are natural as a general rule for man and. therefore

appropriate. Pohlenz' approach seems to assume that man has a double

nature, as a living creature like animals and as a rational creature,

the first concerned with kathekon and the second with virtue. A case

against this is Panaetius, who makes clear that man's rational nature

involves a natural desire for knowledge and derives certain kathekonta

from this which are peculiar to man's rational nature and which thus

23
distinguish him from animals. Also, the connection of reason with

the performance of kathekonta should be fully appreciated because man

does not act purely instinctively like animals, but when he acquires

reason he quite naturally has control over his instinctive impulses

(even though he might allow himself to be carried away by them). Also,

it should be noted that it is ' * which acts as a criterion

of virtue, and this must refer to the perfection ('setting upright')

of a process that exists beforehand in the performance of kathekonta

under the control of 'Aops'.
The two-sided approach to human nature tends to suggest that man

has impulses resulting from his animal nature that conflict with what

his reason tells him. Such a conflict seems to have been recognized

*>y Posidonius, and both Panaetius and Eecato seem to have thought

that impulse needs to be controlled by reason in order that kathekonta

be performed. On the other hand some commentators believe that reason

takes over the functions of impulse, that impulse is an expression of
24reason.'" This approach lays stress on the psychological principle

that it i3 reason that controls impulse when it assents to impressions.

What is crucial here is the impressions themselves. Any conflict is

between reason and strong impressions from which it might wish to

withhold assent. This approach accommodates both the dual psychology

of Posidonius (which in fact is based on the psychology of Zeno) and

the mono-psycho logs'- of Chrysippus: in the latter case, inappropriate
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action results from a wrong impression produced by reason, and in the

former from a strong impression produced by the irrational capacities

of the soul. In both cases it is the impressions that need to be dealt

with.

Cicero's account at De finibus 3.20 suggests that deliberate

choice of natural things is something which is additional to the basic

requirement for kathekon, that they aim at natural things. Deliberate

choice here seems to come into play after reason is acquired and man

becomes aware of moral goodness. However, it is not implied that

reason acts in conflict with basic instincts but only that reason takes

over their function of directing us toiirards natural things. Also, he

25
says that impulse is designed for a particular mode of life in aiming

at natural things, and reason for a life that is consistent; but these

need not conflict if the consistency involved is a consistency in

aiming at natural things (indeed virtue is itself said to be in accord¬

ance with nature). This will mean that for a rational creature reason

is always involved in performing kathekonta. Thus, it will not be

surprising that kathekonta are defined as actions which reason chooses

to do. At De finibus 3.53 Cicero tells us that reaaon chooses to do

them because of the element of usefulness in intermediates, that is,

those intermediates that are in accordance with nature.

2S
In the chapter on Plutarch it was suggested that pathe are the

main cause of inappropriate actions because they force reason to do,

or rather assent to do, things that it would not otherwise do. Thus,

kathekonta are actions which reason would naturally choose to do if free
27

from the influence of pathe. In the chapter on Diogenes and Stobaeus

it was also suggested that, while as a general rule we can say that

rational creatures naturally choose to do certain things, in practice

reason leads us to do both appropriate and inappropriate actions. It

has been suggested, too, that in the case of Panaetius and Hecato, who
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insist on reason scrutinizing impulse in the sense of considering

whether the things to which our impressions impel U3 are genuinely-

appropriate, this was perhaps due to the practical need of improving

conduct and correcting inappropriate conduct. One of the basic needs

is knowledge of what is appropriate, so that we know when to give our

assent, and the other, emphasized by Po3idonius, is to strengthen our¬

selves against the force of impressions which impel us to do what is

inappropriate; in the latter case practice and experience is the main

factor.

28
Both aspects are mentioned by Musonius, but Epictetus emphasizes

29 /
the first need, knowledge of what is appropriate. In the first 'rC/-ros*

of ethics Epictetus concentrates on getting one's desires directed to

what is genuinely advantageous for one, so that in the second 'ro^o;1

he concentrates on knowing how to decide what is kathekon. In many

passages he takes it for granted that if one knows what is kathekon

one cannot avoid being impelled to do it. Marcus Aurelius also places

very great emphasis on the intellect, while at the same time seeing a

psychological split between the impulses of the soul and the beliefs

of VcO^' is the guide for anyone in scrutinizing his

impressions of what is kathekon. If the intellect wanes, the functions

of forming impressions and impulses still remain strong, and the result

is less accuracy and precision in performing kathekonta. 'This

suggests that constant mental vigilance over the functions of forming

impressions and impulses is necessary if one is to be successful in

performing kathekonta.

Throughout these accounts there is no strong indication that

deliberate choice is a basic requirement for performing kathekonta,^
although it is clearly of immense importance in improving conduct or

being accurate in the performance of kathekonta. It would seem to be

theoretically possible to perform kathekonta without a deliberately
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conscious scrutiny. Many of the actions that we perform in the course

of everyday life must involve an automatic assent by reason to the

impressions with which it is faced, and there is no reason to suppose

that such actions, performed by the force of habit, are not kathekon.
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III. THE CRITERIA OP KATHEKOIJ

In the discussion of the range of kathekonta the generally .

practical nature of the doctrine of kathekonta was pointed out. The

aim of treatises about kathekonta is to give rules ranging from the very

general to those which apply to vey specific situations. The origin

2
of these rules has also been seen to be the primary natural instincts

with which living creatures are equipped at birth and in accordance

with which they feel primary natural things as akin to themselves

and are impelled towards them. This theory of oikeiosis provides

a psychological principle which applies to all behaviour. Even

when reason develops in man and an attraction towards the good arises,

this principle still applies. Now, the doctrine of attraction

towards natural things not only explains the psychological basis of

human behaviour but also provides a criterion for the general rules

of kathekonta. When Plutarch, at CN 23.1o69H, quotes the question

(probably from Chrysippus) "Where am I to start ( •) ? And

what can I take as the source ('vp^i.j/f) of kathekon and the material

of virtue, if I take away nature and what is natural ('To fcxLT-i tporw ')?",
he is thinking not only of the way in which the concept of what is

natural is based on instinctual behaviour but also that it provides

a criterion for deciding what is kathekon. In other words the criter¬

ion of kathekor has a psychological basis in the origins of human

behaviour.

The definition of kathekon in Diogenes Laertius, Stobaeus, and

Clement; contain the word consequence or conclusion.

Diogenes seems to imply that this refers to the fact that a kathekon

is "akin to the natural constitution", and Stobaeus refers to the fact

that animals act in consequence of their own nature ko\ov£)<~s 7^

e£u<r<K "), where he must mean instinctual behaviour. In the case
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of adult human-beings we have seen that his natural constitution involve

the ability to use reason to control impulses; man does not do every¬

thing instinctively but rather is naturally able to choose what is in

accordance with his nature. The fact, however, that he is able to make

deliberate choices does not provide a criterion of what is kathekon, but

it does mean that what is natural for him is different from (though it

still includes) what is natural for children; the difference is made

linguistically by the use of "to< rrpu/r«c furw n for children and
\ v , A

simply "Toi " for adults. The latter are not centred on the

body ana its preservation but on all those things that it is natural for

rational creature to aim at. In fact, practically all the rules of kath-

ekonta given in the evidence are applicable to adults and not to children

The definitions of kathekon mentioned above seem to refer to the

performance of kathekonta since they include the word "rr(a kath¬

ekon is "the consequent in life, which when performed has a reasonable

justification"^). If these definitions do refer to actions which have

been performed and not to general rules of kathekonta, they must there¬

fore not be definitions of general rules but definitions of particular

acts in which general rules are applied to particular circumstances.

This must mean that kathekon is used in two different ways: firstly,

for general rules (e.g. it is kathekon to marry, to honour one's parents,

and so on) and secondly, for particular acts. However, while the

definitions of kathekon refer to particular acts, they do show that the

general rules involved are based on the natural constitution of the agent

The consequent or conclusion (VKo^oufoi' ») referred to in them is in

part derived from natural constitution (in addition to appraisal of

circumstan'ces). It will therefore be convenient to discuss the criteria

for general rules before dealing fully, in the following chapter, with

the application ox general rules to particular circumstances. As will

be seen in the following chapter, the reasonable defence of a particular
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kathekon is a logical conclusion from various premisses, only some of

which are general rules.

T \ \
In the De finibus Cicero makes clear that the concept of '*f"«

('secundum naturam') is "based on that of the primary natural

things. The connection "between the two concepts is made "by the use of

the concept of'value' (), since anything that is in accordance

with the primary natural impulses or produces something that is so, has

value (thus, wealth, for example, would be 'k^-n* Js~\v ' "not in

itself but because it is useful in producing food, shelter and the

like). Cicero seems to emphasize the fact that lcathekonta aim to

obtain '-rd » in contrast to the morally good things by

saying that all kathekonta are means to the end of obtaining primary

natural things. In speaking of primary natural things here, and not

merely of natural things, he indicates that the concept of 'natural things'

is really an extension of the concept of'primary natural things'."3" v/hat
8

Diogenes Laertius and Stobaeus tell us about value is very useful in

supplementing Cicero's account, since they make clear the distinction

between value assigned to things in themselves and value assigned to

things in particular circumstances. This distinction has a bearing on

the criteria for the general rules of kathekonta and particular kath¬

ekonta. On the one hand value is said to be assigned to those things

which have "an intermediate capacity or usefulness in contributing to

the natural life (*o jocrd e.g. 'wealth and health. Thus,

it will be appropriate to look after one's health and preserve one's

wealth (v. D.L.7J-09). On the other hand relative value is assigned

to things in particular circumstances. This requires experience of

circumstances, and means that while one usually chooses health instead

of disease, it might in particular circumstances be more valuable to

choose disease rather tha.n health. Thus, it can be seen that if one
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can assign value to things in themselves one can say that as a general

rule it is appropriate to obtain them (keeping open the possibility

that in particular circumstances their value may be outweighed, by

other things).

There is very convincing evidence for the connection of the value

of 'T<i tptia-w ' with the reasonable ('to'Ae ') justification which
a kathekon is said to have in the definitions which Cicero, Stobaeus

9and Diogenes Laertius give. Cicero sees the connection clearly at

De finibus 3.58 in the first of his arguments which demonstrate that

a kathekon is an intermediate.^ 'This first argument rests on two

premisses, both of which contain the word 'probabilis'1) that a

kathekon has a 'probabilis' justification (where 'probabilis' is a

translation of 'toAo^c-j'), and 2) that there is 'aliquid probabile*
in indifferent things. In the chapter on Cicero I argued that this

must mean that kathekonta aim at those intermediates which have value

v / 10aand are 'k*--r.l . Since the reasonable justification refers to

particular actions, there is not a direct correlation between kathekonta

and those intermediates which are preferred ('rrpoi-j^fri/u'); tha+- is,
any particular action which aims at a preferred thing is not necessarily

a kathekon. Only general rules of kathekonta can be connected with

preferred things. It is the relative value assigned to intermediates

in particular circumstances which must be concerned in the reasonable

justification of a particular kathekon.

This passage in Cicero's De finibus is the most important clue to

the connection of a reasonable justification with the value of inter-
»

mediates, but there are other passages which do connect 'tw koo-J*

with the reasonableness of kathekonta. Firstly, there are those passages

that are concerned with 'ewfoj-or '. ^ Even though suicide only
seems to be justifiable for the wise man, it is said to be kathekon for
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him; and the wise man commits suicide reasonably when he possesses

a preponderance of ' ~r& and remains in life reasonably when
t

he possesses a preponderance of 'tA wn) j^irw aStobaeus even uses"^
the word • instead of 'c-^Xo^ws ', and gives kathekonta and

their opposites as criteria of life and death instead of 'tv fact-*- fJaiv t

and 'tJ iTwjc-i ^JcTiw Thus, what the wise man does is to weigh up the

value of intermediates and if those with disvalue out-weigh those with

value it will be kathekon to commit suicide because this action has

a reasonable justification. Also, Epictetus, in the second chapter of

the first book of Discourses, puts forward the general principle that

man does what he feels is reasonable ('ei'Ao^-o j '). He gives two general
criteria of what is reasonable:- 1) the value of externals, and 2) what

is in keeping with our own character. On the basis of the first criter¬

ion, that of the value of externals, everyone 'would choose what has the

greatest value, but the second criterion depends on what the individual

believes to be worthy of himself (as Epictetus says, some people will

hold a chamber-pot for another, but others quite definitely would not).

Both cf these are necessary in determining what is reasonable. Epictetus

puts more emphasis on the individual character, which acts as a deciding

criterion of whether or not one accepts the course which involves the

greatest external value. It is indeed important for Epictetus that

we do not desire to obtain externals but only act on the basis of value

judgements about them, since the criterion of doing what is in accord¬

ance with one's character greatly affects what one actually decides to
13

do. The question of individual character will be dealt with later in
r

this chapter, but it can be seen now that value judgements about exter¬

nals are a primary ingredient in the reasonableness of any action. If

one is considering the relationship between Vu'Ao ' and 'tvA
both the criteria mentioned by Epictetus here are relevant to a kathekon
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character is in a sense to do what is 'J ', as is to do what is

in accordance with human ratxire. Epictetus elsewhere (see later in this

chapter) uses ^JrW ' to refer to human nature as criterion of kath-

ekon. The conclusion must therefore "be that the value that constitutes

the reasonableness of a kathekon is not just in externals but in human

nature and individual character.

A passage in Cicero's he officiis (1.101) which mentions that a

kathekon has a "probabilis causa" does not seem to connect 'probabilis'

with the value of intermediates but with the fact that a kathekon must

be a rational act in which impulse obeys the command of reason. The

emphasis, in this passage, on the control of impulse by reason is not

surprising since it occurs in a section which derives principles of

kathekonta from the virtue of moderation.However, it is also n6t

surprising that the control of impulse by reason should be in general

applicable to kathekonta, since man is by nature a rational animal.

The fact that kathekonta are in general actions which reason chooses to

do is put elsewhere by the phrase A/yos rnoie-iw " (D.L-.7.103)
and "talis ut ratio postulet agere aliauid et facere eorum [sc.

mediorum]" (Cic. Be fin. 3.53). Cicero, in the Be officiis, may well

be connecting the general definition of Xoy&r °lIpc~T rrcxe-<V

with the definition of particular kathekonta as having a reasonable

justification; that is, a justification is reasonable if it is based
15

on the kind of things that "reason chooses to do". I have argued

that "o'<rw., Ac^os rrotfr-Tv » refers to kathekonta as actions that

are in accordance with the nature of a rational animal, such that an

uncorrupted rational animal, free from the influence of pathe, would

choose them. For instance, "honouring one's parents" is the kind of

thing that a rational creature chooses to do, and it must be one of the
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kathekon. Thus, the justification is (in part) reasonable because it

is based on the criterion of what is in accordance with the nature of

a rational creature. Indeed, a little later in the be officiis (1,107)

Cicero says that human nature is the basic method of determining

kathekonta.

The concept of Vo) /o<rJ <pJs~iv ' is clearly most important as a

criterion of kathekonta, since it occurs in discussions of kathekonta

throughout the Stoic evidence. We have already seen that Cicero and

Plutarch give 't) jJrws ' as the determining criteria of kathekonta.

Stobaeus also indicates this at Eclogues II 86.10. Panaetius^ regarded

human nature as the source for general principles of kathekonta (be off.

1.107). Panaetius is not really concerned with advising us what things

it is kathekon to acquire (he assumes that human-beings have an instinct

to acquire things that are advantageous) but with how it is kathekon

17to acquire them. The method of acquiring them is determined by human

nature, an important characteristic of which is that human-beings have

an affinity to each other and act in the interests of each other.

Panaetius tells how to act in consequence of this natural affinity.

He does the same comprehensively with all the natural drives by deriving

the virtues from them and then detailing the spheres of these virtues

to produce general rules of kathekonta.
13

Kusonius does very much the same as Panaetius: he mentions, for

example, that marriage is ' and based on natural inclinations

and therefore appropriate. However, when Kusonius mentions human nature

in connection with appropriate action, he seems to mean man's virtuous

nature; indeed he uses 'f^ri to refer to the telos. The lack

of distinction between appropriateness and virtue in Kusonius and

Epictetus has already been pointed out, but it seems to be the concept
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of virtue that is brought into line with kathekon rather than the other

19
way round. Kusonius still uses examples such as health and strength

as objects of appropriate actions, but it is the restraint in eating

that results from moderation ( 'ffuxbporutfy •) which is called appropriate

De off. 1.106). The tendency in Kusonius is therefore to call the

exercise of the virtues appropriate, because this is in accordance

with human nature, as 'well as to call the acquisition of things such

as health and strength appropriate. Kusonius certainly does not, as

Cicero does, see kathekonta as: aiming at primary natural things in

contrast to good things, but rather sees good things and things in

accordance with nature as identical. The virtues are seen as Vocn*

4>u<r\*' because we have a natural inclination to them and kathekonta as

• because they involve the exercise of the virtues. Yet

Kusonius does not suggest that the performer of kathekonta possesses the

sage's incontravertible disposition, rather that he acts virtuously

in the secondary sense of Panaetius whereby virtue is ascribed to those

who carry out the kathekonta derived from the four cardina.1 virtues.
20

Epictetus also says that it is kathekon to aim at what is '/c-c-rl

'. By this he does not mean universal nature, because we are

said not to know what is going to happen and therefore to aim at what

is *fcx-ry <{dr\v For example, man is said to have a natural sense of

loyalty, affection, helpfulness, respect for others. Human nature is

summed up at 3.7.24-23 as here it as a

criterion of general rules of kathekonta (' tc4),

including "marrying", "producing children", and "caring for parents".
21

Bonhdffer suggests that these refer to the very essence and true nat¬

ure of man,that they are the highest activity of moral will. However,

they are what one would expect as examples of kathekonta; the important
22

point is that Epictetus seems to say that to act totally in accordance
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with, universal nature is impossible because man cannot forecast events;

virtue is connected solely with human nature and how it deals with events

mspite of an ability to know what will happen. Spictetus does encour¬

age us to accommodate our actions to changing circumstances, but it is

human nature that remains the determining criterion. External things

of course, which are in a sense called 'f<* cj> 6 tw ', are not to be

deliberately sought after. All we should do is to keep our moral purpose

( 'rTpo^x^ofctris ') in accordance with nature (viz. human nature). The

reasoning seems to be that so-called unnatural things (i.e. externals)

happen very often and we have no control over them, and that we should

concentrate on those natural things which are in our control because

they concern our moral purpose.

Marcus Aurelius^ follows Spictetus very closely in deriving

kathekonta from the terms that are applicable to man (e.g. "iTuiujp^",
and "tirr£fxf>p^*"). These terms are clearly descriptive of man's virtue.
It is the performance of the functions of man's nature that is important

for kathekonta, not the avoidance of such 'unnatural' things as pain,

since the latter may be necessary in performing one's function as part

of the universe.

25Hierocles again emphasizes the origin of kathekonta in the basic

instincts of human nature. He views human nature in terms of natural

drives such as gregariousness or the drive towards living with a partner

and producing children, and it is clearly these that he is referring to

when he speaks of kathekonta being in accordance with natural constitu¬

tion. This is given as a more basic principle for determining kathekonta

than the appeal to the authority of the wise man. It is indeed a general

principle of kathekon for the ordinary man to marry because it is so for

the wise man, but even the wise man experiences a natural drive towards

marriage. Hierocles draws consequences from the drive to live with a
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partner, i.e. that we should rear many children in spite of the cost

of it. Another natural drive from which it is concluded that the

rearing of many children is • fco-v tfJrw » is -the drive to benefit others.

An example of kathekonta resulting from man's gregariousness is that he

should alv/ays act in the interests of his state. Throughout, his advice

about what is kathekon is substantiated basically by an appeal to a part-

iciilar natural drive.

The treatment of kathekonta throughout all the evidence clearly

reveals the fact that general rules of kathekonta are based on a view

of human nature. The distinction between kathekonta and katorthomata

in the Old Stoa is usually seen in terms of fr^ /<^ri ' and

26
kathekonta aim to acquire the former, katorthomata the latter.

v 27
' / U f^rrJ <{>c/c|' concern human nature whereas goods concern universal

2 S
nature. This distinction remains even if, as Kidd, one sees the

performance of kathekonta in the course of progress gradually converging

with universal nature. The distinction is based very much on the

dichotomy between attraction towards primary natural things and towards

goods, but from Panaetius onwards this dichotomy ceases to exist.

Panaetius seems to see all natural drives as directed towards the virtues,

and in the Stoics after Panaetius it becomes a general principle that

when kathekonta are derived from human nature the virtues are included

as well as the primary natural instincts. The stress on these two

aspects does of course vary. Kusonius seems to stress both the origin

of kathekonta in natural drives and the importance of exercising the .

virtues, whereas Hierocles stresses the natural drives most. Epictetus
t

also stresses very much the importance for kathekonta of exercising

the human virtues, deliberately advising us not to go out of our way to

acquire external natural things which our primary natural instincts

might lead us to aim at but which are not in our control.
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The preceding discussion of human nature as a criterion of kath-

ekonta has shown that we must take statements that kathekonta aim at

'tu kptri ^4<riv ' in a very wide sense. Treatises about kathekonta are

concerned with the practicalities of life, but their concern is not

confined to showing how to obtain 'tv i«-r^ fJnv ' in the sense of how

to gain the advantages of life, but how to deal with all the practical¬

ities of life in a way that is consistent with human nature. Of course,

dealing with the practicalities of life does include the acquisition

of advantages for oneself and others, but this is not the only consid¬

eration. There was indeed some variation among individual Stoics in

the treatment of this question of advantages.

The Stoic attitude to advantages in Cicero, Plutarch and Sextus
29

Empiricus is that kathekonta aim to derive usefulness from intermed¬

iates. Kathekonta are actions which are neither good nor bad but which

do or produce something that is useful. Usefulness seems to refer to

things that are necessary for the maintenance of everyday life.

Panaetius^ makes the acquisition of advantages a basic criterion of

kathekonta alongside the criterion that kathekonta should be in accord¬

ance with what is morally good ('honestum'); one should act in a way

that is both 'honestum' and 'utile'. In the second book of the De offic-

iis it is practically taken for granted that human beings need to acquire

advantages for themselves and their friends; what is discussed is the

most expedient way of acquiring them. It is argued at some length that

the most expedient way is to follow the rules of officia that have been

derived from the virtues in the first book, i.e. that 'honestum' and

'utile' coincide. Great emphasis is put on the need to cooperate with

others in our acquisition of advantages, and this introduces the ques¬

tion of how to treat other people. This last question aroused a dispute

between Diogenes and Antipater,^* the former believing that one should
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only refrain from acting against the interests of others when the law

expressly forbad it, the latter that one should not knowingly act

contrary to the interests of others even when the law did not forbid it.

32The same disagreement existed between Hecato and Panaetius. For

Diogenes and Hecato the question of what is advantageous did conflict

with what is 'honestum' (in this case, fulfilling the kathekonta that

are derived from justice and acting in accordance with the interests

of others), but for Antipater and Panaetius the latter determined the

former. Panaetius' view seems to have prevailed. His pupil, Posidonius,

is said by Cicero to have admired Panaetius' work in this field and to

have written on the subject of the conflict between advantage and

moral goodness.Seneca^ seems to have followed Panaetius' position.

Musonius,^ Spictetus^and Marcus Aurelins^ greatly play down the

obtaining of advantages as a criterion of kathekonta. Indeed the

tendency is towards the view that they militate against the performance

of kathekonta, and to concentrate on the idea that the advantageous

approach is to act in accordance with the virtues. Spictetus and Marcus

Aurelius still regard the desire for advantages as basic to human

behaviour. Spictetus insists that advantage be placed not in externals

but in one's own moral purpose. Marcus Aurelius places advantage in

what is in accordance with man's nature as a rational and social animal;

this means that he must do what is in the interests of his city and of
•3 O

the universe. For Marcus and for Hierocles the idea of social respon¬

sibility and that it is advantageous for oneself to act in the common

interest is of crucial importance for deciding what is kathekon, and
t

this idea has its roots in Panaetius. The acquisition of the necessary

conveniences of life have, however, become of very minor importance for

kathekonta in Spictetus and Marcus.

In conjunction with this emphasis on social responsibility is an
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emphasis on one's relationships to others as a criterion of kathekonta.
n Q

It was pointed out in the chapter on the range of kathekonta that,

although the first clear evidence of relationships as criteria of kath¬

ekonta is in Panaetius, relationships do figure very highly in the

examples of kathekonta that are given as traditional Stoic doctrine

(Diogenes, Stohaeus, etc.). To say that one measures kathekonta in

accordance with relationships need mean no more than that one acts in

accordance with general rules of kathekonta such as honouring one's

father, brother and country, restoring a trust and so on, all of which

involve relationships. However, by the time of Epictetus it has become

very important as a formal criterion of kathekonta.

In Cicero's De officiis the question of relationships is introduced

in the section which outlines those officia that are derived from

justice. ' This is to be expected since justice is the virtue which

concerns the way in which we treat other people (I.5O-6O). The general

principle is that the different degrees of relationship, ranging from

the relationship to our fellow-men down to the close relationship between

husband and wife, involve different degrees of obligations. For

instance, the obligation resulting from our relationship to our fellow-

men is that everyone should have a right to those things which nature

has produced for the common use of man; the obligation resulting from

our relationship to our country is that we should not hesitate to render

it a service by dying on its behalf; and obligations to members of onels

family are to give them support and protection. At 1.59 it is clear

that these obligations are general criteria which one brings to bear
t

upon any situation, and the difficulty in practice is to ;*eigh up con¬

flicting obligations resulting from different relationships.

These obligations are for Panaetius only derived from justice and

not'the other three virtues. However, they are of great significance
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of acquiring advantages, and hence such obligations will he of impor¬

tance because the acquisition of advantages for oneself can very easily

conflict with the advantage of others.^ In the discussion of the

conflict of 'honestum' and 'utile' the main problem is how to reconcile
A O

one's own interests with a just treatment of others. One's obliga¬

tions to others entail that one should not be selfish but act in their

interests. The obligations of relationships are very important for the

whole questions of kindnesses (beneficia, tr^) because they are the

basic criteria in determining how to give, receive and repay kindnesses.

The significance of beneficia is shown most strikingly by the great;

detail in which Seneca treated them. Seneca gives several references

to Hecato's treatise on the subject and in one reference (be beneficiis

2.13.2^) shows that the exchange of beneficia is based on a rule which

is determined by the relationship concerned (the relationships of

husband and wife and of father and son are mentioned). This is exactly

how beneficia are treated in the second book of the lie officiis, since

they are based on the rules of officia derived from justice in the first

book.

Obligations to others do, however, seem to be central to that

section of philosophy which deals with precepts of officia. In Suistle

94 where Seneca discusses the relationship of this section with the

section which gives 'd.ecreta' about moral goodness, the examples of

precepts are how a husband should treat a wife, a father his children,

and a master his slaves (hp. 94.1)- These examples suggest that the
t

precepts centred on how to treat other people, but there is no reason

to suppose that they were all of such a nature. When we come to

Spictetus, however, the obligations of relationships do seem to apply

to all kathekonta. The descriptions of the second 'tc/Tos' > which con-
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cerns kathekon, are very significant in this respect. This 'Tviros' is

said to concern impulses and aversions (and 3.2.2),

or more specifically , orderly and rational actions free from rashness.

The most basic and all-embracing criterion for orderly and rational

action is clearly the maintenance of relationships, both those with

which we are born and those that we acquire throughout life. At E30

the general principle is given that what is kathekon in any situation

can be discovered by an examination of the relationships between oneself

and the person with whore,one is dealing. For instance, if one's brother

wrongs one, one should not return the wrong but act in accordance with

one's relationship to him and pass over the injury incurred. But the

concept of relationship extends beyond relationships with other people.

Our relationship with god is said to imply that we do not regard exter¬

nals as good or evil, only those things in our control, that we accept

everything that hapoens because god ordains it for us. All the terms

('ovo^octoc') that apply to man imply relationship of some kind, and

from them it is possible to derive all the kathekonta that are applic-

45able to man. Thus, if in any particular situation one can say that

a particular term applies to one, then one must perform the kathekonta

that are entailed by it. Discourse 2.10 sets out specifically to

demonstrate how kathekonta are derived from the terms applicable to

man. The widest term is of course 'human-being', and this implies a

relationship with god. Human-beings are all citizens of the universe,

and this implies that one should act as part of the universe. Because

human-beings cannot know beforehand what is going to happen, it is kath¬

ekon for them to choose what is more naturally adapted for choice. Thus,

this general principle of kathekon is derived from one's relationship

with god. In Hierocles the advice given about kathekon extends to one's

relationship with god.^ Marcus Aurelius,^ who quite clearly distin-
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guishes "three types of relationship: 1) in the normal sense, to those

with whom one lives, 2) to the divine cause and 3) to the environment.

The first must include all human-beings, since in a sense we live with

all human-beings. The second refers to our relationship with god, and

the third to the way in which we react to our environment. I have

43
argued that Marcus is referring to the right use of impressions,

which was central to Bpictetus' ethics, i.e. the general principle that

impressions coming from external things should net be allowed to affect

one's actions without first being tested by one's reasoning faculty.

Thus, in Marcus' Meditations we can see that the term '«^eVts' has come

to be used in reference to everything external to man.

l-!e have seen that Epictetus believed that the individual's char-

j/i A9
acter should be taken into account in determining what is 'ej/iojiv'. '

Although a particular course of action might be judged 'e^'Ao^ov'' because
of the value of the externals it involves, it may still be reasonable

not to do it if it is contrary to one's own character (1.2.5-11). By

individual character he means what an individual is prepared to accept

as being in accordance with his own sense of dignity. The point is made
50

clear at 1.25.14f. where it is said to be up to the individual to

decide on the basis of circumstances what is the appropriate course

for himself. The example of smoke in the house is given: an individua.1

will leave a smoke-filled house which he is visiting at the point at

which the level becomes too much for himself to accept. At 4.12.17,

after mentioning relationships with others as a principle of conduct,

he adds that in social intercourse one should maintain one's own
»

character. It seems, therefore, that individual character is a quite

distinct criterion from human nature in general. This is in /accordance

with the Be officiis (l.lOT)^1 where Panaetius distinguishes general

human nature from individual capacities; it is stressed that the indiv-
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idual must hold on to his ovm particular endowments, so long as these

do not conflict with the criterion of general human nature. In spite

of what Epictetus says in Discourse 1.2, there is little evidence of the

effect of the individual's character on kathekonta elsewhere. At S29.5

Spictetus does use it to warn people who are wanting to take up philo¬

sophy that "before taking it up they must examine their ovm character

to see if they personally are prepared to accept all the hardships that

52it involves. Marcus Aurelius stressesthe individual a great deal "but

usually in the sense that the individual should make every effort to do

what is kathekon for him. He does mention individual constitution, "but

gives no explanation of how it functions as a criterion. Thus, the

evidence of how individual considerations function as a criterion of

kathekonta is restricted to Panaetius and Epictetus; indeed there is no

evidence that they were a criterion of kathekonta "before the time of

Panaetius. For Panaetius it is a matter of the individual's natural

endowments and capabilities, that one should devote oneself to activities

for which one has a natural bent and keep away as much as possible from

activities for which one has no natural bent. This does seem to be

connected with the Spictetus passage where conduct is determined by

principles which one accepts as valid for oneself; for at 1.112, for

example, the austerity which Cato practised, it is said, made suicide

valid for him whereas it was not valid for the others who were in the

same position of defeat but whose mode of life was less severe. The

emphasis on individual qualities in Panaetius and Epictetus for the

determination of kathekonta is indeed outstanding in the Stoic evidence,

which puts so much emphasis on prescribing rules.



IV. THE PRACTICE OF KATHEKON

Both Diogenes Laertius and Stohaeus give the definition of kathekon

as "that which when done has a reasonable defence ( ;*Tro\c;yruev^

D.L.7.107; vrre>Xoy x.v, Stob. Eel. II 35,14)". This is also the

definition of kathekon given by Cicero, who uses the phrase 'probabilis

ratio' for reasonable defense, both in the Be officiis (1.3) and in the

De finibus (3.58)• This definition begins the accounts in all these

cases. Since it is a primary definition in Cicero's account, it is

reasonable to assume that it goes back to the early 3toa. Diogenes Laertius

attributes the introduction of the concept of 'kathekon', immediately

after giving the definition, to the founder of the Stoa. Also, Sextus

Empiricus' discussion, at Adversus "athematicos 7.153, of Arcesilaus'

criticism of the Stoic criterion of truth suggests that the definition

goes back to the time of Zeno. Arcesilaus believed that certainty of

knowledge is impossible and that for the purpose of living the wise man

uses the criterion of 'to ». Arcesilaus defines a virtuous

action as "that which has a reasonable defence (ewUysv

oJrroAcyuxv)Arcesilaus' activity as a philosopher did overlap with
that of Zeno, and it is therefore quite likely that Arcesilaus, for

polemical reasons, took Zeno's definition of a kathekon and said that

this was/ in fact the definition of a ka+.orthoma. It is unlikely that

Zeno (or a later Stoic) took a definition of katorthoma from Arcesilaus

and used it to define a kathekon, since the passage in Sextus is o.learly
1

meant as a polemic against the Stoics.J"

A great deal of controversy has arisen over the meaning of '5v^oyo<: 1 ,

which is ambiguous, as is Cicero's translation 'probabilis'. It can

mean either probable and uncertain or reasonable and having good grounds.

Arcesilaus certainly used it to mean probable, since he believed that

nothing could be known for certains but he could have been (deliberately)
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misrepresenting the Stoic definition of kathekon. On the other hand,

if the Stoics did not wish ' to mean probable, it seems some¬

what odd to. have used such an ambiguous word. Scholars have pointed out

various ways in which probability or reasonableness can be seen as an

attribute of kathekonta. These are not necessarily mutually exclusive:

for example, it could be reasonable in that it aims at something that

is natural and at the same time probable in that the achievement of its

aim is not certain. It is possible to accept both of these as charac¬

teristics of kathekonta, but the real question lies in determining

which is the significant characteristic referred to in the definition

by the word in deciding this question, one must also

consider the phrase "to Oov &v (or^/<y)", which is closely

associated with it in Diogenes and Stobaeus. This phrase is indeed

given on its own as the definition of kathekon by Clement, a fact

which points to its importance in defining a kathekon. Cicero, however,

does not use it in conjunction with reasonable defence. «V

is clearly connected with natural constitution, as was seen in the last

chapter. Even if Cicero does not use the phrase, he certainly demon¬

strates the connection of kathekon with natural constitution. In inter¬

preting the phrase 'reasonable defence',it is necessary to keep in mind

that to have a reasonable defence is in some sense to be a consequence

of natural constitution.

First of all, it will be helpful to outline the various interpret¬

ations of the phrase *rroXcjjVac'. The common denominator among
those who take 'evi'Xcnpc^ ' to mean probable is that a kathekon involves

»

in some way uncertainty of knowledge. They disagree, however, about

where the uncertainty lies. Rist^ and Hirzel^ see it as uncertainty

about the results of an action; when we set out to do something, we

e,
cannot be sure that we will succeed. Grumach sees uncertainty about
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success as an uncertainty about what fate has determined for us;, we

choose what is in accordance with our nature but we cannot be sure that

this is in accordance with what fate has determined for us. Brdhier" and

7Goldschmidt see the uncertainty to be in the value of kathekonta them¬

selves; they are only probably valuable because in some situations they

should not be done. Among those who take •ed'Acj-os • to mean "supported by

good reasons", the largest group is those who take kathekonta to be

determined by god, universal reason, universal law, universal na.ture,

fate. This view is taken by 3onhdffer,^ Dyroff,^ and Pohlenz."^ Kilb"^
sees kathekonta as well-founded because of the value of intermediates,

19 13Tseko^l^akis ^and Kerferd because they are consequences of human nature.

A third approach is to take 'eb'kofos ' to mean probable in one sense and
1A

reasonable in another. Ghristensen believes that the sceptical crit¬

erion of probability was used for kathekonta, but that this is a justifi¬

cation "on .good grounds'1, based on judgements of the value of objects

15and on logical and physical feasibility. Nebel regards kathekon as

'probably' what fate has determined for us but 'reasonable' in so far as

kathekon aims at what is natural; this is basically the same position as

that of Grumach except that the latter regards the choice of natural

things as a sign of probability rather than of reasonableness.

The interpretations of the word as 'probable' are really compat¬

ible with each other as descriptions of kathekonta. Rist's ana Hirz-el's

view that 'eJ'Ao§o<; ' refers to uncertainty about the results of an action

is in any case implausible because one would hardly justify an action

by the uncertainty of its outcome; however, it must be true that when

we set out to do an action there is the possibility that we will be

unsuccessful, owing to some unforeseen occurrence. This can be

expressed in another way by saying that whatever is going to happen

is determined by fate and that because we cannot forecast it our actions

are liable to failure. The view of Br€hier and Goldschmidt that the

value of kathekonta in themselves is uncertain is compatible with the
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above views. To say that "to marry" is a kathekon does not mean tha.t

it is kathekon to marry on any occasion. To choose to marry has only

a probable defense because circumstances may require one not to marry.

In all these interpretations there is uncertainty concerning circumstances

or events.

In determining the validity of these interpretations of 'reasonable

defence' as a defence resting on uncertain knowledge, it will be helpful

to examine the phrase "r« cv (or since the word

'^IcAcjBov', consequence or conclusion, suggests a connection with

logic. Can any sense be made of saying that a conclusion has a justi¬

fication that is probable rather than having the full validity of truth?

The difficulty here is that there is practically no evidence for the

meaning of 'e*Ao^-<?s » in Stoic logic. We rely mainly on one passage in

Diogenes Laertius which states that a 'eb'Ao^-os ' proposition is one

which "has more chances of being true than not" ("to rAeccvocs

€^>v 6-iS tA> '', 7.76) such as "I shall be alive tomorrow".

In support of this, there is an anecdote about the Stoic, Sphaerus of

Bosporus, reported by both Diogenes and Athenaeus,"^ in which the

'facr,*. rrT'Xi^ ^•cvr-crcot' which is a true representation of reality is
contrasted with 'to ' which might turn out to be false. Sphaerus

was deceived by some waxen pomegranates (or, in Athenaeus, birds) but

claimed that he assented not to the proposition that they were pome¬

granates but that it was reasonable (o^cv ') for them to be pome-

17
granates. In view of this, Watson takes the 'e-u'Ac^or ' proposition as

the guide in life for the ordinary man. Perfect knowledge, he says, is

knowledge of all truths so linked as to form one integral truth; but it

is an ideal-, and hence we must be realistic and follow what is 'eJ'Aojpv'.
Watson seems to connect kathekon and '^o'Aoj-ov' with a scale of values,

as opposed to the perfect knowledge of all truth; it is this that makes
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the difference between kathekon and katorthoma. The defence for a kath-

ekon is, it seems, 'probable' rather than 'true' because it is based on

a calculation of value in indifferents rather than on perfect knowledge.

Thus, we can say that an action is kathekon if we can point to its value

but this means that it is only probably, not certainly, what would have

been done in the light of perfect knowledge. To say that a kathekon

has a 'eJAoj-04 » defence is not to say that it is probably appropriate

but probably rimht, in the same way as a 'e-oAojps ' proposition is

probably true, because it aims at what is valuable in indifferents

rather than at what is good. This seems to be how Christensen inter¬

prets the ' defence. "Such a justification would be based on

one or more valire judgements, plus perhaps some judgements of, say,

13
physical feasibility or logical compatibility." The value judgements

are seen by Ghristensen as constituting good grounds. Such judgements

evaluate objects as constitutive to perfection, but they are not based

on the perfect knowledge of the sage, whose actions are perfect.

The clearest example of 'eoAc^-oj ' referring to value in indifferent

is in the case of V7'. It was argued in the last chapter'*"
that 'eJ'A ' does refer to the basis of kathekonta in 'rv

by which is meant not simply externals which are in accordance with

nature but any thing or action which is in accordance with human nature.

But what is also important is that a 'ed'Ao^cj ' defence refers to a

part-ionla^ situation; a kathekon has a reasonable defence because it

is a conclusion inferred not simply from general criteria of what is

in accordance with human nature but, most importantly, from the inter-
»

pretation of general criteria in particular circumstances.

It was pointed out in the last chapter that there is a type of

value which refers to intermediates as objects of action. Intermediates

have value attributed to themselves and are in this sense called
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'preferred' "but in particular situations one cannot say that preferred

things are necessarily to he aimed at. Instead we must examine the re¬

lative value of the intermediates involved. This type of value was

called 'ciic'XeKTiK^ • hy Antipater, and experience seems to he needed
21

in order to calculate it. This is important because for example

health is in itself preferred hut in a particular situation disease might

have more value. For this reason, Aristo seems to have believed that

things are not preferred in themselves hut only in particular circum-

22
stances. In the De officiis (1.141) the evaluation of the circumstances

2
is given as one of three principles which must he observed in any action.

At 1.53-60 general principles of kathekonta in our dealings with other

people are given, hut also examples when these should he contravened.

The simile of accounting is used, that we should calculate kathekon by

adding up the amount owed to each person and thereby seeing who has

the prior claim upon us at any particular time. It seems that exper¬

ience in discerning value in particular situations is not necessary

to perform kathekonta because the general principles do apply to the

majority of situations, hut if one aims to make moral progress and to

perform kathekonta on every occasion, such experience is absolutely

essential. In any situation where several different claims are made

one must he able to assess their relative merit. 'Value' is the im¬

portant criterion in the application of general rules because it deter¬

mines what is to he done when general miles conflict with each other.
O A

To take an example from Hecato: if one's father has committed treason,

one must follow the rule of honouring one's country by reporting him to

the authorities rather than the rule of honouring one's father by not

reporting, because it is of greater value to prevent treason than to

honour one's father. If, however, one's father has robbed a temple, it

is of greater value not to report him. An important consequence of



choosing that course of action which has the greatest value must "be that

there is only one course of action which is appropriate, unless there

are several-which possess the same value. Examples of equal value which
24-a

are given in Plutarch, even if rather trivial, do illustrate the point.

In the case where two runneres finish a race at exactly the same time,

there is no difference in value between giving the victory to one rather

than the other, and therefore both courses of action will be kathekon.

The same is "true if one has to choose between two identical drachmae.

That part of the definition which refers to "To c^koAouSo*- evju..^
(or /jiw)" is very important in determining the significance of a 'evXc^cs*
defense because it shows that a kathekon is a conclusion which has a

'e^o^-as ' defence. The indication in Diogenes and Stobaeus is that the
conclusion is a conclusion from human nature, but Epictetus shows clearly

that a kathekon is a conclusion based both on general criteria and on

circumstances. This indicates that the 'tu'Acj-05' defense which the

conclusion possesses involves the application of general criteria in

particular circumstances.

Epictetus clearly demonstrates the relation between logic and

kathekon. The circumstances with which we are faced in any situation

are regarded as hypotheses. This is important because the argument in

which the appropriate conclusion is drawn is said to be a hypothetical

one. The circumstances are not to be accepted in any sense as necessary

or permanent, because as soon as the circumstances change, the conclusion

changes. The other, more important, premisses of these hypothetical

arguments are those concerned with what is • The conclusion

(') is clearly a conclusion both from the hypotheses of

circumstances and from what is in accordance with nature. Because of

the importance of hypothetical arguments in determining kathekon, which

is a conclusion in life ( 'To (or AV )') > the person who .
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wishes to perform kathekonta must "be equipped, with an ability to under-
27

stand logical processes. Kan, being a rational animal, does have an

ability to understand logical processes and follow the inferences which

they involve, which shows that every human-being has the ability to

determine kathekonta to some extent. In 1.7 Epictetus declares that in

every matter we should try to determine the appropriate solution which

the good man would find, and this is done by the meticulous use of

logical processes. Firstly, we must make a correct appraisal of the

situation, so that we obtain the correct hypotheses. Secondly, the

importance of an ability to make inferences (' JkoAo^oc ■) is stressed.

Inappropriate action results from a failure either to realise that

hypotheses have changed or to draw from these hypotheseS"inferences

consistent with one's own position as a human-being and an individual; '

in fact Epictetus stresses that all moral errors involve a logical

error. Now, if the conclusion referred to in the definition of kathekon

rests on circumstances and on what is in accordance with nature, it

would seem right to assume that these are the reasons why it has a

reasonable defence. This leads to the view that ' does not

simply refer to the fact that kathekonta are based on what is *

' but to the fact that it is based on what is natural in particular

circumstances.

It was argued in the chapter on Marcus Aurelius that the phrase

"numbers of kathekon", which occurs in Cicero, Seneca and Marcus Aurel-

ius, r-efers to the different elements of the argument which provides a

justification for kathekon. These numbers seem to refer not only to the
»

different general principles which are introduced as premisses but also to
%

the circumstances. The justification, it seems, has to show reasons why

a particular action is kathekon at this moment of time, to this extent,

with this person, and so on. The importance of the comparison of numbers
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principles that are introduced into the argument are not justifications

of a particular kathekon each in their own right hut only in combination

with each other.

In viewhof the role that logic plays in the determination of kath¬

ekonta it is clear that their justification is objective in the sense

that very definite reasons can be given for performing them. No sense,

therefore, can be made of saying that a kathekon has a justification

which is 'probable' because it is tincertain that the justification is

valid or not. The conclusion must be drawn by valid means of inference

from the premisses. This still leaves the basic uncertainty which was

pointed out by Watson and Christensen, that kathekonta fio not rest on

the perfect knowledge of the sage. The sage is completely at one with

the universe and is fully acquainted with its workings, but the non-sage

has to act in accordance with general principles of what is in accordance

with nature and try to interpret events and circumstances in accordance

with these. The non-sage is thus likely to be thwarted by events because

he lacks perfect knowledge; that is, the premisses of his arguments are

by their very nature uncertain because they do not completely

correspond with the workings of the universe. His argumentation may

be flawless but he can still be thwarted by events.

29
It was pointed out ea.rlier that several modern scholars have

seen 'ttTAojpoS ' to refer to uncertainty of knowledge. 'What has been said

about the role of logic in kathekonta provides a good basis for assessing

these views. The view of Qrumach and Nebel that kathekon is uncertain
»

because of our uncertainty about what fate has determined for us seems

to refer to the basic position of the non-sage who lacks perfect know¬

ledge. The defence of a kathekon foes not have the certainty of an

action performed by the sage who is completely at one with fate; this
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The translation of » as 'uncertain' is, however, a little mis¬

leading unless one also keeps in mind that '^Aojov • refers to a reason¬

able or rational justification based on valid argumentation. De Lacy^
has clearly pointed out this aspect of rationality and has stressed that

• does not mean 'probable', that probability has no place in

Stoic logic or ethics. *Eoko$-c» is infact the opposite of 'i'Ao^oy',
irrational. I agree that there is no probability involved in the draw¬

ing of inferences, but there is still, I think, a case for maintaining

that '£«j\c|p>v i implies rationality rather than absolute truth based on

the perfect knowledge of the sage, on the lines that Seneca points out

in the De beneficiis, where he makes a distinction between reason ('ratio

and truth ('Veritas')."^
The view of Rist and Hirzel that when we set out to do something

we cannot be sure of success and that this is why a kathekon has a

probable defence also refers to the non-sage's lack of perfect knowledge

which means that he cannot always tell when events will thwart him.

The hypothetical nature of some of the premisses involved in the argu¬

ments justifying a kathekon means in practical terms that if the hypo¬

theses change (i.e. if circumstances change) the conclusion is no

longer valid .and one fails to act in an appropriate manner. Also, the

view of Brdhier and Coldschmidt that the uncertainty lies in the general

principle^of kathekonta which are only probably valuable because in some

situations they should not be done could relate to the fact that the

non-sage cannot forecast events and hence has to work from general
i

principles of what is in accordance with nature. These principles are

part of xhe rational approach to determining kathekon but they do not

guarantee that one will act in accordance with universal nature.

Those scholars (BonhfJffer, Dyroff, and Pohlenz) who take c »
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reason, universal law, universe! nature, or fate seem therefore to be

on the wrong track. It is indeed true that genera! principles of kath¬

ekonta are derived from the virtues, that -universal nature and the like

are used as criteria in determining what is kathekon, but there still

remains the uncertainty about what universal nature and the like have

determined for us. The reasonableness of particular kathekonta is, as

we have seen, determined both by general criteria of what is in accord¬

ance with nature and by circumstances, and does not refer to their being

ordered by universal nature. When Kilb sees kathekon as well-founded

because of the value of intermediates, he is on the right track if the

value of intermediates is taken to refer, as it is by Tsekourakis and

Kerferd, to anything that is in accordance with human nature, and also

if it is the value of intermediates in particular circumstances that is

referred to.

An important question that arises from the practice of kathekonta

is whether they must achieve their object or not. We have seen that a

kathekon aims to do or obtain something that is if we

look at any particular action, does it have to be successful in its

aim in order to qualify for being a kathekon, or does the aiming at

something * K^-rv make it a kathekon? This problem results from

the fact the! the agent may be thwarted by circumstances in carrying

out his action successfully. As we have seen, Hist and Hirzel regard

'ej'Xoffov ' as referring to the probable effectiveness of a kathekon.

While I do not believe this to be the basic meaning of •, it is
I

a consequence of the fact that a 'fd'Ao^os' defence is based on hypothe¬

tical premisses 'which may change and cause the agent to be unsuccessful.
32

Epictetus and k-arcus Aurelius do lay stress on the doctrine of

'(Sn-e^c^c-iTis ' ('reservation'), by which one must always keep in mind that
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one may have to make a reassessment of what is kathekon because circum¬

stances change. In a sense the above question is unreal, since a kath¬

ekon is set. in the contest of time;^ the appropriate procedure is only

appropriate at the particular point of time at which it is initiated,

because at the next moment circumstances may have changed and it may

no longer be appropriate to aim at the same thing. Rist, who thinks

that refers to the probable effectiveness of a kathekon,

34nevertheless believes that a kathekon need not achieve its object.

He gives the example of someone setting sail in calm weather and being

thwarted by a storm; he puts it quite well by saying that "our actions

are appropriate when we set out". A passage in Seneca's I)e beneficiis

(4.33), which Rist quotes, deals with the ma,tter very clearly. Seneca

makes the point that if we wait to do only what is assured of success,

life will come to a halt. Every kathekon, he says, procedes on the

path of probable truth ('veri similitudo') to which we are led by

reason rather than truth. He gives as examples sowing, sailing,serving

in the army, marrying, producing children; we do not know whether we

will reap a harvest, reach a port, be victorious, have a chaste wife or

dutiful children, but we still do them when theie. is a probable chance

of success. Seneca's approach here suggests that we act appropriately

when we set out on a course that is likely to succeed, and there is no

hint that the appropriateness is invalidated by failure. The problem

only seems real if one thinks in terms of a kathekon which is thought

of as kathekon because it achieves a certain external object which is

'Ko<vw ^Jdriw '; for if it fails to achieve it, one is forced to say that
»

35
the action was inappropriate. Grumach seems to view kathekon in this

way. There is, however, no indication that a kathekon is measured by

the acquisition of an external object that is «4j<nv*; rather the

significant point is to aim to do something that is '. It
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is necessary in this respect to keep the general principle distinct

from the particular kathekon; it is true that general rules of kathekon

are measured by the fact that they achieve something that is '/tacri

but this does not necessarily mean that any particular kathekon that

fails to achieve its aim is inappropriate. Surely, one would not say

that an act of sowing seed was inappropriate because bad weather caused

it to fail, or that the conception of a particular child was inappropr¬

iate because it turned out to be undutiful. In terms of the simile of

the archer or spearsman aiming at a target, which occurs in Cicero and

37Plutarch and seems to originate from Antipater, the telos is to do

everything in one's power to aim at the target. It might seem that to

hit the target is kathekon but this is not a necessary inference: one

need only assume from Cicero and Plutarch that a kathekon aims to hit

the target, that is, that an action is kathekon if it aims at (but does

not necessarily achieve because of unforeseen circumstances) what is in

accordance with nature. Thus, if we look at a particular act of sowing

seed and we can say that the seed was sown in the correct soil, in

suitable weather conditions and so on, one could say that the action

was appropriate even if a later freak occurrence destroyed the crop

before it could be harvested. The action does aim at the target, even

if it does not hit it.
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THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN KATFEKON AND KATORTHOMA

In the chapter on the Range of Kathekon"'' it was pointed out that

from the evidence in Cicero, Plutarch, Sextus Empiricus, Stobaeus and

Diogenes Laertius the main difference between examples of kathekonta

and examples of katorthomata is that the latter contain an element of

virtue. While actions such as "restoring a trust" or "honouring one's

parents" are examples of kathekonta, "justly restoring a trust" and

"wisely honouring one's parents" are examples of katorthomata. Yet it

is not just kathekonta which, when done virtuously, become katorthomata

since even actions as trivial as holding out a finger, which are in

themselves neither kathekon nor contrary to kathekon, become katorthomata

when done virtuously. The implication seems to be that it is the

virtuous performance of the actions that makes them katorthomata and

not, as it were, their content. Indeed, this is borne out by such

examples as "to ?* ", "to co-j^>svtc-<V "to ", "rl <£<3 re4V ",

which are activities in accordance with the telos, the virtues or the

rational emotions that accompany them. These must be classes of actions

and not examples of particular actions because they lank content; it

would be impossible to point to an example of a particular wise action

without saying what it is that is done wisely. This is one reason why

we find examples such as "wisely honouring one's parents" or "justly

restoring a trust", where honouring one's parents or restoring a trust

are not in themselves virtuous but must be included when pointing to a

particular katorthoma. An important consequence of this is that, if

one wants to decide whether a particular example of honouring of parents is a
»

katorthoma or merely kathekon, one cannot point to its content because

this is common to both. We have already seen what it is that 'would make

it a kathekon - having a J/roAey/x '. What is it, therefore, that

would make it a katorthoma? It is clear that both are in a sense kath-
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/ .

ekon since one is termed a1' and the other a ' re-Xe-icv

A.v©^*©/'. The distinction which we are trying to discover here is that

between 'intermediate' and 'complete'.

In determining the difference between 'intermediate' and 'complete'

it must be worthwhile to consider the usual differences between inter¬

mediates and goods. The word 'r/Xe-iOj- ' has obvious connections with

the telos, and it may be used to refer to katorthomata because they are

constituents of the telos. They are actions in accordance with virtue

('fc^r'oy»c-r*]V ') ~ and 'to live t^-r'dpc-is identical with the telos.
On the other hand, intermediate kathekonta may be so-called because

they are not constituents of the telos but are intermediates ().

'Intermediates' are those things which are neither good nor evil in them¬

selves but which can be used in a good or evil way. Cicero, at he fin-

ibus 3.53ff., gives a list of arguments to demonstrate that kathekonta

are intermediates, and at Academica 1.37 makes the point that the

performance and neglect of kathekonta is to be placed neither among goods

nor among evils.This would seem to be a rather obvious point, that

to call an action intermediate is to say that its performance is not in

itself virtuous nor its neglect in itself vicious.

The passages which refer to complete and intermediate kathekonta

seem to bear this out. At he officiis 3.14-15 Cicero makes the point

that complete kathekonta are only performab!e by the wise man whereas

intermediate kathekonta are attainable by the non-wise. The difference

between the examples given at Stobaeus, hclogues II 35,l3ff. is explained

there as being that complete kathekonta are actions )pe-r^v '
f

intermediate kathekonta are not actions of this kind. Cicero's dis¬

tinction between 'perfectum officium' and 'inchoatum officiura' seems to

refer to the same distinction.^ At he finibus 3.59 a 'perfectum off¬

icium' is said to be the action of the sage. Indeed, Complete kathekon'
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seems to be the primary concept because the concept of incomplete kath-

ekon' is deduced from it: from the fact that "justly restoring a trust"

is an action of the sage and a perfect kathekon, it can be deduced that

"restoring a trust" is an incomplete kathekon. The reason for its

incompleteness is the lack of virtue and wisdom in the agent. It

seems therefore that the distinction between complete and intermediate

kathekonta refers to whether they are or are not actions resulting from

the possession of virtue: "justly restoring a trust" results from the

possession of virtue, whereas "restoringa trust" can be performed by
the non-wise and is therefore intermediate because it deals with inter¬

mediates and not with goods. In a sense, as Cicero De finibus 3.59

shows, both wise and non-wise deal with intermediates, because all

actions deal with their choice and rejection. Stobaeus' examples of

intermediate kathekonta - "marrying", "going on an embassy", "conversing" -

are of course common to wise and non-wise. In themselves they are such

that they can be done either virtuously or viciously, in which case they

become either perfect kathekonta (or katorthomata) or •

The fact that intermediate kathekonta are connected with inter-

5
mediates is indeed accepted by the majority of scholars. However,

Hist, in a recent work,^ has explained the term by saying that it has

some of the qualities of - it is in fact vicious - and of

katorthomata - it looks the same as katorthoraata in terms of its content.

In accordance with this Rist sees particular actions as divided into

l) katorthomata (or complete katheknnta), 2) intermediate kathekont<a,

(which are also *£ ), and 3) actions contrary to what io kath-
f

ekon (which are also *), but in fact when talking of inter¬

mediate kathekonta, one is not talking of them as actions that occupy

a middle position in such a triple classification of actions but of

actions that are intermediate because they are determined by an examination
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of the intermediates involved (v. chapter on the Criteria of Kathekon),

in distinction from those that are derived from what is good, i.e. virtue

in the agent, or from what is evil, i.e. vice in the agent. In the case

of complete katheiconta the intermediates are indeed used as material

(e.g. "wisely honouring one's parents", "justly restoring a trust") "but

the intermediates are not the source of complete katheiconta; whereas the

intermediates (or rather those intermediates that are ' c^JViv') are

the source of intermediate kathekonta (cf. Phut. CN 23.1069B where 'r©

K-'Tc* <po<f~iv • is called the source ( 'V/f ') kathekon "but the material

('oAij ') of virtue). Both deal with intermediates but intermediate ■

kathekonta are determined by the relative value in intermediates, whereas

complete kathekonta by what has supreme value, i.e. the good.

The difficulty in Rist's interpretation is whether he distinguishes

clearly between classes of actions and particular actions. It is easy

to see that "honouring one's parents" and the like are intermediates,

that "acting wisely" and the like are goods, and that "acting foolishly"

and the like are evils. In actual fact, in accordance with the Stoic

paradox that everything that is not good is evil and that everyone who

is not a sage is a fool, evcy particular action that is not a katorthoma

must be a ' (cf. Stob. Bel. II 99»3ff.). A consequence of this

position is that acts both of honouring one's parents and of dishon¬

ouring them will be ' because the agent is a fool and in a

state of vice. This must be so inspite of the fact that there is a

class of actions that is neither virtuous nor vicious (v. Stob. Bel.

II 97>3). Thus, Rist's triple classification will be true of part¬

icular actions, though not of classes of actions. I would not agree with
7

Hist that actions tTTotf^- -rt> ' are inappropriate in terms both of
content and of intention; this may be true of particular actions (because

all actions other than the sage's are vicious) but not of classes of
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actions. Actions 'itto ' surely do not refer to vice, just
/ * / 3

as yicf* do not refer "to virtue.

There is a problem about the usage of the word 'relating

to the Stoic paradox that everyone who is not a sage is a fool an.a hence

performs '<y^f '. Is there a sense of which does not

cover all particular actions other than those that are katorthomata,?

Is there, for example, a distinction between the actions of a person who

commits a crime due to a temporary lapse and those of a persistent

criminal? It is only distinctions in classes of actions that seem to

be intended in Cicero's distinction between a 'peccatum in effectu' and

9
a 'peccatum sine effectu' and in the distinction in Stobaeus between a

~tcv • and a g/ <-6 nvp^VaX^orrxoct *Tt

£rrt> In actual fact, inspite of these theoretical

distinctions, the action of the one-time offender would seem to be just

as vicious as the action of the persistent criminal, because all

' are regarded as 'equal' (') because they are equally vicious

and contrary to ' opSos XoVoj '.^ One can only differentiate them in terms
of the disvalue of the intermediates involved and thus show that they are

not teimilar' ('ojuocx'). Thus, if the degree of crime committed in the

single act of the one-time offender were the same as that in a criminal

act of the persistent offender, then, it seems, the two actions would

also exhibit a similar degree of inappropriateness in addition to being

equally vicious. The only evidence that any distinction was made between

two such actions is a passage in Stobaeus (Eel. II 113,18), which
p /

distinguishes ^c-r-c ' that result from a perverse and incurable
*

disposition and those which do not. This passage maintains the view that

all fools have an 'equal' disposition and that all ' are 'equal'

yet it also claims that, while being equal, the dispositions are not all

permanently fixed. Here we seem to have a distinction between the

incurable criminal who always acts '-re jcx&^/cc✓ ' and the one who is
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capable of performing kathekonta but performs some actions ' -r-o

fkbytes'' However, if one is giving a classification of particular acts

there are no terms to distinguish the difference. We only have the basic

distinction between katorthomata (or complete kathekonta,) and >

the latter being subdivided into intermediate kathekonta and actions

contrary to what is kathekon. There is a term to refer to actions resul¬

ting from a fixed disposition to perform kathekonta (i.e. katorthoma),

but no distinctive term to refer to actions resulting from a fixed

disposition to perform inappropriate actions, even though such a dispo¬

sition seems to exist.

Since the possession of virtue by the agent is of prime importance

in the distinction between kathekonta and katorthomata, an examination

of the effect that the possession of virtue on the agent's actions will

be helpful in elucidating the distinction.

12
In the chapter on the Source of Kathekon it was pointed out that

the theory of oikeiosis provides the source of both kathekon and moral

goodness. An attraction towards the primary natural things, which is

present from the moment of birth provides- the source of kathekon, but

later on there develops an attraction towards the order and harmony of

which virtue consists. This latter attraction, which arises on the devel¬

opment of reason, supercedes the former attraction, but although this

affects our actions, they are not entitled to be called 'katorthometa'

until the complete order and harmony of actions is achieved. Kator¬

thomata are actions which are performed at the end of a process of

development which begins with primary natural instincts and ends with
t

the performance of actions that are completely consistent, before the

final stage is reached and while the order and harmony is being devel¬

oped, the agent's actions only qualify to be called kathekonta. The

distinction between the two attractions is, in Cicero's account, quite

clear and clearly separates the source of kathekon from the source of
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terms disappears, there is a corresponding lack of distinction between

the two attractions; in fact, all oikeioseis provide the basis for kath-

ekon, including the oikeiosis towards virtue. This does not, however,

mean that a kathekon becomes an action in which the complete order and

harmony of which Cicero speaks is displayed; such an action, being only

performed by the sage, is somewhat of an ideal, and relatively unimpor¬

tant for the practical pedagogical interests of Musonius. The difficulty

is of course lack of evidence since Kusonius makes no mention of such an

action. Ordering of one's actions in accordance with principles which

are given by the philosopher is stressed in reference to kathekonta, but

actions resulting from such an ordering would not, even on the basis of

the orthodox distinction, be termed 'katorthoma' unless they displayed

complete consistency. Yet, the fact that katorthoma is used interchange-
13

ably with kathekon by Epictetus suggests that 'katorthoma' was

no longer associated with the actions of the sage. Epictetus ^ seems

to distinguish kathekon in the second topos from the progressor's

efforts to achieve certainty characteristic of the sage'^in the third

topos, yet he does not distinguish kathekon from katorthoma.The basis

of the orthodox distinction seems to remain to a certain extent, but

without the distinction of the terms themselves.

17
In the chapter on the Source of Kathekon the difference between

the role of ' in kathekon and in katorthoma was pointed out,

that in the performance of kathekon man's reasoning faculty naturally

has control over impulse but that in the performance of katorthoma this
f

•) \ 4 f t

process reaches a state of perfection since it is 'cy&os ' that xs

the criterion of katorthcma. The difference between kathekon and kat-

13
orthoma is not that between animal and rational nature because kathekon

is itself derived from man's nature as a rational animal; the important
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distinction is that a ka.torth.oma is an action in accordance with

Xoj-oj'. This is important because katorthoma is thereby connected with
19universal nature. Plutarch shows us the difference between katliekon

and katorthoraa in that the source of kathekon is nature in the sense of

v v po
'•To ycr-T-j. <£js tv' " and the source of the virtues is 'Zeus', 'universal
nature', or 'the arrangement of the universe'. In the chapter on Diog¬

enes Laertius and Stobaeus^ it was shoxm that 'cy-fcs" Ao^-©s ' is identica
to 'verier', the universal law that pervades the universe; a ka.torthoma
is therefore an action commanded by universal law. As Stobaeus Eclogues

II 96,10ff. shows, the sage (who is here called 'J$ ») is said to

be yuos ' in that he is a man who follows the universal lav; and does

what it commands. Just as universal law is sa.id to be "ertos Aiij-sy command¬

ing what to do and forbidding what not to do" ("»7>°Stvjct-|^ov' jutv & v

fvTiwv S* Sv oJ rro<^T/ov Eel. II 9^,10), so the sage's

reasoning faculty must be said to be '©/>£or ' since it is able to issue
°2

commands that are consistent with universal law. It is only the sage

who is able to be cognizant of' the commands of universal law. The non-

sage, as we have seen, must follow what he sees to be in accordance with

human nature; he does of course have to follow and take into account the

circumstances that universal nature, under the guise of fate, destines

for him (as for everyone, including the sage), but this is quite a

different matter from knowing what is in accordance with universal law.

The position of the non-sage, as was seen in the chapter on the Practice

23 i
of Kathekon, involves a kind of uncertainty of knowledge in that he

has to act in accordance with the criterion of JvrcXo£•.'*><. * rather
r

than in accordance with the perfect knowledge of the sage who, as we now

see, is able to enact the commands of universal lav; and perform katortho

mata. What did the Stoics envisage as the peculiar characteristics of

the sage's knowledge?
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have seen to "be connected with the agent's possession of virtue. To

call an action a complete kathekon, according to Gicero,^ is to say that

it possesses "all the numbers of virtue", that is, that each of the four

cardinal virtues is involved in the performance of that action. It is

in fact clear from the evidence that the sage exhibits all the virtues
OC f

in everything he does. The Stoics regarded wisdom as a skill

and the sage as a technician who employs his skill in everything he does.

This is an important distinction of the sage from the non-sage, who

might sometimes perform actions resembling those of the sage but who lacks
°6

skill and does not act consistently." In Stobaeus the sage is compared

to the flute-player and lyre-player who do everything well in accordance

with the art of flute-playing and lyre-playing; the doctrine that the

sage does everything well is said to be that he performs everything

"in accordance with ' and as it were in accordance with

/ 27
virtue which is a ' that covers the whole of life". In Cicero

the order which wisdom applies to virtuous actions is compared to the
2 3

part which an actor or dancer is assigned to play; the full implica¬

tions of this are not drawn but it must be that, just as the actor and

dancer use their artistic skills to realise the part assigned to them,

so the wise man uses his skill of wisdom to realise the ideal of an

ordered and consistent life. Sextus Smpiricus discusses the Stoic idea

of wisdom as a 'r^vvi /?,oo ' and brings up the question of how to distin¬
guish between the actions of the wise man and the actions of the non-

29
wise nan who is a layman. Sextus takes the view that there cannot

t

be such a thing as a 't6xv»j fitav ' because there is no action peculiar
to the wise man, that any action whicn the wise man performs is also

performed by the non-wise man. One answer to this criticism which

Sextus gives is that all actions are common but that they are distinguished
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This view implies that the actions of the wise and the non-wise look the

same externally and can only be distinguished by the disposition of the

agent. Nov;, if the disposition of the agent is important, one can surely

only judge its effects from the outside by looking at a number of actions

of the same agent and see if he persistently acts in the same way. This

must be true of the second answer to Sextus' criticism which is that the

wise man's peculiar function is not "to take care of parents" but "to do

this wisely (<£rr& )". The wise man''s skill is compared to that

of the doctor and, as I have argued,® this must mean that, in talcing care

of his parents or healing, the wise man or the doctor will perform a

different set of actions from the non-wise man or the layman. This means

that, in order to determine whether a particular action is a katorthoma,

one has to see if it contains an element of skill, i.e. wisdom, and

this would seem to be difficult without examining the expertise of the

agent. This expertise could only be examined externally through other

actions of the agent, because it is only in this way that an artistic

disposition could become apparent. Sextus argues that the disposition

cannot become apparent, but the analogy with medical skill must show

that it can become apparent, since one can judge whether someone is a

doctor by examining not just a particular example of a cure which he

has effected but a number of examples which indicate tha.t a skill is

possessed by the person concerned. A third Stoic answer which Sextus

gives, that the artist produces things in an orderly and consistent

manner without variation whereas the layman only occasionally produces
»

an artistic product, also bears this out. I have argued"^ that this

should be interpreted to mean that the r.on-wise man occasionally produces

a kathekon whereas the wise man always produces a kathekon; but the

artistic product of the noa-wise man is a kathekon and different from
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does not exhibit the consistent ability of the wise man. It seems, there¬

fore, that one needs evidence of a consistent ability to perform kathekonta
30

before one can say that a particular action is a katorthoma. w This,

however, is practically a difficult proposition.

There is a difficulty in the idea that one can detect a katorthoma

by examining all the other actions of an agent because, according to a

quotation from Chrysippus in Stobaeus (=SV? 3,510), the progressor

( 1 ftf-jKcTTr^y ') who performs all kathekonta is not happy (i.e. does not
attain the telos) until his actions acquire a fixed dispositional quality.

Thus, if one saw that all the actions of someone v?ere kathekonta, one

could not say that they were katorthomata. One has therefore to do more

than just go through his actions one by one and see if they are all

kathekonta. How does one detect the fixed dispositional quality needed

to perform katorthomata, and how does this differ from the disposition

('c?<S ') to perform kathekonta? The disposition to perform kathekonta

is a • rr^oij ' and not a good,"^ so that the persistent performance
of kathekonta is not a sign of a sage. The fixed disposition which

Chrysippus says is acquired by intermediate actions when the progressor

becomes happy may apply to a certainty in applying principles which it

is necessary to learn in order to attain the telos and act in accordance

with universal lav; or 1 oftbj '. These principles are not precepts
of kathekonta but are doctrines ('decreta* or tx') that instruct

in the nature of virtue.^ His learning of these principles help him

to perform all kathekonta but only result in the performance of kator-

thomata when he has a full grasp of these principles and their applica¬

tion. It seems that the progressor cannot perform katorthomata until

he has developed an infallible capacity to apply these principle'3

correctly. Is there any evidence for the nature of this capacity?
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35In Plutarch. there is evidence to support the above quotation from

Chrysippus (btob. =SVi? 3}51d). in that virtue is said to be » -that

is consistent, firm and unchanging, and the supreme good is said to be

that which is firm and unchanging in its judgements. This implies that

virtue is a disposition always able to make the correct decisions.

Virtue is defined as knowledge ( rti') , and in the form¬

ulation of the telos introduced by Diogenes, the reference to '

choice of natural things is a reference to the virtue of ,

which is specifically a virtue subordinate to wisdom (<; '

' is a disposition and is defined as "knowledge that cancels

out and takes stock of what takes place and is done". The wise man is

clearly seen to be able to apply this knowledge in every action. As

37
was pointed out earlier in the present chapter, Dpictetus seems to

keep the topos concerning kathekon distinct from that which is concerned

with the progressor's efforts to achieve certainty. Such people have

already got their desires and impulses more or less right, and are

aiming to achieve certainty in these matters so that they are not misled

by any sense-impression ( '^ocvo-o*') at all. It is not possible to be
free from deception until one's desires are directed to what is good

38
and one's impulses to what is kathekon. The kind of deception that

is envisaged is deception in arguments involving equivocal premisses,

arguments that draw conclusions by interrogation, and hypothetical

arguments (Discourses 3.2.6). The '|o*Xos <*ru.8es ', Dpictetus says,

is able to be free from deception in such arguments. In Discourse 1.7

Epictetus discusses such arguments, shows their connection with kathekon
f

and tells us that in every matter we should aim to find out the appropr¬

iate ( ') solution which the V-A.oj •*%-xSoj" ' would arrive

at. Here he clearly means the sage since he also refers to the same

person as 'o ■i'rrooJUCo s Thus, the position in Epictetus seems to be
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that once one has got desires and impulses right one can set about ac¬

quiring infallibility in the logical argumentation which is described

in 1.7. The sage is put forward at l.J,2^ff. as the person who is proof

against deceit. The difference between the sage and the non-sage is thus

that the latter, although capable of arriving at some appropriate con¬

clusions, is not always capable of doing so. This preserves one of the

distinctions between l-catorthoma and kathekon in the early 3toa, even if

it does not preserve the distinction between the terms themselves.

Epictetus, as we have seen, divides his teaching about infallibility

in logical argumentation in the third topos from his teaching about

general rules of kathekon in the second topos. It seems that, after

learning the general rules of kathekon, one needs to learn howT to apply

these rules in particular situations and is given principles on which to

do this. The difference between these two spheres seems to be the same

as the difference between the two spheres which Seneca discusses in

39
Epistles 94 and 95* A distinction is made between giving 'praecepta'

of kathekonta such as "live thus with your father, thus with your wife",

which are instructions about specific types of actions, and giving the

'decreta' of philosophy such as that fair play is desirable in itself,

that one should not be forced into it by fear not hired to that end for

money, which are principles of .justice and instruct for the who 1 e of

life. The question that Seneca is interested in is the part that both of

these play in producing a good man. Aristo's view is tha,t only the

'decreta' are necessary because they help to remove false opinions, be¬

cause they instruct for the whole of life and hence make instruction for

specific types of actions unnecessary. The precepts are indeed derived

from justice and can therefore be learned when learning the 'decreta'.

Seneca, however, defends the use of precepts used in conjunction with

'decreta'. The precepts tell us specifically what is kathekon and act
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of officia strengthen our judgement about goods and evils and help us

to reject the opinions of the masses. Yet, in addition to precepts we

need principles that can be applied on every occasion if we are to fulfil

all the numbers of officia in each case. The theoretic 'decreta' fill

this need. Thus, a teaching in the principles of virtue helps us to

perform officia. The suggestion is not that the decreta are necessary

to perform officia, but that they do help us to perform officia more

often and to reach the situation of the sage who fulfils all the numbers

on every occasion. It is therefore an application of the decreta in

every situation that produces morally good action. As Seneca says at

Epistles 95.44ff., a 'decretum' is an implanted conviction concerning

the whole of life, and morally good actions result from such a conviction.

Knowledge of decreta is therefore essential for making progress towards

the summum bonum, because they are the principles by which we can bring

our actions to imitate the summum bonum. Precepts of officia, on the

other hand, only tell us what to do, not how to do it.

Seneca's treatment of precepts and decreta in Epistle 95 clearly

shows that the precepts of kathekonta instruct us in -what specific types

of actions it is appropriate to perform whereas the decreta instruct us

in principles about how to organize the whole of our actions in accord¬

ance with the virtues. Seneca, as we have seen, sees the difference

between the two as being that precepts tell us what we ought to do and

decreta how to do what we ought to do ("deinde pracstabunt tibi fortasse

praecepta ut quod oportet faciat, non praestabunt ut quenadmodum oportet"
r

Eg.95.4O). This difference has been echoed by modern scholars.^ The

difference might seem to be that which was pointed out at the beginning

of this chapter, that in examples of katorthomata the virtuous performance

of something is the significant characteristic, whereas the 'something',.
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(that is, its content) is not significant. Examples of kathekonta, on the

other hand, tell us what kinds of things are appropriate contents of

actions. However, one ought to he clear about the implications of this

difference, since Seneca clearly does not mean that in any situation the

praecepta of officia indicate the content of action or tell us what we

ought to do, while the decreta tell us how to do it. The distinction

is very rmich a theoretical one, because in practice Seneca sees the de¬

creta as general principles which enable us to determine what to do on

every occasion. In fact he sees the precepts as being of limited use

in determining what to do unless supplemented b the decreta. The

precepts can tell us in general terms what to do but not how to apply

them and determine what to do in any particular situation. The precepts

act mainly as reinforcements to the performance of officia in conjunction

with decreta which give us principles for their application.

Now, if one took the position of the wise man who would not need

the behavioural reinforcements that precepts provide, it seems that he

would determine what to do and how to do it purely on the basis of his

knowledge of the decreta. Since decreta are principles derived from the

virtues, it must be knowledge of what is good that determines both what

to rdo and how to do it. This is the conclusion that was reached in the

chapter on Diogenes Laertius and Stobaeus.^"'" There it was argued that

a katorthoma is not a complete kathekon because it is a wise performance

of something that is appropriate in the sense that an intermediate

kathekon is appropriate, but because acting wisely is the supremely

appropriate activity for man. This is important because, when wisdom
t

is said to be concerned with kathekonta, it is complete kathekonta that

are intended. Wisdom is defined as knowledge of what to do ( rroi^-reo* '),
what not to do and what is neither of these. 3y these three categories

is meant what is good, evil and indifferent; hence to know 'o '



is not to know what to do in the sense that precepts of kathekonta tell

one what to do, "but to know what is the content of virtuous actions.

The content of virtuous actions is different from the content of (inter¬

mediate) kathekonta and must "be determined "by knowledge of the decreta.

The virtues are defined as knowledge (' Imtr-nJ) p.*} ') in the different
spheres of activity (i.e. (wisdom), <*-' (justice),

'otC^fc-r^oc • (moderation), 'Crra/u.(courage))^ and ' is
defined as unerring comprehension ( 'ffetTvtVCjy.cs J The know¬
ledge of the wise man which results in katorthomata must therefore "be

a knowledge which is unerringly able to apply tho decreta and determine

what to do solely on their basis. A. know'ledge purely of the pracepts

v/ould not enable him to determine -what to do.

If this conclusion is correct, the relation between katorthoma

and kathekon is not as simple as that bet-ween the IIow and the What.

The rules'of kathekonta tell us what the contents of actions whould be,

but they are only generalisations of the content of virtuous actions.

45
As Goldschmidt puts it, kathekonta are an intermediate morality which

"n'en garde que le contenu matdriel (sc. de la morale parfaite), inca¬

pable de saisir 1'esprit crdateur de toiis les contenus". To make the

contents of perfect morality into rules about specific types of actions

(as, for example, is done in Cicero's De officiis) is to make the value

of preferred things absolute when it is really relative. The rules do

not "grasp the creative spirit of perfect morality" because perfect

morality does not function on the basis of the type of rule of kathekon

which is derived from it. Tor example, at Cicei-o, De finibus 3.59 "the

incomplete officium "to restore a trust" is derived from the complete

officium "justly to restore a trust". It would be misleading to say that

the content of intermediate and complete morality is the same, because

"to restore a trust" is not genuinely the content of perfect morality;



in the example of complete officium the element "restore a trust" is

only included because the element "justly" is included. The sage does

not always restore a trust but only as a general rule. "To restore a

trust" is given as an intermediate kathekon because the sage as a general

rule does restore a trust. Hierocles does this with marriage,^ v?hen

he says that marriage is kathekon for the ordinary man because it is

kathekon as a general rule for the sa,ge. The difference between the sage

and the non-sage seems to be that the sage knows for certain when an

exception to the general rule applies, or rather he does not think of

it in these terms because he does not use such general rules but decides

what to do entirely in accordance with his knowledge of the decreta.

The non-sage, on the other hand, uses the general rules of kathekon and

is assisted in carrying them out by instruction in the decreta; he does

in fact need both precepts and decreta to make much progress in performing

kathekonta. The important point is that it is misleading to say that

kathekonta refers to the content of all actions ^ because kathekonta

are generalisations extrapolated from the actions of the sage and cannot

truly represent their content.

It will be clear from what has been said that when the progressor

performs more kathekonta as a result.of instruction in the decreta, his

actions will not be called katorthomata even though they are affected

by the knowledge (not of course knowledge in the sense of '

as described above) of virtue which the instruction gives him. The fact

that instruction about virtue is helpful to the progressor can be seen

in the way in which Kusonius, Spictetus and harcus Aurelius bring the

principles of virtue to bear upon their treatment of kathekonta.

Musonius and Epictetus do give the precepts of kathekonta which give

specific instruction about what to do, but they also make fulfilment

of man's virtuous qualities essential to the performance of kathekonta.
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For Kusonius, kathekonta seem to be regarded as individual manifesta¬

tions of virtue, but he is clearly not thinking of actions that only the

sage could perform. In one passage he supports the contravention of the

rule that a son should obey his father by saying that in the particular

case concerned the son .would be obeying Zeus,who is the universal law.

Universal law was in the early Stoa clearly a criterion of katorthona,

yet there is no indication that the person who perfomed this action woul

be a sage. It seems that a principle concerning virtue is being used

49
to .justify a kathekon performed by a non-sage. For Spi tetus, kath-

ekonta do not aim to obtain specific things, but rather the important

thing in performing kathekonta is to have correct judgements about the

materials with which we deal. For the performance of kathekonta Epic-

tetus stresses the need to acquire the logical expertise that reaches
50 51

perfection in the sage. For harcus Aurelius the performance of kath

ekonta seems to be complementary of the telos; a kathekon is "on the

right path" if it manifests one of the virtuous qualities that apply to

man and in this sense he does use the term 'i<ocrcpb<~is\i ', but he does not
mean by 'kx-ro'^' actions of the sage who would always be on the righ

path. The general implica.tion of this treatment of kathekonta is that

any particular kathekon must be a manifestation of a virtuous aspect of

man's nature, or in other words a kathekon can only be performed if it

is in accordance with one of the decreta concerning virtue.



NOTES 232'
I. Cicero

Ad Att.XIII,8 = van Straaten fr.34.

2. In: the discussion of the meaning of 'prohahilis• and its

Greek equivalent 'ei'Ao§o<; < -the translation 'reasonable' is used without

prejudice to the final interpretation of the word; the word 'reasonable'

in English contains some of the ambiguities of the word •tu'A ov ' in

the same way as 'probabilis' in Latin.

3. De off.3.14? "haec enira officia, de auibus his libris dis-

putamus, media Stoici appellant".

4. Presumably we are to suppose that an 'ingenii bonitas' (3.14)

and a 'virtutis indoles' (3.16), though apparently couched in terms of

virtue, lead, initially at least, to the performance of '

and not of

5. These have been disctissed by G.B.Kerferd in his article

Cicero and Stoic ethics, in Cicero and Virgil, Studies in Honour of

Harold Hunt,p.60-74.

6. op. cit.

7. I do not wish to deny that there are 'media' between officia

and contra officia which are neither officia nor contra officia, but

only that it is not contained in the present sentence.

8. Stoic Philosophy, Cambridge 1969, p.97.

9. v. Cic. De off.1.8; 3.14-15? and also Stob. Eel. II 86,11;

93,14.

10. De fin.4.71.

11• De fin.3.20: 3.59.
f

11a. There is a problem about the sources of the third book of
t.

the De finibus. As far as can be judged from the internal evidence,

it is an account of Stoic ethics up to the time of Antipater. Zeno,

C'nrysippus and Diogenes are mentioned by name, and the views cf Diogenes'
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successors are referred to .at 3.57. Antipater should probably be included

here, and he certainly seems to be referred to at 3.22 (v. p,12ff.).

Hirzel, R., Untersuchungen zu Ciceros philosophische Schriften.

vol.11, Leipzig 1332, p.567-619, discusses this question; he notes that

the account follows a plan and argues that it is based on a single

source and that this source is probably a work by Hecato. However, as

far as the sections on kathekon are concerned, no specific names are

mentioned or any references to a difference of opinion between different

Stoic philosophers; therefore, on the available evidence the account of

kathekon can only be taken to be an account of the doctrine as it stood

at the time at least of Antipater, if not later. Of course, in the case

of Panaetius, whose views Cicero might have taken into account when

composing the De finibus, we can compare the account in the De officiis

which is based specifically on Panaetius' treatise about kathekon.

12. v Cic. Le fin.4.43 where the Stoa is criticized for making

the supreme good independent of nature and yet seeking the "principium'

agendi, id est offici" from nature. This clearly suggests that off'iciurn

is derived from the natural instincts rather than from the concept of

what is 'good'.

13. 'inaestimabile' is Cicero's translation of 'wntcfc'oc' which

refers not to lack of value but a positive disvalue such that unnatural

things are worthy of rejection (v. 'reicienaa' in the following sentence).

14. M. Tulli Ciceronis de finihns bonorum et malorum libri nuincue,

Copenhagen 1876, p.372.

15. This presupposes an interpretation of the definition of
f

officitim which is by no means certain. Is it necessary that the agent
%

be able to give the justification?

16. Le fin.3.12; 2.34*' 4.46; 5*20; etc.

17. This passage has been discussed quite fully by M. Soreth,
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Die gweite Telosformel des Antipater von Tarsos, Archiv ftlr C-eschichte

der Philosoohie, 50(1963), p.52-7.

13. op. cit., p.379.

19. De finibus "bonorum et malorum, Leipzig 1915*

20. Pohlenz, H., Plutarchs Schriften gegen die Stoiker , Hermes

74(1939), P.24.

21. v. Lex\ris & Short, A Latin Dictionary, 'ut' II.A.2.c(^).
22. The illustration of hitting a target with an arrow is impor¬

tant in interpreting the formulation of the telos "by Antipater as:-

"
TTo'V ' i'oTo/ rro cfcAV <5^1 n jc*-t 0 Ti~> % [TjO&f To t!Z>V

frpo^2fc.^/u.evi^v KarrJ- tf>onv" (stob. _Ecl. II 76,13). Here too it is 'doing

everything one can' which is the important part of the formulation,

v. Soreth, op. cit., and Plutarch's criticism of the formulation at

CN 26.

23. Perhaps this is what is meant at Acad.2.131: "honeste vivere

quod ducatur a conciliatione rerurn, Zeno statuit finem esse bonorum".

The word 'conciliatio' is a translation of i( which denotes

the natural attraction that we feel toxrards primary natural things.

24. It is not clear what distinction is to be made between the life

that is designed for reason on the one hand and perfected reason on the

other, unless he means simply that perfected reason is able to rea.lise

the life that is designed for reason.

25. This formulation of the telos is ascribed to Zeno at De fin.

4.14 but -co Chrysippus at D.L.7.87 and Stob. Eel. II 76,3 and to the

Stoics at Cic. De fin.2.34.

26. v. also D.L.7.100 and Stob. Eel. II 93,14. The use of

'numeri' or * in contexts of the wisdom of the sage is probably

different from their use to refer to aspects of kathekon, as e.g. at

Cic. De fin.4.56 and Marcus Aurelius, Med.III.15 VI.26.
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27. Pleasure is called an at D.L.7.36. The Stoics

maintained that the first impulse of an animal was not towards pleasure

"because pleasure only existed after the needs of nature had been satis¬

fied. It is compared to the thriving condition of animals or the "bloom

of plants.

28. A ca-se in point in Cicero would "be Paradoxa Gtoicorum 20,

where peccata are said to "be raeasiireolnot "rerura eventu" "but "vitiis

hominum". The situation in which peccata are performed might

vary in importance, "but the fault involved is in every case the same in

degree, just as the virtue of a katorthoma is in every case the same.in

degree.

29. Two meanings, that is, in addition to a sense of

to refer to anything that is not a katorthoma. This is used specifically

to demonstrate that anyone who falls short of the supreme good is equally

vicious (v.p.13-19).

30. Sen. Eo.74.28 suggests that it is a matter of the areas in

which the agent is in a position to exercise his virtue. He is making

the point that virtue can operate however restricted or extensive one's

means are. _cf. ch. on D.L. & Stob. p.77-9.

31. 'contra officium' is not put alongside bfficium' as being

neither good nor evil because it is not consistent to perform 'contra

officium'. When Cicero in sections 5'S-9 says that officium is a 'medium*

which is neither a good nor a bad, this does not mean that 'contra off¬

icium' is not also a medium which is in itself neither good nor bad.

For this reason, * disagree with Itist, or>. cit. , p.97ff.
t

32. The origin of Cicero's identification may be the use of

' in reference to choice of intermediates, v. Plut. CIT

26-7 where Plutarch criticises the definition of the telos as

gfsAcyv/ of natural things", where the choice night appear to be 'reason-
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able' becatise it preserves the element of reasonableness in natural

things. However, the Greek word for 'reasonable' in the definition of

kathekon is 'toAojpis ', not '• There must be a difference
in the meaning of these two words if the telos is to consist in more

than the performance of kathekonta. ' e*jAe£is~-ro$» j_s to be connected with

the virtue 'e-ZAc^ir-r/vc. ' which is subordinate to ' (v. ch. on

Plutarch, p.36-3).

33. The wise man's perfected reason is to be compared with the

universal reason or the universal law which are facets of god. cf.

Hat, Deorum 1.40 where, according to Chrysippus, Zeus is identified

with an eternal law which is "quasi dux vitae et magistra officiorum".

34. cf. the distinction at 3.20 between that which is "ipsum

secundum naturam" and that which "tale quid efficiat".

35. 'comrnoda' are briefly referred to at be fin.3.90 alongside

the words 'sumenda', 'eligenda' and 'praeposita' (= '/Jpoi-j j-mVUc ') in

contrast with virtue. Here it clearly refers to one aspect of indiffer¬

ents.

36. v. Plut ON 22.1068?; 33.1076A.

37. cf. e.g. Plut. ON 21.

38. In this case, the word 'igitur' is a little inaccurate.

39* op. cit., p.445.

40. The definition of the telos here attributed to Zeno is usually

attributed to Chrysippus (-IT?3,4 & 12). L.uch of what is regarded as

orthodox Stoicism goes back only to Chrysippus, who did much to consol¬

idate the work of Zeno, and not to Zeno himself. The Stoic Archedemus

is credited with the other definition of the telos which is given here

(v. B.L.7.88; Stob. Eel. II 75,11).
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II. Plutarch

1. The question of the relationship between Plutarch and the

Stoa is discussed in great detail by Babut, I)., Plutarcue et le Stoicisme,

Paris 1969. The question of the sources of the _SR and the _CH is

discussed by Pohlenz, M., Plutarchs Schriften gegen die Stoiker,

Hermes 74 (1939), p.17-33, and Sandbach, F.H., Plutarch on the Stoics,

22 34 (1940), p.20-25.

la. For the relationship of the term 'tv jJr\v » to the telos,

v. Kidd, I.G., Stoic Intermediates and the 2nd for Fan, in Long, A.A. ,

Problems in Stoicism, Ldndon 1971, p.»50—172.

2. Cic. Be off.1.6. cf. SVF1,364-9.

3. Cic. Be fin.2.43; 3.12; etc.

4. v. chapter on Posidonius, p.l33ff.

5. Porphyry, Be abstinentia 3.13 = SVF1,197

6. cf. esp. Cic. lie off.1.15 for the idea that the four virtues

are derived from four basic natural drives.

7. De virt. mor.7«447A; cf. SVF3,456ff.

8. v. _SVF3,Diog.44-6. cf. Long, A.A., Carneades ana the Stoic

telos, Phronesis XII (1967), p.29-30.

9. Stob. Eel. II 76,13.

10. Stob. Eel. II 33,13.

11. _cf. Stob.. Eel. II 77,1-5, where unfortunately the text has

a lacuna.

12. Stob. Bel. II 83,13.

13. For further discussion of 'e/cAocn^ v. chapter on

Stobaeus p.6lf.

14. Plut. De virt.mor.9.h49C. 1

15. Stob. Florileg.103,22 = STF3,510.

*> y
16. cf. ■Cuomodo quis in virtute sentiat profectus 75G: "e/c rCjj cyl

/j£\\?rr<A <^<Aotvitos fcif c3ic oxrt-pfZcX^i/ K
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mfcc"' an(^ 1063A.
17. Stob. Sol. II 97,5.

18. SR 13.10330.

19. Qttomodo quis in virtute sentiat profectus 75C; 75?5 be audi-

endis poetis 25C; _CN 10.1063A.

20. J3R 13.103SC; be virt. nor. l&449b.

21. v. b.L.7.108-9.

22. SR 26.104ob.

23. Stob. Eel. II 96,18.

24. v. SR 16.1041b.

25. _CN 21.1068b.

26. SR 12.1o^°A. A trivial example of 'eu^-fijOVtoc' is that of
bugs in waking us up, from Chrysippus' irepc <j<6(SR 21.1044b).

27. 1.42ff. of. also Seneca's treatise be beneficiis.

28. of. Cic. be fin.3.58«

29. v. Cic. be off.l.!26ff, which derives from Panaetius. Cicero's

remarks at be off.3.93 on the question of whether it is proper for the

wise man to dance publicly in the forum may well reflect the view of

Panaetius.
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Ill. Sextus Bmpiricus

1. D.L.7.108.

2. Cic. De fin.3.53.

3. For «titt/k'AUc' cf. Plut. SR 18.1042G & CN 12.1064B-F,

where it is used in connection with ' and e? w .

fc i£*V\ovr* • is used in the context of virtue at Plut. _SR 7.1034D?

where it seems to "be aligned with 'rJc in the case of

* and with V* ' in the case of 'JwJpe** '. For
the problem of relating such phrases with kathekonta, v. ch. on

Diogenes and Stobaeus, p.Slff.

4. Heintz, N. , Studien zu Sextus Bmniricus, Halle 1932, p.260.

5. Tsekourakis, D., Studies in the terminology of early Stoic

ethics, London 1971> p.87ff.

6. Stob. Bel. II 76.11.

7. Clement = 5VFl,Ant.58.

8. Except Adv. I ath.VII,153, where Arcesilaus' definition of

is given, v. p.53f.

9. The difficulty of distinguishing ' and

is quite apparent in the case of Epictetus (v. Epictetus, p.133), where

they appear to have the same sense; this does not necessarily mean that

there was any change in the concepts for which these terms stood. As

early as Seneca (v. Seneca, 0.I4O) the term 'kotC^Kow'f 'officiura' is

used in a very general sense, and it is often difficult to say that a

particular occurrence of the -word is technical.

10. 'tis applied to goads in distinction from
t

which is applied to natural things. The .former is accessible only to
%

the virtuous and wise man. v. Plut. _SR 12.1038A: _CN 20.1063a.
11. Stob. Bel. II 33,lOff: D.L.7.105.

12. This helps us to emend the definitions in Stobaeus, which
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t /
has ' instead of and in Diogenes Laertius, which

/

has '/rpo-^Pt-v
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IV. .Diogenes Laertius and Stobaeus

1. Tsekourakis, D., Studies in the terminology of early Stoic

ethics, London 1971? p.10-11. There is much confusion surrounding

the interpretation of Diogenes' divisions of Stoic ethics in regard

to other evidence about the divisions. _cf. Zeller, E., Die Philoso¬

phic der Oriechen, Leipzig 1909, vol.III.1, p.120, n.l; Dyroff, A.,

Die Ethik der alien Stoa, Berlin 1897? P.l-15? Giusta, A., I Dosso-

graphi di Etica.

2. In fact the word %k*to does not accur in Diogenes'

Laertius' account of Stoic ethics at all. Virtuous actions are referred

to by the phrase kcx-t'', as in Sextus Empiricus.

3. VptDijWv' forms a branch of ethics in Epictetus also (v.
Bpictetus, p.163).

4. e.g. 7.95-6.

5. 2.26.4; 3.6.9; 3.13.22; 3.16.7; 3.23.33f.; 4.3.42: Ell.
/

We do have evidence of works entitled n^sr/v-iTTiKX "by Chrysippus,
Ariston, Gleanthes and Posidonius, but 'fTpo-ipeVt-iV ' and its cognates
seem to occur mostly in Stobaeus.

6. Gleanthes (D.L.7.134); Sphaerus (D.L.7.177); Chrysippus

(quoted at SE, Adv. Lath. XI,194; Plut. _SR 23.10453; paraphrased at

Plut. SR 30.1047?).

7. v. Tsekourakis, op. cit., p.72; Kilb, Sthische Grundbegriffe

der alien Stoa, Freiburg 1939? p.43ff.

8. It is generally agreed that the readings ' in D.L.
/ f

and '' in Stob. should be changed to */yon the basis
of SE, Adv'. Math., VII,158 and of Cicero, De finibus, 3.58 and. De off¬

iciis, 1.8, which use the word 'factum'.

9. Reading Arnim's ' for '•svs '.

10. 'yu/rotj' is usually taken to be neuter, but the sense of this -
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"in intermediates also there is something kathekon" - is odd. It

cannot he contrasted with "&&1 Kbc£t|K<H 10 Kx"r'1/ " because

this is followed hy its own contrasting examples of intermediates (viz.

11. cf. Philo = 31772,519.

12. Gic., he fin., 3.16.

13. 3.22.42; _cf. 342; 1.13.1-3; Marcus Aurelius, Meditations, X.3.

14. In 3pictetus 1.13.1-3 the second sphere of ethics, which con-

wrong notions about what is kathekon because it is impossible not to

be impelled towards what one believes to be kathekon.

15. v. Stob. Eel. II 65,2; Plut. ~>e virt. mor. 3.441C(=3V?1,202).

16. I do not wish to suggest that the Stoics thought that instruc¬

tion in kathekonta was the sole ansv;er to the problem. Pathe are

essentially 'excessive' and 'disobedient to reason' and therefore

something more than mere instruction in what is kathekon is needed.

One has really got to clear away the excessiveness of pathe by practice

before much progress can be made. This is why Seneca, especially, puts

so much emphasis on this point. Posidonius, also, distinguished

between errors caused by ignorance of what is kathekon and errors

caused by the emotional pull. _cf. Kidd, I.G., Posidonius on Emotions,

in Long, A.A., Problems in Stoicism, London 19711 p.207-3.

17. I would disagree with Tsekourakis, op. cit., p.162, where

he assumes, from the fact that the example of an always appropriate

action is 'a katorthoma, that the examples of not always appropiriate

actions are also katorthomata. "Wise walking" is an example of a kat¬

orthoma but "walking" is an example of something that is sometimes

kathekon and sometimes not, but not sometimes a katorthoma.

cerns -i^cp^s to (3.2.1), shows the

close connection between ' and We have to get rid of
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18. The corresponding examples of 'Ajuv.^-nj^ar.x:' do have the
article. I take it that the same is meant with or without the article.

19. For ' v. Stob. Bel. II 67,5ff.

20. _cf. D.L.7.105: TivV J3v-ju.iv ■'j fTg'>S "TcV
JyflV

This describes a type of value possessed by 'rrp-^^^vx', which applies
to the disposition to perform kathekonta.

21. ?or the difference, _v. D.L.7.105.

22. A clear example is Philo (=SV?3,512) where "&rro efc^s

rt«i&t(f(vu5 " is used of the actions of the wise man.

23. 'K^oiTvj' and ' seem to be vicious at plut. _SR 19.1042?.

24. of. Rist, J.M., Stoic Philosophy, Cambridge 1969, p.97ff.

25. v* P«32-4 for a full discussion of this passage.

26. cf. Long, A.A., Carneades and the Stoic telos, Phronesis

12,1(1967), P.36-9.

21, v. especially ITebel, CI., Per Begriff des fcASHKoNi in der

alten Stoa, Hermes 70(1935), p.439-60.

28. An anecdote at D.L.7.171 suggests this. Here Cleanthes

says that Arcesilaus disagrees with kathekon in what he says, but in

his actual deeds he upholds it. That is, whatever Arcesilaus says is

kathekon and whatever he thinks he is doing, he is in fact doing what

is kathekon.

29. op. cit., p.156-83.

30. That class of 'ac^or^^T*} which are 'aSV oJ XflJ 1 Ci* Stob.
Eel. II 101,10) would thus derive from the fact that the definition

of '^dVvj!T( j » includes knowledge of 'what not to do' ('tn-cc^r/c v' ) .
«ctaJ are contrary to 'OjO&cy \c/jpor ' which ah 96,10ff-. is said

to be "<ytov i!i/ o3 rroi^-rEov" .

31. stob. Eel. II 77,6; D.L.7.9S.
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V. Panaetius

1. Van Straaten, L., Pandtius, sa vie et ses Merits, Amsterdam

1946. The fragments from this hook -were published separately as

Panaetii Rhodii Fragmenta in two further editions, 1952 and 1962.

References to Van Straaten's collection of the fragments are only

given for passages other than those in Cicero's Be officiis.

2. op. cit,, p.276ff.

3. Be off.3.7; Ad Att.XVI.11.4(=fr.34).

4. e.g. 2.84; 2.27-9.

5. Schmekel, A., Bie Philosophie der mittleren Stoa, Berlin

1892, p.29.

6. op. cit, p.277.

7. This vie1.* is supported by Pohlenz in Antikes Ftlhrertum,

Leipzig and Berlin 1934> passim.

8. Klohe, P., Be Giceronis librorum de officiis fontibus,

diss. Greifswald 1339.

9. op. cit., p.279ff.

10. Pohlenz, K., op.cit.; Ibscher, 3., Ber Begriff des Sittlichen

in der Pflichtenlehre des Fana-itios, diss. Munich 1934; Labowsky, L.,

Bie Sthik des Panaitios, Leipzig 1934.

11. op. cit., p.231-2.

12. op. cit.

13. v. Be off.1.7.

14. op. cit., p.l92ff.

15. _cf. Kidd, I.G., Stoic Intermediate and the Bnd for Man, in
* .

Long, A.A., Problems in Stoicism, London 1971? p.150-172 (and in CQ

V(1955), P.131-194).

16. op. cit., ch.3, section 1.

17. cf. ch. on Diogenes and Btobaeus, p.79-32.
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18. The difference in Stobaeus, however, is that kathekonta are

connected only with wisdom, and not with the other three virtues. But

in so far as the other- three are defined in terms of knowledge (justice

as "knowledge in moderation as "knowledge in ,

courage as "knowledge in ' one p.t-*/eve* •"), they must he occupied in deter¬

mining certain areas of conduct; for instance, justice is concerned

with ', with giving each man his due. The kathekon that

we ought to fulfil promises must he derivable in some sense from

justice, if justice is the knowledge of how to give each man his due.

One should also bear in mind that each virtue does in a secondary way

perform the functions of the other three virtues (v. Stob. Bel. II

63,6ff.), so that justice will be concerned with kathekonta in the

secondary sense.

19. _cf. Panaetius' definition of the telos in Clement (=fr.96):-

20. This does not mean that impulse is irrational and that

Panaetius held a dual psychology. It is a matter of two functions of

mind. At 1.132 they are called •motus' and described alongside each

other without any suggestion of opposition between rational and irrat¬

ional parts of the mind. In the early Stoa- 'ruDy 1 are called '

(2'A.o^-oi », i.e. they are not subjected to the demands of reason, and hence

for the early otoa as well as for Panaetius, pathe should be submitted

to reason. (v. Van Straaten, op. cit-, p,105ff.).

21. v. especially B.L.T.36.

22. cf. also SV71,362.ff.
t

23. _cf. ch. on Diogenes 6aertius and Stobaeus, p.60-62, where

relative value is discussed and the importance in assessing it is

pointed out.

24. v.especially S3 Adv. ilath. XI,190.' Phiiippson, R., Das
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Sittlichschdne bei Panaitios, Philologus 85(1930)) p.357-413) tries

to show how the concept of 'fifc-ira✓1 was of supreme importance for
Panaetius "because it marks a great change from the early Stoa. He also

points out correlations between Panaetius and Aristotle and tries to '

show the connection of Aristotle's idea of the mean with Fanaetius'

theory of 'and thus to give an explanation of the charge that

Panaetius was influenced "by Aristotle.

25. v. also Plut. 3R 12.1038A; CN 23.1070A; CN 4-1060C. The

discussion of different kinds of '<S|' in D.L.7.105 and Stoh. 3d. II

83,10ff. also shows that intermediates contribute something advantageous

to the natural life ('© <£e,f<w ') as opposed to the consistent

life ('g <? juo vox /J'Od),
26. At 1.17 superiority to outward circumstances was said to be

a characteristic of 'magnitudo animi', but as Cicero says at 2.33:-

"nemo iustus esse potest, qui mortem, qui dolorem, .... timet aut qui

ea, quae sunt his contraria, aequitati anteponit".

27. cf. 1.107.

28. op. cit., p.197.

29. Tatakis, B..N., Pandtius de Rhodes, Paris 1921, p. 155-216.

30. op. cit., p.I83f.

31. op. cit., p.l56ff.

32. Hist, J.M., Stoic Fhilosoohy, Cambridge 1969» ch,10, p.173-200.

%
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VI. Hecato

1. The fact that beneficia are treated by Panaetius in his

rrgp\ feu tas. as adapted by Cicero in the De officiis (l.42ff.)
indicates that they may be from Hecato's fTt/H ^^-jk,q v rc ; .

2. De bene?.1.3.8; 1.4.1; 1.4.4f.

3. Fowler, H.IT. , Panaetii et Hecatonis librorum fragment a, diss.

Bonn 1887, p.24f.

4. cf. Van Straaten fr.55ff.

5. op. cit., p,19f.

6. The idea that health is a virtue resulting from »,

especially if it occurs in is an odd one. It does not occur

elsewhere, and there seems to be no other evidence for it. It is

possible that health in different senses is meant, as at Stob. 3ol. II

62,15ff. where health of the soul, which is a result of practice and

consists in a good admixture of the '' in the soul, is distin¬

guished form the health of the body. Here, health is both a virtue and

a preferred thing, but the two senses are quite distinct. Philippson, 3.,

Das Sittlichschdne bei Panaitios, Philologus 85(1930), P.3opff.(esp.

p.374f.)> takes health in two different senses here, but regards both

as health of the soul.

7. v. ch. on D.L. and Stob., p.SOff.

8. SR 30.IO48A.

9. This is referred to by Philodemus=5VF2,108l.

op. cit., p.23.

t
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VII. Posidonius

1. Edelstein, L. & Kidd, I."., Fosidonius, vol.1, The Fragments,

Cambridge 1972.

2. Kidd, I.C., Posidonius on Emotions, in Long, A.A., Problems

in Stoicism , London 1971, p.200-215.

3. be nlac.370.2Kff. and 374-UKff. (EK.F168). The other

passages - 359.Stiff.; 362.3Mff.; 378.15Kff. - are not in SK, since they

are not attributable to Posidonius.

4* Z* EK.T95-99. In his article, op. cit., p.201, Kidd v/arns

against making Posidonius more of a Platonist than he really was.

5. For a brief rdsum£ of all the evidence for Posidonius1 ethics

(as for the rest of Posidonius* philosophy) v. Edelstein, L., The

Philosophical System of Posidonius, AJPh 57(1936), p.305-316.

6. p.121.

7. The only indication that Cicero used material from Posidonius'

treatment of kathekon is at be off.1.159 where Cicero says that, on

the question of whether the interests of the community should always

be placed before moderation and temperance, Posidonius answered in the

negative, because some things are so disgraceful that a wise man would

not do them even to save his country. This occurs in Cicero's apoendix

to the first book of the be officiis in which he discusses conflict

between two 'honesta'.

3. be plac.501K(EK.FI46); v. also Kidd, op. cit., p.202.

9. be plac. 369-3761*(SK.FI64) 1 Seneca En. 95,65-7 (3K.F176) ; Vo

also Kidd, op. cit., o.205-6.

10. "Seneca Sp. 94,38(EK.FI78); 95,65~7(EK.F176).

11. Clement, Strom. II p.129.1-5(BK.F186); v. also be plac.445-

448M(ek.F3!); 448-456M(EK.F187).

12. In his discussion of beulac.370Kff., K. Reinhardt,
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Poseidonius, Munich 1921, p.273-290, points out that Posidonius'

disagreement with Chrysippus was concerned with the source of impressions

in people affected "by emotions, that they were not judgements of reason

which carried these people away by their force (' ), but that

they were judgements having their source in the rational capacities.

13. v. Be_olac.399-14-400.10M(EK.P153); 438.12-439.9M(EK.F160);
452.3-1014 (SK.P161).

^4. op. cit., p.208.

15. Clement,Strom. II ,29.1-5(EK.F186); D.L.7.87(EK.P135);
De plac.448.lp-449.8M(PK.P187).

16. De_plac.45O.5Mff.(PK.FI87).
17. Cic. De off.3.7-10(EK.F41o); and v. earlier in this chapter

(p.134)•

18. v. D.L.7.103. There is no need to go as faf as L. Edelstein

(article op. cit., p.309) who says that Posidonius regarded riches not

as indifferents which can be used in a good or a bad way, but as both

positively good and positively bad.
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VIII. Seneca

1. De fin.3.20ff.; 3«53ff.

2. Academica 1.37.

3. There is a treatise by Bishop Martin of Bracara called

Formula honestae vitae, which is supposed to be based on a treatise

by Seneca on the subject of officia (v. Haase's ed. of Seneca's works,

vol.Ill, p.463). Grimal, for example, includes it as a work of Seneca

(Grimal, P., Sdnbgue, Paris 1943, p.33), but it is doubtful that there

was such a treatise,and the internal evidence ox Bishop Martin's work

gives no indication that it is based on Seneca or even that it is of-

any relevance to the Stoic doctrine of kathekohta. cf. Bickel, 3.,

Die Scnrift des Martin von Bracara Formula honestae vitae, Hh.M. 60

(1905), p.505-551.

4. 1.1.8; 1.2.5; 5.20.4; 6.4.2; 6.25.3; 6.42.1; cf. also 3o.

81.6; 81.25.

5« cf. chapter on Hecato, p,124ff.

6. Be off.3.13-14.

7. emend. Gertz - mss. beneficio. v. chapter on "ecato, p.

8. D.L.7.109.

9. cf. 3p.l9»5; 20.2; 22.3; 93.4; 101.3; etc. Dialogues, Be otio

2.2.; De const, sap.19.3.

10. Hecato, p,122ff.

11. _cf. Bxarnples of kathekonta at D.L.7.108, which concern the

treatment of other people. In general, examples of kathekonta involve

the obligations resulting from relationships, v. lange of Kathekon, p.
f

12. cf. the fact that precepts of officia are derived from the
%

virtues in Cicero's De officiis.

13. cf. Marcus Aurelius, p.198-200.

14. A possible example in Seneca of an officium which results
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from such a knowledge of the decreta is at _do.71.23 where the happy

man whose virtue is complete is said to perform a "honestum officium"

when he accepts with courage things which others would regard with

fear. Such an officium seems to result from knowing the doctrines

concerning the virtue of courage.

15. v. Sextus dmpiricus, p.46.

16. Practice of Kathekon, p.262.

*
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IX. Eusonius

1. Discourses3.23.29 = Kusonius, fr.4-3 (v. n.3).

2. Hoctes Atticae V. 1 = Kusonius, fr.49.

3. C. Kusonii Hufi Religuas, ed. 0. Hense, Leipzig 1905«

4. codd. iO pv-rt / , tacite corn. Gesner.

5. The proper approach to death is stated in fri28 where

1arc Qsv]<rtc-iv " seems to he identical to "fc*&']£cvrus *rva CW<2?v " in fr.29.
6. v. chapters on Pana.etius (p. 39 ) and Seneca (p. 142).

7. This might however refer to appropriate procedure in logic

as the way to determining what it is appropriate to do. _cf. Epictetus,

Discourses 1.7 which makes such a connection quite explicit (v. chapter

on Spictetus, p.iSlff.).

8. At D.L.7.109 "to live virtuously" is said to he appropriate.

9. That mental contemplation is natural in this sense is shown

at Cic. De off.1.13 where men are said to have a desire for discovering

the truth ahout things. _cf. also De fin.3.17-18.
10. cf. esp. Gic. De off.1.13; Stoh. Eel. II 62,9.

11. Pohlenz, M., Die Stoa, Gtittingen 1959? vol.1, p.302.

12. v. esp. 71.7; also 12.11.

13. _v. chapter on Epictetus, p.l63ff.

14. For this idea v. chapters on Stohaeus (p.64f.) and Epictetus

(p.J&STff.).

15. .cf. Posidonius, for whom kathekon was constituted in obed¬

ience to reason, v. Kiad, I.G., Posidonius on Emotions, in Long, A.A.,

Problems in Stoicism, London 1971> p.203.

16. This rule is stated also in Epictetus (S.30).

17. Plut. SR 11.1037C; cf. Philo = 3VE3,519.

18. Cic. De off.2.12ff.

19. v. esp. E.30.
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X. Spictetus

an<^ esP* 1«4 which places progress in not desiring

things which are not a matter of free choice.

2. This will be shown later (p.169-170) to be a necessary

prerequisite for performing kathekonta.

3. '.•.'hat this means in detail will become clear later on. It

should be pointed out that the distinction between 'cpc-l?ts ® and 'o'

seems to be an original element in iJpictatus (cf. Bonhdffer, A.,

Bpictet und die Stoa, Stuttgart 1390, p.22; Olafather, vf.A. , Bpictetus,

The Discourses, London 1966, Intro, p.xxi). The use of the terminology

may be new, but the ideas are not. In the chapter on Kusonius (p.157)

there was an indication that emotions associated with wrong beliefs

must be removed before teaching about kathekonta. could be effective.

Also, Posidonius' theory of 'opc-<-rot' is designed, it seems, to make the

same point:- the 'o/?e-Acr<' of the irrational capacities cause ' and

an inability to listen to reason, and ' must therefore be cajoled

away by varying means of persuasion (v. Kidd, I.G., Posidonius on amotions,

in Long, A.A., Problems in Stoicism, London 1971> p.206); kathekonta

on the other hand are constituted in obediance to reason (v. Kidd, op.

cit., p.203) and hence are to be associated with a stage after '

have been suppressed, when the agent is free from the influence of

what is 'of<etov * to the irrational capacities (power, pleasure, success,

etc.) and acts according to what is '£n\<Zs akin to man in an

absolute sense (wisdom, good, etc.). This agent has his 'o^ef^s ' ri£ht
because he does not desire things which are not in his control, and is

in a position to listen to reason and do what is kathekon.

4. v> esP« Stob. Plorileg. 103.22 = 5VF3,510*

5. The evidence for kathekon in Bpictetus is consistent with this,

since it does not connect the performance of kathekonta with a secure
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disposition "but concerns l) general rules about what is kathekon (2.10.5;

3.7.25; 3.22.69; 4.4.17; 4.12.16), 2) criteria for applying them (1.7;

E33.13; 4.7.19ff.)J and 3) the general principle that everyone acts in

accordance with what they think is kathekon (1.13.1-3; 3.22.42; 342).

In addition to the word ', there are also clear instances of

' in the same sense (e.g. 2.14.19). This of course follows

the practice of the Musonian passages in Stobaeus. Also the preposition

•Kocroc' + a pronoun is used in contexts concerning kathekon in a sense

indistinguishable from it (l.7«33j 1.23.5); here the origin of the word

'AhcDfjVov ' seems to be indicated (cf. D.L.7108: -rcC< koc-rc^ raw*?

6. D.L.7.35; Plut. SR 10383; Cic.Oe fin.3.16.

7. 1.18.2; ?6=Stob. Ill 20,60. cf. 3.22.42.

8. rHere desire (*5 ') seems to be connected specifically with

advantage, and impulse ('opyu^') with kathekon in accordance with the
distinction between the first and second 'ronoc '; but Spictetus is

trying to show that a feeling of advantage is the cause of impulse. It

seems impossible to show this without identifying advantage with kathekon.

In 3.22.42 there is another possible fusion of the two concepts, when

he says that it is impossible, i.a., to desire ('') or be

impelled ('ep^2V') without first conceiving an impression of advantage
or kathekon. It does seem possible that Enictetus keeps the connection

of ' with advantage and 'o£yu<^' with 'fcw-Sif/cav' theoretically

distinct, but when explaining action he does tend to talk about advantage

and kathekon as though they were the same. After all, desire for what
1

is advantageous must always affect one's idea of what is appropriate.

9. In this case, there seems to be no clear distinction between

kathekon and advantage, as pointed out in n.8, except that kathekon

refers more specifically to conduct; but this may well be due to the
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context here. ISoictetus is making the point that we ourselves have

the power to give or withhold assent to impressions, and this of course

is equally applicahe to impressions of what is advantageous and what

is appropriate. In certain contexts like the present one it is not

necessary for 3pictetus to make clear distinction between advantage,

which relates specifically to ', and kathekon, which relates

specifically to because, as 1.13.1 pointed out, both concepts

play a part in the creation of impulse towards something. ^'his may be

the reason why advantage and kathekon so often appear together. cf.

1.23.5 which gives "to <TunA. -rc oysow " in a list of things within
the sphere of action which correspond with truth- in the sphere of assent.

"t2> j<<<£b)V:ov /oct rr<Y>i to /cytlyxcd' and "to oh ^*ct'c~[~i& " also
occur in this list, but we cannot assume that they mean the same.

10. The example of Medea is used to illustrate a point connected

with the first 't&/?-oj ' at 2.17.19ff. ^er problem is seen as being that

she desires things (keeping her husband, living with him at any cost,

staying in Corinth) which, if she did not desire, she would not be in

the predicament that she is. But this passage does not discuss the

problem in relation to the second 'to'/tos- '.

11. This approach was noted in the ca.se of Kusonius. v, p.l$8.

12. For ' and 'fujurneTfos' cf. Posidonius, 3X.F31 , 14;
Cic. Be off. 1.101-103. For the idea of appropriate measure _cf. llusonius,

Fl3b, esp. p,105.7f. : "Koer^oov T6- jcxt ycu to8 "•
13. £f. 330. The primary importance of relationships in kathekonta

is probably the reason why Xenakis, T., Spictetus, The Ha,gue 1969, P»70,

renders the word 'As' as 'social responsiveness'; but it is difficult

to use this phrase for all occurrences cf '/<*,£? ,7*^ y •, and is also a little

odd when used for one's relationship to god.

14. 2.14.8; 3.2.4; 4.3.20.

15. W.'A.Oldfather, Bpictetus, Loeb Classical Library, 1928, vol.11,
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p.5H.

16. This relationship is a natural one, and this fact is here

indicated when Wpictetus says that one is naturally inclined ("wic&uI-Gnf
towards one's father (v.p.164).

17. What the other party does to one is an external and hence of

no importance to one. As we sawoearlier (p.165), external advantages

and disadvantages are of no concern for one's own genuine advantage,

whereas, as we see here, the maintenance of one's own part of a relation

ship is.

18. cf p.165, where one's own advantage was seen to he identical

with the advantage of one's father, brother, country, etc.

19. This is a Stoic term for proper names and is defined at D.L;7«

as "a part of speech indicating a peculiar quality", but in Upictetus

it seems to carry the meaning of 'apo«r^ycpS** ', class name, which is

defined at D.L.7.53 as "a part of speech indicating a common quality"

(v. 4.8.6; 4.8.9; 3.1.27).

20. At 4.12.19> after giving the principle for the performance

of kathekonta, he makes clear that it is impossible to be free from

faults; all we can do is be continually xntent upon avoiding them. The

fact thg;t he regards acting in accordance with universal nature as

humanly impossible, is a possible reason why ISpictetus cea.ses to make

the distinction between ' and ' (v. p.137-3). Also,

we must remember that gpictetus seems to restrict natural things which

kathekonta, aim at; he is not thinking of kathekonta aiming at 'tu &crS

<{>63-^ • in the sense of externals (v, p.l33ff.) but he is thinking

primarily of kathekonta in the sense of fulfilling the implications

of the 'ovectoru ' that are naturally applicable to man. In a sense he

is talking in a similar way to I-lusonius who used to refer to

the appropriate function , ' or 't/iW.' of man (_v. p.l53f.).
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21. of. Musonius, p. A. 3, where 'oit^Toc ' is coupled with ' ijpo ;
Marcus Aur. Med. V.20 and elswhere; D.L.7.103.

22. cf. 4.10.3: "ivTs tv ottoerT^ ».

22a. Marcus Aurelius emphasizes the fact that man is 'jfcciv vJ//(coj '

(v. p.205 ; and Med.V.16; X.31; VIII.12; etc.). cf. Gic. He off.2.12ff.,

where the mutual cooperation of men is very important in determining

rules of kathekonta for acquiring the conveniences of life (v. Panaetius,

P.l05ff.)

23. Bonhdffer, A., Die Ethik de3 Gtoikers Bpictet, Stuttgart 1894,

p.204.

24. v. p.I65.

25. cf. Fronto's letter to Marcus Aurelius (=ZVF 3,514), in which

he points out three similar dovisions of kathekonta. Here the first

two are said to he done for the sake of the third, and points out that

it is officium for the wise man to take food not for the reason of

gratification hut because it is necessary to sustain a life of wisdom.

26. v. p.l69f.

27. v. p. 173. It is not clear here whether *<5xoC " means the

character of an individual or human character in general, -t is most

likely that Spictetus is referring to the need to take oneself as an

individual into account as well as accommodating one's actions to

others. Both of these would seem to he part of human character. A

clear example of the relationship of orderly action to human nature as

well as to the individual's character k 1.6.15, where Bpictetus says

that rational creatures will not at+ain their end -unless they act

The contrast with animals shows that he is talking in terms of human

nature as a whole, hut he also mentions individual nature as necessary.

28. This refers hack xo 4.3.3: du<s-<.jTe-tf ro <racurcG
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XIpoS~tjj tTo v c?<?e Jev "• I-aintaining one's own character is part of

acting reasonably.

29. _cf. 4«7«24 where it is said that we can accept those externals

which come our way and have sufficient value as long as we do not do

anything immoral to obtain them.

30. v.2.23.27.

31. cf. 2.23.24 where things are given value in relation to others;

for example and ox has more use a.') than an ass, a slave than a

dog. This is what is meant by assigning value to each thing ("Ttjw ^l/^v
FtfoJuv" , 2.23.23).

32. _cf. 2.23.6 where 3pictetus describes man's faculty which uses

the gifts of god as "to sorely Lsc. sight, hearing, life and
"l ^ Is ^ I \ ) ? r C ^ . /

things conducive to lifej, Tt> ^ va r<^v efc^trrc^ Xc^tco^evov ».

33. v. infra p.l06f. for the view of life as a, game. There are

various words used to express the circumstances which we must accept

■vi cvx" (4.7.20); "ToV jv<n^c" (1.17.17); "o »
(3.26.29; 4.7.20); "*} ScoiK TOC BeoZ " (4.10.4). 'God', 'the guidance
of god' and 'the will of nature' mean the seme as 'whatever happens'

because, as 4.7.20 shows, "to follow god" means "wishing for what god

wishes to happen" and, because god determines everything that happens,

"wishing for whatever happens".

34. 1.25.17. The ultimate way out cf being compelled is death by

one's own hand (1.25.20).

35» P» Be Lacy, The Logical Structure of the Tthics of Xoictetus,

CP XXVIII, 1943, p.112-115, demonstrates the point that in the first
t

book of the discourses Arrian has planned "a progressive exposition of
%

ethical theory, collecting and organising his material in terms cf the

principles of logic" (p.113).

36, The passage $eu>pds .... 5rro~> f£e.' " refers to logic.
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37. In fact life itself is a game; v. 2.16.36, where it is suggested

that we all have the ability to stop playing the game by taking our

own life.

33. v. also 1.5.27ff.

39. He does not however regard ' as exclusive to the sage,

as was in the early Stoa. Such actions seem to be impossible

(v.p.174-5)) nnd actions of the sage are referred to as 1 ' (cf..

esp. 1.7 and v. p.131-3).

40. v. 1.13.1-3; 3.23.42; 342. _cf. Bonhtfffer, A., Die 3thik des

Stoilcers Bpictet, Stuttgart 1394. p. 199-200.
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XI. Marcus Aurelius

1. The question of the connection "between the chapters of the

Meditations is discussed "by Farquharson, A.S.L., The Meditations of the

Emperor Marcus Antoninus, Oxford 1944> intro. p.Ixvii-lxxiv.

2. Discourses 1.23.5.

3. cf. esp. D.L.7.107s- <Ti <*Ero [sc.k^®^^J -r*<?s
4 t I ' _ ' "> il

Si/GiV' £ Octree V .

4. cf. Kusonius , who connected 'To np/nc • with appropriate

function (v. ch. on Musonius p.ir^fr), and Panaetius' views as expressed

in Cicero Do off. 1.93-151.

5. v. later (p.ls^f.) for the identification of advantage and

kathekon.

6. cf. IV.1; V.20; VI.50; VIII.41; XI.37; and also VIII.32 and

StoTj. Eel. II 115,5.

7* op. cit., vol.11, p.45^.

8. op. cit., vol.1, p.370; vol.11, p.764.

8a. v. VI.27; III.16.

9. cf. IV.21.

10. on. cit., vol.11, p.543-4.

11. op. cit., vol.11, p.544.

12. cf. Epictetus, Discourses 1.19.10-15; 2.22.15.

13. _cf. e.g., II. 16(end).
14. cf. III.4.4; VII.55; VII.12; IX.1; IX.31J IX.42-4.

15. Musonius, FXYII, p.88-9H.
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XII. Hierocles

1. Hierocles' Bthische Blementarlehre (Papyrus Berlin 973u),

ed. H. von Arnim, Berliner Xlassikertexte, Heft iv, Berlin 1906.

2. v. Pembroke, S.G., Oikeiosis, in Long, A.A., Problems in

Stoicism, London 1971? p. 113; von Arnim, op. cit. , p.xv-xxxvi;

Praechter, K,, Philosophic des Altertums, Berlin 1957? vol.I^, p.499.

3. All the passages are collected together in von Arnim's edition

of the 6' ^(1 <fToi.^e-ctort^ . The identity of the Hierocles of these

passages with the Stoic Hierocles was established by Praechter, K.,

Hierocles der Stoiker, Leipzig 1901. The work from which these passages

come is usually regarded as being the mentioned by Suidas.

Reference to the passages will be given by page and line reference of

von Arnim's edition.

4. e.g., p.50.20; 55.22; 56.34? 61.7.

5. Discourses 1.22.15; 2.17.31.

6. Spictetus Discourses 3.14.7? where some actions are said to

be done 'npo^ ? others ' (Ttf>/rT*xiv', and so on. 'iTpovjYc^/uai/-'-'
seems to mean general principles at Discourses 1.4.20.

7. It is of course only in the case of general rules that it

is possible to appeal to the authority of the wise man in order to

find out what is appropriate as a general rule for the ordinary man.

In the case of stiicide, for instance, this is only appropriate for

the wise man in special circumstances and is therefore not appropriate

for the ordinary man. Another example of the appeal to the authority

of the wise man is at Cic. De fin.3.59. Also, the derivation of kath-

ekonta from the virtues is comparable to this (v. Gic. De off.1.).

8. v. D.L.7.107; 7.85-6; Stob. Bel. II 85,13ff.

9. Kerferd, G.B., The Search for Personal Identity in Stoic

Thought, Bulletin of the John Rylands Library, vol.55 »o.l(l972), p.194.
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op. cit., p.126.

11. op. cit. In this article Kerferd is concerned to show that

when we regard others as ' otVeTov • to ourselves, we are in fact iden¬

tifying with them; the process of seeking out relationships with other

people is in fact the same process as seeking for a personal identity.
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I. Range of Kathekon

1. D.L.7.4? 7.175; 7.173.

2. Plut. SR 23.1045E; 30.1047F; SB Adv. math. XI194.

3. SE Adv. math. XI194. The discussion of the burial of parents

is presumably an example of how to 'honour one's parents', which is

an example of a kathekon.

4. Diogenes Laertius does not discuss katorthomata, but his

discussion of kathekonta compares very closely with that in Stobaeus.
\ ^ f r

It is clear that human nature and *t^ are the basic

criterion of kathekonta, and not universal nature.

5. Sextus does not use the terms •«.*-and 'K*kvj>cc/' in

making this distinction, but he makes the point very clearly (v. p.4-6f-).

6. Plut. SR 30.1043A.

7. v. Long, A.A., Caraeades and the Stoic teles, Phronesis

XII no.1 (1967), P.59-90.

8. p.?y—f.

9. Some modern scholars do not believe that Panaetius maintained

the distinction between kathekonta and katorthomata in the way that

the early Stoa did. Eor the discussion of this question, v. p.

10. v. p.iS~3-4~.

11. Discourses 3.7.28.

i
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II. Source of Kathekon

1. v. P.93Vf-

2. 3ZL. p. 11 ffr-

3. V. SVF 1,363-5, 368-9.

4. V. p. lyif.j

5. V. p. / 5"! •

6. V. p.f9o.

7.
8.
9.

Stob. Eel. Il86,!7f.
v. p.5"g
For discussions of these, v. p.74- (Cicero); p.64-(D.L. and

Stob.); p.r3rf.(Poeidonius); p.»£~S (Kusonius); p.ltsTf^Epictetus); p.icf

(Marc. Aur.).

10. cf. Pembroke, S.G., Oikeiosis, in Problems in Stoicism,

p.114-149- Pembroke shows clearly how oikeiosis applies to conduct

at all levels, but doe3 not discuss its relation to kathekon. cf. also

Kerferd, G„B., The Search for Personal Identity in Stoic Thought,

Bulletin of the John Rylands Library, vol.55 no.l (1972), p.177-196.

11. v. P.iyV

12. v. p.'57

13. cf. also D.L.7.89; Stob. Scl. 1165,7, Galen Be plac-itis

439.1M; Seneca De benef.4.17.2,

14. v. p. IS~I . 14a. v. p.7ff.. 14b. v. p.lAff. 14c. v. p.'37.

15. _cf. Long, A.A., Carneades and the Stoic telos, Fhronesis

XII no.l (1967). Long also discusses Archedemus' formulation of the

telos as "to live performing all kathekonta". Archedemus' date is a

little uncertain, but his formulation seems to be facing the same

criticism as those of Diogenes and Antipater.
15a. v p
16. v. De benef. 4.17.2 (attraction to virtue); En. 94.33; 120.11;

De tranqu. an. 4.4-8 (officia derived from the virtues); En. 7.28;

De benfef. 4.11.5 (the good and the useful as criteria of officia).

17* v. Long, A.A., The Stoic Concept of Evil, PQ vol.18 no.73
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(Oct. 1968), p.337f.

18. D.L.7.86; Hierocles p.53.2-12(von Amim).

19. Rieth, 0., Grundbegriffe der Stoischen Ethik, Berlin 1933>

p.102.

20. Tsekourakis, P., Studies in the terminology of early Stoic

ethics, London 1971, P-30; Nebel, G., Per Begriff des KASHkcK in der

alten Stoa, Hermes 70 (1935)> p.444.

21. Pohlenz, M., Pie Stoa, GOttingen 1964> vol.1 p.129 (cf. also

p.119 and 186).

22. op. cit. p.131.

23. Gic. Pe off, l.llf.j c£ also Pe fin. 3.17-18.

24. Bonhdffer, A., Pie Bthik des Stoikers Buictet, Stuttgart

1894» p.250; Pembroke, S.G., Oikeiosis, in Problems in Stoicism,

p.llbf.; Wiersma, W., Te-W und K■<€%Tec-v in der alten Stoa, Mnemosyne

1937, P.222.

25. V* P« 'S"f.

26. v. p.3311.

27. v. p. 63 f.

28. v. p.

29. v. p. '6+f4.

30. v. p. lo<f.

31. This will be very important if the criterion for a kathekon

is entirely objective. If one can examine an action and see that it

is aimed at something that is natural, it will not matter whether it

is deliberately chosen or not. (see the following section on the

criteria of kathekon).
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Ill, Definition of ilathekon

1. Range of Pathekon, p. 2|6f.
2. Source of Kathekon, p. 2.13 f.

3. Source of Kathekon, p. 2.1'sff.

4. ,cf. Kidci, 1.3. , The Relation of Stoic Intermediates to the

Sumrnum Bonum, CR r.s5 (1955)> p.181-94.
5. D.L.7.110 gives a possible example of a kathekon for children.

6. v. D.L, a Stob. footnote 8.

7. De fin. 3.1of.; v. Gicero p.7f£.
7a. Plut. CIJ 26, where the Stoic telos is described as "euVo^-KT"u>?
" Of " T<* Tj>; 1 v ?l #

8. D.L. & Stob,

9. The connection of » with. jJa-iv > is made in
several accounts of kathekonta. Kathekonta are said to be well-founded

or reasona/ble because they aim at 't£ Moc-r^ v of. Kilb, Ethische

Grundbegriffe, Ereiburg 1939> p.51f« a-nd Nebel, 3., Per Begriff des
kA£>H<oN in der alten Stoa, Hermes 70 (1935)> ?•443-9. The connection
is also made by some authors who take ' to mean probable, that
kathekonta have a probable justification because they aim at '*r^
fidriv'; _cf. Grumach, S. , Physis und Agathon in der alten Stoa, Berlin
1966, p.40 & p.73. v. also next chapter p.2S~+Ff.

10. Cicero p. 19fF.

10a. Gicero p.20

11. Plutarch p.3f£f.; D.L. & Stob. p.S^f. j Gicero p..26.

11a. There is a problem here, because virtue seems to be the

significant criterion; that is, the wise man would seem to commit suicide

reasonably because only he, possessing virtue, can determine when to do
it. This is so despite the fact that his possession of virtue is not
a criterion for staying in life. _cf. Rist, J.K., Stoic Philosophy,
Cambridge 196), p.238ff.

12. Eel. II 110,9f.
13. Epictetus p. /77ff.

14. v. also Panaetius p.94f., where I suggest also that the emphasis
on the need for reason to control impulse is a result of Panaetius'

purpose of making the reader make moral progress, which can presumably

only be achieved by conscious application by reason of the rules of
kathekonta which are given in his treatise. These considerations seem

to apply to Hecato (v. Hecato p. IIsf.).
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15. Plutarch p.3jff„; D.L. <5: Stob. p. fcGf.

16. Panaetius p. 99P.

17. Panaetius p. foj-f,

18. Musonivi.s p. 15") Pf.

19. Musonius p.f5Tf.

20. Bpictetus p. >74f.

21. BonhiJffer,, Die Bthik des Stoikers Bpictet, Stuttgart 1394,

p.207.

22. Epictetus p./74-

23. Bpictetus p.

24. Marcus Aurelius p. 192.p.

25. Hierocles p.2.07f. & p,2.ioff.

26. cf. e.g. Hist, J.M., Stoic Philosophy, Cambridge 1969, p.995

Goldschmidt, V., Le Svsthme Stoicien, Paris 1953, p.133; Brdhier, 3.,

Chrysippe, Paris 1910, p.233; Grumach, 3., Physis una Agathon in der

alten Stoa, Berlin i960, p.30. It has been suggested that the word

'Gv'hofos ' in the definition of a kathekon refers to the fact that

kathekonta are based on human nature and are reasonable for this reason;

cf. Tsekourakis, B., Studies in the Terminology of early Stoic Ethics,

London 1971, p.40f.; Kerferd, G.3., Cicero and Stoic Ethics in Cicero

and Virgil, Studies in Honour of Harold Hunt, p.60-74. v. also next

chapter p.2S"2jh

27. Goldscmidt (op. cit. p.125-131) brings out well the point that

when we aim to do what is ' , we are not primarily aiming at

objects which are ' but doing what is in accordance with

our nature. To think in terms of objects at which kathekonta aim ana

which are <fj<rw ' is misleading. It is man's relation to objects

which is important.

28. Kidd, I.G., The Relation of Stoic Intermediates to the
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Summum Bonun, Cq nsp (1955), p.194.

Cicero p.llff.- Plutarch p.Aif.; Sextus Bmpiricus o. 44f.

30. Panaetius p. < c 2. ff~.

31. v. chapter on Hecato p.l27f-

32. Panaetius p. ii2.f.

33. Posidonius p.l33f.

34. Seneca p./44

35. Kusonius p. /48f.

36. Eoictetus p. 1A4-P.

37. Marcus Aurelius o.lSqff-.

CO • Hierocles p.m.

39. Ran-^e of Kathekon n.2.12-

40. Panaetius p. 97 ff.

41. Panaetius p. (04 ff.

42. Panaetius p.

43. Hecato 0. (24ff-

44. Epictetus p. /7o PP.

45. Eoictetus P. /73ff.

46. p.43.1-50,.17 (von Arnim).

47. Marcus Aurelius p.i?3p, p./?£f.

48. Marcus Aurelius p./96f.

49. P.-2S?

50. Eoictetus p. 18<2f,

51. Panaetius

52. Marcus Aurelius p. /9/
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IV. Practice of Kathekon

1. Hist, J.M., Stoic Philosophy. Cambridge 1969-. p. 110-111, also

comes to the conclusion that Arcesilaus took the phrase from Zeno's

teaching ahout kathekonta.

2. Clement, Al. Paedog. I 13 = 3VF3,293.

3. Rist, op. cit. p.lOSf.

4. Hirzel, R. , Untersuchungen zu Ciceros ohilosonhischen Schriften.7 7 — . . > .

Leipzig 1382, vol. II p. 55*

5. Grumach, S., Physis und Agathon, Berlin 1966, p.40 & 78.

6. Brdhier, E., Chrysinpe, Paris 1910, p.230.

7. Goldschmidt, V., Le Systhme Stoicien. Paris 1953, p.139*

3. BonhtJffer, A., Die Ethik des Stoikers Eoictet, Stuttgart 1394,

p.193-8.

9. Dyroff, A., Die Ethik der alten Stoa, Berlin 1397, p.l40f.

10. Pohlenz, M., Die Stoa, Gdttingen 1959, vol. I p,130f.

11. Kilb, Ethische Grandbecriffe, Preihurg 1939, p.51f.

12. Tsekourakis, D. Studies in the terminology of early Stoic

ethics, London 1971, p.40-49.

13. Kerferd,G.B., Cicero and Stoic Ethics, in Cicero and Virgil.

Studies in Honour of Harold Hunt, p.60-74.

14. Christensen, J., An Essay on the Unity of Stoic Philosophy,

Munksgaard 1962, p.61 <?-, 73.

15. Nebel, G., Der Begriff des <AQHfcQN in der alten Stoa, Hermes

70 (1935), p.443-9.

16. D.L.7.177; Athenaeus = SVF1,624-5.
#

17. Watson, G., The Stoic Theory of Knowledge, Belfast 1966,

p.54 & 64.

18. Christensen, op. cit., p.73.

*19. Criteria of Kathekon, p.237ff.
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20. Criteria of Kathekon, p."2.3fcf-

21. D. L. & Stob. ♦ p. 61-f.

22. _cf. Sextus Errroiricus, p. S"Z.

23. Panaetius, p.?7£

24. De officiis 3.90; v. Hecato,

24a. Plutarch, p.34-ff.

25. D.L. & Stob., p.ASf.

26. Bpictetus , p.179-1153.

27. Long, A.A., Language and Thought in Stoicism, in Problems in

Stoicism, London 1971? P.95-6, shows that man's aim in the sphere of

ethics is to effect a correspondence between his own actions and the rat¬

ional course of events that exists in the physical universe. This

shows the connection of physics to ethics, and also the part that logic

plays in effecting the correspondence. Le Lacy's article, The Logical

Structure of the Ethics of Suictetus, Cl. Phil. XXXVIII (April 1943),

p.112-125, sets out to demonstrate how Spictetus consistently applies

the principles of logic to the' exposition of ethics.

28. Marcus Aurelius, p.r??ff.

29. p.AS-Xf.

30. He Lacy, op.cit., p.114 n.19.

31. Seneca, De beneficiis 4.33.

32. Epictetus, p.i<3S"ft,; Marcus Aurelius, p./?4-

33. cf. Goldschmidt, V., Le Systhme Stoicien, Paris 1953, p.155*'.

34. Rist, op.cit., p.108.

35. Grumach, E., Physis und Agathon, Berlin 1966, p.30 & 40.
#

36. cf. Cicero, p./7 ? where 'peccata in effectu' are discussed.

These seem to be actions contrary to what is kathekon. Their fault

lies in the results of the actions (betraying one's country, doing

violence to one's parents, robbing a temple) as opposed to those peccata
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which are characterised "by pathe.

37. Cicero, p.!2ff.; Plutarch, p.36f.
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V. Distinction "between Kathekon and Katorthoma

1. Range of Kathekon, p.219.

2. v. Stob. Del. II 85,20; Plut. SR 13.10382-?.

3« Cicero, p.3-6.

4* Cicero, p. 24f. cf. the phrase 'jusGa » at Stob. =3Y?3,510,
where it refers to the actions of the progressor who performs all kath-

ekonta but has not yet reached the position of happiness.

5. e, g.Van Straaten, M., Pandtius, Amsterdam 194°, p.147-8, 196;

Rebel, G., Per Begriff des kAOrt,<QN in aer alten Stoa, Hermes 70 (1935),

p.450-4; Kilb, Dthische Grundbegriffe, Freiburg 1939, P«54; Pohlenz, -M.,

Pie Stoa, GOttingen 1959, vol. II, p.130.

6. Rist, J.H., Stoic Philosophy, Cambridge 1969, p.97ff»

7* op« cit., p. 97. cf. also Pohlenz, op. cit., p.130; Sonhflffer, A.,

Pie Bthik des Stoikers Epictet, p.209ff. Rebel, G., op.cit., p.451,

makes 'r<i to » identical to •*fiyprJ• because inappropr¬
iate actions cannot be a content of the sage's a.ctions. This view is

based only on an unclear statement at Stob. 2c1. II 86,10, and there is

some evidence against it (Philo-575*3,513; Plut. SR 47,lo553*=3VF2,994;

SR 47.1057A= sv?3,177).

8. Tsekourakis, P., Studies in the terminology of early Stoic ethics,

London 1971, p.24ff., makes the same point against Rist.

9. Cicero, p.l7f.

10. P.L. & Stob., p.74f.

H. P.L. & Stob. , p.77f.

12c. Source of Kathekon, p.224ff.
#

13.c fKusonius, p.151.
s-

14. Dpictetus, p.l63f.

15. v. later in present chapter p.275ff.

16. Spictetus, p.138.
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17. Source of Kathekon, p.229f.

18. v. Pohlenz, op cit., p.129.

19. Plutarch, p.27ff.

20. Criteria of Kathekon, passim.

21. B.L, & Stob. , p.73.

22. cf. Long, A,A., Problems in Stoicism, London 1971» p.103, where

the sage is described as one who sees what policies and actions follow

from the conjuncture of man's life with cosmic events. _cf. also Pohlenz,

op. cit., p.123 where a katorthoma is described as an action "die aus

fester weltanschaulicher Brkenntnis rein im Hinblick auf die sittliche

Bestimmung des Menschen vollbracht wird". cf. also Christensen, J.,

An Bssay in the Unity of Stoic Philosophy, hunksgaard 1962, p.63.

23. Practice of Kathekon, p.254P.5 259ff.

24. Cicero, p.2* 16.

25. v. Sextus Envoi ricus, p.4S£; B.L. & Stob., p.32f.

26. Sextus Envoi ricus, p.43f. There are of course important differ¬

ences between wisdom as a skill and the other skills with which it is

compared, v. Cicero, p.l6ff.

27. D.L. & Stob., p.70f.

28. Cicero, p.15f.

Sextus Envpiricus, p.45ff»

30. Sextus Bmoiricus, p. 46f.

31. Sextus -^mpi ricus, p. 48f.

32. Long, A.A., Hellenistic Philosophy, London 1974 , p.206,

suggests that a sage might be detected in someone who, i.a., normally
*

performs kathekonta (lookingafter his health, his family, etc.} but is
seen to submit voluntarily to torture or even to take his life. I take

the point that a sage must be detected by looking at the whole range of

someone's actions, but I do not think that the performance of exceptions
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to general rules of kathekonta, even in combination with the fact that

he normally performs katheknnta, indicates a sage. Such a person may

only have made a great deal of progress, such that he normally performs

kathekonta, but still be capable of making a mistake.

33. D.L. & Stob., p.72.

34« Senec-a.,p;JL42fdj v. also later in present chapter, p.276ff.

35» Plutarch, p.38f.

3^* Plutarch, p.37f.

37. Kpictetus, p.l63f; cf. also p.lS2f.

38. Epictetus, p. 163; Kusonius, p,156f.

39» Seneca, p.142ff.

40. cf. Zeller, E., Stoics, Epicureans and Sceptics, tr. O.J.Reichel,

London 1892, p.264-5,288; Brdhier, S., Chrp/sippe, Paris 1910, p.231;

Nebel, G., op. cit., p.442-3; Grumach, E., Physis una Acathon, Berlin

1966, p.78; Pohlens, op. cit. , p.130; Kidd, I.G., :Stoic Intermediates

and the End for Pan, in Long, A.A., Problems in Stoicism, London 1971,

P.155-7.

41. D.L. & Stob., p.68f.; 3lf.

42. Plut. SR 7.1o34C; De virt. mor.441A. cf. D.L. fc Stob., p.8l.

43. v. SV?1,68.

44. Kidd, I.G., op. cit., p.lo4ff., rightly argues, on the basis

of Seneca's Epistles 94 and 95, that the sage does not need precepts at

all, but acts in accordance with his internal logos. It is the progressors

who find precepts useful. Indeed it is only progressors who need the

decreta as external rules, since the sage acts in accordance with the
1

internal promptings of his own logos which is ' (cf. Long, A.A. ,

The Stoic concept of evil, PQ 18(1968), p.342). The sage knows the de¬

creta in the sense that he does not nave to follow them as external rules.

45. Goldschmidt, 7., Le Systhme Stoicien, Paris 1953, p.137.
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46. Hierocles, p.52.22ff. v. Hierocles, p.207.

47. cf. Wiersma, 4., T/Aos und. fcxfiyjVov jr, der alten otoa ,

Mnemosyne s.3.5(1937)> P«255« jcf. also n.40 of the present chapter.

43. Kusonius, p.153ff.

49* 5pictetus, p,177ff.

50. Spictetus, p.lSOff.

51. Marcus Aurelius, p.204f.
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